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To 

1 he Memory of my Father, 



PREFACE: 

In the following pages I have made an bumble attem_ptc, 
to present the system of Adwaita Yedantism both in its 
theoretical conception and practical bearing. Vedantism _ 
is an integral system and in writing these pages the end 
in view has been to present the system in as complete a 
form as possible. 

I have not confined myself to the philosophy of the 
Upani~ads. Nor have I limited- my search to Gau~apada 
and Sankara. I have also brought in the evolution of the 
N eo-Vedantic thought after Sankara. 

Philosophy in India has never been solely an intellec
tual discipline. It has ever been the highest art of life. 
This is certainly true of ancient Vedantism. Though in 
later Vedantism the demand of conceptual thinking has 
been satisfied, still Vedantism has never cut itself adrift 
from its ancient mooring, the art of realising transcendent 
bliss. 

I take this opportu!lity of conveying my sense of 
deep obligation to Mahamahopadhyaya Pr~mathanath 

Tarkabhusan, and Mahamahopadhyaya Lak~ma!f Sastri, 
formerly Professors of Vedanta, Sanskrit College, and 
Pandit Auantakri~I,Ja Sastri of the Calcutta University 
for the valuable help I received from them. 

My heartfelt thanks are due to my colleagues, Professor 
Syamacharan Mukerjee, M.A., and Professor Kri~I,Jadhan 

Banerjee, M.A., and my friend Babu Cbarucbandra- Biswas, 
M.A., B.L., Vakil, .High Court, who kindly went through 
the proofs. I have also to thank Babu Upendra Coomar 
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Bose, the Librarian, Sanskrit College, for the readiness with 
which he placed at my disposal the rare books and 
manuscripts of the Library. 

My acknowledgment of services rendered by others 
will be incomplete if I do not include the name of Sir 
Asutosh Mookerjee, ol revered memory, who kindled in 
scholars a spirit of research and creativeness. 

Ba&anti Pancami, 1925. 
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THE SYSTEl\I OF VEDANTIC 

THOUGHT AND CULTURE 

CHAPTER I. 

One indivisible, that is pure existence. 
Chandogya Upanifad. 

Beyond relation, featureless, unthinkable, in which all is still. 
Mat]dukya Upani§ad. 

BEING. 

The Philosophy of Vedanta, like all other systems 
of thought, is an attempt to clearly understand and offer 
an explanation of the world as it appears to us in our 
knowledge. It is an attempt to determine the nature of 
the Ultimate Reality and to understand how it presents 
before us a world of manifoldness, in order to make out 
clearly the place and destiny of man in the world system. 
In fact, we .shall find in the course of our enquiry that 
the two most important questions for man, viz.: (I) the 
theoretical determination of the nature of substance or 
reality underlying experience and of the origin of know
ledge, and (2) the ethical problem of duty and the ultimate 
ideal of human life-have been thoroughly discussed in 
the Vedinta and their solutions offered. 

Vedantism is not to be taken as philosophy based 
solely upon revelation or faith that has no rational 
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justification. It .has got a strong hold upon the children 
of the soil: to some of them, it is an established principle 
which cannot he questioned, and this is not due to the 
Vedantic thought always appealing to the Sruti as the 
ultimate souree of knowledge, hut to its offering a. 
promise full <Of" inspiring hope to humanity aspiring for 
eternal verities. Needless to say, Vedantism has a stmng 
claim to its general acceptance, as. it is based upon the 

profoundest form of thinking and 
The subject intro- ar.,~>'ument ,· in it a deep conception of 

duced. 
life and experience has been wrought 

not upon mere dogmatism, hut upon a. logical justification: 
In fact, we meet in it a full form of philosophy developed 
upon a. dialectic and logical basis. 

'l'he first problem which the V edantin seeks to solve is 
the Ontological problem of Reality, the second, the problem 
of Cosmology, the third, the problem of Psychology, 

The Problems. 
whil~ the fourth is the last problem 
of striving after the ideal and its 

attainment-the final liberation. 
We may begin with the determination of Truth. 

Truth is Reality. Reality is that which does not con
tradict itself. It must exclude any form of self-contradic
tion. That it is absolute is proved by the fact, that in 
endeavouring to deny it ot· to doubt it we implicitly 
assume its validity. We may have another mark of reality; 
as causing impressions UI•on consciousness-it is something 
which appears. Appearances have no stability or perma
nence; nevertheless we cannot set them aside as completely 
unreal. Thus we may distinguish two forms of Reality; 
(1) Absolute, and (2) Relative. By absolute reality we 

Troth. 
· mean that which can never be denied, 

that which asserts itself even if we are 
led to think its contrary. It is the notion of all notions, 
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the form of all forms. By relative reality we mean that 
which bas an appearance and which makes an effect 
upon consciousness. It is not real in the sense of existin~ 
permanently, or existing by itself independently of 
others. In fact we may judge, criticise or refuse to 
accevt an appearance, but all these presuppose the position 
of Reality. A lower degree of Reality may be ascribed 
to appearance as something that impresses us, though it 
does not possess the mark of undeniability characterising 
Absolute Reality (vide Chapter 2). Truth has been 
defined as that which does not know B.ny negation. 
('!~iii 'if~ Pancadasi, Ch. 3, 29). Any appearance 
that can be subsequently denied cannot be regarded as 
truth in the absolute sense. Absolute truth is free from 
any idea or possibility of being ever contradicted~ Such a 
truth is not appearance, for appearances are often contra
dicted by subsequent knowledge. Appearance therefore 
cannot be taken as the ultimate truth, though Vedantism 
Is anxious to grant unto it an amount of being or reality. 
That ~hich we can think away is a contingent possibilit!f 

but not trutk, for, trnth asserts its own being irrespective 
of our subjecti~e choice to accept or deny it. We can 
throw away forms of being, and, therefore, these modes or 
forms of concrete existence are not truth in the absolute 
sense. We may think awa!J anything, but we cannot 

Existence is truth. 
think away Being .or Existence. 
Existence is therefore Truth. And in 

the effort of doing away with Existence, we are conscious 
of our tacitly assuming it. We can dismiss qualities or 
attributes of Being, or concrete forms of it, but ~e cannot 
put away Existence. The very thought of denial 
presupposes it. Existence or Being is the ultimate Realit!J. 
In fact, the existence of concrete things and appearances 

· implie~ the notion of existence. Braltma'l)l is Existence. 
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We have the same implication in the Sruti when it says, 
" one who thinks Brahma.q as non-existent, himself 
becomes non-existent." " Brahmai} is the being of all 
beings" (Brhadaral}yaka, II. i. 20; iii. 6). The first 
notion of Brahman is that it is Existence. Since ultimate 
reality is Existence, we cannot conceive the absolute as 
qualification of existenct;,, for qualification . is determination 
of Being, and determination is negation. We cannot 
think that Being-in-itself is equal to nothing. On the 
other hand, the concept of Being is so deep a notion 
that we can never be free from it. Even in the attempt 
to think nothing, we cannot have a complete idea of 

negation ; soine positive sense as 
Absolute negation- " th' · t " f 't If an impossibility. no mg ex1s s orces 1 se upon 

us. The conception of absolute negation 
is impossible, for so deep and intimate is our conception 
of Being that any such thought in itself cannot possibly 
arise. No doubt we can think of the negation of 
Jla.rticular existences, but negation of existence itself or 
the identity of Being and n~n-Being is out of the question. 
Negation can only refer to some portion of Ueing, but 
becomes entirely meaningless when attributed to Being in 
its integrity and universality. Absolute non-Being is not 
thinkable. To think is to judge. That which is judged 
must be present to consciousness. It must be in some · 
way or other. It must be positive. Absolute non-Being 
is not even conceivable, for it is open to self-contradiction. 
Non-Being cannot then be admitted as an abstract 
category. It is mere verbal expression corresponding 
to which nothing exists in thought or reality. The 
charge that Vedantism in reducing everything to the 
abstraction of being paves the' way for its ultimately 
coming to n~thing, is not to the point. Being and 
non-Being are contradictory concepts; the ·position of 
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ex.istence cannot be identical with· the negation o£ 
existence. Being is the real and ultimate concept : it 
may not be an immediate object of perception, but it 
is presupposed in all forms o£ existence.- It may be 
unthinkable, but it is not inconceivable. True Being is 
absolute Being. It excludes all relativity. It denies all 
dependency. It is absolute position. So far as this 
position is to be supposed to imply something, reality 
belongs to it. It must be thought o£ as (1) absolutely 
affirmative or positive, i.e., without the. slightest possibility 
of negation or lim_itation which would cancel absoluteness, 
(2) absolutely '!_imple, in the sense of not being subject 
to inner antithesis or contradiction which would ma!::e it 
changeable and transit-ory, (3) insusceptible of qualitative 
determination. • 

Again, Being is eternal existence, for it transcends time.· 
It i!! all-pervasive as it transcends space. It is fullness of 
existence as its expanse of existence is free from any exter- . 
nallimit. The concept• o£ Being is invariably associated 
with eternity and fullness. Such . being is again oneness, 
for, nothing exists outside of or external to it. 1 

we cannot think of duality or multipiicity of 
Bei1tgs. If Being is absolute it must be one, for we 
cannot conceive a number of absolutes. The ultimate 

reality cannot possess the same 
The absolute is not amount of Beingo, if it is more tha~ 

multiple of existences. ~ 

one. In such a case a question may 
arise regarding the amount of Being shared by each one 

1 ~ 'q' ~! ~sf~ ~q.it 

~t" "@ ~'ill~ met , 
fiR'i'l~ fif"'l''i!ilfifi~ rR 
· i'lcrr ifit~ ~mr: 11 

11fufcl;mtrif~1111{-UpadeSa. Sahasri. 
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of the~, for the total amount of Existence or Being 
cannot either increase or decrease. It is constant. Such 
a constant amount of Being these plurals must divide 
among themselves, and consequently none of them can 
become absolute, for they eusoul in them a quantum of 
~eing but not the full Being. We cannot conceive the 
co-existence of a plurality of rea.ls, for absolute existence 
and co-existence are incompatible. 

Co-existence implies a plurality of existences in 
some form .of relation, which is not in harmony 
with the idea of an absolute existence, fot· in such a 
system every one is dependent upon another, implying 
mutual action and interaction. A system ·of independent 
but absolute existences of unique and identical nature 
must lapse into one Being. If the independent existences 
be many, it must admit of some difference, and since all 
difference · is denied, we cannot take the absolute as 
many. We cannot regard the a!latem of real a in mutual 

relation as the Absolute. In such a 
The a.bsolnte-not a. system no one of the related terms 

system. 
can be regarded as absolute, since it 

IS entering into a relation, nor can the system be regarded 
as absolute, for a system is complex, and made of terms 
in relation, whereas the Absolute as already indicated, 
must be an all-pervasive oneness, excluding all possibility 
of being related to others. Again, we cannot take the 
Absolute Being as a multiplicity of absolutely different 
and independent realities, for these would be a number of 
competing individuals, incapable of being arranged in a 
system. Each of them cannot be absolute, for that would 
lead to the supposition of a plurality of absolutes-a 
contradiction in terms : for thes-, existences must either 
enter into some form of relation or not ; if they are 
conceived as quite independent, we cannot think of them 
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as entdring into relations ; if they do not enter into 
a system of relations, we cannot explain the· world which 
is a system. As already suggested, we cannot strictly 
conceive the co-existence of a number of incompatible 
absolutes, for as· absolutes they must be pervasive. of 
existence, and a plurality of such independent ·exist
ences cannot be reasonably conceived, for it . would 
imply a mutual exclusiveness and contradiction. · Again 
we cannot have the absolute as identical with becoming, 
for the ~bsolute is . Being or Existence, and Becoming 
is not Existence but a tendency, a growth towards it. 

It is an attempt to attain the full~ 
The absolute-not f 1 

becoming. ness o existence, but it is not rea 
Existence. It is - the invariable 

synthesis of Being and non-Being. It is not the com
plete Being, and as such cannot be the Absolute. 
But it may be replied that the sum-total of existence is 
the infinite Becoming; Reality is a dynamic process 
manifesting itself in· the process of growth. On the 
other hand, it may be _submitted that the idea_ of the 
absolute is invariably associated with the · pel'iection of 
existence. It cannot be identified with a process which 
is growing, for all growth must be a process unde_r the 
conditions of space, time and causality. Moreover, the 
process of growth implies an inner or external necessity. 
If it is- an attempt to adapt itself to .an external 
necessity, it is a finite process : if, on the other hand, 
it is controlled by an inner necessity, it may be asked; 
whether it is consistent and not self-contradictory to hold 
the absolute as identical with a process which realises itself 
in and through the evolution of finite forms and beings. 
Is it not quite out of keeping with the conception of the 
Absolute that it should realise its nature in a process 
of evolving concrete forms? . This growth is controlled by 
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an end, an end which is not existent in actuality or as a 
fact. The difficulty would not be removed if it is as
serted that the end is existent as a formative principle (in 
idea), for unless it has full realisation, we cannot say 
that it is fullness of Being or Absolute. Any conception 
of growth is an indication of an underlying Being 
manifesting itself; but the growth or manifestation can
not be identical with Being or the Absolute. Growth 
implies the growth of some thing in time and space. 
The underlying existence must be conceived as the reality 
and not the growth itself. The Reality which grows 
involves an inner necessity of pedecting and realising 
itself. It is not perfection, with which the conception of 
the Absolute is identical. To put it more clearly, the 
conception of pedection is not consistent with the con
ception of a dynamic process, it is rather invariably 
associated with a static existence (if. Sankara in the 
Viveka Cilqamaf}.i ~roitlf<li'l.,'1f<li4'). Reality is actuali
ty, a potentially real is eve.·y day becoming real, but it is 
not reality itself. A dynamic process always implies an 
effort of being, which again involve~ the idea of want 
and imperfection involved in its nature, for all strivings 
are significant of an endeavour to preserve its own 
existence. But this effort is not Existence, aud that 
which is not Existence cannot be said to be existing 
continuously. We cannot therefore extend the concep
tion of growth to the Absolute and "cannot rightly 
attribute to it in its own self a history . in time, or think, 
for Him there are ends not yet real, but waiting to be 
made real throu"'h a succession of events." "To represent 

0 

therefore that the absolute has a history will be t'.> 
misunderstand it on a finite an6.logy." But still it may 
be asserted that the absolute is a perfect system from 
the above standpoint, a system in which the energisiug 
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principle finds itself realising through the many and 
in whom the many exist as parts inherent ic the system. 
A question may be asked as how to conceive a systein as 
the absolute. A system as already indicated is made 
up of parts, which are either identical or different from 
it; if identical, they are not parts having individual 
existences; if diffet·ent, we cannot conceive any relation 
between them ; by being different the one becomes what 
the other is not. The absolute must be free from all 
kinds of bheda or difference. The V edantin classifies 

· these differences under three heads-(1) difference between 
a thing and its parts, (i) difference between a thing and 
anything of tl~e same kind Ol' class, (3) difference bet~een 
a thing and its opposite or something contrary to it. Any 
one of these differences is not conceivable in the nature 
of the absolute. It must be one integral homogeneous 
substance, transcendentally aloof. Such a conception of 
the absolute does not admit of any form of division inherent 
in it. Even jf we accede to the argument that in such a 
system everything is in . perfect ·order and enjoys fullness 
of being, still the possibility of division which such. a 
system represents is not in harmony with the conception 
of the absolute. 

1'o conclude : The conception of growth may be 
consistent with the conception of a finite being, but never 
with Reality. We come to the final decision that 
E:rz"stence or Being is the 1eltimate Reality. Reality is 
011e and integral substance: negativel!J, it £a neithe1· a sy/Jtem 
twr a proce11s. 

It becomes now necessary to determine the nature 
and character of the Absolute. To say that Being must 
be the ultimate Reality· is merely to state what is, but is 
no determination of the content of Being. To deter
mine the nature of Being we are to appeal to the 

~ 
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inmost being of our own existence, for it is here that we 
are intimately aware of the essence of l,eing. We cannot 
for this purpose go to the external universe, for because 
of its being external, it is not known to us directly, 
or if at all known, is known as states or modes in 
consciousness. We are immediately conscious of our 
intimate being not merely as an existence, but as an exist
ence that is· conscious ; or more clearly consciousness is 
its being or existence. In the inmost nature of our self 

we cannot make any distinction 
Truth is Being. b b . d · 

Being is consciousness. etween our emg an our consCious-
ness. Consciousness is our being. 

Bein9 is identical with. conscio1taness. To assert the 
existence of anything in any sense beyond and in
dependent of thought naturally suggests the doctrine 
of thing-in-itself, which is supposed to be the permanent 
possibility of sensatious. How are we to understand 
this thing-in-itself ? Is it conscious or unconscious 
existence? It cannot be anything else, for a real must 
be either of the two altematives. If it is unconscious 
in the sense of an existence totally different from 
and contradictory to consciousness, we have the 
unwarrantable hypothesis of metaphysical dualism-that 
two absolute substances can eo-exist. It must neces
sarily be conscious. Knowledge is the essence of being. 
If it were different fl'Om Being, Being would be its 
objects. In that case, Being ·would be, if intelligible, 
not-self; if un-intelligible, non-being. We come to the 
conclusion that to think of Being as ultimately real quite 
different from consciousness is an irreconcilable position in 
metaphysics. 'fo say that reality or being is_inert is to 
deny the possibility of knowledgf\ or experience. But 
knowledge or experience is a fact which on any 
.-naterialistio hypothesis canuot be rationally explained ; 
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to~ it attempts to explain the'~rigin of consciousness from 
what is in nature contradictory to it. ,As we have already 
pointed out, the concept of being can never be thought 
away, similarly we can never explain away consciousness; 
we may think away its objects and states, but we can 
never think it away and in our very attempt to do so, it 

· asserts its hold upon us. Consciousness is thet·efore the 
most positive of facts, the datum of all· other experiences. 
We find in the Sruti, it is such a. fact 11 that when it is 
e:r:pt·essed, others ex!>ress themselves, that by its splendour 
it enlighttlns or manifests all others." 1 Being is absolute 
and integral. Since Being is identical with conscious!le;s, 
consciousness must be thought as undivided, expansive and 
eternal, tra.nscending limits of space, time and causality. 

There are found in the history of thought conceptions 
of the absolute as unconscious or self-conscious ,reality. 
The former seeks to establish that the ultimate Reality is 
unconsciousness, continuously striving to realise conscious-

ness. This is a contradiction. To 
It is not unconscious h h b 1 · 

nor self-conscious. say t ar t e a so ute 1s unconscious 
is to deny all forms of reality to 

it, for nothing is truly real unless it is real to· its own 
self. The absolute in order that it should be real must be 
conscious of itself. A stone is not real to itself, it is real 
to the casual observer. A man is not fully real as he is 
not fully conscious of himself. The absolute is absolutely 
real in as much as it is conscious of itself completely. 
But we must not undet·stand the absolute as pet·sona.l self. 
consciousness, for, this would imply a distinction between 

1 ilitcl \tliiffl~fa ~.;q·, <!~ \tl~l ~~fil<t f.oofu-Svetasv~tara 
VI. 14.. Va.caspati has also the same thing in the following passage-

lU~ "'~ll<mSI: '!li<ii i{fijJ~h ""'"" l!ltt~ ~ fci <;t~:. ~!fflf<lilit •n 
ijf "'~ fi{I[J.fl'lf{i!tqfq 'if ~tf,{ft~-Cfi"fijJ"( f.w' ~ 'lllfq~ 'lfcf 
~~ &111'<1' ~-Adhyaaadhikira\'a. 
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self and its own states atd processes. It would admit 
of the possibility of an existence different from the self 
in reference to which it can regard itself as a personal 
existence in which so many states and p~ocesses inhere. 
This will imply a difference between it and its parts which 
is not consistent with the idea of an absolute Being. 
Those who maintain that self-consciousness is the ultimate 
reality regard the absolute apprehending itself as the 
totality of existence by going over the entirety of heings 
·and things. It is conscious of itself as the self-subsisting 
and self-conscious unity. 'l'his position is not accepted 
by Vedantism, which holds th~~ot the ideas of 'self 'and 
'not-self' are not immanent in and compatible with the 
Absolute, for one implies the other by relativity. If 
they obtain or have any meaning, it is only in the 
empirical order. In the absolute any such distinction 
implying 1·elativity and mutual dependence cannot hold 
true, as it would imply a division in the int~grity and 
purity of being. At the same time we must not think 
that it is unconscious or semi-conscious in a state of 
becoming conscious. The self is something eternally 
accomplished rather than being accomplished-it is the 
light of knowledge, ~he breath of wisdom. J'enda11tism 
t!tua identijiea the abaolute being 1citll conaciouaueaa. Any 
thing falling short of it is not consistent with the con
ception of the absolute. The charge that the absolute 
must be conscious of itself and therefore self-conscious 
does not stand, for to be self-conscious supposes a state of 
modification and implies a. mode of becoming in the 
integrity o~ Being which is contradicted by the very 
nature of being. Being ia Con.aciou:mess. Co~tac-iolmteaa ia 
awarme88. This does not imply that outside Brahman 

. something must exist a.s its_ object ; as the sun always 
shines when there is nothing for it to shine on, so Brahman 
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is cognition without having an object of cognition, 
Since Brahman is consciousness it does not require any 
object to know, it is a transcendental exi~tence. We have 
no possibility of thinking it as unreal in the sense of 
not knowing itself. It knows itself without implying 
the relativity of subj~ct and object. In the case of 
empirical cognition we are in absolute need of subject 
and object, hut this analogy we cannot extend to the 
absolute which know6 itself without any process of 
knowing. The law, therefore, that in every case • know
ledge implies some form of duality does not hold good. 1 

Whenever we want to know anything besides con
sciousness, we are under the necessity .of a duality in the 
form of subject and object-the one knowing, the other 
being known, implying ·a process of the subject in 
a state of knowing generally called knowledge. Evidently 
any cognition implies these three factors, but that which is 
intelligence or cognition itself does not stand in necessity 
of these states implied in the ordinary proces'3 of self
consciousness.11 Consciousness doe~: not require any 
process to be conscious of itself, nor does it imply 
anything to be its object in reference to which it -can 
regard itself, as subject. It is absolute intelligence. It 
is self-luminous. It is capable of being felt directly 
and immediately without being the object of know
ledge (vide Citsukhi, Jivaji's Edition, p. 9). 8 It is the 

• Vide Viveka.cii~a.mal}i (Sloka 242). 

'!11rl'!liii.,"J:.Oilf{ 'liJif"i'i' f.lf~'lfifi I 
fl~-f;;r;tnrt 'tl~ ffi<t ~'l:fl: u 

• U padeaa Sahasri~ 
?;~ m~f.lfifi~1 
i!lt~re ef"li{ m~: ~m<ffl:-af2l ~'q ~-~ior~q 81. 2. 

8 if il'lifl ~Jt11ilit iif!ll~~r'l':, ~!Q'~~"!~SU'I'"I<4'l•<lcti!.l1: 
~I 
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object of direct use; without being the object of ·sense
perception. Self;lumi~ousness is not an attribute of 
Being. It is its nature. We sum up. Truth is Reality. 
Reality is Being. Being is consciousness, it is not uncon
scious will not· self-conscious personality-it is impersonal, 
self-luminous substance. 

Besides this logical implication of the identity of 
Being and Consciousness, the Vedantin advances some 
psychological evidences establishing the hypothesis of 
consciousness as identity of existence. 

( l) The vacant state of consciousness.-Generally it is 
supposed and felt that the ,-nind or self is eontinuously. 

thinking; no state of mind can be 
conceived where we can find the self The conclusion sup· 

ported by the psycho
logy of (1) Vacant 
•t~~ote. of consciousness. 

at rest. Again, the self is not only 
thinking but always organising a 

world of its own thoughts. The idea of the self as an 
identical principle subsisting by itself and underlying the 
variety of processes asserts its hold upon us, and we have 
the sense of an identity realising itself in the succession 
of states and processes of consciousness. 

The Vedantist holds that this theory is not true, or true 
in an ~mpirical sense. It is a mere common notion of mind 
or self that it exists and maintains its existence in and 
through states and processes. There are states of con
sciousness when this multiplicity of conscious states 
dwindles away suddenly and unexpectedly along with 
the synthetic unity of apperception. The ide!\ of a logical 
self organising experience is accepted in V edantism from 
the empirical standpoint, but the Vedantist denies to 
it any kind of substantial or. transcendental existence. 
To use the terms of Kant, it can have an immanent 
·existence and use, but it has no transcendent use, for as 
soon as the empirical order of ideas ceases to exist, the 
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idea of a self as persisting in an individual and personal 
sense-as the principle· of synthetic unity-no longer 
has its hold upoa, us. Of such an existence we have an 
instance to the point in the !'aca11t state of cottsciou,,ness, 
where for the time being the empirical whole including the 
idea of a self as an energising and organising principle 
loses itself. And we completely f01·get ourselves and. the 
environment. It takes some time to return to the 
empirical level of conscious existence. Such a sudden 
break in the continuity and the unity of ou.r mental 
life has not only -a negative side of total forgetfulness, 
and denial, fo! the moment, of the objective conscious life 
with its bonds of relation, but it has a positive side as well 
indicating a sense of relief accompanied by a tranquil joy 
and calmness. In such a. state we have a complete 
oblivion of the active and organising self, and when 
the sense of the empirical order returns, the mind turns 
back on the fast-receding experience of bliss and tries 
to retain it in consciousness. But this state must not 
be confounded with. unconsciousness or subconscious 
modification of mind. The subconscious modifications are 
states where conscious or spiritual life is arrested ox: 
limited. And from the Vedantic standpoint sub-conscious
ness and self-consciousness are forms of empirical exis~ 
tence-the only point of difference is that the former is 
more subjective, whire the latter is more objective. 
Our mental life has two aspects of existence : (1) the 
pu1'ely aubjective mind: where the grouping and formation 
of ideas are not under volitional control. It is a world 
which spontaneously determines itself forming combina
tions, possessing no objectiva value. In such a state ~f 
existence, the mind is withdrawn completely from the 
objecli11ely phenomenal order and freely determines or 
::reates an ideal world in which for the time being it has 
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its being and enjoyment =. (2) the objective minrl: where 
we purposively determine our universe of thinking, and 
where we come face to face with a reality having an 
e~istence independent of ourselves wherefrom we receive 
the materials of knowledge and the manifold of ex
perience. The objective mind is conscious of a restraint 
in the sense of an independent existence besides it. Its 
existence at every moment subsists in the system. of rela
tions it forms with it. The mind is here clearly impressed 
with an extraneous existence, though it forms ~~o universe 
of its own out of the facts of perception. 

The difference between thc•se two unive;·ses from the 
Vedantic standpoint is slight. In one case, the self is 
represented as freely creating a universe for itself. 
Sometimes these reconstructions are dim and hazy, some
times . they are clear as in a dream. From the realistic 
standpoint, the dream world is interpreted as the automatic 
revival of images ~~ond spontaneous combination of them 
formed by the uncontrolled play of the forces of sugges
tion. From the idealistic standpoint it must be conceded 
that they are constructions, spontaneous or otherwise, by 
the creative activity of self. There is no real difference 
between the two stages above mentioned. The dream 
world just like the world of experience is an existence 
coming into appearance in the creative effort of self. The 

• 
one is no more subjective than the other (see Brhad-
aral}yaka). That the distinction is drawn is due to the 
realistic tendency of thinking which is inborn in ma~. 
And the above distinction is true from that standpoint 
alone. From the Vedintic standpoint both are empirical, 
and real so long as the functioning of Nescience exists 
-it matters not whether• some' mode or form of it 
remains in existence for a greater length. of time than 
others. 
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Besides these states, there is an.other in whicl! the 
functioning of mind-stuff altogether ceases to exist, where 

·the empit·ical order loses its hold upon consciousness, .and· 
for the moment, the entire ~niverse of experience seems 
to be .dis~olved into nothing. 'fhe vacant state brings 
in view the static nature of consciousness transcending all 
forms of activities. Such a state is negative, in so far as the 
experience and the synthetic unity of apperception dis
appear. It is positive, in so far as we are conscious of a 
negation of experience, and a positive .feeling of delight. · 

(2) The state of dreamless sleep.-Every one of us 

Dreamless sleep, . 
often experiences a state of existence 
in sleep when the world of ph~no~ 

menal manifoldness completely vanishes, or· ·to . u~e a 
Yedantic term, vanishes in ignorance. -The empirical s'elf_ 
with its states and processes is stilled, for the time bei~g,: 
in ·the· silence of deep sleep. Such a state of· c9n~ 
sciousness leaves no impression behind it, except al!
impression of a positive ignorance of all con~rete 

experience, including the experience of a personal self. 
When we again come to our senses, . we become clearly 
conscious of an experience of calm and tranquil pleasure 
left to ourselves. "The sleeper. knows not his sleeping, 
in him who sleeps not, there is no dreaming, no waking. 
It is the witness of waking, dreaming, and dreamless sleep." 
(Adwaita-Makaranda, Verse 11). The state of dreamless 
sleep would thus imply {l) the feeling of the want of 
concrete_ experience, ( ~) the .consciousness of this ignorance~ 
and (3) the consequent feeling of delight.t The author of 
the Yivn.rana characterises this state as one, in which we have 
a triple modification of the primal ignorance in the form of 
consciousness as witnessing, as bliss, and as not knowing 

1 Vide Chapter III. 

3 
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anything particular. 1 We have also on the authority of the 
Sruti, that in such a state all concrete experiences cease 
to have any hold upon us. 2- • The whole creation often 
goes into, but does not know," the plane of Brahman," 
being covered up by the falsity of ignorance.' This 
state is a proof of existence conscious without MlY 
modification. Sa1tkara in his Yiveka Curf,amnni (Verse 
237) has laid a stress upon dreamless sleep as indicative 
of the impermanence of the world of manifoldness. He 
argues : had the world of experience been the ultimate 
reality, it would 'have been felt in deep sleep; since it 
is not felt, it is unreal and illusory like dreams. 8 

(3) The state of existence known as raptness or 

The state of vn. abstraction.-'l'he existence of con-
mani-raptness and 
abstraction. 

sciousness, as distinguished from the 
notion of a personal existence, is 

experienced in the abstracted condition generally attained 
by adepts. 4 The world of manifoldness is not felt in this 
state of consciousness, where the mind has been utterly 
withdrawn from the objects of its natural and habitual 
occupation, and ultimately loses itself. Here the con
·sciousness is impressed by the complete forgetfulness 
and absence of the facts of ordinary experience implying 
the temporary ce!!sation of the determinate functional 
activity of mind. When the adept returns from such a 
state of conscious existence, he carries back the memory 
of the transcendental experience and its attendant delight." 

1 Vide Chapter III. 

I '[fll: ~: Jl511 'I("~~ ~l(~ ~;;qil~,if llif'._~: I 
(Chhandogya, VIII. 3. 2.) 

• Vide the complete analysis of Susupti, Chapter III. 
6 ~ ~ ~ilfift~ hi ~~1t I 

Hatayogapradipika. 
5 Vide the analysis of Samadhi in Chapter IV. 
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These psychological facts establish the hypothesis with 
which we start-viz., that the ultimate Existence is 
conscioumess, and not a self-conscious reality. It is 
impersonal and self-illuminating. 

Our chain of thinking has so far led us to this con
clusion. Truth is Reality, Reality is Being, Being is 
Consciousness, Consciousness is self-illuminating. Truth 
or Reality is consciousness in the light of its own self, not 
in the sense of implying a distinction between it and its 
attributes, hut in the sense of its being identical with 
attributes: or it is an existence which transcends the con
ception of substance and attributes. 

The consciousness of existence, because it is absolute, 
is the perfection of existence. And because it is perfection, 

Being is Bliss. 
it is bliss, for bliss is the indication 
of the amount of being. In finite 

self-conscious experience we are clearly conscious that, with 
the gradual growth of our inmost being, we have the 
invariable expansion, fulfilment, and perfection of our self, 
with the unfailing accompaniment of delight consequent 
up:>n the sense of expansion. The absolute, since it is the 
ultimate existence, is also the perfection of being, and 
consequently is identical with bliss. We read in the Sneti,' 
" what is great and limitless is bliss, there is no bliss in little
ness and limitation." We cannot accept the ordinary theory 
that pleasure (bliss) is consequent upon stimulus agreeable 
to us, and pain, upon stimulus disagreeable to us. Surely 
this is playing with words. Pleasure is, no doubt, an 
agreeable feeling. But why is one stimulus agreeable, 
and another, disagreeable? It is only because one is in 
'harmony with our being, and paves the way for its 
expansion, while the other retards the process. A stimulus 

t. ~ ~ ~~<!Fir ~lffiil. viae Ohhan.dogya, Cb. VII. 23. 1). 
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by itself is indifferent.. It has no absolilte character. It 
has 'an acquired virtue. It appears as pleasurable, nof· 
because it has · · thili property inherent in itself, but only 
be.cause it makes way for the expansion of our. being. It 
may be urged that harmony is the soul of bliss. ·It is 
beaause (if we see 'clearly) harmony helps us to !eel. the 
expanse of existence, and to fathom the immensity of being. 
It is an _indication of our fitness and capacity for feeling. 
the vastness of existence.. The more it grows within us, 
the more we feel the pulse of infinite existence. The 
deeper the harmonious vibration, the wider the knowledge, 
the loftier. the feeling, until the vibratio~ is lost in · 
Sublimity itself. In fact pleasure and pain are indi
cative of e~pansion or diminution of our being. The 
very love of existence for itself indicates the essential 
nature ·of ·our being as bliss, for our love for another 
thing is not love for its own sake. The love of our 
own being is unconditional. It is love for love's own sake .. 
This proves that our essence is bliss, and that other things 
appear as blissful because of their being invariably 
associated with. it, because of their appearing as modes of 

our being.• 

In fact, the concept of being is identical with the 

concept of bliss, for we cannot, by any amount of ab
straction, think of bliss as inherent in non-being. Moreover, 
bliss must be thought of as a natural accompaniment 
of consciousness, for we have a clear knowledge that it 
does not follow upon the growth of an inert physical 
nature in us, but upon the growth and expansion . of 
conscious life. The more our conscious life feels the sense 
of expansion, the more does tbe vision of our conscious 

1 Vide Paflchadaii, Chapl J, 8 and 9 S!oka~. 



~ii;tence' dawn upon .us as also 'hlissf~I :existe~ce. · When 
~e ! transcend! the limita.ti~n·of .oui:. pbysi~al· nature', 
we feel not' only the pulse ·. of ali' expansive ' consci~us life, 
but also o~ an ·existence that nils us with serene delight; 
The states of consciou~ness, noticed b~fo~e; .are not· only 
indicative: of pure integrity of c~~sci'ous existence, but of 
a· blissful existence as weli.· . With 'the growth of o~r 
conscious being we £eel the pi:Jise of 'a· blissful life, and 
when such a conscious' exist~~ce hail 'reached its f~Il 
being, ·it at~ins to its nature as full~ess {Jf pe~fectio[l 
and bliss.' 
· : To su~ up: Truth is ·Being, ' Bei~~ is conscio~snes~, 
Consciousness' is . Bliss. The . ultimate Reality tlr. the 
absolute must be tho~ght of' as don~~'ious11ess anil ~ti8sjftl
nes8 of e:cistence. i:t i~ . 'an existence· whi~h: carinot: be 
Separated. from: COnSCiOUSneSS and bliss; in·; fa~t~ (C n~ 
separation can eve~ :be· conceived. ; Our fin~! ! c~nclusion, 
regar~ing the coucepi;' · of B'eing; is' th~t it· is bliss ~nd 
consciousness;. Reality in itself to: t'he: Yeilant.in i~ the Being 
of consciousness aild bli~s.',. This :is 'the unde~~tanding :·of 
Being· or Br~hmatz' irl its 'essential;' in the term~ of 'Yeila'nta, 
8toarupa nature: Bt~ll,man is fullness·· of'·' Being. It'' i~ 
integrity o(being. Such. a<'cohcepiion of Brah.:nan; ·a~ 
Existence and ConsciousnessJ'does . n~tl enter i~to·· 'the 
condition· of positive thinking, ·fo~, in the very attempt of 
our thinking it, it goes out of' our view. . It transcends 

' all forms ·of relativity·. ~Being, in 
Brahma" is incogi- it~elf, ·is, to a bertain sense, unknown 

table. 
· and unknowable.· At least, it is not 

known in the ordinary way. The · Sruti says:' ~'who 
does 'know the· knower of· all things?;'-" One who 

1 f.nnrrr'OR ~if ~~~Bt· • .Ar. 9, 15. 

~11!<i im il'<i i!'it ~ if ~ ~; 1-Kato. 
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knows it not, knows"," one who thinks he knows, does 
not know." Really the absolute cannot be the object of 
knowledge, . for, in that case, it would presuppose the 
externality of the knower and the knowing process which 
would contradict its being as absolute. 

The 8ruti says: "Where there are ·two, one beholds 
the other, one smells the other, one tastes the other, 
one hears the other, one feels the other, one touches the 
other, one knows the other. But when all has become 
that Atm.an, who is to be smelled by whom, who is to 
be seen by whom,) .who is to be heard by whom, who 
is to be welcomed by whom, who is to be known by 
whom, who can know him by whom everything is known? 
'l'his Atman can only be describe!} as neti, neti (not 
this, not this). Incomprehensible, it cannot be appre
hended by the intellect, unchangeable, it never fades. 
Unattached, it never gets mixed up with nature. Perfect, 
it is behind all pleasure and pain." 1 

Though the possibility of knowing Atman ha:t been 
denied, still the possibility of realising Alman is retained; 
and in the Bthadaran!Jaka we find Yajnaballc:fa entering 
into a discourse regarding the way in which Atman is to 
be meditated on and directly felt (this topic we shall 
fully discuss in Chapter V). 

When one has sufficient culture in meditation, one 
begins to feel, even while standing on an empirical 
level of consciousness, the immanence and all-pervasiveness 
of existence; the entire existence impresses us with the 
sense of a fullness. " This is full, that is full, from the 
full the full ot·iginates, if the full is taken from the fu11, 
the full remains. " 1 The Yedanta seeks to teach this 

1 Swami Vivekananda's Translation. 
• Vide Bthadaranytd:a Upanisaa, 
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fullness of being; there cannot be any sense of want 
or mutation of being, for, it is the ultimate reality. 
The soul of JTedantic teaching li.es in establishing this 
oneness and ever-permanence of being .. When a glimpse 
of the oneness of existence suddenly flashes upon us, 
"the earth seems to be full of bliss to all beings, and 
all· beings become sweet to the earth. The air is so 
sweet to all beings, and all beings are so sweet to the 
air. The sun is so sweet to all beings, and all beings 
are so sweet to the sun. The moon is so sweet to all 
beings, all beings are so sweet to the moon." And the 
sun, the moon, the air, and the entire existence app~fl' 

as sweet, not because of themselves, but because of their 
being identical with the source of all sweetness-the 
self-effulgent Immortal Bliss. The air· is sweet, for 
.He is the air. Th~ sun is sweet, for He is the sun 
the moon is sweet, for He is the moon. Every
thing is sweet, for He ~is the soul of everything. 
Everything is sweet, for everything is bliss. We are 
taught by Yajnahalkya to think upon ·everything as 
sweetness of existence. This helps us in opening up the 
vision of identity, for, we are not merely to perceive 
the earth as earth, but the earth as sweet, and gradually 
the earth as sweetness, perceiving no longer the earth, 
but the all-pervasive sweetness in Existence. We are 
asked to identify our soul with the· soul behind the 
cosmic existence. In this way the general tendency 
of our understanding to see differences in things and to 
interpret them as • real vanishes, making room for 
the realisation of an immanent existence of sweetness 
in everything, preparing the way for the realisation of the 
transcendental identity of sweetness itself. When a. man, 
attains such a state of existence, verily does he perceive, 
"his inner existence is full, his outer existence is full, 
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fullness pervades everywhere." ..dtman is within, ..dtma1e 
without, ..dtman all round, A.tman up and below.• Then 
comes the transcendent state of existence which is the 
fullness of existence. 11 

Though from the Yeda1etic standpoint, the ultimate 
Existen~e is transcendental, and d~es not enter into the 
conditions of empirical thinking, we mus~ not·. identify 
Yed~ntism with . any form of Agno~ticism, for Yedanta 

is positive and definite in its affirmation about the 
nature of ultimate substance. The existence o~ conscious-. 

ness is a fact of uperience, though 
Vedantism is . not . ·.it . does not appear in the , f.ullness 

Atnosticism. · 
. . , . of being •. Sankara .~ruly. says that 

the ultimate Being is not altogether removed {l!;'fit~if 'Ill~:) 
from experience, for the very f~t and possibility of 
knowledge. implies . such an existence. We m.ay not 
form any concrete conception. of su~h a reality, but to. 
say, that we cannot have any knowledge of its existence~ 

i~ to miss the import. of . Yedanta . philosophy. The 
possibility of knowledge pt·esupposes .this existence, for 
it is ultimately consciousness.. It is expressive of all modes:. 
of existence. . ·'rhe sun may be kept hidden from view.· 
by a. trail of cloud, yet. the very exij!tence of . the cloud 
is revealed to us _by . the sun. Simil~rly the . ultimate 
existence, in it$ transcenden~l integrity, may be kept 
from our view, but OUJ' experience. and. knowledge are 

possible, because it is revealing them .to us. Every form of· 
knowledge, · every mode of existence,. presupposes the 
absolute conscious substance. The possibility of experience is 
an evidence for the actuality of consciousness of existence. 
This is the Yedantic conception of Bein!l or .RealitJ. 

Vida Viueka Ovtjama,t, Verse 892. · · 

Vids l ~1:eka Oul/amal]i, Verse -19-6., 
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This · oneness of Being is also · indicated in the 
Sruti, Tat Twamasi (Thou art that) Altam Brahmaimi,, 
(I am Brahman). The axiom establishes the iqentity' 
of being, and directs us to think of the identity 
of existence underlying Jiva and Iswara. The words, 
' tat,' and ' twam ' imply the individual soul and 
the cosmic soul, and the word ' asi ' points to . the 
identity of their being. The axiom is important in its 
import, in as much as it points to identity exclusive 
of difference. This does not prove any relation. 
between Divinity and Humanity, nor any particular 
synthesis, but it seeks to wake us · up from the 
deep slumber to realise the truth of the oneness ci 
existence, and shake off the fetters of a false personality, 
due to innate ignorance. Of course, we do not use the 
words • tat' and ' twam ' in the direct sense of divinity 
and humanity, for any synthesis, this wise, is impossible 
-tbe one is infinite and absolute, the other, finite and 
limited. Between such existences none can possibly 
make out any way for synthesis. And any synthesis, 
taking the literal sense of the words, is impossible, for, it 
would mean that the contradictory concepts, the absolute 
and the limited, can be thought of together. When one 
says ' this is the same JJevadatta,' no one understands 
one seriously in the sense that JJevadatta, seen in a 
particular place at a particular time, is identical with the 
man standing yonder. In fact, the motive of the speaker 
is only to indicate tlte irlentity of existence, exclusive of 
temporal and spatial· connexions, and not to establish 

the identity of the person with the 
The axiom interpre- differences of time and space 

ted: '· 
1Jel7adatta, so far as temporal and 

spatial relations are concerned, is not least affected 
in his being. On the same analogy we can really insist 

4 
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that, in the axiom, the identity of existence is hinted 
at, but not any synthetic relation between 'Tat'· and 
' Twam.' The . speaker begins with the determination of 
Existence as one without second and ends by declar
ing that this Sat is atman and everyone in essence 
is atman and identical with it. The possibility of any 
other relation-difference in unity-does not arise. This 
identity is sought to he established by the logical relation 
of the terms-' tat ' and ' twam.' The relations are three, 1 

(l) Common reference, (2) relation as subject and predi
cate, and (3) relation as indicated and indicative. The 
proposition ' thou art that' comes under the relation of 
common reference, for it indicates the same conscious
ness of Existence. Though the terms ' tat ' and • twam ' 

differ as transcending and being the object of perception, 
still the objective import of terms is identical. They have 
identical reference to the transcendent consciousness. These 
terms are related as subject and predicate, both are identifi
ed by leaving aside the difference. They are again related 
as the indicated and the indicative by abstraction of their 
differences to signify the identity of Existence. ln each 
case the objective significance is put before view. There 
have been many attempts to interpret. this axiom in other 
ways, notably in the Theistic School of Fedantiam. The 
Theists want to put a construction upon the axiom as 
admitting of an element of difference in the integrity of 
being in order to make room for the co-existent personality 
of the human and the divine. They would contend that 
when one speaks of a man as " this is the same .Deva

datta,'' what, one really means, is the identity of persons 
•seen 'in different places at different times. And this is a 
case of recognition. Recognition implies forgetfulness 

1 Vide Vsdantasam, p. 83. 
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and a· subsequent· assimilation of the · past with the 
present. This involves distinctions · of sp~':le and time. 
The proposition is synthetic. The Sankarites contend 
that such· an identification with differences in space 
and time limitation is not possible, for, this would 
suppose the actual presence of the temporal and spatial 
conditions in each case, which is a veritable impossibility. 

In other words, Vedantism does not see the importance 
of recognition in perception. To the theistic Vedantists, 
knowledge is a judgment, an affirmation ; to the Adwaita 
Vedantists, knowledge is essentially cognition, judgment 
makes it determinate. 

Some may contend that Yerlantism, in establishing the 
identity of Existence interprets the axiom of identity 
indirectly,, leaving out of sight the primary meanings of 
the words ' tat ' and ' twa1n.' · 

This is not true, for, as Yacaspati points out, the axiom. 
of identity, because of its not being an instrument to 
anything else, has a clear distinct sense and no secondary 
or indirect meaning. 1 The primary meaning of a word is 
not necessarily its etymological sense (11'fi!li), but a sense 
implying an existence which cannot be contradicted, e •. 9., 
' the sky flower' may have a meaning (so far the words 
are concerned, but it has no primary or direct meaning in 
as much as it does not. indicate anything objective ( virle. 
Yamati). 

· Moreover, it is submitted that the theistic inter
pretation cannot be accepted on the careful consideration of 
the authoritative texts. In the beginning of the Chapter 
VI, 2, 3. Chhanrlouya, the speaker begins with the affirma
tion of Absolute identity. He cannot be consistent in 
ending it with a duality of existence, Jiva and. Brahman; 
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or with a monism in which the Jiva retains personality 
.in the Divine, The Yedantin would distinguish two kinds 
of epithets, generally ascribed to Brah~an; some of them 
indicate that It is sustaining and supporting the entire 
existence, a being o£ infinite attributes, others indicate its 
transcendental nature, denying all attributes to him. 

To be consistent, these quotations must be taken in 
two different senses, for, at the same moment, we cannot 
conceive anything in apparently contradictory ways. 
Some Srutis speak of it in positive sense; some, again, in a 
negative ones. Bmltman is represented as the support of 

The positive a.nd the 
negativ.!' Brutis recon· 
ciled. 

certain attributes which, in the next 
moment, are denied o£ it. From the 
former standpoint it is represented as 
the immanent principle, from the latter 

this immanent conception of Being is changed into a tran
scendent conception. Yedatdism retains these two concep
tions, but in different senses. It seeks to establish the 
transcendence of Being, with which any conception of 
immanence is hardly in keeping. It is indeed very difficult 
to retain logically both the conceptions of Bralmtan. A 
being cannot, at the same time, be a being with attributes, 
and a being without attributes. If we are to accept the 
conception of Brahman as full of powers and attributes, 
the conception of Brahman as transcendent (as sug
gested by the negative forms of Smti (itfu, itfu) becomes 
meaningless. If we are to accept both the positive and 
negative descriptions of B·ralunu, then the only con
ception which seems plausible is that, from the empirical 
standpoint, it must be conceived as the Being of infinite 
attributes, and, that, besides this empirical aspect, it has 
a transcendent nature conceived in a negative way. The 
Yedantism of Sanlcara has accentuated the transcendent 
nature. The Fedantin sees no clear road from the 
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transcendent being to the immanent. appearance, for, it 
argues that the oneness of transcendence cannot be 
in harmony with the "many~ness " of immanence. He 
is, therefore, bound to accept the negative Srutia in a 
direct sense, the positive only in an indirect sense-the 
one indicative of identity, the other, · of manifoldness. 
Empirically, there is no other way of expressing identity. 
It can only be hinted at by denying all positive conception 
to it, and this is actually done in negative Srutia. To 
the Perla~ttin the negative Srutis are more important than 
the positive ones, for, the denial of anything presupposes 
the affirmation of it. If, on the other hand, we. make 
the positive Srutia more important and e~pressive of the 
essential nature of ultimate existence, we cannot read 
any plausible and serious meaning in the negative ones. 
They become quite useless. But such a position cannot 
be maintained, for,· it is told, in no uncertain terms, that 
" Brahman is not this," "one without second," "nothing 
exists in the oneness of being." It is only natural to hold 
that the ultimate existence is destitute of all differences, 
even of the supposed d.i:fl;erence of ' tat ' and ' twam.' 

Again, we have already shown that consciousness is 
integrity of existence. The co-existence of human and 
divine '.lonsciousness supposes a division in the integrity of 
being. The idea of a difference implies and presupposes 
its existence in space. All ideas of difference, and of 
co-existence, are not clear apart from the conception. of 
space ; so to speak of finite and absolf.!.te existences and 
of any difference inherent in conscious life, and at the 
same to assert such an existence transcending space and 
time, is not clear philosophy. If we maintain that con
sciousness transcends space, we cannot speak of any 
difference in conscious life. If we insist upon such a 
difference, it can, no longer, be a Being conscious-it is 
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like other phenomena, an appearance in space and time. 
To insist upon the element of difference between the finite 
self and the infinite self is not metaphysically sound. 
One may think of the finite self as merely a. reproduction, 
but, as reproduction, it is not real in the same sense as 
the original. To epeak of the finite as issuing out of the 
infinite is to speak only on superficial analoey, for, 
that which transcends space and time cannot be supposed 
as entering finite existence, or evolving finite concrete 

.selves. No doubt, we may conceive them as reproductions, 
but as reproductions they are merely appearances, seem
ingly real without being so. They are no doubt parts 
or manifestations, but never real in the sense in which 
they are generaiiy understood to be. The axiom of 
identity asserts the oneness of existence, and draws our 
attention to it. The real significance of it is to impress 
upon our mind the identity of our being with the 
Absolute,· ~nd not the synthesis of the two. 



CHAPTER II. 

Ai>PEARENCE. 

From bliss all these beoomings are born, by bliss they exi•t and grow, 
to bliss they return. 

For who could live or breathe if there is not this delight of existence 
as the ether in which we dwell. 

. I 

· Taittiriya Upa71isatl. 

we have aiready indicated what we mean by the 
Reality in the absolute f$ense·. Apart from thi~ conception 

. of absolute Reality, there is another 
Recapitulation. 

concepti6n of Reality understood in 
the relative sense. Absolutely, Being is the only Reality; 
relatively, the manifold forms are real, and here the mark 
or. criterion of Reality is not the unchangeability of its 
nature, nor the undeniability of. its character. They are. 
real because they are perceived or felt by us. . we caimot 
at once deny them, though in· the attempt of denying them, 
.they, unlike the concept of being, do not. come implicitly 
upon our consciousness. In the case ~f absolute. Being, 
the thought of denial is out of the question. In the c:tse 
of appearance, no such absolute security of being can be 
granted, but so long as they form themselves as obJects 
of perception, they cannot be set aside as completely 
unreal. Appearances are real so long as they exert their 
hoid upon us; but they are changeable and transitory. 
Absolute Reality is transcendent. 'l.'he absolute is real 
in itself. The relative is real in as much as it lS 
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understood in a system and order, apart from which, it has 
no independent existence. And the 

Appearance in what system has a meaning to the per
way and how far true. 

cipient subject. Indeed,· it is a 
truism• to say that the world of facts tied up in relation 
has no meaning by itself apart from the conscious subject 
which integrates and unifies them. The existence of an 
appearance depends upon its being a fact of conscious
ness. Its esse is percipi. It has consequently no clear 
meaning and definite sense by itself, as something existing 
in itself and for itself. These appearances, since they are 
true in relation to a percipient subject, cannot be abso
lute and unique in character. Their nature will mainly 
depend upon the universe of discourse in which they form 
themselves as parts, upon the respective temperaments 
of thinking subjects, and upon their ways of assimilating 
and interpreting them. The subjects are distinct units 
possessing dispa~ate tendenc.ies. They live in different 
thought ·universes. When these thinking units stand 
in some form of relation to the outward objects, 
the latter do not impress themselves upon the former 
uniformly but diversely; so that these appearances as 
appearances have quite different meanings to individual 
subjects. It must be conceded that, apart from our 
consciousness, apart from some form of relation to the • 
thinking subject, Appearances have no objective value. 
Reality, in so far it is appearance, has no absolute value or 
character. As soon as we come down from the concept of 
Being as the transcendent reality and get to the realm 
of appearances, we cannot get rid of the duality and 
mutual reciprocity ·of subject and object, of Reality 
and Appearance; and so long as the sense of duality 
persists, the realm of appearances is supposed to be real, 
but we fail in our attempt of defining its nature. 
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Some times our expectations ·do. not turn ou.t to be true •. 
Appearance is accepted as true because of some claim. or 
pretension which it suggests. Its value and usefulness 
in life lend a support to its existence. But it is in the 
non-fulfilment of 'the claim or pretension which it 
suggests, that its falsity consists. 

We do not mean to say that in the world of appearance 
there is no law or consistencY:· The P"eilantitt submits 
that these laws or apparent uniformities are our. ways 
of looking into facts. They are supposed to be objectiv~ 

only because of the universality of their acceptance. 
But this universality is no mark of their being true 
objectively. It only indicates that the evolution of human 
mind has attained a certain level, from which the universe 
seems to be uniform in its course of phenomenal succes
sion. But this view stands upon an unwarrantable 
assumption that the hum:tn consciousness cannot change 
its present level of existence and pass on to the super-

. conscient stage. In fa.:t, psychological experiences revea 
to us that there are moments in our conscious life where 
the relations that hold empirical1y do not obtain. The 
"feda11tin refers to these psychological experiences to 
point out the unreliable and purely subjective character 
of appearances. No doubt, there may be some forms of 
assimilation of these appearances _in every thinking sub
ject, but en a close examination we can find that they do 
not hold in every level of conscious existence. They may 
be necessary laws of thought-construction in a certain 
stage, and so far as that stage is concerned they may ap
pear. useful and necessary, but that does not preclude the 
possibility of thinking, that they do not hold true in every 
level of conscious existenct'. They are relative to the 
'given' of experience. Such a relation apart, they have no 
meaning and existence. We conclude that Being_ or 

5 
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consciousness is the ultimate Reality. Appearances or 
systems of empirical facts are true in so far as they enter 
into some form of relation with consciousness ; this relation 
apart, appearance has no value or meaning. 
· We are thus presented with conceptions of Reality

( I) Transcendental Reality, and (2) Apparent Reality. 
Being is the only Reality which can be regarded as 
impossible of being ever contradicted as the basis and 
datum of all experience. Appearances are real in a 
relative sense. And so long as the empirical mood sways 
us, they are interpreted as founded upon the ever-present 
back-ground of Being. Ordinarily, we regard appearance 
as tl}e effect, Being as the causf.), or the underlying 
substratum of appearance. But this connection has no 
meaning from the transcendental standpoint. Yedanti&m 
establishes Absolute Monism by empirical1y explaining 
phenomenal order as based upon Noumenon, and by 
transcendentally dislodging all connexion between them. 

JJrahmatt is the essenc~ of being hut this essence of 
Being cannot, as we have already said, be the object of 
ordinary perception. It is a fruit of philosophic thinking. 
And, apart from this conception of Reality, Brahman 
can also be understood from the standpoint of appearance. 
Brallman, as it appears, is the totality of concrete existences. 
The entire plurality of existences, the whole mass of 
phenomena is to be interpreted as JJrahma~t-in-its-appear

ance. In fact, since, besides consciousness, there is no other 
Reality, this totality of appearance is ·ordinarily under
stood as the effect of the permanent cause, Being. Being is 
transcendentally oneness of existence, hut, empirically, it is 
understood as existence immanent in appearance. Em
pirically speaking, appearance is the indication of Being, 
but, even empirically, it has not the sao:e amount of 

Reality or Being. 
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These are the two forms of understanding B,eing 
(Branman)-(1) from the transcendental standpoint, Being 
is the only Reality, and (2) fr~m the empiricai standpQint~ 
Being is the substratum underlying appearances. Fro.m 

The two senses in 
which Brahman is ge· 
nerally understood. 

the former standpoint, it is the one
ness of Being exclusive of differences, 
from the latter, it is the immanent 
existence, the thread of Being 

underlying and connecting the mass of phenomen
al existence. The one would lead us to think it as 
an integrity of existence transcending experience, the
other, as an immanent principle in knowledge and 
existenf!e. 

Attempts have not been infrequent in the history of 
'thought to combine these two conceptions, and represent 
the Absolute as a synthetic principle. It is a being ~ha~ 
is in reality expJ;_essing itself in the phenomenal orde~ at 
the same t~me transcending it. ~Such systems make ' . . essence and appearance equally real. The Yedantin keeps 
these conceptions strictly separate, and submits that ~he 
former is Reality as conceived by the wise, the latter, 
as conceived by the ignorant. No doubt, the PedantiT~

maintains an empirical or~er of existence, but still h~ is 
careful to point out that, even in the mass of manifold 
existence, the nature of substance as transcendental one
ness is never altered. We seem to think as if there 
is a change in the oneness of .Bein~ in the form. of 
modes, and we interpret the mode; of existences as 
the transformation of substance or Being. But, ·On 
closer observation, we see that, even in these modes, 
Being exists intact without being in the least transformed. 
The Yerlantin points out the mysterious character of 
phenomenal existence. It is an appearance on the back
ground of Reality. But we cannot notice the change of. 
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Reality or Substance in any form in immanent experience. 
The Reality preserves its oneness of existence through all 
appearances. And the moment this oneness is perceived, 
the modes of appearances cease to have any meaning for 
us. The Yeclantin points out that the appearance is 
seemingly real, an illusory show, underlying which 
Reality, in its integrity and p•trity of being, exists without 
in any way being affected. Phenomena. may appear to 
us in various combinations or forms, but, in them the 
essence of Reality preserves itself intact. If we go a step 
higher, we may say that, in the essence of being, 
there is no change, no meaning for the phenomenal 
outlook. • 

The Yeilantin puts Reality and Appearance side by side 
without impairing in the least the integrity. of Being to 
explain Appearance. So long as Appearance exerts its 
hold upon us as mode of existence, we cannot deny it as 

The integrity of Be. 
ing is kept intact be. 
hind the appearances. 

a fact of pe1·ceptioo, but the more we 
thi-- k deeply, the more we feel the 
presence of Reality in its integrity 
in the forms of appearance. Modes 

of existence are thus seemingly real without really being 
so. Their being vanishes away when the underlying 
essence comes to our direct and immediate vision. Appear
ance can never be taken as identical with Reality, if, as 
appearance, it is different from Reality. The appearance 
·has no reality. It is rea.l in the reality of Being. It has 
no individual or particular reality by itself. It has no 
independence of existence. Some may argue that Brahman 
.is transforming itself into appearances on the analogy of 
the clay and the pot, but this is not true, for the Sruti 
{ CUanilo!J!Ja, Chapter VI, i, 4, 6) is anxious to maintain the 
permanent unchangeability and integrity of Bralzma11 by 
denying any transformation of its being. Nobody is able 
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to prove the nature of Brahman as one existing in the same 
mode of being, and yet, at the same 

Sankara's submission. time, changing. Some .may argue 
that BeiJ?g is the synthesis of permanence and 
change, it is change on the background of permanence; 
but, this is denied by calling Brahman Kutastha-one 
that is fixed permanently and immovable. That which is 
the perpetuity of fixednes.s of existence cannot be con
ceived as the support of contradictory qualities-rest and 
motion, permanence and change. Again the' argument, 
on the analogy, of the clay and the pot, that the world is 
the transformation of Brahman is not to the point, for 
the possibility of this conception has been denied· by 
indicating Brahman in negative terms as ' atma1t is not 
thill.' Thus SaTtkara maintains the oneness and 
unchangeableness of being in which no modification or 
tt·ansformation can be conceived. But he is equally 
emphatic in his denial of any other cause or substratum 
of appearance besides Brahmart. 1 · 

Btahmalt is again conceived as creating a~d preserv.ing 
the world-process-himself all-wise, all-powerful, all-pure 
and intelligent. We are told, again, in the same ~oment, 
that Brahman is purity and integrity of existence. .To 
be consistent, it_ must be said that Sankara tries to explain 
the empirical order of existence as an appearance of 
Existence (due to Nescience), but when the philosophic 
vision of the oneness of Being, due to logical diset;iminatiori, 
dawns, these appearances seem to possess no reality 
in themselves-they appear as real, because they appear 
on the background of something essentially real. 2 

1 orN lllfi~ if'ilr1Q; qft~;q· ~· 'if ~ l!fuqog' I 
Br. Bu., Chapter IT, Pada I, 14. 

• 1 Vide Brahma Sut1·a, Chap. Pada 1, Aphorism 18. 
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YeiJantism preserves the integrity of absolute exis
tence by denying the empirical order of existence 
in the absolute sense, and by explaining it away as a 
mere appearance, real in the reality of transcendent 

A Surti interpreted. 
existence. This is clearly implied in 
the Sruti, 1 "Oh, modest one, this 

was in the form of existence only, which is one 
without second." This world of appearance (indicated 
by IiJam) existed in the past and existed in the 
integrity of absolute being.. Now the commonly 
accepted doctrine of Nya!Ja is that the predicate 
which qualifies the subject term must also qualify its 
attributes, and this qualification must be simultaneous. 
If the law is applied, the passage would carry the 
import that which existed before, existed as one without 
second.2 "Sat". is the subject term to which are attri. 
buted two predicates simultaneously, (1) the world of 
appearance, and (~~) the integrity of Being. Existence, 
which appears to be manifold, is at the same moment 
really one without a second. Brahman becomes the sub
ject of contradictory predicates. Reality is affirmed as 

• Vide Laghuchandrika, p. 9,-Adwaita Sidhi; Tull:aram Javaji'1 

Edition. 

' ~it<ltmft~ RiR' ' PllWo <>IP-I:filit ~-~~rrsmf.lf~1iW<i· 
f~ n~ ~Citm<~fqf2l~ri'm«~tl'[, CIW!~ f.T~~ lllM'(cCc'll~"' mfif 
nf• ~<m<t'fil'!l~,.~ ~mm<~(;l~(qll'! ' $ ~ ~~1·~ 

(' ... . ~~ ... ~ ·~ ... 
'i-~ ~ 'l'<t cttijtf1t"lCil~ lit;if(;l"' em ~<11~11 ~-

~~m if<{ ~~~(q~lif~"'!~fil~l'«~l<t· .. · .. mrn ~ 
~ ~~ ~tq~'lf.!~ ~ ~· m~ 'l!ll~
~· ~~~~~~. Cfil'!llifl(lq .. ~if tttlm<l~~"fi'fiwl 
iRfu ~lilfcrtt ...... ,~lf~ ~fuf~: "iil"'"'li(q(;ll~~ f.ir~

'lliflifi'(IQ 'II ~if 'ffS5Iifit ~~~:. C(Cfi'fil'!ll'lf"''~ ~
~~~f'tltq~ ~f.l~: I 

1 Vade the ChhaAdogya, Chapter VI, 2, 1. 



many; and again, it is denied of this appearance of mani
foldness. From this it follows that manifoldness is only 
an appearance, but does not really exist. • Reality is the 
oneness of being. The transcendental understanding of 
existence, as one undivided being, may presuppose the 
·understanding of existence as an immanent being, the 
basis and foundation of all modes of existence. For, the 
transcendent conception can only be indicated. It cannot 
be the object of knowledge. Indeed, Vedantism, as a 
system seeking to establish the non-duality of Being and 
unqualified monism, cannot accept the. passage of the 
Sruti describing the evolution of the world-process in the 
metaphy.sical sense of its being absolutely true. Hence, it is 
said that the passage referring to the evolution of cosmos 
has no primary· meaning ; it is taken as proof of 
the ultimate· reality as one integral substance.' To 
establish unqualified monism upon a secure basis Yeda;Jt
tiam simultaneously a~serts and denies the manifoldness 

' of existence iu Brahman. If the world of appearance has 
been altogether denied of an existence in B1·ahm11n, there 
would arise the possibility of our thinking of it as an 
independent existence, lending a support to metaphysical 
dualism. To counteract this possibility of thought, the 
world of manifoldness is first posited in B1·ahman and 
subsequently denied. • Logically, affirmation goes before 
negation, 'is ' before 'is not.' Sarbaf!?tatmuni is correct 

1 Vlde .Adwaita Bidhi, p. 63, Kumbakonam Edition: , 

~l(q~liffllf« "ifl~'il(:-·~ ~~· 'I~~ fif~~~
~~if osl~mqq~<f"i<liil~if "' ~~if'i~~ ·~'i:l''IMW· 
~ i . 

t Vide Adu•aita Bidhi, p. 62 : 

illi!OOW: ~~;;i' ~ihftl ~l'l'l'llf.,<'tlill«<ttt ~tl~t 
'lll~lij ~ llf~ ~fl~~ I "'ICi't 'iffu' 'ilfct' 'g~if 
•W~~ .. ftiq"ll't If ~'l<l'g~fu "t fti~ I 
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when he says that Yivart!ta presupposes Pari'!'am. The 
vivart!ta comes in to complete the conception · of 
Brahman as the transcendent aloneness of existence (vide 
Sanksltepa Sarirak, Chap. 2, Sloka 61) .Being-in-its
integrity can be somewhat intelligible to us only in a 
negative sense as implying the denial of empirical modes, 
but this denial presupposes the position of modes of Being. 
The understanding of existence without any modification 
necessarily presupposes an existence with qualification. 

The successive stages in the growth 
Three stages in the of our consciousness or knowled!!t: of 

conception of B1·ah- ~ 
mcm. existence may be indicated as, Being 

with. modes, Being as devoid of 
particular modes, and Being-in-itself. This gives us the 
conception of Bralwtalt as the integrity of Existence. 

A question may arise, however, how can one ascribe 
such contradictory attributes to one and the same thing 
simultaneously? The Yedanti" reconciles these concep
tions by supporting position in empirical, and negation 
in transcendental sense. Existence is oneness, though it 
appears as many.t Others may step in and assert that 
Existence is one and manifold at different moments-tJiz., 
the moments of involution and evolution. Then all modes 
of being will disappear in Mahapralay (cosmic involution), 
and will pass into Sat, and will again reappear when the 
process of evolution will set in. This makes the 
Appearance as much real as Being, though the possibility 
of its once passing into a state of temporary quiescence 

is accepted. 
The Yedantit~ cannot accept this. This makes the 

world-process a circle of existence, appearing and 

• 
t .;~ qflu~}'Cf\<l'ilil'il~~if i''llffi~ ~~ffll 
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disappearing in succession. It becomes a process of becom
ing. The Yedantin holds that, in the promise of complete 
freedom from the bondage of finite existence, we have 
the implication that appearance is no part of Being, and 
has no real existence. The Sruti affirms " the self~ 
knower gets over misery, ('fRfc! m'liill<iff<i'!), ~'the. wise 
are free from the snares of names and forms of existence " 
(f«li(, ~rcr. ~:). In order that these affirmations 
should carry any significance, it is necessary to hold 
that in Brahman there is no manifoldness ; otherwise, 
the wise can never be conceived to get over the slough 
of despond. All misery, all grief is due to the sense of 
the manifoldness of existence, for, we are told "where 
is grief, where is misery when one has perceived the 
oneness of existence ? " 

From the above it will be clear that the Yedantin 

begins with a clear analysis of our notions of existence, 
and divides them as Transcendental and Empirical. To 
him Reality is the transcendence of Being. But the 
empirical existence is not imaginary; it is illusory, and has 
the possibility of a denial. In this sense it is not abso
lutely real, though it has an appearance of reality. It is 
not Being, for, then it would be identical with the absolute, 
nor is it non-being, for, then it would not be the fact or 
the 'given' of experience. It is the continuous flow of a 
transitory and shadowy form of existence which eludes 
our attempt to logically determine and make a categorical 
assertion regarding it. The author of the Yogavaais!tt!ta 

has laid down a classification of men, (1) as truth-seers 
( ~~), to whom the order of empirical existence possesses 
no meaning or value, and to whom the world of modes, 
forms and names has ceased to exist, (2) as seekers after 
truth (fcl~), to whom the order of empirical existence 
appears as mysterious, as something not purely being 

6 
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nor purely non-being, which appears real without really 
being so, and (!i) as the ignorant, to whom the objects of 
experience are the only realities. So long as we do 
not feel the truth _ of identity the realm of appearance 
has .a hold upon us; but the more we think about it, 
the .more it appears as something which cannot be identified 
with the absolute, nor can be totally denied in experience. 
It. must occupy an intermediate place between Being and 
non~ Being. 

We conclude then : By the truth of Being we 
understand something that _can never cease to be, that 

which exists . in - itself and for ever 
· __ ConClusion. in one mode of being. It is Exist-

ence, it pervades all concrete forms~ 
When the modes cease to be, the essence of being cannot 
perish. : 

Just opposed · to this essence of Existence; the V edan
tists .maintain that there is something purely imaginary, 
generally called aaat. -It has no existence, nor can any 
existenCEl of it be conceived, though it may have a name, 
e.g., the sky-flower. Midway bet.ween pure Being (~)and 

imaginary existence ( "!~) there 
Being, non-being and lies an intermediary existence, called 

becoming. 
Appearance (~). It is illusory 

show of Existence. It is not real. It 1s false. 
An idea or an appearance is false when it is supposed 
to be really existent, but on closer examination is 
seen- to possess a form by which it passes for 
that which it is not. A thing must appear before we 
can declare it to be false. For, that which doe11 
,not appear cannot be said to be either true or false. Even 
.that which is really false must appear, and, for the moment, 
must ·be supposed as real though it is not really so. 
"· }'a.lsity or error are relations that imply existences, 
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which having reality of one kind claim another ·which 
they have not. All things are. called 'false, or caJled so, 
because they claim a p1ace or property which they do 
not possess. The?/ must ecist in order to be false " ( Bosanquet 
.,.-Essentials of Logic). ·· : · , 

The entirety of empirical existence, from the. Vedantic 
standpoint, has a falsity of appearance. · It :is, therefo.re, 
not true,.and can be subsequently denied by the transcendent 
knowledge of identity. 

A problem creeps up : how to explain this empit·ical 
.show of existence. Yedantism is an exclusive attempt 
to .establish the Identity of Being by the negation of 

To Vedantism the 
origin and the cause 

. of appearance is not· 
strictly a. problem. 

appearances, and consequently to 
Vedantism the process of ~ecoming 
is not a problem for solutiou. 1 A 
solution has, no doubt, been offerecl 

but this is not to he taken seriously. Nobody ca.il 

·clearly . understand, and offer a solut.ion to the falsity 
of appearance. , . 

· Even if f edantiam does not ascribe any permanence 
or objectivity, in the sense of existing by itself, to the 
mass of empirical facts, still it may be asked whence thjs 
appearance arises. Since this appearance is a fact, it must 

Still an explanation 
regarding it is offered 
in the hypothesis 
of Maya. 

have some cause. .The appearance 
bas, no doubt, a meaning to <?De 
before whom it appears. · This one is 
the conscious self, but consciousness 

is static existence, and cannot be conceived as causing ap~ 
pearances to its own self. Although the appearance ha~_, 
therefore, a meaning in referenc~:~ to consciousness, still it.s 
originative ground is not to M sought in the integrity of 

1 if ~ ~~1fllift ~~'\ iiT1J.~ f'liii<lil{~ Sllllf~ ~ I 
Paribhasa, Chap~ 7. 
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consciousness. Hence, in order to explain the fact of expe
rience, the hypothesis of Nescience, as causing appearances 
upon the permanent background, has been accepted in an 
empirical sense. This Nescience is innate in us hiding 
from us the full view of our conscious life. It cannot 
absolutely shut up the ultimate fact of the consciousness 
of existence from view. For, its very knowledge supposes 
the existence of consciousness as the most ultimate and the 
most positive fact. It has produced only a partial 
ignorance, in so far as it shuts up from view the nature of 
consciousness as bliss and undivided existence and as being 
identified with the inmost essence of our being. We may 

here conveniently enter into a com
Vedanta and Spino· parative study of the systems of 

za-a comparison. 
Yedanta and Spinoza. Both begin 

with the concept of Being as that which does not 
know any determination. Spinoza has two conceptions 
of Substance, as (1) transcending all attributes, and 
(2) the centre of infinite attributes. It is, no doubt, 
difficult for Spinoza to explain the logic of connexion 
between these two conceptions. In fact, in Spinoza's 
Philosophy there is no clear thinking as to· how the trans
cendental substance is made the centre of infinite attri
butes and modes. Natura Naturans and Nat~tra Naturata 
represent the same Being from two standpoints, but we 
do not get in Spinoza.'s Philosophy how these two aspects 
of substance are reconciled, and can be retained as equally 
plausible conceptions regarding it. If we insist that sub
stance is unmodified existence, how can we in the same 
breath make this indeterminate substance the basis or 
support of infinite attributes. Between Spinoza.'s Abso
lute and Spinoza.'u substance of infinite attributes we do 
not find any logical clue, though Spinoza seems to retain 
both of them in his. conception of substaace. The 
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Philosophy of.Veda.nta is frank in its confession upon this 
point. It emphasises the oneness of Being and attempts to 
establish it by the denial (in a transcendental sense) of the 
substance of infinite attributes, to use Spinoza's terms. 
It proves clearly that, in the transcendental oneness of 
being, manifoldness cannot remain. Brahman-in-itself is 
one undivided being, though it appears as many-the 
totality of existence. This appearance does not pertain 
to the nature of Being. It is due to Nescience innate 
in every one of us. Standing· on the vantage-ground 
of transcendent Existence, it is no doubt difficult to ex
plain the cosmic process, its origin and development. 
Spinoza's Philosophy has no clear solution of the problem. 
Vedantism has offered a solution in the doctrine of Ma!la 
which is supposed to be the material or originative cause 
of the infinite modes of existences. Natura Natumta is 
not innate in Substance; · it is innate in Nescience. 
The JTedantin bas two Gods, (l) God as Absolute or 
transcendental Intelligence (Brahman),· and (2) God 
in relation to the world or as conditioning the world, 
to which is related the principle of individuation, the 
limiting principle (Ma!la), through which the one becomes 
many. This emergence of the infinite process of becoming 
from Bralmtan through Ma!la is figuratively described as 
the Lila of Brahman. Such ·a description suffices to 

The Doctrine of Lila 
the meaning and 
significance. 

indicate the true nature of becoming, 
for it does not ·seek to · represent 
the reality as it is, but, only as it 

appears. Our volitional and emotional nature may 
demand the conception of a being superior in power 
and wisdom, and the tendency of ourselves, 
so long as we remain on the empirical level of 
conscioflsness, is to interpret the process of becoming as an 
expression of loving sacrifice by the divine of his own being 
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fol,' the sake of the created being. The J'edantists may 
say that it is a pragmatic necessity and a pragmatic 
satisfaction that requires us to· conceive the absolute as a 
personal existence fulfil1ing the demands of love and devo
tion. It should be marked here that the very essence of 
Lila lies in ignorance of the real thing, for, Lila means 
sportive or playful activity which can never reveal the 
thing in its true colour before us, but draws up a picture 
for which we cannot assert any particular reason, and which 
is merely an appearance suitable to the capacity and under
standing, and fulfilling the purpose, of one to whom it 
does appear, and does not represent the real nature of 
Being. Lila is, therefore, real to one to whom it appears, but 
has no serious meaning to the one who sportivel_y assumes 
that appearance. It is spontaneous with Bralzma11. 1· In 
fact, it appears to be the effect of a. free self-imposed 
limitation without impairing in the least the integrity of . 
the absolute. The vast range of empirical existence is an 
incomplete expression of the Absolute. There are 
moments in our life when we come face to face with 
experiences too deep for words, experiences of sweetness 
and joy in visions that are uncommon and rare in life ; 
but since they are appearances they are transitory in their 
nature and effect, and should be regarded as belonging to 

1 Vide Br. Sutra II, ch. I, 33. 

~ hwltq~q~ m~'f. ~~ ~ ~~· ~~ 
llfl~~· 

Vide Brahma-vidyavaran. p. 461, Kumbhokonom Edition. 

~"t itdl~sw~,f~q-r ·~nlll~'!t ~"'m-111(~ ~rn. i!"li 
-.ro!Ti'lril: ~fef~~~~qr I lll~ l!fu~qr: Sli"t~mihftl ~'IT <!if· 

fWrof~~ ~~;i1{1!1l,f~<iiT ~'lfrr, ~~ ~: ~'!f{~
lll~ ~~~--~r,fl~l ~~ "' ilft~~q'( ~l -cro~t?ifit:~r-er~ 
~« ~~l'ilillll ~f~rmsii: ' 
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the process ·of manifestation. The Absolute· is :super~ 
personal or impersonal in reality~ . it is personal when it 
is looked as the unity in which all ti1e details of · experi~ 
ence are embraced and pervaded. F~om the empiricaJ 
standpoint the absolute includes · the~ as elements of 
its own fullness~ fTedantism ·possesses these two con~ 

ceptions of the Absolute, but it keeps in the notion of it as 
the transcendent oneness to the exclusion of the conception 
of the absolute as the unity of life and consciousness. 
It sees clearly the two aspects of the absolute ex~stence
transcendence and immanence_..:._but, instead of reconciling 
them, it Jays more emphasis upon the transcendence 
of Being, and regards the immanence' as relative 
to innate ignorance and the e~periences contained therein •. 
In this Yedantism is more logical and 'consistent than 
Bradley who seems anxious to retain the conception of'the 

· absolute as both impersonal and · pers~nal. The. same 
principle cannot he thought of a~ the unity of experiences 
and at the same time completely 'l.nd exclusively 
impersonal. It does not convey any clear sense; No 
doubt the absolute as personal may be immanent ~s: well 
as transcendent. But this is hardly in keeping with· 
Bradley. redantism begins with the resthetico-teleological 
conception of experience, but ultimately breaks with .it to 
establish the complete transcendence of Being. Theology 
is lost in metaphysics. · 

We can conveniently for the sake of continuity of 
discourse retrace our line of thinking. Truth is Being. 
Being is absolute and relative : the relative is an appear
ance : the appearance is the Lila of 'Brahman through 
Maya. What then is Maya? What is its nature ? Maya 

Maya. 
may be regarded as the principle of 
individuation, a force, a power 

revealing the world of forms and modes. ·It has· two 
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forms : the. will to manifest and preserve, and the will to 
destroy. The former brings out the order of existence in 
space, time and causality in appearance. The latter, when 
the time for the involution of the cosmic process arrives, 
begins to work in the contrary direction until the state 
of a temporarY. rest and quiescence of existence is reached. 
These processes of evolution and involution though differ
ent are at bottom expressions of the same principle, Will~ 
We read in the Upanishads that Brahman wills ( if~~ 
C~S~t Jl~fu) to be many. Will has thus been the 
originative cause of the empirical order. But we 
must not confound Yedantism with the system of 
Schopenhauer which makes willing the ultimate reality 
existing beyond the empirical order. Though we find 
in his system a form of will calle~ not-willing 
expressive of the highest form of denial (the cessation 
of existence), still we cannot consider it to be identical 
with the Yedantic conception of Reality, for, in "feda1dis1n 
the ultimate being is not willing but pure consciousness. 
Willing and not-willing are attributes that can be ascribed 
to Brahman as manifesting or destroying, but not to 
Transcendent Existence. No doubt, as the effect of the 
negative form of will, we may reach a state of perfect 
calmness and tranquillity, but such a state of will-less bliss 
can hardly be logically described as a mode of willing. 
Moral or religious life presupposes a readiness to sarcrifice, 
and it is only a preliminary condition to reach the state of 
will-less Bliss. Where we have the complete denial of 
every form of willing, we are said to have reached the 
state of t1·anscendent Existence. Willing is essentially 
energising. It is the root cause of the empirical order, 
but it cannot possess a transcendent Existence. Even the 
attempt to realise such a state of transcendent existence 
is a form of willing, and is equally empirical in existence, 
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In the Upanishads we have the ,conception of Maya as 
the principle of individuation-the power of one becoming 
many. From the close study of Sankar's. writing~, 
we can clearly indicate . his" tendency . of . regarding 
Maya as the principle of individuation inherent in 
Brahman, which in itself transcends it, and is in 
nature transcendental. 1 The neo-Vedantists after Sanlcar 
have used ~he word Maya or .tf..vidya in epistemological 
and ontological sense. And they are emphatic in their 
declaration that it is a principle ·co-existing with B1·ahmau 
from eternity though not everlasti?g in the sense o£ 
enduring for ever, for it is destroyed by the light of 
knowledge, e.9., the second ap~orism of Brahma Sutra has 
been interpreted by Sankar in a. way t4rowing light upon 
the 8a9una conception of Brahman,. but it has been inter
preted by the N eo-Vedantist-the Author of Kalpataru, 
as indicating and involving in it the conception of B1·ah
man as Nir9una. From this we can infer that in Sankar, 
the Sa9una conception bas a place· and importance of its 
own, but the later and more systematic Adwaita Vedan
tism has thrown it overboard and fixed itself directly ~o 

the transcendent. (But it must be noticed that SIJ:nka1' 
ultimately bas laid the supreme stress upon the conception 
of Brahman as Ni?'fjuna, transcendent.) 

The existence of Nescience is known to con-. 
sciousness, not in· its integrity, for it 

How fs it known ? is non-relational, bqt known to it 8$ a. 
witnessing intelligence. It is the object of consciousness 

' Vide Br. Bu. II, 1, Aphorisms 14 and 18, Bankar Bhasya. 

11ftfili ~ mfif!fflrell lfi<illlilli!T ifli111 ifll<ffl<i'f "''' ~~· 

f.l~~q 'lll~l~<;:~f;{~ I il"'i1ll\. CfiroQ~ ~l'li~1lfilr:;. 

~~~ 

7 
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as witness (~tf<r ~;f.!); 1 · It may be compared _to a fog 
or mist which is made manifest by the sun which it covers 
from view. 

Again Nescience, though taken to be real, since it ·is 
an object of perception, cannot be regarded as identical 
with the Absolute reality or having a co-eternal existence 
with Brahman, for 'it is seen to lose its exi~tence as soon as 
the kn~wledge of identity is obtained. Ignorance to the 
Vedanti~ts is an intermediate reality between being and 
non-being. It is not being in the absolute sense, nor non
being or a negation o{existence, as it is causing appearance 
on Reality. The product of .tl.vid!Ja (just like Ar:id!Ja i.tself), 
since it is felt and perceiv.ed, cannot fail to make i~pres
sion upon. us as real and not p~rely imaginary. They are 
real in the sense of being objects of sensuous perception; 
unreal in the sense of not existing transcendentally in one 
mode of Bei~g, for, Truth, to the Yedontists, is existe~ce 
in a changeless state of Being .. And even if we 'conceive 
Brahman as the cause and the ground of empirical order 
we cannot asci·ibe to it the same amount of reality with 
Braaman, for, that would mean the equality of cause and 
effect,· But such a doctrine, the equality of cause and 
effect, according to the Vedantists, does not always hold 
good ( vt:ae the discussion of the Fed antic Theory of 
cau~ation), 

Nescience or A.~id!Ja has been defined in the Cit81llrlti' 
as something which has no definite beginning in time, 

' ~ ~mt ~il"fll<tlttillf<l•:n 'lfu 1 
' Adwaita Siddhi. 

• "''lifl~~ ~f.til ~I ~fi{{i, Jni~1Q1{ 

~m'lt-Oitsukhi, p. 75. 
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which appears as real, bu~ which disappears with the truth: 
of knowledge. 1 The author of t~e Panchailaai. F.egards it' 

( (M'!f'iii'T ~} · as an. ·'existence 
:r"he exact determi- knowable throu"'h effects~ ln. itself' 

nat1on of the nature of "' . 
Nescience. it is spurious. 'fhe above d~finition 

. is neither partial nor wide. All kinds 
of ignorance, whether primary or secondary, have th.ese 
three marks-(1} their causes are not known, in this sense: 
they have no definite beginning ('i!lifl~), (2) they produce 
somethi~g which possesses an appearance of reality, and (3) 
this appearan~e loses itself with its ro~t-cause on the acqui
sition of knowledge. This is illustrated in every forin of 
misrepresentation due to ignorance, e.f!., a rope~serpent. 

The false appearance of the serpent is, no doubt, due to our 
ignorance of the existence of the rope. Some may con
tend that in the mistaken notion of a rope~serpent we
have not a case of ignorance which has no definite -begin
ning, and tpis fails to satisfy one of the above characters, 
viz., the. indefinite beginning of Aviil!/a ('i!lifl~). The 
reply would be that the ignorance regarding the rope is a 
concrete expression of that innate ignorance which has 
kept truth from our view. The definition is not wide as 

1 This defi.nitio11. has been somewhat modified, e.g., by the authors 
or the Vedantasara and the Tattwanusandhan in· the light of the 
Sankhya system, and it involves the Sankhya terminology-Avidya. is 
something mysterious, not sat nor asat (real nor non-real) but differe~t 
from both, being composed of satwa, rajas and tamas. Curiously 
enough, we have also some such definition of Maya or .Ajnana in the 
Viveka- cu£!amal)-i of Sankara. It bas been characterised as .Anir~acha· 
niya, neither real nor non-rea.i, nor· both-something rea.Uy strange 
and mysterious, but one that is destroyed by the knowledge of Identity. 
It bas three gunos-Satwa, Rajas and Tamas (Sloka.s 110-112). . From 
the nature of Maya as mysterious, the philosophy of Vedantism in its 
latest development bas been styled by the author of the Khandan 
Khandakh.adya the .Anirvarch.ga Vadii. 
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it does not signify any other thing but' Nescience or 
Aviilya, for all things, excepting Brahman: are the pro
ducts of it, so that we can conceive none of them as 
ultimately real. 

Aviil!Ja does not impiy negation of knowledge or con

· Avidya· is not the 
negation of know· 
ledge. 

sciousness. . It is not the prior non
existence of knowledge, for, we cannot 
conceive the prior non-existence and 
its opposite to be existing simul
taneously. 

Similarly we cannot possibly think of· Ajnana and 
Jna1ta as mutually opposed to each other, for, two such 
opposites cannot exist together ; nor can we conceive one 
as the complete negation of the other, in this case the 
possibility of knowledge of .J.jnana will be completely 
denied. It ia to be conceived aa something dijfere1lt from 
<;onaciouaueaa but not completel!J opposed to it. The author 
of the Adwaita Chinta Kauata1;a has rightly ~haracterised 
it as generally opposed to knowledge. But 'it is not the 
contradictory or denial of it. 1 It is not to be taken in 
negative sense, for, in that case, it cannot be regarded as 
the material cause of the universe. 9 

This Ajna11a has three elements in its constitution
Satwa, Rajaa, Tamas. When the Satwa •is predominant 
it is said to possess the Jnana Sa"ti (~~ ~5W.!il' 'iflif) 
when the rajaa and the tarttas are prevailing it is said to 
possess the Kriya Sakti. The Kriya Salti has two pro
perties-(!) Abarana or obscuration-the power of covering 
Identity from view, and (2) Yikshepa or Distention-the 

·~'i1lif~ ~tflliqm1N, 

'I'Sftitfll{Qfilillfi.ft1!f1{, I 

• .A.dwaita Chandrilw, p, 6. 
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power _of originating the illusive phantasmagoria of the 
phenomenal order. The fot·mer is due to the predominance 
of tamaa, the latter, to the predOipinance of rajas .. ' . 

Apart from this our attention is drawn to da~kness as 
an instance to the point under consideration. This term 
is generally accepted as a negative one impiying the 

,absence of light. But, on a closer observation, it appears 
to be more positive in nature in the sense of being ·per
ceived.· It is not mere absence of l{ght, but something 
\vhich is thought as holding off _all objeC'ts from view. A 
mere negative tet;m implies absence of something. It is 
understood only in thought, but can never he the object 
of perception, 01; be conceived as keeping away everything 
from view. We feel darkness as an existence, covering up 
the entire existence from view: It is i10t merely a concept 
of negation, but it is a percept, a substance. Curiously 
enough we find tha:t some Naiyayilcas accept it as a tenth 
substance c~~~~) and do not include it under the cate
gory of non-being.2 

Of such an existence of Avidya we have experience in 
our own life. Sometimes we are heard to say " I do not 
know the thing, ·you speak of " " I was sleeping, I did 
not know anything." In such cases we are always clearly 
conscious of the co-existence of knowledge and ignorance. 

' Adwaita. Chinta. Ka.ustava., p. 32. 

"'!"illif~ttfilif;fcN,, 'i!lif3lfifi: f<n!ltttfm~f<l' 1 'a~~~ifilfu~ct ~~ 
"mif11fm: 1 ~ii!iflifml[ct 'a~li!R~ f'lf!.lmfrli: 1 fllil(l'lfmfimt, 'l!TI<mr· 

11fmfci~ 'lilliifu ~~,~~ifilf~~ CJil: ~'l~~frli: 1 ~'iliif." a1-.ri 

'"' "'!l'I~~''Pif<'ll~ft~ '' m"'iflflil if ll'lill!o '!fu 011ctm~g-: 1 mrffiilfi{ 

ifl~tfil' i!lflil~~ ~NI~IIlllfil~fcll ~~,~<<lfll!lifilf~ '~ 
f~q1tf.fi; I 

• (Vide Citsukhi, pp. 27-29, Oha.p. I; Tuka.ra.m Jiva.ji's _edition.) 
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'!'here is no ignorance in knowledge, though knowledge 

Evidence of con
sciousness regarding 
Avidya. 

can reveal to us such an existence. 
In this sense Brahman is said to 
be tile resting ground of .Jvid!Ja. 

In this sense, again, it is said to be 
illuminating and expressing .Avid!Ja. There is no relation 
between Brahman and Ajnana in philosophic sense. 
In the transcendental integrity of being there can be no 
. .J.vid!Ja as the principle of becoming. But, so long as we 
judge through the empirical mode of thinking, we often 
think and think truly that the principle of differentiation 
is in it. Really this is thinking of Brahman on human 
analogy. .Brahman is represented as designing the uni
verse through ~la!Ja. It has no direct relation with any
thing, for, any other thing, besides it, does not exist. But 
so long as the empirical order asserts its existence we can 
offer no better explanation than that the universe is ori
ginated from Brahma1t through Ma!Ja. Madhusudnan 

Saraawati says t :-
"Brahman is conceived as a designer in the sense of being 
the support of design." This conception does not affect 
its purity of Being, f01·, as Being, it is understood in 
transcendent sense; as a designer, in the empirical sense. 

The empirical conception then (of Brahman as creating 
and destroying the world-process through Ma!Ja) is a mere 
indication of its existence, but it does not reveal its essen
tial nature. Brahman appears in ignorance as a Being in 

The real significance 
of the empirical 
conception. 

which the entire expanse of existence 
is centred, but the more we approach 
it and realise its nature, the more 
the expanse of existence gradually 

fades'away from vision until it completely vanishes. 

1 'lfi~ N ~ llfu "'lli"' fcllllf<'i '""«{ ~ I ~~ CRqi(T 

~~iilil "~101411:1\Mil(. 1 -Adwaita Siddhi. 
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But such an existence does not find acceptance on all 
hands. Whatever has no definite origin must not have 
d~finite ~nd. Whatever has no definite beginning i~ time 
must necessarily be an existence which has no end in time. 

The Yedantin would rPply that no such rule can be laid 
down. We have an illustration to the po~nt in prior. 
non-existence (l!lmll<l).. . Nobody can . argue with ~ny 
degree of plausibility that the instance is an illustration 
having no direct bearing upon. the matte.r, inasmuch as 
it is referring to a negative form of existence, for, to the 
Naiyayikas, non-being is as mucl~ a. reality 'as an.y 
form of being. It is accepted as one of the ultimate 
categories. And, moreover, what is this non-being? We 
do not understand it as such, we unde~stand it as some
thing existing (t.he support) implying the absence ~f a 
particular thing (the supported), e.g., the non-existence of 
pot. It lias always a reference to the 1ocus. 1 

The above exposition, we hope, will elucidate. the sense: 
in which the Yedantists deny the reality of the world, and 
yet assert· its essential. non-difference from Brahman. 

The two propositions are in fact only t.wo aspects of the 
same truth. The Chhandogya Upanishad says ( ~<'~~~1:. 
~"\~: l!<ill: ~ill: ~<!.llf<m: ). "Oh modest one, th;se 
created beings have their root, habitation and support in 
the Real." Su1·eswaracltarjya writes in his Swarajyasiddhi, 

"The world has come out of 'Sat,' abid!Js in 'Sat,' 
and loses itself in 'Sat '; so the entire world is real, but 
viewed apart from Sat, is false. '' 2 

-----------------------
' ill~~ r~ <limf"'!lii!lq~~-·~f<~ ill'llitRilillcn~r "' <ii~t-

f.f1iq'IJ1ft-Nyayamakorando, p. 86 (vide Chap. 3-Abhava). 

if ~) ill'l ill'll~: Clif~fl: 'llfq'!) \11'1 0..'1 I illlll'<i UilliflSill": 

~~qqrg~: I 

' ~lt 111@ '~ ~fa f~<f 'll~'itf<f ~fcr ~if= ~,~ tiR~"\qr fil~fli~ 
~~" ~1ilfll 
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It will thus appear that the wofld is unreal in itself, 
real in the sense of identical with existence. But the rea• 
lity of the world thus understood does not con\radict its 
empirical reality. The ignorant can see the empirical forms 

but not the Reality, and they inter
The Vedantic the- pret the forms as real. Such a ten• 

ory of Adhyasa. 
dency of mistaking the form for the 

reality orthe reality for the form is generally known in 
Vedantism as Adhyaan or Super-imposition. Super-imposi
tion consists in not seeing a thing as it is, and in placing 
upon it a different picture and construction. Super-imposi
tion or Adhyasa is mal-observation implying the ignorance 
of something and the extension of a false idea to an actual 
appearance. It is a mis-judgment of the data presented 
to the senses by a pre-conceived idea. It is purely a sub
jective construction bearing no correspondence to the rea
lity. This construction possesses a temporary. value so 
long as tlie subject remains under a delusion. But it has 
always a reference to this something presented and is pos
sible only when we have a dim perception of· an object 
implying neither absolute ignorance nor absolute know
ledge of the thing. 

Whenever we mistake one thing for another, the fact, 
as a mere existence, must appear before us, though, 
for the time being, its special nature must be out of sight. 
No sooner w·e do perceive such a fact as a fact only, than 
the mind co~fuses it with a false notion on the ground of 
superficial similarity. Rightly says Yacapati (~"ii'lll~ 

'lll~'tll~ or '<INIHJ:) whenever one thing is before our full 
view, or whenever it is entirely hidden, there is no chance 
of confusion. Ignorance cannot shut up from our view 
the fact wholly, but it can do so only parti3.lly, so that 
there can be no difficulty in understanding that a fact 
exists. Ignorance is in need of a basis (as if) to operate 
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and so long as the operation continues, the fact is 
wrongly interpreted but not altogether denied. It must be 
pointed out that whenever we mistake one thing for another, 
the mistaken notion is not to be supposed as existing in 
mind ; it becomes rather identified with the thing and the 
fact of observation. For, even in perceptual judgment the 
form becomes identified with the matter, the mistaken notion 
with the reality. And the sense of ex~ernality is grafted 
upon the notion due to the mental consciousness taking the 
form of the external object. When we mistake a rope for 
a snake, we, for the time being, are clearly impressed by 
the fact as existing outside of us and being the object of 
senfle-perception. Such a false perception must be dis
tinguished from a memory-image, which is revived by 
the laws of similarity and association. A memory-image 
is a mental existence and has no referEm{le to anything 
outer. And so long as it is known ak a memory-image, 
there is no possibility of its being confused with any fact 
of perception, for, they are quite distinct from each other. 
The possibility of confusion can never arise when we 
know clearly an imaga to be a memory-image, for it has 
a fixed reference in the mental continuum. To say that 
false perceptions are due to the confusion between a 
memory-image and an object owing to non-discrimination 
is quite fallacious. So long as we know any particular 
image to be revived by the law of similarity or of associa
tion, we know it to be a fact of memory, and we cannot 
take the percept of yonder object for a memory-image or 
vice versrt. In case of false perceptions our ignorance of 
the real nature of the object together with the innate 
tendencies in us present a false appearance before 
us, and the mysterious power of .Avidya represents such 
an object as existing before us. Indeed, in such cases 
something mysteriously comes to be conceived as. existing 

8 
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outside of us due to Ignorance, which not only conceals 
the real nature of the thing, hut holds up before us a 
false appearance, which, as appearance, has a meaning 
to the percipient subject, though it is referred to yonder 
object as if existing independently and objectively. In false 
perception we have an entirely different appearance of the 
presented object. This is the inner meaning of the defini· 
tion of · super-i~position as given by Sanlcara. 1 The 
import of this definition is that AvidJa puts before us some
thing which appears as an entirely new thing, the similar 
of which might have been perceived previously, but not the 
particular thing itself. It is entirely a new creatio11. We 
read in the Pancltapadika 9 " the thing seems to be like a 
memory-image without really being so, as it has the appear
ance of existing outside." The Yedantin is anxious to 
characterise su!lh an appearance as mysteriously real affect
ing our emotional and volitional nature. Its value for 
the tin::.e being establishes its so-called truth. And it is 
supposed as real only because it appears, and the prospect of 
its being useful seems to establish its apparent reality. So 
long as we are under the spell of ignorance any effort to 
understand the contrary is futile. But when one gets the 
true knowledge of the thing, the appearance vanishes away 
leaving an impression that it never existed, that it was 
entirely a fanciful creation. 

There are some thinkers who contend that when the 
false appearance is denied (e.g. rope-serpent), the serpent 
does not of necessity goes ·out of existence altogether : 
the mistaken notion identifying the rope and the serpent 
is lost-we no longer take the rope as the serpent, hut the 

'~:~~~~: 
• ~~~~ otlif:1i1Qffl, ~ ~i s-:r~~'T.' 
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rope as the rope. But this does not mean that the notion 
or existence of the serpent is completely destroyed. 

The Yedatdin submits that when a rope is mistaken 
for a snake, this snake is not a memory-image (as n_oticed 
above). It is not to be confounded with experiences <>f 
things see~ before. These experiences are within us, but, 
in a false perception we see an- entirely new appearance be
fore us, so that there is no possibility of confusion beetween 
the newly presented object and the experience. of an object 
seen before. We have already seen how Avidya is conceived 
as holding up before our view an appearance which, for the 
time being, is supposed real and is indicated as existing 
outside as the object of. sense-perception. . Avidya not 
only keeps away. the reality from view, but creates.an 
entirely new appearance which is. not to be taken as the 
reappearance of something perceived. It is, as Yacaspati 
says, not the silver of the market that .we ,see in false 
appearance, but something entirely new. on yonder mothe:r
of-pearl,-a novel appearance in a definite point of space 
and time. This spatial and temporal mark is suffiqieo.t 
to signify its exist~nce as differe:nt from a similar object 
perceived in a different place at a different time .. When 
this particular appearance is declared false, it is never 
meant by the Yedantists that the . entire existence_, 
serpent or silver, should cease to exist. The point of 
refe'rence does not belong to either of them,_ but only to the 
particular appearance before us. That other ropes ~xi,st is 
not to the point, for we never think of them and they 
actually do not appear. The rope that we s.ee is not purely 
imaginary, nor purely real-it is a mysterious I?Ome,
thing, relatively real and non-real. Such a theory is 
known as the doctrine of 1ll!JRterious conception. 

In this connexion we should notice another matter 
that even a false ap~earance requires an objective basis, a 
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substratum which is not necessarily false. An appearance 
by itself cannot exist, it implies a support. The appearance 
·may be . false, but not the support. Padmapada truly 
says-" A super-imposition without a basis is neither seen 

' nor conceivable."l 

Herein, does the YedanHn differ from the ·Sttnyavadina, 
.according to whom the entire existence is a false show upon 

'l'he Vedantic con
ception difl'ers from 
(1) the Asat Khyati. 
viida. 

nothing. Such a theory of tran!!fer
ence or false appearance is to be 
distinguished from (1) the .Asat 
K hyativada-the doctrine which main-

tains that the object of false perception is entirely non
existent. False perception consists in seeing things which 
do not exist. The silver does not exist, yet we seem to 
perceive it. Both the· object and the knowledge of the 
object are fanciful and imaginary. They are non-existent. 
The support, too, does not exist. 

Such a position is hardly tenable, for, a fact entirely 
non-existent cannot be an object of perception. And since 
we are clearly conscious of the existence of silver as the 
object of our perception, how can we consistently speak 
of .such an appearance as altogether non-existing ? We 
have already said that a false appearance must be existing 
anyhow. That which appears can be declared false and 
subsequently denied; mere non-existence does not appear, 
nor can it be denied and declat·ed false. 2 

{2) The .Akhyativada-which maintains that false per
ception is due to non-discrimination of 

(2) The Akhyativada. two elements that are clearly different, 

i.e., the thing perceived is taken to be identical with the 

1 ifN f.RN'Wt<itS~ ~: ~~ 
• ~ifll~cmihu®lfctf<f<~ ot ~~ 1 "'ll<til211i1Moflqit<cl~1:11fct

m~rl{. 

N11aya ManJari. 
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image revived by superficial similarity.t ·when a· tree is 
mistaken for a man, we have a false identification between 
the percept of tree and the image of man. The process 
underlying such a mista~en identity involves the following 
elements 2 :-

(a) The presentation -of something (A). 
(b) The non-cognition of the real nature of the thing 

thus presented through the defect of the senses. 
(c) The revival of images (B) of other things through. 

superficial similarity. 
(d) The failure of the mind to cognise it as a 

memory image and this helps to hold it up as 
something presented, rather than represented. 

(e) The confusion of the presentation and the re
presentation, and the fallacy_ of mistaking one 
for the other; . 

This theory of transfet·ence cannot be accepted. If 
we are clearly conscious of the object as existing y 1 der, 
and the image as something revived, how can we speak 
of a confusion between them due to non-discrimination. 
So long as we have a knowledge of g1·ahan (perception) 
and smaran (remembrance) how can we mistakenly 
identify these apparently different elements. The dis
crimination is quite clear. Hence the object· of false 
perception cannot be taken as the revived image or idea 
of anything. It is something entirely new. 

And the possibility of the denial of a false 
percept implies the actual appearance of it, for, we 
cannot be supposed to deny something which does not 

1 Viti. Nyaya Maka.-ando, p. 57, f<fct~m;.f f'l'iiliflift ~iff 

f~:· Vide Nyaya Manjari, p. 176 ~~qr 'iflll~limfi" 

~Cil~~'ll~f~~~ if ~~cft~q(ll®tfct4i""'ill 
• Vide Nyaya Makarando, p. 57 (Benares Edition). 
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appear. 1 And if it is held that we can deny even that which 
does not appear, then why do we not deny gold instead of 
silver? According to this doctrine, then we cannot be said' to 
deny the existence of silver necessarily. We can note the 
difference which was not formerly taken into cognisance.ll 

(3) The Atma-Khyativada.-It maintains that all per
ceptions are states of consciousness. 

(3) The ..4tma-khyati- Besides these, nothing exists outside 
t~ada. 

of us. In false perception, it must 
also be maintained, to be consistent, that the false appear~ 
ance is also a state in consciousness. Its falsity consists 
in the appearance of an inner state as external. The 
f'i,jnanavadin seems to think that if one maintains the outer 
existence of silver upon the substratum, one is to accept 
the possibility of a denial of both the elements (for, 
according to him, the substratum has no external and 
independent existence, for, nothing exists external to mind). 
It is rather convenient to think of the silver as a state 
in consciousness which is projected outwards. And the 
falsity is exactly contained therein-in the appearance 
of an inner state of consciousness as external. When 
the false cognition is contradicted we do not deny the 
silver which is real as a state in consciousness, but deny the 
sense of externality which was grafted upon it-the virtue 
of its being indicated as existing yonder. 8 But, in false 
perception we are clearly conscious of the object being 
presented before us as existing yonder. It may be asked: 
how is it that an inner state seems to appear outwards, as 

• 
1 Vide Adwaita Siddbanta Mnktabali : ~~1~ P,~: ~it 

iilll~ilfilllfnfil~oi ~~ "ifiil"ifiiiN f<liRfu if llfuf~~~ 1 

• ~iti! ~<~fil~1::1r ~, f.fi '!I'IIFl~r m"ifi: ~llll'it 1 
1 Vide Syaya Makanndo, p. 100, "i''1~11 rrt';~T f<tiffl: 
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if acqumng · some degree of objectivity. Is it because 
of the projection outwards of a state of consciousness or 
do we seem to graft externality upon an inner subjective 
state of existence ? · 

We cannot accept either alternative because · any
thing externally and ob~ectively existing is not accepted 
by the Jlijnanavadin. In fact, those to whom the states 
of consciousness in continuous succession •are the only 
reality cannot speak of anything outer. If still it is 
insisted on that there is· confusion, it can only be the 
confusion of one conscious state with another. But iri 
such a case we cannot say "yonder exists the silver." 
And .if we say that there is only the one reality of the 
stream of conscious states and processes, the consciousness 
of silver will be a state in the totality of conscious 
states. It will be something identical with the percipient 
subject or a part of its being. That being so, we must 
charaoterise the appearance as something within us, 1 but 
not, as is generally said-this is silver. 2 

(4) The Anyatha Khyativatl-which consists in the 

The 
Khyiitivad. 

Anyiitha 
superimposition of qualities of one 
object on another through ignorance. 3 

When we mistake the mother-of-
pearl for silver, we read into it the qualities of silver and 
the object appears as silver without really being so. The 
real cause of such a false percept is a defect in the sense 

' Vide Nyaya MaTrarando, p. 65 {Benares Edition). 

• fcrm~~ ll"f~~ ~ v;mf.,fw l!d'tfcr: ~T~ it~ ~<;fafiifcl' 1 

it~ v;mfijfcr "' ifll:fl~W(~~;;'jllm(ttl'f(~~l!fWtll i( ~(11fl'<R
f;«n, iflQT ~fcr {~ 'lff.frqr] 'lf>il~ ~~ <11~ ~00~ I if'n "f 
llfuflf%~~ ~~ 'jf~q~ I 

• Vide Vivarana Prameya Sangraha, p. 33 : 

~~otf{l!a r" m 'Jfili~ll~ '<T~~q ~ ~~ 1 

if ~qi{il~l[ii~Tfq ~"'~:, ~~~~~Ti[ I 
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which fails to represent exactly the thing lying at a. 
distance. The senses merely record the superficial quality 
of brilliancy which, by the laws of revival (especially by 
similarity), calls up in the mind the residual or the perma
nent impression of silver. As soon as the connotation of 
silver (~C!i<!) is revived in mind, we have the percep
tion of silver as the underlying 1 substratum of the con
noted quality~ for the quality of a thing and the thing itself 
are indissolubly related. And this perception extends over 
all forms of silver in different places. Though the silver 
has not been presented to the senses, still it has become 
the object of knowledge inherent in self connected with 
mind and senses. (~-g'ili-ifif-~!j'ili-'ll~t1"ltlilli1f<I««J). · The 
possibility of perceiving the sil~er, not presented to 
the senses, lies in the indirect implication of a direct know
ledge-in holding the possibility, of one knowledge 
giving rise to another by invariable association, of a con
notation immediately bringing in view the substratum or 
subject. The falsity consists in perceiving the silver not 
where it really exists but in yonder object. The real 
silver exists in another place, but it is superimposed for 
the time being upon the mother-of-pearl. Hence, it is 
said, falsity lies in taking one thing for another. . The 

llJfifit!~ ~~~~~~., ~ill'illm~~ ''llt1141i11'4tr£ij(f 

,fu: ~R~il<t ,'ll<ffiflo ~"Ncnnf! '11\ij"'~cfi't ~aifu ~' 
ijlEJ'if ijfilm~~am<lflfil~'l "'lijfilmariro~l?<i«l~fu 

if '!lif'IRI~'flt, ~fl ~ llfu~ij'/t a'fl~ii~OOfi~: ; ~?.ll

m'li<l~ 'I~Q~t[~~: ; ~~ifi(((O(j~(ll~l41l 

ft~~'i:fl~~: '!Ia: SiRijlJiij'ifi"llf~~ lffi~o: ll~tt $rom: ~

" l.ffl, ll?.ll'f l:~filf~'ift ~:, lJfifi ~'I 'lllill<fif~ ~~-"' . 
ihlm'l11l~ ,'ll(fl'liRqw;r~-llfulml-~ ~"~~illtt , 
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Naiyailcas maintain a kind of relation between silver and 
itself. The relation is called Tadatmya, i:e., every relation 
implies two' terms, but in the present case the s~lver is 
conceived to he related to the silver. In false perception 
it seems to be related to yonder object whereas it should 
have been related to silver. The falsity consists in the 
ascription of silver, not to silver, but to.the mother-of
pearl. The superficial similarity, the distanc~;~ of the 
object, and the defect of the senses are ultimately the 
causes of such a false_ ascription. The dif'tance keeps the 
object far from us, the defective senses, do not give an 
exact knowledge of the thing, and in its·ignorance lies the 
possibility of either attributing to it the different nature 
of silver or mistaking it for silver which has been the 
direct object of consciousness by an indirect implication.! 
'fhe Naiyailcas differ from the Pravalcaras in insisting 
upon the presence of silver as the third element in false 
perception. They seem to hold that unless such a reality 
is presented, nobody would walk after it led by a desire of 
obtaining it, for, a state of desire without an object of 
desire is inconceivable. The mother-of-pearl must appear 
as silver before one can think and will to have it. It 
must be carefully marked that from this standpoint the 
confusion consists in the superimposition of a different 
thing upon another through an imperfect similarity 
("Ui!lCI "'ll<!!fi!Oiii'Qlf ~:-Nyaya Manjari). Sankar had 
this theory in mind when he wrote (lR~ ~~" 
fifcR't<N>ilt<~~~~) "confusion or transference con
sists in ascribing to an object a quality which it does not 
possess." But when one comes to see the actual presence 

Cl~~flilalf~f'!i4l1. !IU~f'lim~flr<lit~illill 
~f'l<!l~tim{ ~JHlli!:l~"i'<lf<tl4~le!~~lqi!lCll't ~CI 

fqq(lt(Aif.lq: I 

g 
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of the i:n(}ther-of-pearl or of the snake, the false · ap
pearance of the substratum is denied, but this does 
not imply the negation of the silver or the rope. The 
illustration of the rope-serpent does not prove and support 
the Vedantic claim, for; the rope remains after all 
a rope. 

This theory is hardly true, and it makes the matter 
complex by seeking the possibility of a knowledge through 
another, by introducing the mysterious element of 
Jnanlakshana Sannilcarsa. It does not observe the law.of 
parsimony. It d9es not help the theory much by saying 
that actually we have the perception of silver (by Jnan

lalcshana Srmnikarsa), for one may as well. say that, on the 
perception of the attribute of smokiness, we shall have 
a simultaneous cognisance of smoke in every place, and 
since smoke is co-existent with fire, this direct knowledge 
of smoke would imply the direct perception of fire, which 
will defeat all the purposes of inference. Our knowledge 
would. extend to everything, and direct perception of 
distant things would be possible. There will be no 
necessity of inference. 

The Nai!Jailcas perforce accept a relation of silver to 

silver. A relation implies a duality, one cannot be con
ceived to be related to one's own self. Even if we accept 
such a relation, it (the relation) must be, in the case of 
false perception, between the silver and its substratum. 
This relation is a false one in the eye of the Nai!Jaika8, 

for, an intimate and inviolable relation can possibly exist 
between a thing and itself. The falsity lies therein-in 

the relati~ between the substratum and its supposed 
appearanc The appearance is not false but the relation. 
'!'his no d, ubt is very complex. If one is prepared to 

~all the rela,on false, what prevents one from accepting 
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the falsity of appearance which would simplify the matter· 
to a great extent.. · · 

And moreover, when we· have a false perception, we dd 
not clearly understand how something revived in mjnd 
recalls the actual percept of the thing. In fact, we do· 
not see how the possibility of ascribing the mental image 
to yonder object arises, how the ~nner idea is extended' 
to and seems to be identified with the distant object. 
This is the most important point which is left unexplained 
in the theory. To explain this, one requires a kind o£. 
identity of nature of the inner and outer existence,-an 
element missing in the theory put forth. Indeed, the 
theory of perception (as maintained by the Naiyaikas) as 
the contact of objects with senses cannot explain the. 
origin of a false percept. It goes so far as to explain · 
the misrepresentation of the percept by reference to a. 
false image revived by the law of similarity which can 
hardly meet the requirement of the present case. The 
theory cannot explain why the 'false percept appears as an 
existence in space and time. So long as we do not know 
it to be false, it is a percept and an appearance existing 
outward. . 

The Fedantin, on the other ~and, maintains that 
in perception the mindstuff goes out through the· 
senses and takes the form of yonder object which 
does not appear in full view owing to the distance 
and the defect of the senses. When the mind~stuff .. 
is modified in the form of the object, it (the object) 
is expressed before the clear light of consciousness 
as 'this' (~i{), but, its app~arance as mother-of-pearl 
is kept hidden from V:iew by ignorance which with 
the residue of imp1essions of silver due to past experi
ence gives rise to the false percept of yonder, object, being 
silver. Yeda11tiam gives us a reason why the object appears 
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as silver existing before us. It holds that in transference 
or super-imposition, we have not only a confusion and 
change of attrib11tes but something apparently real coming 
into a temporary existence and forming itself the object 
of perception. 

(5) The Sat-khyativada of J'atta
(5) The Bat-khyativad. 

J'aakara and Ramanuf.-It holds that 
in false perception, we have the appearance of a reality. It 
makes the object of false perception not false or illusory, 
but real in the sense that it actuaHy exists. And this 
is due to the mother-of-peat·! containing within it the 
silver-element, for, according to the Panchilcarana, 1 every 
material existence is a mixed substance. In false per
ception the element of silver contained within the mother
of-pearl appears before view, and we have the cngnition 
of something that is really existent or Sat. 2 (Vide 
Jatindramatadipika, p. 12). 

Su:Jh a perception is not false and, therefore, the know
ledge not illusory, though we cannot make an actual use 
of such a. reality. 'fhere is a correspondence between 
our knowledge and reality, but its falsity consists in its 
not becoming the object of any use. We call it false 
because it does not meet our practical purpose. The thing 
is there, Lut it is in such a. negligible q11antity that, for 
all practical purposes, it is of no avail, and as such can be 
declared false. The supporters of this theory seem to 
maintain that the complete test of truth lies in the corres
pondence of cognition and fact-a correspondence not 

1 '!Rftlli~llflliWn if~;q'!~ ~J;f ~~lflilt fq~~i'! I "'li<N'f 

'ff~lfil'it ~ R~l<f. '1lliffffil~ ~~ I 
• ~~l~~~ t<f Vide Jatindn~mata.dipiku., I'· 12. 
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from the theoretic standpoint alone but from the practical 
as well. 1 

The above explanation of a false presentation is not. 
true. The contention that the element of silver is not 
denied but the possibility of its being useful to us, is 
not logically soqnd. If the silver is actually there in 
any quantity, it can he put to some use anyhow. A thing 
or a presentation is either real or non-real; if it is real, 
it is an object which satisfies some requirements. We 
cannot conceive a thing which exists but at the same time 
escapes all practical determination. Since, according to 
the theory, this possibility of its being practically deter
mined is denied, it must be accepted that the reality ascribed 
to false appearance is illusory. 

Even, if the truth of Panehilcarana is accepted, the theory 
does not explain why, on a particular occasion, the element 
of silver appears before view and not always. The natura~ 

assumption would be that the silver, since it is real and 
present in yonder object, should always appear before view. 
It may be said 'in reply that the smallness of quantity 
of silver accounts for its non-appearance ; but still it may 
be asked what makes the silver appear on- a special 
occasion. ·The distance or the defective sense cannot be 
brought in for any relief, for, they make the explanation 
more difficult and less plausible. The small quantity of 
the element of silver may escape notice and may not at all 
arise before clear view if the object lies at a long distance~ 

The possibility of our noticing the silver-element varies 
inversely with distance and defective sight. 

The theory that in false perception we have the pre
sentation of a. reality generally known as 8at-lchyati has an 

1 <If~~;;{ ilill'filf<i~<!-~Sllq~R '"~ i!ili{ I "'I~ 'Jfill<lil~T 
'(~T11~ R<:Jiflif 'l!l~(l!f ~~«<i{ I t'R' ~~t ~ii<ll'tlif ij 

~ 'lf<i il~"i!'fii' ~if: I 
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analogue to it in the doctrine of Alattkika khyati. It 
maintains that in false perception we have not only a 

mis-interpretation and a consequent 
Alaukika khyativad. 

confusion betwe~n two things and 
their attributes but the presence of a clearly different 
thing before us. .False perception differs from true per
ception in this that its objects cannot be utilised, while 
those of correct and real perceptions can be utilised. But 
it cannot, for a moment, be held that in false perception we 
have no object-but a mere extension of an inner idea to 
an outer thing. In every case of perception true or false 
an object is actually perceived; in the former case, it is 
actually present, in the latter, it has also an existence. 
The former is called Laukik, as it leads to a presentation 
that is real, and can be made use of; the latter Ala1tkilc, 

as it leads to a presentation that is real but cannot be in 
any way utilised. The Vedantist would add the presenta
tion is unreal and illusory:1 

The above doctrines can be chiefly put in two clas~es:
(l) One which maint~ins the appear~nce of something 

non-real in false perception (Asat-lch:yalivada).l 

(2) One which maintains the appearance of some
thing real in false perception. Under this class comes 
the Yijnanvaditts, the Nai!Jailcaa, F altavaakar (Sat. 

lchyat~vada ). 
(3) Combining these theories we have the Vedantic 

doctrine the appearance of something relatively real and 
relatively non-real in false perception (Ant'rvacant§a

Kh!Jativada). 

1 Vide Naya 1\Ianjari, p. 187: 

~>.t 'Jf'ili~!li' ~ ~l!<t"tf<t: ~tR"t<t~fu'ilfl~iflilf~ilifl ~1 illl1 "if 

~<'ftfu ~~~'31<tl!<ftfu~<nlillOO~~<t~lt( I i!!lflfi'lil·~fclrifi~ !J . 
f'l111il: ...... (!'Sf OQ~~ ~ ~lfi ij~, <tcft~~f'qj<fi1{ I 
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The world of manifoldness is a. falsity of appearance 
having its root cause in Ignorance which is innate in us; 
This ignorance, from the cosmological standpoint, is 
spoken of as the force primos, the power of Brahman to 

evolve the world of becoming,. but, 
Conclusion. ontologicaJly regarded, Brahman is 

transcendent ; the world,. an illusory 
concept, a false appearance due to ignorance or. Nescience, 
vanishing away with the attainment of the knowledge of 
Jldentity. Popularly in whatever way we may conceiv 
the world of experience, it is, indeed, an appe.arance, just 
ike other appearances, which seem ·to have their hold upon 
us temporarily. The difference is only in point o£ time
one is somewhat . more durable, the other less durable. 
But bot.h are grounded upon ignorance .. 

Since in every case of false perception we have an 
illusory existence before us, implying the ignorance of its 
substratum, a law can inductiv:ely be established that 
whenever we have a false perception, the supposed or 
apparent reality must have the same basis with the thing
in-itself. 

An objection can be raised: why is it that the world 
of appearance which is mistaken for 

An objection met. Reality is seen outside, whereas,' in 
fact, it is a superimposition upon the 

self which is the Reality within us. We see the rope and 
the snake in the same place, andmista.ke it to be a rope 
at another place. It will be difficult on the accepted 
theory to acco~nt for the confusion between the world 
existing outside with the self existing inside us, since the 
former has its being in the ignorance of the latter. 

The possibility of thinking this wise can arise only 
from the misconception of the true import of the Vedanta 
Philosophy. Reality is transcendent, to which any sense 
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of outer and inner cannot be logically ~ttributed. And, 
when we speak of mistaking appearancu for Reality, we do 
mean here Reality in the transcendent sense and not one 
that appears in the form of a self-conscious Ego, for, the 
sense of ego as a personal and inner existence does belong 
to th~ realm of immanent existence with which the outer 
order of experience has no possibility of being confounded. 

Even if we maintain that the self is the inmost of 
existences, we must say that the tendency of mistaKing 
this inmost existence for the outer order illustrates the 
deceptive and. spurious effect of .Avidya which not only 
hides truth from view, but presents a pretended show of 
the fact. The entire empirical existence is, no doubt, 
subjective in the sense of being contained within Brahman, 

though represented as existing outside of us, for here the 
'we' is not the supposed substratum, but an appearance 
among other appearances. 

From the standpoint of the doctrine of one empirical 
self (known as Ekajivavada), it may be contended that the 
entire universe forms the outer -representation of the self
conscious existence; so that if there is any confusion it is 
between the inner self and realm of its own ideas repre
senting its outer appearance. The charge no longer stands, 
for, in this case, the substratum or the underlying sub
stance is self or Alman which is taken. for the world of 
appearp,nce-which does not exist apart from or the outside 
of it; but is something which exists in it as the world of 
its own appearance. Really there are only two realities : 
(1) self and (2) the world of appearance: which seem to 
be identified with each other-the inner self looks upon 
itself as if confused with appearance which has no exist
ence beyond itself. There is nothing outer to this self 
for everything is within it and is the world of its repre

sentation. 
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From the standpoint of the doctrine of multiplicity of 
finite selves, we have a world of ideas corresponding to 
objective facts, and to us the world of our own construction 
is true. That there seems to be an objective world is 
due to inter-subjective intercourse, 

This confusion or transference due to ignorance is 
generally accepted as -of two kinds. 

Kinds of confnsion Jnanadhyaaa is confusion of a notion 
or adhyasa. 

with a thing, e.g., the knowledge of 
a rope for the serpent. It. has been defined in the 
Tattwnnuaamlhan as the knowledge of ona thing for 
another which it is not.t The effect is a mental state, as 
apparently identified with an object. 2 Here an object 
is confused with a notion of the mind. .Arthadhyasa is 
confusion of one thing with another. The effect 
is the · direct knowledge of an object as apparently 
similar to a cognition of a thing once perceived.8 Here 
a notion of the mind is confused with an object. 
'l'here is, strictly speaking, a slight difference between. 
these two forms, for, from the Vedantic standpoint, 
a thing has no reality apart from_ the notion, though 
the notion seems to have !lomething corresponding to it. 
If we ascribe some amount of objectivity to the empirical 
orrler

1 
then there is some plausibility of the .Adhyasa 

(J11ana or .Artha), otherwise every form ofconfusion will 
be a transference of one idea to another. All confusion 
will be confusion of ideas and notions and not of notions 

l 'IIC!fll<"(. ~: 
• ~fclf11i ~fa 'if~RJ:, vide Vivaranaprameya. 

8 Jlil~~~lilfcl"'-1: ~~~~lci't;lt~~RJ: ("i!li!Tqf1!'ilsm '11'-l~RI: 
-~fi~~~~S~tlW!1sq~:rHJilliiT~ifih~S1:<11~ 'lfu) Vide li'ivarana 

Prameya, p. 26, 1. 1-4. (Benares Edition.). 

10 
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and objects. Confusion is, again, either Swarupa or 
Samsarga, in as much as it is mistaken identity of 
a thing with another thing, or of a thing with an 
attribute. The rope-serpent illustrates the first, the 
crystal-redness, the second. 1 

Of these illusory modes of existence two forms are 

Illusory existence 
(1} Vyavaharik, (2) 
Pratibhasik, 

generally distinguished: (l) Yyava
!tarilc, and ( i) Pratibhasilc. Th~ former 
is a form of empirical existence full of 
meaning and purpose to life, and the 

latter is purdy an appearance. It appears merely and 
exists so long as we do not find the underlying substra
tum. It has no interest whatever for practical purpose. 
Both of them are appearances and illusory concepts mis
conceived for realities. But we cannot identify a mistaken 
percept with a real percept, though, to the Yerlantists, both 
of them are false or illusory, for, none have permanent 
existence. Still it would be the height of philosophic 
indiscretion to fail to take into acr.ount the apparent 
distinction of illusory appearances as Fyavaharilc and 
Pratibhasilc. The one has importance for life and 
its adaptation, and the other has none. The former 
has an amount of tt·uth in so far as it fulfils some claim. 
Its importance lies in its pragmatic effects, which the latter 
does not possess. 0£ course between them there is no 
difference of an essential nature. One may be said to 
be an appearance of Reality, the other may be rightly 
called "an appearance of an appearance." 

1 Vide Vedant• Bidhanta .tidaria, p. 9. Benarea Edition. 

\i~V!l~HJ: ~~~lrifu fiiffcNT~~HI: 1. i!'I~T ~~Ul~~ 
"'llllfif ~S'ifl<lllliil~·. f11ci't~~ ~~ liftN~ 11.i' tl'Tfiliit~ifllilfif· 
~~~: 
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There have been attempts in the course of the develop
ment of Veilantic thought (e.g., by the author of JTedanta 
8iilhanta Mulctabali) to do away with this distinction and 
classify all forms of appearance as empirical and distinguish 
th~m from the Real,.Brahma1t or Absolute. Every mode of 

Prakasananda's at
tempt to dispense with 
the above distinc
tion-its refutation. 

existence, in some sense real or merely 
empirical, is, in fact, due to Nescience, 
and every form of them exists in 
appearance. The manifoldness is either 

real or unreal; if unreal, how can we speak of two forms of 
unreality or of superficial reality? How can we distinguish 
them? Really the world of things and beings has as much 
reality as the rope-serpen~. It seems real, because it 
appears, just as a snake is real, ~ecause it appears. Be
tween them as appearances we cannot see any difference. 

The force of the above leads us to the conclusion that 
the entire mass of concrete existence is real only to such 
extent as the rope-serpent is real. But, even in the empiri
cal order of existence we notice differences which cannot 
be ignored. The being of every empirical fact of exist
ence is real, because it is felt, but, still yonder tree cannot 
be said to possess the same amount of being as the 
rope-serpent. Both of them, no doubt, appear and have 
their existence in Ignorance. In this sense their origin is 
similar. But there is this difference-that an appearance, 
like a rope-serpent, for example, is obliterated by a 
determinate consciousness. But the appearance of the 
manifold existence is set aside by an indeterminate 
consciousness. Surely none can overlook this difference, 
and this leads us to speak of the rope-serpent as an 
appearance upon appearance. No doubt, empirical exis
tence has a meaning only in so far as it is perceived, but, the 
esse of concrete things is not the percipi of the individual. 
They exist only because they form part of a system, and 
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the system as a whole is, no doubt, from the Yedantic 
standpoint, founded ou the cosmic Nescience which has 
its basis and support in Brahman. 'fhe possibility of 
something existing and yet remaining out of sight of the 
individual is logically cogent. We. shall turn to this 
point in our discussion regarding the difference between 
JJ1a!Ja and Avid,ra and the Tedantic doctrines of finite 
souls. One point that ought to be noticed here is that 
the illusory appearance of the rope-serpent is the object 
of a concrete mode of ignorance, whereas the entirety of 
beings has its existence in the primal unmoclified ignorance. 
'l'hese two forms of appearance necessitate a hypothesis 
of two forms of Nescience: the primary, concealing 
Brahmatt or Identity and giving rise to concrete modes 
of existences; and the secondary, concealing the con
crete things giving rise to false appearances. 

We have seen that Yedantism wants to trace the 

Recapitulation. 
entire world-process out of Nescience. 
Figuratively, it is descriled as the 

power of B1·ahma1i to manifest itself, it is the Salcti of 
Brahman. · Indeed, in the immanent sense we cannot 
think of Brahman and lJifl!Ja as separate principles of 
existence, because, empirically Yeda 11tism insists upon 
thinking the entire process as originating out of Brahman. 
In the second aphorism of the Vedanta philosophy we 
have the conception of Brahma11 as the cause and substra
tum of the world-process. Nowhere in Yedantism have 
we any picture of the cosmos as different from Brahman. 
Empirically we cannot e:peak of Brahman and Ma!Ja as 
separate existences. They are indissolubly related as the 
Realit!J and ita power of manifestation. 1 But the more 
we look deeply, the more we realise that this relation 

1 Sankara 'lm~:. 
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of Brahman with Maya is rather imposed (~tli'.llf"Cfi"(ll<{lii!l) 

than inherent, for Being-in-itself does not admit of any 
possibility of being related to others. So this relation of 
Brahman and Maya is not real, for, in Vedantism nothing 
is R~al, besides the identity of substance. Still so long 
as the empirical show of existence obtains, we must 
p,peak of some form of relation between Braltmau and 

'l'he support of Ne
science Jiva or Brah
man? 

Maya. Hence some (e.§., facaspati 

and his school) assert that Aviitya 
rests m finite conscious units. 1 

"Jiva is its locus, Brahman its 
object."2 Nescience cannot be thought of as existing 

in itself, for all existence Is 
Vacaspati-Jiva the ultimately an . appearance to some 

support, 
percipient subject. And Jl edantistn 

is very eloquent and definite in its refusal to grant 
an independently objective existence to Nescience, for, 
that would establish the duality of substances-a 
position studiously avoided by Vedantism. Avidya must 
be thought of as existing somewhere, and Jl acaspati holds 
that it must be conceived as existing in Jiva. But. it may 
be asked, what constitutes the being of a finite conscious 
existence ? Surely this finitude of conscious existence is 
due to the limitation of Avidya, for, consciousness has 
no inherent limitation of itself. .But this explanation of 
Avidya as resting in finite selves and finite conscious 
existences as due to the limitation of A·V?·aya may be said 
to involve a fallacy as both of them are ie"terdependent. 

This contention is of no value. Really speaking, there 
is no fallacy in as much as finite consciousness and Aviclya 
are not exactly inter-dependent existences. Both exist 

l~~t. 

I a\'t~f'!l<tllU~ \il~~~ vide Bhamati, Benares Edition, 
p. 89. 
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simultaneously from eternity. The one is the prin:ciple 
of modification, the other is iihe subject modified, 
and in the simultaneity of their existences there Js 
no possibility of inter-dependence. The percipient subject 
has its existence not quite dependent upon .tf.vid!Ja.1 

Its percipiency is independent of it, though the fact 
of its being centred in a particular spot necessitates 
its being somewhat confined by Avid!Ja. We should 
mark here that Avt"d!Ja can be thought of as exist
ing in consciousness or more properly as dependent 
upon consciousness (for esse is percipi). But we can 
nevet· speak of consciousness as supporting Avidya in 
existence-it must be thought of as supported in the 
percipient subject. • But i:f anyone still insists that there 
is some form of inter-dependence, 1' acaspati would 
grant a mutual dependence in the sense of one containing 
·and the other being contained. A familiar illustration 
is given. Just as we conceive a pot enclosing the sky, 
similarly we conceive .tf.t,id!Ja as the limiting form or vessel 
enclosing within it the sky of consciousness . 

.tf.'l1id!Ja then has existence in Jiva or consciousness 
circumscribed. It covers up the nature of conscious self 
as impersonal, self-luminous, blissful existence. This is the 
implication for regarding .tf.vid.fa as fixed in Jiva making 
Brahman its object. 

Apart from Yacaspati'a conception there is the other 
theory of the old school of Sorba

Vivarana-Bre.hman jnata-muni, Prakastma11 and Anat&da
the support. 

bodhacllarjya that Avid!Ja is supported 
in Brahman. The purity and integrity of consciousness 

1 Vide Adwaitasidhi, p. 585, Jivaji's Edition. 

'll'i!l"!~ f<m~~SN R~: ~~if a~«m{ I 
• '111JliM fq~ ~~~fq fqfcf 'll~t'l~

fl!!t~l 
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Js thought of as being the support and the object 
of A vidya. 1 Sureswa1·acha1j!Ja also regards ..dvidya as 
supported in Atman, the one undivided consciousness. 

The empirical order, so long as it holds-and it obtains 
from eternity-is an order of existence on 'the back
ground of Brahman which, when looked upon as the 
locus of Avidya, is Jiva, and when looked upon as 
object of Avidya, is Brahman. These existences are simulta
neous. They cannot be conceived as existing before and after. 
The possibility of B1·ahman appearing as Jiva (in the sense 
of Iswara), the existence of Avidya, and Brahman as 
covered up by .Avidyn-these three elements are mutually 
dependent upon one another. Hence to the Vedantists
the Samsara-the process of becoming (the manifold 
existence) exists in reflection. Brahman-in-itself exists 
transcendentally, and through Avidya it is reflected as Jiva, 
itself being the primary Jiva when it is regarded as the 
support of. Nescience. The possibility of such a reflection 
lies in the prior existence of ...ft;id!Jfl which can be fitly 

called the principle through which Brahman· appears. It 
must be marked that the existence of Maya does not affect 
the nature of Brahman, and, strictly speaking, it is 
one that does not appear before it-its appearance and 
reality are true to the Jiva which can perceive it as a 

( ql!it!iil' JJfuqfmrt ~mn~~'ll~.n, ~tsfcl•:n ~~~lii 'il~ '6f'iliUmor: 1) 
Naiskarmasidhi, Sl. 7. 

1 ~'l(if(C! f'f61~t<OOm.rt f.frr~~r~m ifiq<!ll 1 

'1.~f~'i'iil{~ N ~011 or~1 ~"fuinf~m: 11 

@l~li! ~'il <IIlli! 1Rit'liu<f 

at''l~lli'IJl.ft8i'il~ilro 1 

~q<li ~Niltfuffu~'i'l 

'l[(llcn_f;ifuf~51~'i! ~Cii~of: II 
Samk~hepa Sariraka. 
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principle, but not to Brahman, though it seems to have 
its suppod; therein. 

A doubt may be raised as to how we can even empiri
cally conceive pure conscious exi~tence co-existing with 
Nescience; for they seem to be quite contrary in nature. 

We should note here that the Pedantists do not make 
this affirmation in t.he objective sense. Transcendentally 

there is nothing else in the integrity 
An objection with. 

of Being, and so long as we do not 
perceive this integrity of existence, we may conceive the 
co-existence of consciousness and Nescience just as we can 
quite conceive the existence of light side by side with dark
ness. The charge, that self-luminous substance is quite 
contrary to .Avidya in nature, and as such cannot simul
taneously exist with it, is not to the point, for, that which 
destroys Nescience can be regarded as quite opposite to it 
in nature, but not that which reveals it. When ignorance 
is removed by the modification of mental consciousness 
in the way expressive of the subject we have a 
subsequent state introduced into -us, viz., the removal 
of ignorance by the particular modification. The state 
of out• being as consciousness is no longer expressive of 
ignorance, but of the destruction of it. The nature of 
consciousness is to express or illuminate. It matters 
not whether it expresses the existence of Nescience or the 
de~truction of it. Empirically speaking, consciousness 
cannot be said to be contradictory to and thus des
tructive of Avidya. Really the contradictot·y opposite 
of Nescience is not consciousness in integrity but 
consciousness as modified by the reflection of identity. 
}'rom the standpoint of Vedantic absolutism the affirmation 
or denial of Nescience has only an empirical significance. 
It does not affect the transcendent nature of existence in 

the least. 
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Anatzdabodlzaelzarj!Ja in his Nya!Janzal&aramla has refuted 
the opponent's plea. of the impossibility of establishing any 
relation between Brahman and Avid!Ja. Nescience can be 
regarded either as, (I) the negation of consciousness, or 
(~) as an inert existence, or (3) as the contradictory 
opposite to consciousness. The first alternative cannot be 
accepted, for, .J.r,id!Ja is a positive existence. It appears to 
be real. The description of Avid!Ja as- the opposite to 
consciousness is not true for the reason noticed just above. 
It must be regarded as something inert revealed by the 
light of consciousness. 1 

The main difference of the two lines of thought indi
cated above lies in the conception of Jiva. Yaeaspati 

has characterjsed .Avid!Ja as centred in 
Praka!tman _and Jiva makinoo Brahman its obJ'ect and 

Vaca•pah compared. o 
Jiva co-exists with Avid!Ja. Sarba-

jnatmuni, Pralcaatman and others regard Avid!Ja to be 
resting in Brahman, keeping away from view its transcen
dent nature. Y aeaapati insists upon the co-existence 
of Avid!Ja and Jiva from eternity. Hence the charge 
of begging the question has been hurled at his door. The 
other school is free from this charge in as much as it 
makes consciousness the resting ground of Nescience, 
and defines Jiva as the reflection of consciousness through 
.Avid!Ja. Moreover, the distinction between the schools is 
necessarily involved in their conception of Ma!Ja as many 
or one ; Vaeaspati accepts the former alternative-and 
so be must conceive it to be based in Jiva rather than in 
Bt·ahman. The other school regards it as one, and so it 
is conceived as based in Brahman. 

It must be noted here that Yedantiam fills up the gap 
between transcendental and empit·ical existences by Avid!Ja. 

• Vide Nyayamakaranda, pp. 318:320 (Bena.res edition). 

11 
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1The criticism often urged against absolutism, that in ex
'plaining everything as attributed to substance by us we do 
not explain the origin of this "us", cannot be maintained 
'with .any force against Yerlantism. Yacaspati has made 
a frank confession that this "we " is eternal just like the 
uther terms of the empirical order. Eternally we draw a 
picture upon the background of a transcendental realify. 
According to the other school so long as Nescience 
obtains, this "I " is an appearance of Brahman through 
Avirl!Ja. Its existence cannot be denied. It is only 
an appearance of Being which does not make any differ- · 
.ence to the integrity of transcendental consciousness. Thus 
to the Yerlantiats, like Kant, the transcendent ideality of 
the world does not exclude its empirical reality. Yeilan
tism, would have the appearance of a system urging upon 
the equal reality of the metaphysical and the empirical 
order but for its acceptance of the possibility of a denial 
of the empirical order. From this it follows that the 
ground of erroneous empirical existence is to be sought 
i~ the knowing subject in which At,iitya, as repeatedly 
asserted, is innate, be it Ji va or Iswara. 

The empirical order of existence is thus regarded as 
the effect-an effect in the sense of transformation of 
Avidya, and an effect in the sense of reflection of Brahman. 

For this reflection there must be side by side with it an 
existence, and empi•·ica.lly we can speak of this as the second 
principle. So long as the world of appearance exists, the 
elements of existences-A.vid!Ja, Jiva, lswaro, the difference 
between JiM and lszvan, the connexion of Aviil!Ja and 
consciousness and lastly consciousness-can be said to be 
obtaining. The author of the Panc'llailasi points out that 
they are existences of indefinite beginning, and conscious
ness apart, all the rest are actually destroyed on the 
attainment of knowledge. 
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The Verlantic doctrine of the Identity-Being and the 
mysterious reality of appearance vanishing in the reality 
of Being has been sought to be established on the critical 
consideration and examination of the law of causation in ~ 
metaphysical sense. We are here to analyse the nqtion .of 
causation and determine the nature of effectua,tiop. to s~e 
if the effect has a reality of its own, · different from the 
cause. The world is regarded as the effect, Brahmar• as 
the cause. The question arises. Is the effect re~l 
in the same sense as the cause ? In other words, can. we 

Appearance in what 
sense an effect-the Ved
antio conception of causa
tion. 

conceive the effect in any sense 
objectively real ? 

Before we come to the theory 
from the Vedantic stand-point, we 

. should examine the prevailing theories 
of causation to help us to understand the Vedantic. theory. 
We may begin with (1) the Buddhistic conception of Asat
Ka,·anavada, the theory that every event comes out of nothini, 
so that we need not assume the existence of an original 
non-phenomenal cause to explain the appearance of pheno~ 
menon. If phenomena exist, we must conceive them 
as existing somewhere. Since they are phenomena, they 
cannot be conceived as existing without a cause _and a 
substratum. A phenomenon is a mode of existence and to 

· think of it as projected out of an empty background is 
self-contradiction; and the consistency of thought demands 

The evolution of the 
conception of causation 
(I) Buddhistic concep
tion. 

more than a phantasm of ·existence 
for the originative cause to explain 
even an apparent existence. Even ,if 
we speak of ' nothing' as originative 
of some event or phenomenon, this 

'oothinoo' is no lonooer nothin~, but.becomes something real'. " " ., 
It may be maintained that the pot-form cannot. be 

imposed on the clay unless we have the previous destructioq 
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of the lump-form. Strictly speaking, the pot has its 
cause not in the clay but in the destruction of the lump. 
It is more proper to bold, therefore, that an effect has its 
origin in nothing positive but from something that does 
not exist. 

This is hardly true. No doubt, in the making of the 
po~, the lump-form may be destroyed, but not the clay 
which is still found to be the material of the pot. None 
can reason with consistency that the clay of the moment of 
making pot is destroyed, and that the clay-matter of the pot 
is something new and different, though similar to the 
p1·eviously existing one in appearance. And this element 
of similarity is the ground of our erroneously inferring 
the identity of the matter of lump and of the pot. But 
we have a clear perception of the identity of the material 
of the lump and of the pot, and contrary to this perception, 
we cannot establish a sounder theory upon so slender a 
basis as inference on the ground of similarity of appear
ance. Moreover, if we maintain such a similarity bet
ween the outgoing and incoming existences, we must 
insist upon something that can notice these different 
states of existence and compare them to find their similari- · 
ty and difference. If this is impossible (and it is no doubt 
impossible from the Buddhistic standpoint), we cannot 
speak of similarity between the fleeting existences. If 
anybody asserts that there is a possibility of the cognition 
of identity even if it does not exist, then knowledge in 
the true sense of the word as implying correspondence of 
ideas to facts becomes quite an impossibility. 1 

But it may be argued that the essence of causation 
lies m the invariable antecedence (fif<ffl ~ftf·il·l) 

a Yids Brihat-.Arat&yaka Bhasya-the refntation of .Asat Karanabada, 

Chapter II, 2. 
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of relation. It does not indicate any priority~·of exis
tence to which it may be related. · Invariability is the • 
mark of causation, but it does not necessarily imply 
anything existing antecedent to it, real or non-real. 
This theory seems . to ignore that a relation implies· 
the act of being related to something. The invariability 
of antecedence is a mark that can be attributed to an ex
istence, but never to a non-existence. Since it is a mark,
we must think of it as a quality or significate of something 
real, for, that which does not exist cannot truly be said to. 
possess any attribute or a mark. Even if, after this, it is. 
maintained that something can come out of nothing, we 
may ask whether this nothing has any partiC1tla1·ity de
pending upon some condition when causing effects ot· not; 
if there is any speciality, and there is actually some specia
lity which distinguishes it as a cause from mere nothing
ness, we can no longer conceive it as nothing for 'no
thingness' and ' individuality ' or ' speciality' are not. 
quite compatible; if thet·e is no speciality, we are to lend 
our support to the spontaneous origin of effects at any 
time or moment. Uda!Jauacha1jya has combated th~ 

Suuyavadin's assertion about the spontaneous origin of 
events. The spontaneity of origin may imply either:- · 

( 1) the absence or negation of the cause, or 
(Z) the possibility of the effect being produced by 

itself, or 
(3) the vacuity or nothingness to be the cause. 

'fhe first alternati-ve is easily refuted, for, it denies the 
axiom of causality. It makes effects permanent existences· 
and thus destroys their mark of being events or effects. 

The second one also is not true, for, a thing or an 
event, which does not exist before it is originated, cannot 
be supposed to be causa aui or self-caused. If it is held to 
be ever existing, it is no longer an effect. Moreover, the 
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cause is related to the effect in succession which implies 
a duality of existence-the antecedent and the consequent. 

The last is equally untenable, for, it would make either, 
the "vacuity" or "nothing " be something or the effect 
lasting. for good. Both are absurd. We cannot conceive 
the prior non-e:riatence to be the cause, which, when des
troyed, gives rise to the effect, e.fl., the prior non-existence 
of a pot is antecedent to its production and may be 
supposed to be the cause of it, for, a prior non-existence 
proves nothing and gives no indication of the thing to be 
produced. We come to realise the possibility of a pot 
being originated when we have before us the existence of 
earth not merely as containing the prior non-existence 
of pot, but the earth as modified into the different parts 
of a pot likely to give 1·ise to it. A pure prior non
existence is no helpful guide to our determining the 
cause of a particular thing or event. A special character 
becomes necessary. I 

The Naiyayik conception of Aralllhlwvada or Aaat-karya
''arla is that a previously non-existent 

Naiyayik conception. eJ!!ect orJ·~,·nates from the ext'stent 
ll <;· 

cause or causes. The operative causes combine together: 
to give rise to something that did not exist before, 
e.fl., a piece of cloth made up of single and isolated threads. 
It originates in the combination of separate causes which 
are comparatively more permanent entities, these again out 
of the combinations of still simpler elements, and so on 
until we come to the ultimate realities or atoms. It should 
be marked here that an effect has a temporary existence, 
and. is originated as something sure to be destroyed in 
time. This theory wants to establish the origin of all 
things out of the atoms having no .extension. The origina
ted things have no continuity of existence from eternity, 

• Yids Nyaya Ktm,manjali, pp. 40-45. 
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nor would they exist for ever. They suddenly come into 
existence and suddenly vanish away. They are finite 
existences. 

The main difficulty of this theory is that it maint~ins 
the origin of bodily substances out of those that are bodi .. 
less, a conception that is on the face of it self-contradic
tory. 

Again, if the cause£. do not contain within them the 
effects, how can we conceive of an object suddenly emerg

ing into existence? If the effect is granted an amount 
of being, it must have a sufficient reason for' its existence; 
it must be either in any form in the causes or it must be 
produced by their combination. The first alternative is 
denied. The second is accepted. But here, it may 
be asked-is the effect real or non-real? If it is non-real,] 
how can we speak of it as something different from the 
causes and suddenly coming into existence. Again, if. the 
causes are real in. themselves, how can we speak of the 
combination of them as non-real? And if we grant some 

f'reality to the e:liect,!it is an existencelnot previously obtain
Qing, and as a combination, it is something new and different 
[.from the causes, i.e., if you speak of the combination as 
non-real,~it cannot be called an existence. It is only an ap-

fpearance. If you speak of it as real, it is something either 
different from th~~~se or id~ntical -~ith- a-:- The former 
would grant the possibility of an ever-increasing amount of 
reality, directly against the theory f'f conservation; the 
latter establisl1es the identity of cause and effect in essencE>, 
allowing only an appearance to the effect. In fact, the 
spirit of the doctrine leads us to think of the combinatio·n 1 

·more as an apprarance than as a reality. It is real only 
,:-as an appearance. The moment we look through the 
appearance, we notice nothing but the original cause. In 
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this sense the effect is non-distinguished from the cause, 
though it appears as something new. 

And, moreover, even if we grant the possibility of an 
entirely new existence issuing out of the permanent causes, 
still we cannot explain any uniformity of causation by this 
method. One might conceive a number of sand-units 
producing oil, just as a number of oil-seeds produces it, for 
effects are not involved in causes. If effects are entirely 
spontaneous, and not potentially inherent in causes, how 
can we insist upon the law-the same cause will produce 
the same effect. This theory would lead to the supposition 
of plurality of causes, barring the possibility of inference. 

It is, indeed, a truism that a relation exists between a 
cause and an effect, the particular cause and the particular 
effect, otherwise the possibility of plurality of causes 
cannot but arise. 1 "T e cannot explain this relation on 
the hypothesis of the .Jrambha!'atla as the relation would 
imply the existence of cause and effect which the theory 
denies. If the effect is non-existent in any form before its 
production, it is not real aud cannot be related to the cause. 

The contention of the J,!Ja!Ja K.andali, that a thing which 
does not appear and is not fit for any use must necessarily 
be non-existeut,9 is not sound, for it may e'l.ist in the form 
of potency which under favourable conditions would origi• 
nate as a thing or an event. If the ~ffect is not granted an 
existence in the cause, the cause, strictly speaking, cannot 
be said to produce it. The effect. should be held to be 

1 Yid11 Animdhabritti on the Sankyasutra, Chap. I, 115, 119 

aphorisms. 
• VIde Nyava Ka11dal6, pp. lU, Benares Edition. 

"'l?itil~fa:r~~~~fol~~ ~~ ~tSilnt~ftli: ~
~~: lllllli<l~ ~~ Jfl!OOit 1l"illlt<nft I 
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originated out of the prior non-existence involved in :the 
cause, for the immediate antecedent of the effect is riot the 
supposed cause, but the prior non-existence· of effect, 
which when destroyed, produces the effect. And this 
would lead us to the absurdities of the Buddhistic position · 
noticed befot·e. 

Sankar has refuted the dsatkat!fat·ada and maintained 
the reality and the eternity of effect (in empirical sense). We' 
may, in brief, notice his arguments.• The effect-form is not .. 
aaat nor imaginary and does not accidentally emerge into 
existence. 'l'he A.sat or non-existent cannot appear; what
ever appears must be supposed to be existent before, though 
it may be hiddrn from view. It appeat·s under favourable 
conditions-when its previous fot·m is removed by appro
priate or suitable means. None can. reasonably assert that 
what is previously existent should he perceived-something 
existin'g hut not appearing before. view is impossible and in- · 
admissible-for. every ex.istence is not manifested. It m !\y 
exist, still it may not appear before us. It cannot be held 
that it is existent only when manifested, for it leads one to 
the conclusion that all existences are manifested which i~ 
not true. The pot-form may exist potentially in the 
lump-form. It may be objected that had it been so, the 
lump-form should have occupiPd a position in space 
different from the space-position of the pot, just as the wall 
occupies a space-position distinct from the space-position 
of the object hidden by it. But this objection has no force,. 
for there is no law that the space-positions of the object that 
covers and of that which is covered should be different, 
e.g., in milk, the milk-form shields from view the 
water-form and yet has the same space~position with the 

water-form. 

• Vide Brihadaral}yaka, Chapter I, Brahman II. Sankar Bhasya, 
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Sankar further goes on : the past or the future being 
of an object may be different from the present being, but 
still it is being. If the future being be non-e1tistent then the 
perception of a yogin would he meaningless, for he is said to: 

be ~erceiving .the past and the future just as ue .-See-· 
the present. Besides, God's fore-knowledge would·: be 
meaningless. The effect-form is, therefore, potentially 
existent in the cause. It 1s not purely asat before it is 
produced. 

(3) The Sanldtya Theory of 8atkarya1~ada-...the theory 
of evolution with substantial muta-

· Bankhya conception. tion. This theory differs fro~ the· 
previous one in maintaining. that 

effects are real and are transformations of causes. The 
effect is not a phenomenon suddeuly emerging into existence 
~it is potentially real in the cause. We <'.an not hold the 
amazing hypothesis that I he previously non-existent can see 
th~ .light of existence. This is absurd. An effect must 
be supposed as poteutially p1•esent in the cause and a combi
nation of circumstances is necessary to bring it out. It must 
be noticed het·e that the reality of effect and the reality of 
cause are not two different forms of realities. The realit1 
of the cause appears in the effect, for the effect is the cause 
transmuted. 1 An effect is not a mere phenomenon, nor an 
appearance-it imbibes in it the reality of the cause. Pari. 

nam, or transubstantiation has been defined as "a proc~s• 
of becoming in which the cause gradually changes and 
reappears in the form of effect.' " The efl;ect can he 
described as the immanent finality, the formative principle 

·-------···· ·---------------
1 1f1fiqf~lit~ 1ff1il'll: ~ qf'~~ftt-Yogaba1tik, p. 293, 

Jibananda's Edition. 

• ~ 'fltV'f~<fitS"ff~: qf~:'~nff:-cmllllfq ~ qfl.llflff: ...... 
Silthe.n~leeha, 
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realising itself through successive transformations till it 
reaches the final growth and development. It is the ·gen· 
erally accepted theory of causation in metaphysics. .. 

-But thi<:J doctrine of causation; if examined deeply, will' 
be seen to contain within it the promise and implication of 
the Yedantic doctrine of Piva1"tha. The Sankhya doctrine. 
expressly states that the effect is real in as intich as it is the 
cause transformed. But transformation means only a change 
in form. 1'he essence remains intact. If transformation 
implies a complete change in the being of cause, knowledge 
would he impossible, for it makes every state of exist.ence 
different from the previous sta.te. If we mean by trans
formation a change of a part of its being, we may be asked, 
is this part different from or identical with the entire being 
of the cause? If different, we have to make an impossible 
synthesis J if identical, the complete being is changed, 
the effect is entirely a different thing. 1 It must 
be conceded then that the theory does not give us 
any clear sense, and the doctrine cannot be taken as valid 
in the way in which· it is generally put. The effect as 
effect might have possibly been regarded as something 
different, had there been in its nature an element new and 
unique in itself; but since such an element is wanting,' it 

1 Vi.U Bhamati, p. 117 (Jivaji's Bhamati-lralpataru Edition): 

qf~~ f.t«~m N if qro:nf~. <rellf~-<11'[ ~l'liilt ill q~ir~'1f

~ilif 1{1 I ~ifl qfuqtit 'ifi''l'' if ~~ffiil: I l{~q~ ill ~ Q:Ci;· 

~~~.rnt flOO 'lfl~ I OOr~tf Cfi~r' ~l' q~lif:·'•"·"'l~~ ill ~!l 

if ~4m~ifT l:lf0011: 1 Vi.U Kalpataru :-qq' ~~l' ~~ill R:~litif 

~~ ~:r 'R~ C!l~sf.tR:~til1{ ...... ~ mm · ifQI'~ 

~ "'m: ~'ifi'liiT!R ~<T ~ if 'l:fm: l:lf~'lllil':, r<t~~'ifi'~~:r ~ "ifff<~~ 

m if qf~'lllfflf<~~: • 
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is .nothing new but the cause in some other form. . In 
other words, the cause and the effect express the different 
forms of ~he same reality, which, as reality, never changes. 
The terms, therefore, have a meaning to: the person 
conscious of the phenomenal changes, but, since these 
changes can have no effect upon the nature of reality 
·as such, they cannot be taken in objective sense. In 
fact, there is no substantial mutation as the Sankhya 

system postulates, for that would imply an essential 
difference of nature between cause and effect which 
the 8attk!t!Ja doctrine denies. Here then is a dilemma. 
If you maintain that the effect is a mere transformation 
of the caus:e, you cannot speak of substantial mutation; 
if yon speak of substantial. mutation, you cannot speak 
of the effect as mere transformation of cause, because 
in your sense of transformation there is not the origina
tion of anything new. An effect is real in so far as it is 
identical with the cause in essence. In itself, it has no 
reality. 

( 4) Hence we_ come to the theory of causation as evo
lution without substantial mutation-the Vedantic theory 

Vedantic .ooncep· 

of Fivartavada. According. to this, 
between the cause. and the effect there 

tion; 
is no. such relation in the sense of 

change or tl'a.usformation of reality as the Sankhya 
system seems to maintain. The cause is reality, the effect 
au appearance, and as appearance it must not be confounded 
with reality. Nobody can argue that effectuation would 
·lose all meaning in this way, for, indeed effectuation has a 
meaning only in the sense o( causing a. different appearance, 
and it bas a value in the realm of appearance. The effect 
seems to be apparently a. reality, but, o~ a closer inspection, 
we observe that cause subsists in the effect in the in
tegrity of its being, e.9., on applying heat to water, we get 
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vapour, but can anybody argue that in ~he. essence of 
water there is any change 71 · No doubt, there is a modi. 
fication of one state of appearance into anothe•·, but no 
change has been effected in the essence of the -thing. 
The effect is not tbe mutation of the cause but _only 
an appearance. It is identical with the cause in 
esse~ce, though iu appearance it is different. s The 
V edantic , doctrine really implies that causation does 
not hold good metaphysically. The causal category 
has an immanent use !tnd a meaning so long· as 
the t•·anscendent vision does sot dawn upon us. · Tb.e 
empirical order is . a chain of facts and events tied by 
the causal law. The immediately prior event is the 
cause, the posterior the effect. In the phenomenal sense 
an effect may be the transformation of cause, but in the 
absolute sense the effect seems to be a Pivartka, a reflectio!l, 
(I.D appearance of the cause. Yivartka has been \lefined 
as the process of reflection in which the effect does not 
possess the same amount of being with the cause. 3 

Though the effect seems to be somewhat different from 
the cause in the sense of being transformed empirically, 
yet we must not lose sight of their -non-difference in the ' 
metaphysical sense. '.l'he Vedantin never maintains that 
Brahman who is above all phenomenal changes (nanta and 
Tltpa) is at the same_ time non-riifferent (in the empirical 

1 Vide Sankshepa Sarirak, Ch. 2, 66, 67 •. 

• Vide Vivekachuramani, Sloka 230,-

'f~t~rits~ ~ "' 001-:, 
~'titsf\n ~,a'~' if 'f<~~ ... ·~ 
.., ~ ~. 3i"f: 

~ 'At lfi~'fil' ifllf 1'11"1': I 

a "'!!"': ~~~ m.ft;, f.4~'Sllt~lffl~~qNI:l 
Sidhantalesha. 
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~ense) from the mutationS constituting the universe> ·nor 
does he assert that ·simply because he characterises th·e 
phenomenal world as illusory or unreal, the nounienal 
Brahman· which supports and sustains the phenomenal 
order in existence is equally non-real. We find that 
Ramanuja brings · in a charge ag~'inst the Vedantism of 
Sankara on a misconception of the spirit -of V edantism, 1 

- " Those however who assert the non-differen.ce of the 
effect ft·om the cause on the ground that the effect is un
real, cannot establish the non-difference, for there can be 
no identity between the true and tlie false. If it is true 
it will establish eithE'r the falsity of Brahman or the truth 
of the world." · 

'fhis· charge has entirely missed the point in issue. 
An effect-is non-different from the cause empirically, but 
metaphysically the effect has no independent existence 
apart from · the cause; It, as ·an e:ffect, does not exist. 
And. when such a knowledge of the ultimate identity 
of ·cause and effect has been attained, the effect as 
effect fails to have any meaning. So long as we do not 
see things in their true colour, we continue to regard the 
effect as the transformation of the cause and thus real, 
but, no ·soonel'is the philosophic insight gained, than tbe 
appearance of effect vanishes in the reality of the cause. 
The empil'ical order is aa appearance of reality, and as 
appearance not quite diflE'rent from it. But we 
cannot posit for it 'the same amount of being with 
the cause. Objectively ( ot· in reality) the being of 
effect is identical with the .. being of cause; empit·ically 
one may be considered as the transformation of the 

1 lt ~ mcrn:~r: 'lllil"l«t ct~id!~'!l5l-.u ~~'!lf.tr, "'1m m
'lfiR'II•.i'J(it"l~ f~fu, ~i'.l~~~~m: I em· ~fit Q'IIT fif'IC,li'i 
lllll'if: ~i'.i;;i ~1 \ijffl, 1-Sribhasya.. 
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other."- In fact, the being of cause and effect . remains 
identical, and so long as the· empirical order ·obtains 
they (the words cause and effect) possess a meaning 
and acquire a sense. Being is represented as the cause 
because of its appearance as the permanent -substratum of 
all events, but this is only p.n appearance of itself, and 
does not constitute its reality. So long as the empirical 
sense persists in us, we can understand the unchangeabili~ 
ty of the bei"ng of cause, though it appears as the grol)nd 
of changes and events. The identity of cause In all forms 
of effects cleariy comes upon consciousness, and, thus under
stood, the cause is seen to preserve its · integrity of 
existence, t.hough it seems to put on an appearance of 
transforming itself into effects. 

It may be suggested, that the effect is different from 
the cause, though in essence it may be identical with the 
cause. Both are equally real, so that th.e cause and the 
effect are tied up in the relation 'of identity and difference. 
They are identicai in being, though different in appearance. 

The Vedantin can accept this theory in empirical 
sense, ·but not. metaphysically. Vacaspati has refuted 
this theory. What is this Bh·eda ...... the element of differ. 
ence-which · is supposed to co-exist with .4bheda or 
identity? Are they mutually opposed? If so, the cause and 
the effect will be totally different existences-, incom~ 

patible in their nature. If there is difference, there can 
be no identity ; if identity, none can imagine a difference ; 
so the attempt to establish a difference in identity (between 
cause and effect) in objective sense fails completely.l. 

1 Vid~ ]Jhamatl, p. 118-Jiva.ji's Bh&ma.ti-Ka.lp&tll.f" Editipn: 

IIi: SiR~ it;U ifT1f, if ~~~'iii ~'I tR~ tfr{ ~ir-fili'f~ 
~4Qij'\; Cfi6Cfi'i'ii?Cfi<i'l~f~ I oR<[, ~f~ if ·'if. it{: i 
"'I~~ lt~:,il~:l i!'if~~'l{; ~~~~· ' . . .. -. -
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Empirically speaking, the effect, because it is effect, is 
different from the cause; otherwise when we speak of the 
effect, we ought to see the cause and its different modi .. 
fications. Still we eannot speak of the effect as totally 
different from the cause, the effect is the appearance, the 
cause th~ underlying reality. Rightly can it be asserted 
that if the cause and the effect are totaUy different, no 
relation can be sought to be established between them. If 
they are identical there can be no sense of difference. It 
comes to this that the effect is non-different from the cause 
though it appears to be different. But this is a difference 
on the background of ident.ity, not identity on the back
ground of difference. It is because of the effect having 
its existence in the being o~ the cause, and because of the 
cause being pervasive everywhere in the form of existence, 
that the effect as existence is non-different from the cause, 
though in its appearances of 'pot,' 'cow,' etc., it is different 
from the cause. The manifoldness is true only in the form 
of the effect. In .its essential nature it is identical with the 
cause. 

Vedantism makes a frank confession. that empirically 
the nature of effect cannot be exactly determined. It 
cannot be said to be either actually existing or non
existing, In the former case it will be identified with 
Existence or Being, and it ceases to exist as effect. 
In. the latter case it would not be perceived or felt 
and since it is felt or perceived it is not purely 
nou-existence. The nature of effect, strictly speaking. 
is mysterious. It is something that escapes logical 
determination. We conclude : the reality is the cause, . 
the appearance is the effect in empirical sense; in 
metaphysical sense the effect is identical with the cause, 
and has no existence. : It loses itself in the background 
of Identity.· · 
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It has been shown that the relationship between Being
in-itself and the phenomenal world from the point of yiew 
of causality is false. Still the Vedantism has not· freed 
itself from the tendency to regard God as the cause of 
the world and seeks to reconcile the common-sense view 
with the metaphysical theory by assimilatiog the idea of 
causality with that of identity. "To this end Vedantism 
forms too wide a conception of causality in that it 
is not only the law that determines the relation between 
events and changes of phenomenon, but also the 
bond between substance and attributes or qualities." 
(Deussen.) 

This extensive use of the concept of causality makes 

Different descrip
tions of the empirical 
order-·Brahman or 
Maya-the material 
cause. 

it possible for the Vedantist to speak 
of the empirical world as based on 
Brahman which is represented as both 
the material and the efficient cause of 
the world. The author of the 8anlcshepa 

Sariralca says that though Being-in-itself cannot be 
regarded as the cause of the empirical order, yet there is 
no difficulty in ascribing to it causation indirectly through 
Maya. 8u1·eswara makes the same affirmation in his 
Ya1·tilc. 1 Brahman is called the cause of the universe by 
implication in so far as it is the support of Nescience . 
.Ap!Ja!Ja ])i!tshit refers us to an analogy by way of illus
tration, viz., that when the earth is moulded in the form of 
a. pot, the invariable quality of earth, its scent, appears in 
the pot without being in aoy way transformed or changed. 
We may likewise conceive Brahman to be the cause of the 

13 
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world. Brahman is the material cause, Maya the instru
mental cause. 1 

Prakasananda, the aut.hor of the Tedanta Siddhanta 
Mulctabali, conceives Maya tl) be the material cause of 
the . empirical ordet·. Brahman-in-itself as a transcen
dent existence cannot enter into the relation of cause 
and effect-the empirical order in causality must be an 
order in Maya. Brahman is called the cause only by 
implication as the basic principle of Maya. 2 Vacaspati, 
on the other hand, conceives Brahman, which is the 
object of our ignorance, to be the material cause of the 
empirical order, Maya being only a secondary or indirect 
cause. Opinion differs regarding Vacaspati's position. 
He has been interpreted in two ways. Brahmananda 
Saraswati and Madhusudban maintain that, since accord
ing to Vacaspati, Avidya is supported in Jiva, the 
material cause of the universe is Jiva, Avidya, the 
instrumental cause, 3 or we may simply say Jiva, the 
support of A vidya, is the material cause. 

The author of the Kalpataru demurs to this inter
pretation and maintains that Braltm 11 is the material 
cause. Avi<lya as supported in Jiva is the instrumental 
cause of the universe. He refers us 'to the common 
example of the rope-serpent. Really what is appearing as 
serpent is the rope; the rope contains the materiality of 
the cause, our ignorance is instrumental thereto. Similat·ly 
Brahman appeat·s as the manifold existence-the matter 
of the manifold is Brahman, the instrument is Ignorance 

1 ft'll .._ ~~~~_f"'fu ........... ~f<R:f~~~ 1 Ramtirth's com. 

mentary, Sankshepa Sariraka-81. 2 
• Vide Vedanta Siddhantadarsa, Sloka 7, last Chapter; Adwaita 

Siddhanta Mnktabali, pp: 1·10. 
• Vide Laghu Chand1·ika on Adwaita Siddhi, p. 595.-Jivaji's Edo. 

~ 11:" lO 11q iNR:, if iltl ; aif ~l~'ll~ 11q~~ I 

~ 11iii'IIT~Itl"~(f 11'Q'IIT <i!il~t'{lf~ '!~qqfu: I 
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supported in -Jiva. 1 We shall see later on the bearing of 
this distinction .on the conception of Jiva and Iawar~. 

Pralcaatmanyati, the author of the Yiv~~ana, reg-ards 
BrahJ:I?.an as conditioned by Maya (not pure intelligence) 
to be the material cause of the universe. Consci~usness 
in its integrity has no relation to anything, aQd is t~an
scendental. But when it is possessed- of Avidya it is 
regarded as the material cause. Consciousness thus pos
sessed is Iswara. 2 

In the Siddhantalesh we come across the opini~n .of 
some one not holding any distinction between Maya and 
Avidya. The empirical existence is the transformation of 
Maya as supported in lswa1·a who mus't· needs, therefore, be 
regarded ~~;s the material cause of the universe, Avidya 
the instrum~ntal cause. Brahma~ has beeu kept untouch
ed. Iswara has_ been regarded the support, of Avidya 
and cons~queutly the material . cause' of the universe. 
Th~ author of the Padarthatatwa regards Brahman and 
Maya to be the material cause, for, the world I!? the 
vivartha of Brahma~, and the tJ:ansformation or parinam 
of Maya.s According to Yidyaranya, Iswara 1s the 
material cause of the external existence, Jiva, of . the 
internal. 4 

1 Vide BhamaLi and Kalpataru on the Aphorism-5fila1Rri<lll'!,
p. 404, Jiva's V. K. P. Edition. 

• Vide Vivnranaprnmeya, p. 116 (Benres Edition): 

GIll~ 5fil~<ftoft i!l!ll 1!iffl~'fl. il'i<!: I 

'!!ill lilf.l~ ill~'! <l'illlfl:i'lllilffl1ij~ II 

3 Vide Vednnta Siddhantndarsa, pp. 86-90; Siddhantasara Sangrahs, 

pp. 92-93. 

• Vide Vedanta Sidhantadarsn, p. 12. Vsde Panchadasi, Cb. IV, 

p. 88, Slokas 1-12, VI. 17, 18, 19. 
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These conceptions are different descriptions of the 
empirical order. All of them agree in ascribing to the 
world of manifoldness a cause, and this cause is Brahman 
as associated with Maya.. It is assuredly true that to 
explain the empirical order both elements are equally 
necessary : Brahman, the principle of existence, and Maya, 
the principle of becoming. 

The Vedantin may go so far as to acce1)t the possibility 
of the existence of a central self-conscious being represent
ing the highest synthesis-the inner and immanent chain 
of empirical existence. Empirically every finite being is 
regarded as a t·eflection, and the synthesis of finite 
existences in the conception of a super-person may 
be regarded again as a reflection containing within it 
infinite centres of finite reflection. V edantism is a. 
midway between Kantianism and Hegelianism. Kant-

accepts the self as illuminating and 
The systems of Kant, 

Hegel, Bradley and organising the manifold of sense. The 
Vedanta compared. self by its own splendour illumines 

the proce<s of integration; keeping its transcendent nature 
.hidden from view. Hegel makes this self-consciousness, 
the self-luminous principle to be the ultimate reality 
unfolding itself in a dialectic process. V edantism would 
trace every existence to self, holding the process to be 
an effort of self-manifestation. The self in its integrity 
does not find itself in this self-expression. Vedautism 
differs from Kant in holding the empirical world to be 
an expression of Being. It agrees with him in holding the 
self to be illuminating the entire existence, without appear
ing before our empirical view. It originates the world 
of manifold ness which is rightly regarded as the expression 
of its being, but it never appears in the fulness of its 
existence before our vision or anywhere in the process of 
self-revelatiPn, The self when it is reflected on the 
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primordial Nescience is Iswara, and Iswara is .Brahman 
willing to manifest itself. This expression of Being is 
relatively real in Vedantism, whereas in Hegel it_ is 
the reality. To Bradley finite existences are moments 
in the absolute Existence, though any ascription of 
independence to them is llad philosophy; just as one 
would go to the other extreme if one denies existence 
to them, since the absolute is the totality of experience. 
Any point in existence is as much real as the whole 
of it although and the whole all divisions would be healed 
up' in the harmony of its higher bliss'. To Vedantism 
ie due the credit of showing that Being is the plenum 
of existence and Bliss. It transcends the division and unity 
of whole and parts. 

Apart from this philosophic sense of Being or Brahman 
the Vedanta retains in the term the common conception 
of God. It appeals to certain arguments to prove the 
existence of such a being as the cosmological and teleo
lo~ical principl~. Brahman is regarded as the cause 
creating and preserving the world-process. Some 
regard it as possessing the power, will and know
ledge necessary to it. It is often described as pursuing 
an end, and for which, it has the necessary wisdom and 
power. Brahman is regarded as an active agent design
ing and controlling the world-process. But even as regards 
this empirical description of Brahman there seem to be 
differences of opinion among the Vedantists. Thus the 
author of the Kalpataru suggests that Brahman;s activity 
in creating consists in nothing more than casting a glance, 
which is sufficient to set Maya working. This description 
is more consistent with the transcendent conception. of 
Brahman. The entire process is going on spontaneously. 
Brahman's interference is necessary to set it going-and 
this interference consists in nothing more than keeping an 
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eye, as it were, over it. 1 "The Vedas are its breath, the 
five elements are its perceptions, the entire things and 
beings are its smile, the final process of involution is its 
dreamless sleep." "Brahman does .not require anything more 
to create the universe than a passing sight. The ·above 
quotation makes it clear that the whole process is sponta-

1/eous. l'he spontaneous origin of the world-process 
has been clearly brought out in the conception of Lz"la. 
Vedantism has ruled ou\ the conception of Lila as a 
purposeful activity and instituted in its place the con
ception of Lz"la as a spontaneous activity. .We may read 
some motive in creation. But in truth, there is no 
particular motive behind it. The entire world of 
appearance is the emanation of Brahman. The description 
of the world-process as creation or evolution ascribes a will 
or motive to Brahman, and this will be contrary to the 
notion of Brahman as pure intelligence and lead us to 
suppose it to be a personal existence. On the other hand 
the theory of Emanation of ~he world-process as sponta
neously coming into being supports the idea of Brahman 

· as mora or less impersonal in nature. It can keep up 
the analogy of Brahman being the sun of existence, the 

concrete beings are the modes of light. 
Brahman is described as tl1e cosmological principle 

(indicated in the third aphorism of 
1. As the cosmolo- the Brahm a Sub·a). Here, again, an 

gicnl principle. interpretation has been put in the 

Kalpata;, to indicate the purity of being as the inner 
meanin(JO of the Sutra. Brahman is an existence on which 

0 -

we have the simultaneous appearance and disappearance of 
the cosmic existence, i.e, it is transcendent, on which, for 

1 f.Mf~11~ ~:. citf~ililil ~illf.f 
f61C(il~ ~· ""~ f.l~ft!: ~~n~~~: 1 
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the time being, originates a world of appearance which, in 
the moment, is also objectively non- existent. In Vedanta 
Sutras we have, no doubt, the common notion of Brahman 
as the cosmological principle, and this is due to the wide· 
use of the law of causation, overlooking the philosophic 
view that what transcends experience cannot be the cause 
of that which appears in expet·ience. 

Brahman is also described as the teleological principle. 
The world reveals to us a wonderful 

2. The teleological plan and order of existence, and .this 
principle. plan is C>nsistent only with the exis-

tence of a conscious power behind. it. 
Here, again, to be consistent, we must speak of Brahman 
as the principle sufficient to account for the myst~rio~s' 
groups of combinations and ~elections expressive of an 
intention running through the cosmic order. Sankara tmly 
says that this world of design, as it is incomprehensible to 
the finite intellect, cannot be thought of as coming out of a 
blind power. This argument establishes the existence of 
a rational power or conscious principle behind the empiri
cal order. 1 

Brahman is also described as the source of the Yeiaa. 
The Vedas are ·the depositories of 

3. The moral principle. instructions. regarding every form of 
conduct, spiritual, moral, and ephe

meral. And since they come out of Brahman, Brahman 
is the ultimate auth01·ity and source of laws temporal arid 
spiritual. t 

These arguments are inductive attempts to establish 
the existence of Brahman, a spiritual principle behind 
Nature. 'l'hese arguments prove nothing more than 
the bare possible existence of a conscious principle. Hence 

1 Vide Brabma Sntra, II. 2. I. 
• Br. Sui;., Chap. I, 8, 



Vedantism, in addition to these arguments, appeals to 
self-conscious experience for the main support of its 
doctrine. 

In the Vedantism of Sankara and his followers these 
arguments are of mere pragmatic value and useful for the 
ignorant only. Standing on the empirical level of con
scious existence we have no better way of descr.ibing the 
world-process than as one evolved out of and controlled 
by the Infinite. And so long as our consciousness is 
dominated by the empirical outlook, we look to the entire 
process as contained within and sustained in existence by 
Brahman. This theological conception has been lost in 
the metaphysics of Vedanta, where it is held that it is 
only a passing vision on the way to the attainment of 
final bliss. 

The above arguments give us the conception of Brah
man as one who possesses attributes. To it are posited the 
qualities of omniscience, omnipotence and omnipresence. 
It is omnipotent because it controis Maya. It is omni
present because it is all-pervasive-the limitations of space 
and time are effective upon the finite beings, but not 
upon one that transcends Maya and controls it. It is 
omniscient because Maya cannot obscure its vision. By 
Brahman being omniscient we. mean its being conscious 
of everything, its being expressive of everything, and not 
in its being the subject of conscious process. 

In calling Brahman expressive of everything, its nature 
as an impersonal being ia retained, and this is in keeping 
with the main line of thinking in Vedantism. (Vacaspati.) 
Vivarana maintains that Brahman's omniscience consists 
in capacity of expressing everything. Just as the lamp 
expresses everything lying near it, so Brahman manifetJts 
everything into light, as it underlies every form of existence. 
(Vivarana, p. 23.) 
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0 mniscif'nl:e may be of two kinds :1 

1. Omniscience which i3 natural (~~<~:)and inherent. 
This may be fitly c:iled intellectual intuition. Brahman 

is omnilicient by this innate capacity.2 
2. Omniscience which is acquired (Jt1'1~<'1:) through 

perception, inference and other sources of know
ledge. Bralt·J.atl has knowledge which is direct and 
immediate. 3 

To sum up: Brahman in association with .Maya appears 
as the immanent principle underlying the infinite modPs 
of existence. The descriptio.n of this immanent principle is 
not always uniform. Sometimes it is spoken of as if it has 
a personality of its own-a conception which deset·ibes 
Maya as its Sakti. This description, however, falls short 

Conclusion. 
of the general picture of Brahman as 
consCiousness. This may be indi

cated as the effect of the theological attitude of mind. 
Yacaspati sees this and is careful not to ascribe any sort 
of personality to B1·almzan even when it appears to 
be associated with Maya. He interprets it as a 
principle underlying the cosmic existence. It does not 
acquire a personality in relation to Maya. Brahma1t 

transcendent is consciousness and bliss. Brahma1z 

immanent is the consciousness in infinite modes, the 
consciousness o£ all consciousnesses. Vedantism is Trans
cendentalism with an appearance of Pantheism, Lecause 
this 'pan' is not real to the Vedantin-it is· theos 

throughout, there is no 'all.' It starts with the proposi
tion that 'all' is Brahman, and subsequently finds 'all' 
vanishing away in the fullness of Being. 

1 ~; llilloUcri ~'m'i'· ~il!!ffl-Oitsukhi, p. 316. 

1 ~'ln'l~ ~ 'iilillq: ~~'iftq' Oit.mkhi-Nayanprasadini, p. 366. 
1 Vide Oitsukhi, p. 367. 
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The terms Maya and Avz:dya have long been used 
in an identical sense. We have acee~ted the general con

clusion that the entire cosmic exis-
Maya and .Avidya

the different senses in 
which they are used. 

tence is due to Nescience or when we 
attribute the cause of the universe to 
brahman we sa.y it is due to its Sakti-

Maya. But in later Teda?dism these terms have been used 
in special senses. Before noticing them we should mark 
here the distinction commonly drawn between the terms 
};fa!Ja and Avid!Ja. lJlaya is the principle of individuation
Brahman's power of becoming, or more logically, of appear
ing as many, whereas Avid!Ja is spoken of as the principle 
of ignorance intercepting things from view. .Jlaya and 
Avid!Ja are the same thing from two different standpoints. 
The one has in it a creative significance, the other an 
epistomological one. Hence, when we speak of the origin and 
change in the world-process we attribute it to Ma!Ja, where
as the misinterpretation of rope for snake is attributed to 
Avirl!Ja. .Ala!Ja has been defined in the Th,arana Prame.ra 
Sangralta " as that which has the capacity of originating 
something quite contrary and that which is subjec·ted to 
will fot· no definite purpose."' Brahmana?tda defines it l\s 
that which has the capacity of originating mysterious effects 
which ate neithet· Sat nor Asat.' It is an originMive 
cause. It is something that can originate, and for which 
no definite reason can be set forth. In Maya the idea of 
origination is more apparent, and origination implies 
a. po,rer or a. will. In AvidJr& the idea. of obscuration 

' f~ iililitl<ll'tt{iit~~· ~ ~1 '1fti Oii'CI~I~: 
l{<lifurllfi;( ~lijf'i( f~~ lNl~'if 11l<ll~~ ~~~~ftf I 

Vivarana Prameya 

I (f1f fl1'41~'if ~~~N\!I'iil'~i~VHf.t<l~~ """'Q~ fclf.qq 

11illil"'~'tl<l\qfll'41 I 
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is more prominent. It causes a confusion of an appear
ance with an appearance, whereas Maya brings out 
the entire existence which appears as objective to finite 
consciousness. We have already shown that this distinc,. 
tion between objectively false realities and subjectively 
false ideas cannot be set aside. 'l'he one is denied by the 
knowledge of Identity, the other by an objectively real 
thing. Sankara has made no clear distinction between 
Jlaya and .Avidya. He has used them almost in the 
same sense. I3ut; in later Vedantism, these terms have 
been used in different senses. We may now notice them. 

(1) Maya has been defined as a mysterious entity exist
ing eternally in relation to consciousness. 1 When this primal 
ignorance is divided into parts, it is called .Avidya. JJ.faya 

is tLe entirety of Nescience. Avidya is the name given to the 
parts .thereof. Iawara is the reflection of consciousness 
upon Maya, Jir:a is the refl~ction of consciousness upon 
Avidya. lawal'a, like Ji11a, is a product or a reflection. 
The difference is that the one is the reflection upon 
Maya iu its primary stage, when it is free from all forms 
of diffet·entiation. 'fhe other is the reflection upon Mayll 

in· a state of differentiation. 
(2) Somewhat different from but almost similar to 

the foregoing theory, there is anotmr conception of 
Maya and At1idya in the Tattwavivelca. The same 
primal power (ii_<iltliilifu:) is represented as JJ.fa!la as 
well as Avicl!Ja. When this power has predominance 
of Sattwa, it is calleJ J.fayn, and when it has predominance 
of Rajas, it is called Arid,lja. The same principle, 
when it originates things, is called !rlaya, and when it 
lndcs things, is called .Avidya. This original Nescience 
ts related to Bralnna1t. When Brahman is reflected 

1 f'ffl~ ~~ iWil ~ifl~f.rqi'lll- Prakatartha Vivarana. 
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upon Maya, it is called lswa1·a, and when reflected 
upon Arirlya, it is ealled Jit,a. The differenee between 
them is one of degree, and since lswara has for its upailhi 

Buddha (pure) S"ttwa, it has clear knowledge of itself, 
whereas Jina, having for its upadhi Malin (impure) Sattwa, 

has no clear knowledge of itself. 1 

The Panchadasi has almost accepted this distinction of 
:Ala!Ja and Avid!Ja. Prakriti is one which is related to 
Brahma~t's reflection. It is made up of three elements
Silthca, Raja.y and Tamas. When Sattwa predominates, it 
is callt!d Mnya, and when Rajas, it is called At·itl!Ja. 2 

(3) The author of the Sankshepa Sariraka does not accept 
the common distinction between 11/aya and Arid!Ja. Accord
ing to him there is only one cause of the empirical exist
ence, and this is N escienee or Az,id!Ja. vVhen consciousness 
is reflected upon A.rid!Ja it is called bu:ara, and when re· 
flecteJ upon the definite centres of mental consciousness 
formed in it, generally called antahkaranam, it is called Jiva. 

Iswara is Brahmall having for its ttpadhi the Nescience in 
the state of unmodified existence. Jira is consciousness 
reflected upon and falsely identified with the minds!tt.f!. 

We have three forms of conscious existence3 :-
(1) Consciousness, in its transcendence, is called Bimba. 
(2) Consciousness, as reflected, 

(i) On Nescience, is called Iswara, the totality of 
existence. 

(ii) On Antahkaranam is called Jira, the indiviuual 
unit or being. 

1 Yids Sidhantalesh 8af'Sa1lgraha, pp. 99-103- (Jivananda'a 
Edition). 

• Yids Chapter I, Slok.Js 15, 16 and 17. 

I~~,~~ ~ Cfil~f~:~n'~: 'ifil{"~JqTN~'R ~fu ~f<til~~ 
'llmitm f't't l!fuf'l"l: "t'R:, ~:ill R• ,llfufciii!T ~"t~if:-Yide 

Sidha10tufesa. 
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( .J.) The Authors of the Yedantasara and the .Arlwa£ta 

ClzinfaktJusta" draw no distinction between Ma!la and 
.Avirlya. Nescience is not one but many. Comciousness 
reflected in the .Avidya-unit is Jiva, ana reflected in 
the totality of units is Iswara. 1 

(5) The author of the Yivamna maintains that .Am'dya 

is co-eternal with Brahman. When consciousness is reflect
ed in .Arirl!la it is called Jiva, and its being lswara consists 
in nothing more than the act of witues~ing, a quality 
which it acquires in contact with .Avirlya. 'l'his theory 
differs from the above one in not making Iswm·a a 

reflection, the reflection being Jit,a. Brahma1~ itself is tran
scendent. Brahman as witnessing consciousness (as Bimba) 

is Iawara, B1·ahman as a reflected consciousness is Jiva. 2 

From this if we proceed a step further we have the 
celebrated theory of Ekajiva-Brahman expressing itself 
in Nescience is Jiva. The Nesc.ience is one and Brahmart 

appears as a unit of conscious being. The the ry does not 
admit of multiple finite tnits. (Yide .Adwaita Sidhauta 

:Aluktabali.) 

From the above follow chiefly three theories of Jira 

and lswa1·a. 
(1) 'l.'he doctrine of rejlecticm, generally known,as .tlbhasa

bada, maintained by the authors of the Yartik and the 
Sankslupa Sarirak. lt holds that Brahman is reflected on 
Avid!la· It appears as being identical with this ~eflection 
which is represented as the cause of the manifold. 3 It is 
the witness, the innerscient. 'l'he same principle, \vhen it 

rappears as being idcptical with reflection cast upon men'tal 
consciousness or intellect (budd hi) is called Jiva. 4 

• Vide Adu·aita Chinta Kaustav, p. 48, Vedantasa1·a, p. 93, 
1 al\q;m fcmtlilij <!ll~ fq"''t-af~q'\ I Vivarana Upanyasa, p. 38. 
1 Vitle Sidhantabindhu, Benarea Edition, p. 113, 

• Vide Sidhantabindhu, p. 113. 
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Both Iswara and Jiva are reflected consciousnesses and 
as such are appearances. Madhu&urlha?t says that as reflec
tions they are mysterious existences, not real nor unreal, 
not conscious nor pure inert. 1 The reflection passes 
for the conscious entity. The advice is given constantly 
to distinguish the being in essence from the reflection. 
The " Twam " is l1ere altogether false in the sense of 
being a reflection and has no touch of tl1e integrity of 
consciousness in it and therefore is to be totally ignored, The 
author of the Yartik asserts that to regain the lost identity, 
one is to completely leave out of sight the false personality 
of reflected consciousness, and to take in the 'Tat '-the 
undivided integrity of being.' This theory makes a 
distinction between conaciousueas in itself and consciousness 

in reflection. The former is free, the latter is in bondage. 
How then can we consistently speak of the attempt on 
the part of the latter to get salvation, for it is in complete 
bondage. Freedom is attainable only when the bondage 
is apparent and illusory. Since the theory under 
consideration makes Atman completely free and the 
personal self quite distinct from .Atman in being a 
reflected consciousness, this reflection cannot be logically 
!laid to be striving after freedom, for it does not 
under~:~tand (in the way in which it is represented) that 
freedom is its being. This contention has been refuted by 
the author of the Yartik. The .Atman itself appears to be 
in bondage, because of its being associated and mistakenly 
identified with the reflection. The possibility of its 
being reflected is its bondage, and the removal of this 
possibility is its freedom. We have alread.v seen how 
this becomes possible by the constant reflection on 

1 "ll~'HI~lfil ~~~~~if "'IM~~l <ql't, I 

• Vida Sanksht"Jla Sariraka, Ch. I, al. 169. 
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the Identity. The reflected consciousness is kept out 
of sight. The identity of consciousness is retained in 
constant view. The axiom is here interpreted in an 
analytic way, but not in the usual way of indicating an 
identity of 'l'at and Twam, by rejecting their upadhis. 
'l'he attention here is completely an analytic effort in the 
sen&e of forsaking the ' Twam,' the reflected consciousness. 

(:!) The doctrine of reflection, generally known as bi1nba 
and pratibimba bada maintained by the author of the 
Vivarana, Pralcastman Yati. This tbeo.ry is almost the same 
as the previous one. It is different only in the conception 
and in terprl·tation of reflection. 'I' he former theory regards 
the reflection as imreal in itself, and we are asked to leave 
it off by concentrating our thought upon the essence and by 
drawing it away from the reflection. Prakastman holds that 
what (consciousness) appears in reflection is true, though the 
refltJction is false : so that it is in itself true, though false 
aa a l'fjlection.' "The theory which regards reflection iu 
itself as false io; ordinarily known as .Abhasabada, while 
the theory which maintains that reflection as reflection is 
false but is true in essence is known as Bimba Pmtibimba 
barla. 1 " 'I' he former keeps the reflection and the essence 
of Being somewhat separate and consequently the reflection 
looks quite false, whereas, according to the latter, the 
reflections are not non-real ; they are real in their essence, 
unreal in their appearance as reflection. In this. conception 
the reflection is k~pt along intimately with the essence of 
being which is, in fact, involved in it. And the axiom 
is interpreted as pointing to the identity of being involved 
m ' 'l'at' and ' Twam ' by taking off the respective uparlhis 

1 Vide Brahmanar.da's Rutnavali, p. 114. 

~"fiqcfi fil~l~<\ 'llfaf'IW~filfu•n~: "'IOO~'ll~:, ~~q<f: ~«i 'llfu~;q

~q• f~l'l'i ~W(~C{ 'llfqfqWffl'lfu "~ fqcRql'ffi~ 'llf<tf'l'"l'll~ti\filfu-
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of Jiva and Iswara, and taking in the community of E'ssence. 1 

The real is embodied in the reflection, Hence the instruc
tion is to leave off the reflection and to take in the essence 
by analytic attention, The E-ssence of 'Tat' is involved 
in the reflection of ' Ttoam ' and the axiom presents to us 
the identity of Essence by putting aside the 11padhis. 

('f.! I i!«!Til~l'il('llit). 
(3) The doctrine of modificatiott lcn01oing as Abacclwla

bada of Yaca.<pati. Yacaspati establishes a novel Ct•nception. 
He regards every finite conscious unit as a motle of the 
Fubstance. It is not reflection of consciousness upon any
thing. It is rather a limitation of consciousness by some
thing external, viz., Avid_ya. 9 Just as the sky seems to be 
limited, made definite and characterised .as the pot-sky, 
room-sky, etc., similarly consciousness, so long as 
Nescience exists, is not seen in its integrity and appears 
as divided in parts and modified by its tpadhi. Through 
the cosmic Nescience (which according to Tacaspati is 
manifold) consciousness appears in the form of modes, 
without implying any real division in its being. 

This theory differs somewhat from the doctrine of reflec
tion where JiM is a reflection, taken for reality throngh 

1 Vide ·Sidhantabindu, p. 114.-lffufcl1oi@.lmfllf~C(lq1't ~

~~~<( mcn~q~l· 
• Ville Si<!hantalessa, p. 157. 

~l't ~~11<1~ ~ifif~t 'll"ifl:~~ifl '1(<(~~~~'111 ~f~ ~~11"

«<T'f. """~~ 'lfu q'lli um , 
Vide Sure•'Waracharj a's ManaRolassa 

'il?:rmU 'i{l~l1il ~N~~~ t 

~,")q1N~<I1~ ~C(~ofl: I 

i'I'Cfi'l~llf~~lij ~~ ~~ I 

~s~ ro ~~~ N "i~~ 1 
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non-dism·imination. In Yacaspati'a theory Jit•a i~ the 
limitation of consciousness and one can attain liberation 
on putting off the sense of limitation due to ignorance. 

This theory would explain the axiom of identity by 
Iejecting the limitation put upon consciousness by Avidya 
and taking in the essence of Being. It should be noticed 
here that Yacaspati'a position differs according to the 
interpretation put upon his conception of lswara. If 
Jiva is supposed to be the material cause of the universe, 
the conception of Iswara cannot be ·strictly retained. In 
this case Jiva will have a universe of its own construction 
by its Avidya. We are forced to this conclusion if we 
accept Ratnavali's interpretation of Yacaspati. From 
this standpoint, ' Tat' will imply pure consciousness. 
'Twam' will be Ji11a. The identity will be established by 
setting aside tlze upadhi of Jiva alone. . 

On the other hand one may·accept Kalpataru's assertion 
that there is room for lswara in racaspati, inasmuch as 
Iswara (Bra!mta1t as modified by the totality of Avidya or 
the primal .Avidya) is represented as the material support 
of the world of existence. Jiva is consciousness modi
fied by the Avidya units. The axiom of Identity is 
explained as establishing the identity of essence between 
Jiva and Iswara. The limitations of ' Tat ' and ' Twam ' 
are left aside and the essence of Being is brought clearly 
before view. [In this case the instrumental cause Avidya 
is though supported in Jiva, still the effect of Avidya, 
(the silver) is identified with its material support. Similar
ly, if the world of existence is a creation of Avidya, 
it is a creation that appears on the background of Bralz-
1llan. Brahman as the support of the created order can be 
called lswara by implication.] 

These conceptions have their origin in the difference of 
analogy often used in the Sruti to depict the kind of 

15 
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relation existing between Jiva and Iawara. The aphorism t 
19, Chapter II, Pada. II, naturally leads one to think 
of the doctrine of reflection, whereas the aphorism 42,2 

Chapter II, Pada. III, will suggest the theory of modes 
and modification. 

These theories are not to be taken seriously for 
they are attempts to clearly represent the nature and 
position of Jiva by analogies. Sanlcara does not lay any 
emphasis upon these conceptions. Indeed, there are 
passages in his writings which can support both 
the views. Later on, Pralcastman and Yacaapati and 
their respective followers tried to establish their own 
theories by refuting the opponent's theory and interpret
ing the analogies of the Sruti in their own way. It may be 
pointed out here that the doctrine of reflection bas much 
in common with the Sanlchya doctrine of Jiva, as the 
reflection of Purualza upon Buildlti and of bondage as 
due to the non-discrimination of the reflection from the 
original. r acaapati'a theory doea not bear comparison 
with any other system. 

Closely connected with the above there arises anoth~:r 
important question in Yedantism-the dispute regarding 
the existence of one or manifold Jiva-the doctrine of 
oneself and the doctrine of multiplicity of finite selves. 
There are two prevalent theories. 

(1) Those who hold that .Aviil!Ja is manifold, will natur
ally maintain that finite selves are not one but many. 
Each unit of existence is consciousness limited or circum· 
scribed by .Aviilya. Each conscious unit is a subject 
creating its own universe in its own ignorance. The 
universe is true to the immanent subject. That we seem 

1 'a'qflt ~<lilf~<q I 
I ~11Plti!T«<~lf{l 
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to see the existence of an external object is due to the 
interchange of repo~ts among the conscious units, The 
inter-subjective intercourse naturally suggests a tran
subjective Reality. In fact, this much of objectivity 
is also the creation of Avidya, which not only mist.akes 
a concept for a percept, but lends a touch of objectivity 
to its own creation. The sense of subjectivity and objec~i
vity is the creation of the innate ignorance, and 
in each particular mode this is determined hy its own 
ignorance. Nothing exists beyond experience which ·is 
true to the percipient subject. None can transcend 
experience, for everything comes into being in experience. 
Brahman or con;;ciousness is the permanent background 
upon which the Jiva (finite ego) builds up a world through 
At•idya. 

Brahman is the 'material' cause and ..tfvid11a the in
strumental cause of the subjective order of existence, 
It is the Jiva which imagines, constructs and perceives 
the empirical existence-its own creation. Brahman is 
the object of Avidya resting in the Jiva. 

This theory represents subjective idealism. It grants 
no independent existence besides finite conscious units, 
which, as consciousness, are static, but, as finite, are 
personal and active creating their own universes through 
Ignorance. The moment Ignorance creates the sense of 
'I,' the corresponding sense of 'not-I' simultaneously 
originates in us, and philosophic reflection interprets this 
' not-I' as a projection .:>f ' I.' The 'not-I,' the objective 
pole of existence, is in us and not outside. Subjective 
idealism in some shape is the necessary consequence of 
r acaspati'a holding Maya as manifold and seated in 
Jiva. It makes every .finite subjective unit as much 
real as the other. If one attains wisdom, one is liberated 
and one's freedom does not imply necessarily the freedom 
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-of others. In such a conception Iswar_a will be conscious
ness witnessing the sum-total of Avidya. And this witness 
will be one. We have this doctrine in some shape in the 
Adwaita C'hinta Kaustav. 1 

(2) Those who hold that Nescience is one indivisible 
existence will natura.lly maintain that Jiva is only one 
and not manifold. There are no different modifications 
or modes of being. Being is one. Nescience is one. 
Brahman appearing through Nescience is the immanent 
principle in becoming. Nescience being devoid of any 
part or division, the Jiva cannot be manifold. No doubt, 
there arises the plurality or ma.nifoldness of appearances, 
but it must not be regarded in any sense real, though 
it constitutes the presentation-continuum of the Jiva 
(just like the presentations seen in dream, due to the 
inherent capacity of Maya or At:idya of holding up a. 
manifold show). 

The world appears manifold-it is not real in itself, it 
is real to the percipient subject. But Brahman's being a. 
subject is due to Nescience, and since this apart, there 
cannot exist any other percipient subject (Nescience 
being one and indivisible), the real subject to which 
everything appears is Brahman associated with Maya. 
Consequently the empirical subject or self is one. The 
entire universe exists because the subject exists. The 
ma.nifoldness of appearance constitutes the mental-whole 
of the subject. Nothing is independent of this conscious 
unit, for it is the only subject, and everything has its origin 
in its ignorance. When Nescience will be destroyed, 
the phenomenal existence will cease to be. In this extreme 

• Vias .Adwaita Chinta Kaustav, p. 48. (Bengal Asiatic Society 

Edition.) 

'Qlif ~if ~llii~~lM q1l't'!Cll•"": ......... ~~'iimNT<I1 .. 
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form of the conception of Jiva, nothing Is real in the 
sense of existing by itself. The conception of liberation 
or bondage of any particular person is the fanciful 
creation of Nescience and is not in any sense objective. 
The empirical reality of becoming is not inconsistent with, 
and contradictory to, the transcendental ideality of Being; 
and even if we accept this hypothesis, Being can exist 
in its transcendence, though at the same time appearing 
as the immanent principle in becoming. So long as 
Nescience exist~! the empirical becoming asserts itself; 
still this theory retains and accepts the possibility 
of the Eka-jiva attaining know ledge and complete 
liberation. When that state is reached the entire 
manifold comes to a complete negation. It is the 
final consummation. We 11.re told that this possibility 
of Bra1tma apparently becoming Jiva through Ma!Ja 

and again attaining liberation through the knowledge 
of Identity is accepted by Sankara in his commentary on 
the Brihadarna!Jak. 1 This theory is not to be confound
ed with the doctrine of reflection, where Jiva is only a 
reflection. Here it is Brahma1t itself which appears as 
Jiva through its own ignorance and is, ·therefore, the 
only empirical being to which every other thing including 
Iawara is merely an appearance. Man, Nature God and all 
are appearances to the one percipient subject. 

These represent two extreme theories regarding the 
conception of Jiva--the one accepts the multiplicity 
of conscious units, the other denies it and holds that 
Jiva is only one, i.e., in the one consciousness is becom
ing personal in many centres and in the other in a 
single centre. The above theories interpret Maya-the 

1 Vide Sidhant.alesa Sarsangraha-

'lllrurn~ ifllrq' ~~ ;;ftcooCJ: O!fl~:~~ ~'"'riel ~ ~or 
11~11 lSl~ ~~Uct "@f<F:l~ f'cfij~ ~({ ~rol!lit lifcm~ifl'{ I 
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principle of individuation-in such a way as it leads us to 
the opposed extremes in the conception of Jiva. But these 
extremes of thought can hardly he logically maintained, 
for the plurality of finite existences naturally leads us to 
the conception of the unity of. existence, and the existence 
of an individual self is hardly consistent without other 
centres of existence in reference to which it can regard 
itself as an individual being. 

These difficulties lead to the formulation of other 
intermediate theories synthesising the truth of the above 
and based either (I) upon the distinction between Maya 

and Avirl,ya or {~) upon the possibility of the division of 
At•id!Ja into the whole and parts. 

The former will make the simultaneous existence of a 
subjective and of an objective order possible in as much 
as it accepts the customary distinction of the materia prima 

into Avidya and Maya. Maya is mula-pralcriti with the 
predominance of Sattwa and is the upaclhi of Iswara. 

It lies at the root of the objective universe. Avidya is 
the mula-pralcriti with the predominance of raja1 and 
is the upadhi of Jir1a. It creates the subjective world 
of the finite self. These would give us two realms 
of existence-the objective and the subjective-having 
different material and instrumental causes for them ; 
so that the world will have an existence independent of 
the finite mind. Every finite conscious unit has, apart 
from objective existence, a mental content of its own 
which is formed by its own ignorance. The world
soul is Iswara, the individual-soul is Jiva. We can 

. accordingly establish the identity of Iswara and JiL'a 

by eliminating from the first the limitation of the 
upadhi, Maya, and from the second the limitation of 
the repadlzi, .Avid!Ja, when Brahman is left as the common 

denominator. 
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Those who do not make this distinction between Maya 
and Avidya, but insist upon the existence of Nescience as 
one principle also find the possibility of retaining the 
conception of Iswara and Jiva by drawing out a distinc
tion between the unmanifested and the manifested, the 
causal and the effectual state of Avidya. L'wara is the 
reflected consciousness upon the former and is one that 
contains within it the entirety of existence. Jiva is the 
reflected consciousness upon Antaldcranam and interprets 
the objective world in its own terms according to its 
own vision and intelligence, i.e., in the way in which 
his mental consciousness is affected by the externall}' ob
jective existence. The possibility of Jiva as a finite 
self-conscious existence is retained in this conception. Others, 
again, though maintaining Avidya to be the ultimate 
ground of appearance, assert that it is one full of parts. 
The consciousness with the totality of Avidya as upadhi 
Is Iswara or the chief or prima jiva, and the con• 
sciousness with the individual units of Avidya as 1padhi is 
the secondary Jt:va. Iil these conceptions the Ji11a has a 
distinct existence within the whole-an element in the 
collective unity of -the totality. Each is an·individual unit. 
Each can attain freedom and escape from the bondage, 
and its freedom does not affect in any way the empirical 
order. In these theories Avidya is represented as divided in 
parts-each a unit by itself-and each unit is the upadhi 
of the individual self called Jit•a. The sum-total of units 
is the upadhi of Iswara, and lswara is considered as the 
unity underneath the totality. 

Apart from this conception of the collective totality 
we come across another theory more logical in character 
in the organic conception of the whole expressing itself in 
and through the parts. Brahman as manifested through 
Avidya is an organic whole in which the individuals are parts, 
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and the parts are represented as intimately connected with 
the whole.• The one Jiva is present in all without any 
exception. But this 'all ' is not mere presentations, hut 
parts or organs in the system. This harmonises the 
multiplicity of Jira units in the life of the totality. And 
this would he consistent with the Yeaantic conception of 
Lila which implies a number of self-conscious personal units 
in mutual relation to one another as inte.gral parts of the 
supreme self. This supreme-self may be called the prima 
person, and the Jivas aerunaa persons. Here, again, one can 
attempt to realise the identity by leaving off the upaakis. 

But we must not for a moment think that these conceptions 
are in any sense metaphysicaUy or transcendentally real. 2 

We can put the above doctrines in the . following 
scheme:-

Names of Authors., 

Sarbajnatmuni 

Vacw:pati Misra 

Vivarana 

Pra.Tcasanandayati .•. 

Pothadat·thatatwa
nimaya Kar. 

Tatwat-ivekakara 

Vidyaranya 

Material Cause. 

Brahman, Maya-
instrumental. 

Brahman 

Brahman as Bimba 

Ma1;a-directly, Brah-
man indirectly. 

Brahman and Maya 
-Brahman as re-
1lected, Maya as 
transforming. 

Iswara--the material 
cause of the objeo-
tive, Jiva, of the 
subjective world. 

Jiva. Iswara. 

Reflection Reflection 
on mental- on .Avidya. 
conscious-
ness. 
Modified by Modified by 
mental con- .Avidya. 
sciousness. 
Reflection Bimba Chai-
on Avidya. tan yam. 

Brahm!ln ... Imagined by 
Jiva. 

Reflection Refiection 
on Malin- on Buddha-
Sattwa. Sattwa. 

Reflection Reflection 
on Buddhi. on the cos-

micBuddhi. 

• Yids Bidhantalesh-.Adwaita Siddhi and Brahmanadi-pp. 539-542. 



CHAPTER Ill. 

COSMOLOGY AND. PsYCHOLOGY m· VEDAN'J'A. 

From Atman originates ManaF, P•·ana and all the senses. 

Manduka. 
From this Atman come into being all men, all gods, all 

creatures and all things. 

Brihat A..a~l?;aka. 

We have been able to establish that from the Vedantic 
standpoint there is not more than a single fact of exis
tence-the fact of consciousness. The pure original and 
unchangeable consciousness is the basic reality underlyjng 
all experience. Vedanta like Kant affirms that " no know
ledge can take place in us, no conjunction or unity of one 

Recapitulation. 
kind of knowledge with another 
without that unity of consciousness 

which precedes all data of intuition and without reference 
to which no representation of object is possible." 1 While 
Kant recognises this transcendental apperception .as the 
datum of experience, he fails to recognise the identity of 
consciousness with Existence from the standpoint of pure 
reason. Vedanta accepts this transcendental apperception 
as the intimate fact in our knowledge and at the same 
time the only Reality underlying the system of expe
rience. ' .But in Kant the originative cause of appearance 
is the thing-in-itself. Kant's system has, therefore, 
not wrongly been supposed to involve an element of 
dualism .. Vedanta gets ovet· this dualism by declaring 

• Vidu· C1·itique of Put·e Reason, p. 88. 
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that this transcendent apperception is also the ontological 
reality. 'Vhatever is, is consciousness. Consciousness 
exists. Vedantism has also indicated the static character 
of transcendent existence, which, as transcendent, cannot be 
thought of as actively evolving the world of factual existence 
out of itself. More properly we can characterise V edant
ism as a system explaining the world-process as the appear
ance of Being, but, in which it cannot find itself in 
integrity. The becoming is, therefore, rather an appearance 
than a process. The entire existence is to be regarded 
from the transcendental standpoint as not substantially 
real, but, as possessing only an appearance of reality. 
It is the vivartta of Brahman. 

Empirically the world is a continuous process in evolution, 
the effect of the primal will to be Many. Brahman in 
aSt;ociatiou with l\:Iaya is conceived as the individualising 
dynamism manifesting itself in the creative power and 
evolving every element of existence out of itself, for it:s 

Crtlative Evolution 
as depicted in the 
Upanisads. 

desire of becoming many indicates 
the potentiality of their existence in 
it. Vedantism is not dualism. Every 

atom of existence is conceived to be issuing out of the 
creative Enet·gy. Vedantism regards the world process as 
issuing out of Brahman and again going into it. 'Vhen 
the St1msara has run its full course, it again lapses into 
Brahman. The becoming is like a curve of existence. It 
issues out of Brahman and develops its full being with the 
amount of energy with which it starts, anJ tinally through 
the contrary process of involution it comes to the point whence 
it has its ot·iginal start. Vedantism describes the process as 
issuing out of bliss and finally passing into bliss. The 
intermediate stage of existence is described as the multiplica
tion of this bliss-existence. The wol'IJ is a movemt!nt of 
the spirit in it:self. It is the cyclic movement of the divine 
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consciousness in space and time. Its law is progression, 
it exists by movement, and it dissolves by the cessation of 
movement. It is the energy of active consciousness which 
by its own motion brings out all things from within. 
All these are real in consciousness, but only symbolic of 
Being, as the imaginings of a creative mind are faint re
presentations of itself, and yet are not quite real in com
parison with this creative mind. Creation is, thus, not a. 
making of something out of nothing, or of one thing out 
of anothe1·. It is the self-projection of Anandmn into 
conditions of space and time. Brahman as the absolute 
transcends its expression in the world of relativity. 
· In later Vedantism the self-projection is described as· 
not inherent in Brahman, but is .ascribed to it in association 

with Ma!la· Brahman is transcendent 
Creation in the light and immanent, but its immanence IS 

of later Vedantism. 
relative to ·its being supposed to be 

in intimate touch with Avidya, !'part from which it is 
pure Sat without any thought of moving itself . into 
becoming. 

The later Vedantism has sought to describe the world
process of coming into appearance and disappearing into 
the formless as a course in Avid§a, a modification of Maya. 
Yedanta, unlike Sanlihya, maintains only one reality as the 
cause of the cosmic evolution, aud so long as the transcendent 
vision does not dawn upon us, we must regard the world
process as a history of the self-expression of Bliss. Brahma1~ 

is indirectly supposed to be the originative cause as it is 
expressive of the p•·ocess. The development of the world
process has a histo•·y of its own from eternity in as much 
as it i~;~ controlled by a law and reveals an orde1·. This 
history repeats itself in t.he successive cyclic movement, and 
Vedantism holds that the movement of any cycle is deter
mined by the Adri.~ta which is acquired for it in the course 
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of its previous cycle. The future movement or course of 
development by integration and differentiation will be deter

mined by the destiny it commands by 
self-effort in the course of this cyclic 
movement. The reappearance of the 

Elements necessary 
for the reappearance 
of the world-process: 
1 Biksana, • Adrista. 

world-process in a. new cycle require!-1 
two things: (1) the first inception and the starting of the 
process simultaneously with the ex.pression of a desire on 
the part of Sagnna Brolmtan, "I will be many." This is 
figuratively described as the Prathama Bik~atta-the first 
glance starting the process of evolution. It can be fitly 
described as the initial point in self-expression. This Pri'sli 
is necessary in as much as };faya cannot independently set 
itself energising and requires the guidance of a conscious 
principle. This is indicated by the Fedanta doctrine 
of Bik.~a"((A. (2) The sumtotal of Adrista-the inherent 
acquired tendency-chiefly determines the course of evolu
tion, for, at every step of it, it is the main directing 
pt·inciple. 

Vedantism accepts the viMrtta srisf.i according to 
the transcendental method, parittama ,\risti according 
to t.he empit·ical method. But there seems to have been 

Adrista S1·isti, or 
81-isti Dristi. 

a divergence of views among the 
later Yeda1tlist.Y regarding the cyclic 
movement of the empirical order 

according to the acquired tendency. The generally ac
cepted theory is that whenever the world-process is des
troyed, it exists as formal and material potentialities or 
tendencies which again appear in the next ordet·. The~e 

potential forces are of infinite variety and include the 
germinal principles of all exist:mces. They lie dormant 
waiting for the next cycle to rise in cosmopoeic activity. 
(Brahma. Sutra 1. S. 80). Vedanta. accepts the possibility 
of Malwprala!Ja in every cycle of change wbt-n the 
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prevailing ordet· is dissolved to rise again from the 
temporary quiescence of existence. 

The disappearance is only a temporary withdrawal 
which promises the appearance of a new creation. with 
new life and new forms. According to this theory the 
wol'ld-process is an order of existence somewhat objective 
in the sense of being. independent of finite consciousness. 
Hence the theory is called Sri.Yti lhisti. 1 

Some of the Vedanti~ts (e.g., the author of the Muktabali) 
have gone so far as to deny this element of Ad1·i.~ta as .a 
necessary element (of creation) and have refused to accept 
the doctrine of evolution and involution. They maintain 
that the existence of the world has no meaning apart 
from its l:.eing perceived. Esse is pen:ipi. IJ1'isti is s1·isti. 
The univet·se is purely subjective and remains ever 
as such. There are even some among the Vedantists who 
do not hesitate to hold that to each unit of existence 

Dristi-S•·i~ti. 
its subjective world is real, and it 
is entirely lost in dreamless sleep, 

and when it again regains consciousness it constructs 
a new world entirely different from what it perceived 
before. And this new · wol'ld is the creation of its 
own Neecience though it mistakes it for the past one 
through · ign~rance. Those who maintain the doctrine 
of Elcajiva will naturally support this doctrine. Its 

1 Vide Sidhantabind>t, p. 179, and Vedanta Sidhantadarsa, p. 66. 

<1<1 11nmnf.l~t 'fl:.'l'!Til_ifll~wfifi~qtl <1~51"1i'a:sfq ~fi!iT~T 
f.R~i!lil~if <1~~: ~ (!i!li!(ijfil1i:l'5f"'t~m:~mf'il~t"~t~: ll~tilt~(;lt<;. 
~fif'!J'ifl'lt I 'lf!l'' "ii''O!ili!i<IQ<;ti! "hroQlfoq; I lll 'f ~~· ~~<~~?if 
f'il<;mt~.,~f<!!Cit "l.~llh'@it•:;\'l'l''fiifll~'ilit 11cft 11~l~J,Jl'f.Q~lli!1i:ltlll'fit· 
"ll'filll'l'~l'l>TI~l!l'lf~O!fl~lf.r tjq;f ~~tfif '5fi!<rl'cll 

lil!il tillfclift -gf~: lif'!!'-gf~R~'lt I 
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01mfl'f«~fill'fi: Wl~i<f~S~fl~lil~t n 
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perception constitutes the being of the appearance, and if 
it ceases to perceive, the totality of appearance comes to an 
end. " The wise maintains the psychological ideality of the 
world, the ignorant its objective reality." 1 Nothing is 
objective, creation or destruction. Every one of them is 
a fanciful imagining, the working out of one's ignorance. 
Nothing is real save and except Brahman, the Ekajiva 
to whose perception the world owes its origin. This 
theory is called IJristi-Sri.~ti, and the former is called Sn'.~ti
IJriati. The formet· ascribes some amount of objectivity to 
finite things and beings and draws np a picture of evoiu
t.ion and involution, whereas the latter sees no meaning 
in the existence of anything outside of the conscious unit 
of existence, be it one, or many. It may accept and notice 
the changes that take place in the subject which, agai,l, 
will be the history of subjective processes (true to the 
particular subject and at a particular time). It makes 
different universes for different subjective centres and for 
the same unit diffet·ent universes fot• different moments. 
It does away with all distinctions of empirical reality. 
Evet·ything is real for it appears. And that which 
does not appear does not txist. This JJristi-Sri&ti 
theory has two forms : 2 ( l) Sristi is IJristi : percipi 
is the being of esae, there is notbing objective. 
(P1·akasana1Jda). (~) The empit·ical manifold has no 
existence independent of consciousness. But it is still 
not identical with consciousness. Asse is, no doubt, 

1 Pmkasiiniinda says :-

'ill if ~ltqi!Cf1~3fif~CI'fl~'IIUT: I -..!{~~q ~~~"': q:~?-~•cll~ ~~'!!'~: II 

• Vide Vedanta-Ada•·sa, p. 65. 
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dependent upon percipi, but percipi does not constitute 
the being of e8de, 1 

These differences are due to divergent interpretation put 
upon Avirl!la and the logical goal or" theories regarding 
Jiva. 'l'he older and ancient Vedantists stick to the former 
theory, the modern and later Vedantists draw out the 
logical conclusion of Vedantism and apply it to the 
solution of the cosmic problem. They identify V edantism 
with Idealism (subjective) and fail to perceive the meaning 
of the objective element (the· touch of realism) left by 
the older school. We can speak of the cosmology o£ 
Vedanta from the standpoint of the more ancient school, 
for the later V edantists have done away with the problem 
as not important for the system and characterise the 
entire cosmos as an appearance due to the innate i!!:norance. 

In the beginning of a particular cycle or round of 
Existence the entire world is supposed to have been 
covered up by death as the result of the periodical 

re-absorption of the world in Brahman. 
'l'he picture of crea- E · · f 

tiou. x1stence, agam, emerges out o 
the state of absorption, and this 

may be called the evolution of the particular order. In 
the state of absot·ption t!Je elements of creation are 
in equilibrium. Creation is indicative of the distur
bance in the temporary equilibrium, and we have already 
noticed the forces working in this direction. The ct·eative 
power of Brahman, the seed-forces of things, the individual 
l!ouls existing in their subtle bodies are all held togethet· 
and absorbed in Brahman. 

1 SidhiJnta MuTctiibali, Vedanta Bidhiintiidarsa. 

f~l~ij'ili~~ E~~ Ef~~ lfi11qJllfroih 1?1'<-i Jl~
'!t$!t<ll~"SSliiwtqft'l ( =JI<itfCI'IIit'l) liliff~~-ef:, fl?.fiSiiiEf't'~f~l~il~' 
f~~f~~~ii~lS41'11l'llt6lf"ll~qEf~f~ilfq lilill~: Jll~~iqJif~~il~<!l'til

it~<f.l!r: I 
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The moment the temporary calm is disturbed by a 

(1) As drawn np in 
the Vedanta Pari
bhasa and the Sidhan· 
tabindu. 

necessity from within, the process of 
unfolding sets in. Brahman, con
ceived as evolving from within, is 
called Parameawara. The creative 
order has two aspects, the causal 

and the effectual. The causal aspect consists in 
Brahman's clesiring to manifest, whence 2Waya is set 
to evolve the five elements. This Paral/teawara (the 
Chief Lord) is called Brahma, 1'iEJ'!lU and Si1:a m 
reference to its upadhi. When Parameawara has Ma!Ja in 
its causal aspect with aattwa predominating as its upadlti, it 

is called Yi..'l'!""· ViEJ'{I,U pt·eserves the order. When 
Pm·a1neswara has Maya in its causal aspect with rajas 

predominating as its upadhi, it_ is called Brahmii.. Brahma 

creates the order. When Parameswara has Ma!la in its 
causal aspect with tamaa predominating as its upadki, it 
is called Siva 01' Rudra. Rudra destroys the order. The 
same Brahman when viewed in these different perspectives 

is represented as the trinity of Brahma, ViE}'{!," and Siva. 1 

Parameswara is the direct author of the five elements, 
of the Linga or Causal body and of lliranyagarva. The 

authorship of the wodd of concrete effects, the [order of 
1tama and rupa-the world of finite modes, is asm·ibed 

---------..... , ......... --------------
1 Vide Veda11lapat·ibhasa, Sidhalllabitl<lh,., 
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to Hira'(l-yagarva who energises the cosmic elements, 
bringing out the world of the manifold by the proeess 
of quintuplication. 

In the quiescence of C'lsmic absorption a change sudden
ly arises owing to the will of Brahman 

As drawn np in the to express itself, and simultaneously 
Pancada;i. 

·the equilibrium of indeterminate Maya 

is broken. The pt·imordial matte~· at once comes to a state 
of determinate existence owing to the break up and divi
sion of its constituent elements, Sattwa, Rajas and 1'amas. 

When Brahman accepts Jfa!Ja as its 1epadhi and infot·ms 
it, especially when it selects Maya in its 8attwic element, 
it becomes lszoara. Brahmatt in association with this 8attwa 

is all-knower, as everything is clearly reflected in its 
intelligence which is free from any coarse element. lszvara 

soon discovers the existence of Maya in its tama.yic aspect 
which it begins to enet·gise, and, as the result thet·eof, 
originate the elements of nature. We may regard this as 
the apara (the lower) prakriti of lswara who by his para 

can freely relate himself to the apara without being in any 
way determined by it. This attribute of freely moving 
and relating itself to the apara is a nature essential to it. 
This gives us the male1·ial cause and the efficient cause 
of the cosmic order. llfaya is never completely independent. 
This energising and moulding of the apara by the: para is 
the creative activity, which is predominating in Rajas. 1 

The Apara Prakr£ti lies at the root of the five subtle 
elements. It originates the ether, the air, the fire, the 
water and the earth at the command of lswam. These 
elements are pure and simple. They ·do not intermix. 

The C!t!tandogya bas it-" It conceived the idea I will 
become many. I will propagate myself. So it created 
fire. 'l'his fire conceived the idea I will become many, it 

' iffl:li~:MPT<llilnm~'llmlllT 
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created water; the water conceived I will become many, 
so it created food." 

We have also iu the Taittiriya Sruti that .Aka.ta is 
first 01·iginated from the self-alienation of BraTtman. Yayu 
originates from Akasa, Tejas from Yayu, .Ap from Tejas, 
Earth, from .Ap. The five elements are called Suk.,maMutas 
or subtle matter. These SnlapllaMzttas are a mass of homo
geneous matter. They originate in continuous succession. 
They are subtle and do not admit of any use. 1 

Vedantism does not maintain the atomicity of matter. 
'fhe ~leQleuts ha.ve distinctive qualities. .Aka&• is instinct 
with sound, Yayzt with energy, Teja with the energy of 
heat and light, Ap with the energy of exciting taste, 
Earth with the poten~y of a:l'fecting smell. 

From the subtle matter originates the gross matter, 
the Stlmlabhuta, generally called, the 

'J he order of Cosmic Mahabhzeta. All the five Shulrsma
evolntion. 

Mzetas are elements in the composi-
tion of each Mahabhuta, though in different proportion. 
The gross matte1·, or more properly, the compounded 
matter, is formed out of subtle matter by the process, 
Pancikaratt. These liJ.ahaMutas imbibe in them the dis. 
tinctive qualities of the Sulcijmabhutas and soon begin to 
manifest them. Akasa manifests sound; Yayu, sound and 
energy ; Teja, sound, energy, heat and light; Ap, sound, 
energy, heat, light, and the capacity of affecting taste; 
Earth, sound, energy, heat and light, and the capacity of 
affecting taste and smell. ( r,:de P edantasara). t Authorities 

1 q~llll<t 'llllllril: ~lli1111f!. ~ij~ <ill<tlf.f, illfif ~ 'lllf<lll~f'll 
Qql(~Rfillf{lfiv-Pa.nobikaran Vivaranam, Manuscript, No. 46, Sanskril 
College Library • 

. • cmoftf{lllitil ~-hM~~~. llllli ~~'f. '11111i ~~~~mtfiu 
15'1iif ~~i£~~~1:, ~~T ~,j4t1roi~~ I 
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seem ro differ on this point. Sureswaracharj!Ja appears 
to have ascribed these qualities to 8ulcf1mabhutas. t 

The Pancadasi has also accepted the distinction o£ the 
8ukf1ma and the Mahabhutas and ascribed these qualities 
to the J1ahabhutaa. 2 The Virlwatmonomnja1ti traces the 
origin o£ Panchatanmatra in continuous succession from 
Ab!Jakrita. From these tann!atraa originate the Mahahh1ttas 
which manifest different qualities. The later Yedant£sta 
seem to have been influenced by the Sankh!Ja scheme o£ 
the Tanmatraa and the Mahab!tutas. 

We have seen already that 1'edantt"sm does not accept 
the atomicity of matter. Still the· origin of J1ahabhutaa 
out o£ the five homogeneous elements by Panchilcara'(l-a 
would suppose the disintegration. in differen·t proportions 
of each element and the consequent integration o£ them 
as complex wholes. Nothing new is originated this wise, 
for; the Mahabhutas are not something entirely different· 
from the 8ulcEJm'1bhutas. They ai'e non-different from the 
causes, just as a piece o£ cloth is non-different ·from the 
threads. · The Sulc~mabhutas become .Mahabhutaa by an 
inherent necessity through Pauchilcara7J-a. ·redantism com
bines in it the doctrines of 1'iva1:tha, Pari'(l-ama, and 

"lll~qf q~ ililf f.r~iliil~il.l 
({n,l!lt~l~143tll~m~;;qttfi~ 11 

({V!l~~ ~Tir~q"'i!.' 
~1!llllftcTI CflY~GJJ~qj' ({({; II 

~rcit ~tflii~~1~Wilcnt "'''' 
~~qJ1f!'lfl1i ~~cUt t~~'l" 
~tiiJ~f~lJ~ ~'31 li!"f!~ I 

~~ir~q'(43iJ~U!I'~r0~qn: 11 

~~"~m: ~1111 ~, 
"H~: ~~ wi f<i!w' ~~lll~ t~~<t 11 

Vide q~C(f'(11!<nficni!, by ~ 1 
• Vide l'ancadaai, Bhuta• Viveka, Ch. I. 
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A1·ambha. The 'creative o1·der is the Yivartka of Brahman, 
the Parif)ama of Bralzrna1~ as informing Ma!Ja, the 
Sthulabhutas, including Malzablzutas, are effects of subtle 
elements originated from Atman-effects in the sense of 
transfiguration and not complete transformation of the 
causes. Herein is the trace of A1ambkabada.1 The physical 
cosmos composed of fourteen kingdoms of existence 
(seven higher, seven lower), the stock of provisions, and 
the physical bodies of all creations have come out of the 
Malzabltutas. 

The process of combination is called Pancikaraf)a, 

The process of 
Pancikarana ex· 
plained. 

five-fold combination. This process of 
quintuplication is hinted at in the 
Clzhandog!Ja in the doctrine of Tri
bitkaraf)a, three-fold combination, or 

triplication (i.e., the subtle elements of 1'ejas, Ap and Earth 
are compounded by the process of triplication). But, later 
on, in the Pancadasi and other works on Yerla11la it is 
carried to its proper conclusion in the doctrine of PatAci
kara'!l-a, for, the original elements are five and not three. 

But Y acaspati aud the author of the Kalpataru have 
broken away from the traditional theory of Pancikaraf)a 
and lent a support to the doctrine of 1'ribitkaraf)a. They 
seem to suppose that Akasa and Ya!Ju are elements 
which cannot enter into the process of differentiation and 
combination. They are the material support whereupon the 

1 Vide Valabodhini. 

«!'illf! «!'tJ~: 'llfuf~'llf: if q~:. f<fi'tl ~l.l'llrf<~illil'l 'l!tq~n: ((iifi.l ~ qa-: 

<!11~"'«t· 'llfuf(\1i~f!lifmi1f1"1t, "'· ~<i 'l(q'li!1wnf.t 'llfq ~')~1Qll'llfl~'llr· 

f4i!lilflmllfif q~')i!iffifif .:f<J ~~. ~~~ 'll~i!i~~= ~i!iffif<J :acq~. 

'lllillif'lll '11m3~: I 'II<!~ Cf'l'f~qlt-"'llt!iii'ti!iatfif IIHi:f~lll'l. q~~ 

'lllt!llJ~" ;;:fu 'a 'Iliff 
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three elements by the process of triplication bring out the 
mass of concrete-existences. 1 

The five elements soon after their origin from the 
apara prakriti are disintegrated into parts, 'and these 
parts re-combine to form the physica.l clements, the 
JJiahabhutas. Each Sttlr!]ma element is divided into two 
equal parts; of which, again, one part is divided into four 
equal parts.· 'rhen follows the process of combination of these 
parts. When, for 'example, the one main ·division {k) of 
Akaaa is integrated with the sub-divisions of the air, the 
fire, the water, and the earth, i.e., t of the Akaaa with 
tth of other elements, Wtl have the first compound, the 
St!tula Akasa. Similarly, when the half of the element, air, 
is combined with one-eighth of the other elements, we have 
the second compound substance, air, and so on. In this 
process we get the five elements in mutual combination, 
though we retain the same designation for each one 
of them; and this naming follows the predominating ele
ment of the combination. These compounds, again, in other 
forms of integration and di:fferentiation,give rise to the cosmic 
system comprising the fourteen worlds : severi in the nether 
region, four in the middle, and three in the higher regions. 
We must confess that Yedantism does not clearly explain how 
these regions come to existence in the course of cosmic 
evolution. We can only presume that the gradation o£these 
regions follows the elements of composition. 9 The· Satya, 

1 Vide Ya.maa Ka.lpa.taru, Br. Satra, II, 3, 1-7, Br. S., U, a;·io. 
Vide Siddhata. Binclu, p. 18,1,. Vide Vidva.t Ma.nora.nja.ni. 

"'flf" fif@'"i'fll file'ffit<fiifit ~ifl~fu~i-.: f'U<!li~ffif~l!lf~fu ~nr 
iflll'lllitll itiil'if~lll!8 f<ut<tR.-it~ ifif~•~~ 1 · 

• Vide Siddha.ntabindu, p. 186; Vedantasa.ra., p. 12 (Jib~na.nda. 
Edition) . 

. ~~:oi {i(!jlll "'ffq q-ijt~~lchlfi~<f';l~ll!8ij~l!ij~ .. l~l '<11-hi\Zil\fttfl~il ~'(q~· 
a!li!~ll~l!l: I 
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Jana and Tapa lolcas are kingdoms where the life's move
ment is free, and the soul's vision is expansive because 
of the predominance of sattwa over rajas and tamas 

in the composition of their being. The finite beings in 
the upwat·d movement of evolution gradually reach these 

kingdoms and find rest in ihe sat!la
. The planes of lolca whence they cannot fall away be

ex•atence, 
cause of the acquired purity of their being 

which has fitted them for dwelling in t~e higher regions. 
They enjoy an expansive life. With the re-absorption of the 
world process they attain the vision of identity and pass 
into the silence of existence. These kingdoms by the 
virtue of the rhythmic vibration of the life-current passing 
through them make it possible for the progressive soul 
to understand and enjoy a better life, to command a 
wider vidion of truth for which the soul is a sojourner 
from eternity. 'rhese habitations are full of life, serenity 
and every thing which is the invariable effect of Sattwa. 

Here knowledge is intuitive. Delight is serene. Life is 
easy. 

The lower region is formed out of the combination of 
elements in which tam as predominates. It is, because of this, 
full of darkness and makes the development of higher life . 
and mentality hardly possible. It is far removed from the 
centre of life and cannot receive the current of the univarsal 
life and bliss. It is crmsequently not an ordered system 
where the regulating life-force can make itself felt. 
Darkness, ignorance and confusion prevail all round, 

The intermediate state is charc~octerised by the possessio11 
of the coarse matter, life and mind. Instead of being a 
disorderly chaotic mass it is a. co-herent and orderly 
system of things which makes it a place wherein life 
can grow and mind can progressively work. Here life 
is freer, and vision is clearer and more expansive. It is 
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higher in order, because it is richer in life, freedom and 
delight. In these stages the Rajas or active element 
is predominant. But the m?vement of freedom in 
Swarloka and Maltarlolca is greater in the sense of receiving 
higher responses of life than is possible in Bhn and 
Bhubarloka. 
• In this way we can conceive a kingdom of ·beings, 

formed out of the apara-Pn'lcriti by the fivefold combina
tion of the elements. 

The being who is conscious of the totality of concrete 
existences inhabiting the intermediate regions and regards 
itself as identica.l with this totality is called Faiszoanara 
or T'irat. The 11irat is the waking-consciousness. Each 
unit of existence conscious of its physical covering is called 
a jiva. Each of them is. called in Vedantic terminology 
a fTis10a. We read in the Gourpada's Ka1·ilca-Yiswa 
enjoys the gross physical things (flf'if~ijlfifif«i). These 
beings do not possess the knowledge of the Identity and 
are, therefore, bound by their actions, good or bad, which 
dete1·mine the courFe of thei1· existence, high or low. But 
the life of devotion and knowledge guides them on to the 
higher universes. The physical body with its appetites 

originates out of the Mahabhzttas. 
The origin of the 

body. 1'he gross earth transforms into bone,· 
flesh, nerves, skin and hairs ; tpc Ap 

into bile, blood, semen, secretions, and sweat ; the 1'ejas 
into hunger, thirst, sleep, beauty and indolence ; the Yayu 
into cout1·action, expansion, motion ; the Alcasa into spaces 
of the stomach, heart, neck, and head. The author 
of the Ajnanabodhini has another scheme. The chief 
transformation of the earth is the bones, of Ap is the flesh, 
of Teja the nerves, of Ya!JU the skin, of Alcasa the hair. The 
chief element in bile is Tej, in sweat P'aJII, in blood, Earth. 
The or~anic appetites and states of hunger, such as thirst, 
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sleep, anger, indolence have been explained by the ascription 
of them to one or more of these elements. 

We have in the Chhanilo9ya an analogous account of 
the process of nutrition and consequent distribution of 
different parts of the food throughout the system. This 
desm·iption is based upon the doctrine of Tribitkarana : 

11.9., the food we take in is divided into three parts: one pat:t 
is the refuse matter, the other transforms into flesh and 
the finest part goes to the formation and growth of 
manas.. It gives a support to the senses. Similarly the 
water we take is transformed into urine, blood and 
life. The oily substances tt·ansform into bone, marrow 
and speech. 1llanas, prana and speech are supposed 
to be the finest modification of food, water and oil 
(Chapter VI). 

The word " Pra7Ja " has been used in different 
senses. 

1 Pra1)a ii Brahman. All the rlevas, all the senses 
Prana. carry oblations to Brahman which is 

Pratw. Prana is the inmost of being. 
It exists behind the senses, the man as ( Yide Kate.titaki 

Upaniaatl, Chapter t). 
(:l) Pra7JU is the cosmic energy. It is the support 

of the creation (ride Prasna Upa~tisatl, Chapter II). This 
Prat~a originates from Atman. The devas, the natural 
forces and the indri!Jas derive their capacities and powers 
from Prarea. 

(3) SanJ:ar holds Pra"((-a to be originated from Alman. 

And it should not be confounded with the .llttla

PraJ:riti, 
This Pmna manifests itself chiefly in two ways:
(1) as the energy inherent in all natural forces. 

l il11,<!1Qfi! fq~f{ Br. Su, (Chapter 2, 4, 2). 
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(2) as the energy inherent in the inner organism, the 
vital force, the energies of the indriyas, and of the active. 
organs (see Sanlcar Bhas!Ja, Br. Ar., Chap. I, 5 Mal}tra, 
5, fi, 7, 8, Chapters 2 & 3). 

The former may be called .Adhi-bhuta PrOII)a, the latter 
.Adhyatma P1·a'Y)-a. Swtkar tells us in the commentary on 
Brihada1'a'Y}-yalca that those who worship Prana in its 
limited manifestation acquire a finite life.. But those who 
worship Prana as the immanent cosmic life are meant for 
eternallife. 1 This cosmic Pmna, the collective dynamism, 
may be called .Adlzidaiva. 2 

We have just seen the account of Prana in the cosmic 

The origin of the five 
organs of action and the 
five Pranas in individuals. 

sense. We are to see now how 
the five organs of action and the 
five forms of energy (Prana) 

keeping up the vitality of the organism are produced. 
The two are .formed out of the 1·ajasic constituent of the 
five elements, Sulc.~mabhutas, individually or collectively. 
Individually the rajasic element of the .Alcasa is supposed 
to give support to speech, that of the Yayu, to the hand, 
that of the Teja, to the foot, that of the .Ap and that of the 
Earth to the lower organs of evacuation and generation 
respectively. Collectively they originate the Pitality of 
the organism which. regulates tl1e inner functions. This 
may be called the individual vivifying principle, the 
mainstay of the physical frame. It is said in the Sruti 
"when the prana goes out, all senses, including 
nza1tas, go out, and when Prana is seated within, the 
others perform their functions regularly." Prana pre· 
serves the physical frame in existence, regulates the 

' Vide Brihat Arar]Yaka, 1, 5, 13 and Bhasya thereupon. 

• Vide Bhamati, p. 643, ~{ij f"~~ij <'I~N~fqcfi if ll.ifl1ilifl 

8i!f'2'oufe~q~ if i<IM lf<Rlfiil tiq~ I 
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entire physiological process and makes the performance of 
higher functions possible in the physical frame. 

This prana is pervasive of the whole body and keeps 
all the parts alive and working. (~'tlf~: n ~Oillftr«~Tt~.) 

It has different designations in reference to functions it 
performs. When it regulates the respiratory system, it is 
called the j}Jukh!Ja Pm'f}a or pra'f}a simply. Its primacy 
over the other forms is~ favourite theme of the 1epanisads. 
When it is the principle of digestion, it is ca11ed Samana, 
if it helps excretions through the lower organs, it is called 
Apana. When it regulates the functions of the higher organ 
of the brain, it is callecl Urlana. When it is the principle of 
circulation, it is called Y!Ja?ta. 

San/tar seems to hold that the chief Ptana manifests 
itself in five forms, so that, that which is generally known 

· as Prana is a mode of it, hut not the Mukh!J•l Pra11a itself. 
Let us deal with each one of them : 
(I) As to the Udana: The Prasna Uvonisarl defines 

it as "one which, at the time of death, carries the sinner 
to hell, the virtuiJus to heaven, the one possessing merit 
and demerit in equal proportion to the habitation of 
man." 1 The Yirlwatrnanoranfini regards· it as plaeed 
or located in throat. 2 We have also in the Ratnabali
.. Uclona is placed in the region extended from throat 
npwards."3 These definitions indicate that it is the upward 
curre11t generally controlling the functions of highet· 
centres. Sanl-a1' c:lefines it to he tht>. upward current from 
the feet to the brain. 4 

1 Vide Pratta Upanilhafi, I.Jhs. 3, 5, vid• Br. Sn,, II, 4, 7, Bhasya. 

" ~RI~JI~q f.l~li'f 'ti~lif'l'tl"f ~ tfif 'a'ilif{ I 
3 '8<;1if: 'ti~m!!l: I 

6 '8~ 'a{<filillhlfill~i~~ltl~l'!i{1iFii11'.11if :a;bfri: I Sa'llkar 
Bhasya, Brihat .,lrat]yaka, 1, 5, 3. 
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{2) As to the Prana: It is the energy which directly 
controls the process of inhaling and exhaling. We read 
in the Pras~a Upanisad, "the Prana is situated in the eye, 
the ear, the mouth, the nose." 1 Prana is supposed to be 
situated in the heart. 2 ' The heart is Prana ' ! Pmna, 
regulate~ the breath activity ( Sanka1· Bhas!Ja, 2, 4, 11 ). 
The Vidwatmonoranjini 3 has it that though Prana is said 
to be the heart in the sruti, and as such the heart seems 
to be the place· where it is located, sti11, because of its 
being directly felt at the end of the nose, it is to be 
supposed as located therein. 

From these authorities it will be clear that prana 

is situated in the five organs of sense, in the sensol'y 
nerves accompanying them, and in the heart. And it 
controls the respiratory system, 

(3) As to the Samana : It is the energy which helps 
the digestion and assimilation of food and changes it into 

bhe chief ingredients of the body. We have in the Sruti, 
" this Samana assimilates the food from which arises the 
seven sparks of fire (or energy), the five senses, manas, 
and intelligence. Sanlcara says in his commentary (2. 4. 13) 
" Sama1t is one which sends through the body the essence 
of food. " 4 The author of the Veilantasara regards it 
as helping the process of assimilation and tranifottnation 

of the food into blood, and rejecting the rest in the form 
of excretions (urine, stool, etc.). It is not the process of 
actually giving out, but only one of forming the materials 
to be rejected. 

('q'iiJ'!Ilit ~tl(illf"fil~ llllll: ~~i{) I 

s llllQl: 'J~ I 
3 w::Jfil " llllQ; m" tfu ~ lf; "f<:llllll tf11 "l!f~illi\ " ~l(Q~Iif: 

llllll: <ll!ltfil omJW ~i!11!1'11iOO<l ifl~~l"'~'tl'f I 
• ~'llil: ~fi~~! ill~! ~~~nl''ifill 
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The Santana has then three functions : it helps 
assimilation of food and transformation of it into the 
chief constituents of the body, and it spreads out 
energy through the body. It can be, therefore, regarded 
as one sustaining the body and helping its development 
by the energy which it draws out of food . 

.As to the ..tlpana : It gives out the refuse matter of the 
system. The 8ruti says that Apana is situated in Pa!JU and 
Upaslha, 1 i. e., the lowest organs of excretion, the organs 
of evacuation and generation. ..tlpana expe!s the rejected 
material out of the body. Its chief function is to separate 
the body from the matter which is detrimental to it . 

.As to the Y!Jana: It circulates energy -throughout the 
entire nervous system. The Chhandogga says that the heart 
is the meeting place of one hundred and one nerves, from 
each one of which branches out in all directions 72,000 
nerves. The Y!Jana flows through them. It is the cause of 
energetic actions. 2 It is situated throughout the organism. 

The above definitions establish the two chief marks of 
Y!Jana. It works from the heart throughout the entire 
system. It is, therefore, centred in the motor nerves 
attached to the involuntary and voluntary muscles. 

These pranas sometimes have been defined in slightly 
different ways in the Upanz"8t~tl8, e. g., prana denotes expira
tion, later on, both expiration and inspiration. (B.A.; Ch-5), 
.tlpana, the inspiration, later on, the wind causing digestion 
and evacuation, Santana, sometimes the wind digesting food, 
sometimes that which connects expiration and inspiration, 
Udana, that which carries food up and down (Maitri, II, 6). 

Apart ·from these, in so~e books we have the reference 
to other forms of Prana. Nag -It causes vomiting, 

1 ~'lii'ITif. qt~lf~~li!CI'tl"f 'lllqlij: I 

• Vide Vidwat Monoranji11i ..-T~{~ta,ft\:!J«flfl '111~~1 O!lli!: I 
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Kurma-It helps the opening of the e,res. IJhana?Aja?Ja

It repairs the system. IJevadatta-It causes yawning. 
Krikara-It excites hunger. . 

As to t!te Ner11e cent1·es: An account of the nervous 
system is given . in Sureswara's Jlanasolassa {pp. 94-98). 
It must be confessed that author has followed the 
traditional _yogic account of the nervous system and has n'ot 
given anything new. The heart is the cen\;re from which 
spread out nerves in all directions. The cerebro-spinal 
axis is the habitation of nerve-centres, generally called 
lotuses or chakms. They are the centres of Pranic dyna
mism and, when stimulated, originate forces conducive to 
the opening of higher spiritual consciousnes:3. These 
forces as well as the centres are psycho-physical. They 
never flash across ordinary vision. They are objects of 
Yogic perception. These centres are usually regarded 
as six or seven in number. The lowest one is called 
the Adhara. It is· located in the Pelvic. It is the 
seat for semi-intellectual sentiments. Next comes the 
Swadhisthan, corresponding to the Hypo-gastric centre, 
wherein the selfish sentiments are alleged to be orginated. 
Next to the Swarlhs!tan is the 1Jfa'{bipu1· corresponding to the 
Epi-gastric centre (which is marked for selfish propen
sities). Next to the J}h'{bipur is the Ana!tata which corres
ponds to the Cardiac, supposed to be the seat of 
domestic feelings. Then comes the Yisuddha, corres
ponding to the Carotid plexus supposed to be the seat of 
perceptiveness. We have then the Ajna. It corresponds 
to the lJJetlulla oblongata. Last of all comes the Sa!tasrara, 

corresponding to the cereberum. These two higher centres 
are regarded as the seat of higher mental-functions and 
spirituality. 

These six centres are connected with one another by 
the Sul}umna, the nerve which is active in §Ogis. alone. 
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Its main function is to carry up the energy, the 
coiled up serpent, the ·Kundalirti, from the Muladltara 
to the highest brail).-centre, Sahasrara. The Sttf}nmna 
lies between the IcJa on the left and the Pingala on the 
right. The nerves also proceed from the jJf uladltara to the 
Ajrta chalcra where they meet, again, the Susumna. The 
Iif,a and the Pingala are active in all men. In some books 
we have an account of two other nerves. The Bajra is 
within the Susumrta. The Citra is in the Bajra. The 
Brahma is in the Citta. 

The system of conscious life : the 
The account of con· ongm of the ore:ans of sense and 

scious life, ~ 

organs of relation (understanding). 
As to the sense-organs : The Vedantic psychology con

ceives the existence of mana& as the central «:>rgan of the 
soul. It is supplied with knowledge of objects through the 
sense-organs. The sense-or!rans are the outlets through 
which the mental-consciousness can go out and perceive 
external objects. 1 These sense-organs are five in number : 
the ear, the skin, the eye, the tongue, and the nose. They 
are evolved out of the five elements in their sattiiJic aspect 
respectively. Corresponding to these five senses there are 
five kinds of perceptions according as their object is sound, 
touch, form, taste or smell. . These are the organs of sen
sibility snpplying the material content of knowledge. 

Here, again, the distinctions of Atln!latma, Adhibhula 
and Adhitlaiva are clearly borne out. The sense-organ is 
Atllt!latraa, its object is Atlhibhuta, the corresponding cosmic 
force is Adhidaiva. V edantism places side by side the two 
worlds of subjective and objective orders and the synthetic 
unity of them in the cosmic life. A.tlh!latma represents the 

1 We shall o.fter a. few· pages give a complete description of the 

process. 
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subjective, Arlhiblwta, the objective, and Arlhidai1:a, ·the 
synthetic or cosmic life. The manifested order is represen• 
ted as the synthesis of the subjective and the objective in. 
the life of the totality. The senses are arlhyatma, their 
objects adhibuta, ])ilc, Vayu,, Arlitya, Varuna and Aszoini,the 
corresponding Adhirlait•as. This distinction has also been 
extended to the organs of action. The five organs of 
action-Pale, hand, feet, the organs of generation and 
evacuation-are adhyatma corresponding to the t·espective 
Arlhibhutas-speech, gift, distance, pleasures of gene
ration and evacuation,- and Adhidai1:as-Agni, Indra, 

Vif!'["lt, Pl'ajapati and lJeath .. 1 These senses are not mere 
outlets through which the inner senses of Antahlcamna 

'goes out. Every sense is endowed with power, e. g., the 
skin as an indriya, is not the mere outer surface of the 
body ; similarly the eye has the power of receiving 
the colours of bodies, and so on. These capacities are 
something· different from the surface-existence of the 
senses, though they are inherent in them. 2 

Vedantism differs in this from the Saugatas and the 
Jllimansakas. The former identify the senses with end or
gans (m<!!<n), the latter, with the end-organs as endowed 
with capacity. The Yedantists cannot agree with the 
former, .for they maintain the serpents can hear, though 
they have no auditory organ; the trees can feel everything, 
though they are devoid of all end-organs. They cannot · 
concur with the Mi1nansakas, fot·, the capacity or btdriya
Sakti meets the purpose. 'rhere is no necessity of assuming 
an additional hypothesis of end-ot·gaus. These senses are 

1 Vide Sure11oarn's Panca1mraJ]a Yartik, 12-23 slokas. 
• Atma-anatmaviveka, pp. 10-12, Vivaranaprameya Sangraha, 

p. 185, I. 10-115 (Benares Edition). 
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inert. Though the indriyaa cannot give us any knowledge 
unless they have in the background the light of conscious
ness, till they are necessary to bring obje.:!ts in direct 
connection with this light of consciousness. 1 

These pmnaa and indriyaaalctia are subtle and escape 
direct perception. But they at·e not all-pervasive. Vedant
ism does not accept the conclusion of the SanH.ya that 
they are all-penetrating, being all-pervasive. Had they 
been so, they would have given us the knowledge of distant 
but small things. The author of the Yivaranaprameya 
Sangraha has denied the possibility of indriyaa going out 
everywhere in the company of body, for the body is inert, and 
it can move only in association withprana. Thispranaagain 
is not all-pervasive. Had it been so, the Sruti would not• 
have propounded its entrance at birth and its exit at death. 
The name inrlriya appears first in the Ifath and the Kena. 
Other texts eall them praua. The enumeration of the ten 
iudriya.Y occurs in the Briharlara?)-yalca. ( Yz'rle Cbs. II, IV, 
V, 12.) It adds martaa and heart_ We have also 
reference to 1nauaa as the central organ of co~nition and 
action (vide B. A., I, V, :3 IV, I, 6). In the Krdha the 
senses are compared to horses, manaa to their bridle, 
burldlti to the driver (Kat., III, 3). We have a slightly 
different version in the Maitri- Upani.Yarl where the organs 
of action are compared to horses, the intelligence to the 

reins, .Alat1aa, to the driver (\fai. II, 9). 

(2) As to the organa of relation : The mind-stuff or 
a11tahkarana9 is the inner ot·gan. It is called the eleventh 

1 Vide Vit·arana upanya•a : 

il' ift<il1fi1ifi~lf'll 'iflfq ~11P-11sfqg t 

ttfuil{~OII~l{l{iu 'flfcf<lilitlf~if'f II 

• ~~~~~<nf.t cn<n,ql~~fil <n~iit 1 
<fi'jf'f~~i\'if:~· lfif l{i$1<:1[ fl~~ 1-Upntiesa Sahasri. 
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sense. It is to be distinguished from the organs of sense 
and the organs of action. Its special function is to give us 
the knowledge of manifold things one by one in succession. 
It is compete11t to receive all kinds of sensation. It has 
four chief functions. It is supposed to be divided into 
four parts corresponding to the functions. This division 
is not real, but is merely expressive of its four chief 
modifications. Each unit of transformation is dist.inguished 
from others by a unique quality of its own. The A1ttahka
rarui is the name given to the totality of vrittis or semi
spiritual functions. Vacaspati asserts that antahlcara1la 
is one indivisible entity, though it can work in different 
ways. It preserves its integrity through differences of 
functions (videPamati on Sr., 6, Chap. 2. 4). Veitantism 
does not lend support to faulty psychology. 1'his 
antahkararw is evolved out of the sattwic parts of the 
five elements (the sulc~mabhutas) taken collectively. Ma1tas 
is thefacultg of reflection. When the a1ttahkm·a1ta is in 
the state of doubt due to its inability to make out the true 
character of anything and to arrive at a clear judgment, it 
is called Jfanas. Curiously enough this ma11a8 is, on the 
one hand, regarded as the central organ of pet·ception, and, 
on the other hand, regarded as the organ of volition and the 
centre of all desire11, and sometimes, again, as the reservoir 
of sentiments and feelings, We are told that the senses 
cannot give us knowledge if the man(}s is not active. 1 

The Veitantic psychology makes antaUarana the ''inner··· 
organ of knowledge as well as of volit.ion including 
feeling and sentiment. The same organ is represented as 
performing these functions, each one of which is called a 

1 Vide Brihadaral}yaka Bha~ya, p. 238, Ch. 1, 6, 3. 

i'IQ.lft ll~t~fi~~~'T ~f~~·~~ft! ~'Wl~~~~: 1<11<1~ ~~~ 
~~f~f<c'S!lol if ''l<lfci, lll<l ';f ~ 'l<cfu 'fl~~fli'l 'liftinilfii'l:'fi~~ 

~. f<cii!U~~<cit~ill 
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vritti, no matter whether it gives us knowledge or leads us 
to action. These vrittis can be classified as giving know
ledge or . as exciting actions. The former is passive, the 
latter impulsive. Hence we see that the same mind has 
been represented as the facu)J;y of reflection, and also as the 
faculty of desire, deliberation and will. The tttanas has 
various modifications : 

(A) some modifications corresponding to intellectual 
states: 

(1) 1'icikitsa-doubt, (2) Dhi-cognition, (3) 8raddha

belief, and (4} Dh1'iti-retention. 
(B) Some corresponding to volition and emotion : (1) 

Kama-desire, (2) Samkalpa-decision and determination, 
(3) vikalpa-deliberation, (4} vi-fear, (5) Hri-shame, 
(6) Sukha-pleasure, and (7) Dukha-pain. 1 

It must be noted here that the t~rittis are often classified 
into three classes in reference to their constituent elements-
8attwa, Rajas and Tamas, e.g., liberality, resignation, etc., 
originate from the sat twa ; passion, desire from the rajas; 

indolence, confusion, etc., from the tamas of antahkarana 

(vide Pancada8i, Ch. II, 12. 14, 15). This a1tlahkara11a 

is related to the senses and organs of actions through 
the nerves. The aJttahlcarana is seated in the heart, with 
which all the nerves are connected, so that it can make 
use of these nerves and proceed to the senses, thence to 
outer objects (vide Manasolassa, Slokas, 9, 10, 11). 2 

1 Vide Maitrai Upanisad, VI, 30, vide Brihadara~yaka I, 5, 3.· 

'llili!: ~lliC!'tO f.d~fflll 'ffiS'!IlT v~a ~"f~AAmt ~ il"' ~~:~ 1 

Vide the Gita '1:~ ~lf· ~lj ~:llt ~l(liCfill vf<t: I ~·, 

~mt-. ~fci<IIRij<;WC~if., Chap. XIII, 6. 

I "'("f:lli~lll~ M~~~'!Yfq I 

~nrilft~'l<!lit lli'Wirm ~ lli~: 

""~Ts"f:t<fi~ "~lJ<n~1<!16~'1.lllct({ 
<nf~~~CiiFi'llf~: ll~f.<l ~f<!IH"! 
Cli('lllfif ~~f.l ~@ fcl'ftillfu I 
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The distinction of Adh!Jatma, Adltibltuta and Adhidai1:a 
has also been extended to the inner organ of .Antaltkarana 
and its functions. Manas is Adlt!Jatma, its object is Adhibltuta, 
the moon is the corresponding 4dltidaiva. Similarly Buddhi, 
Akankara and Chitta are Adh!Jatmas with their correspond
ing objects as Adhibhutas, and Brihaspati, Rudra and 
Kshet1'0jna as the respective .Adhidaivas. The indri!/as, the 
monas, etc., are inspired by the corresponding deities. 1 

We can conveniently study here the psychology of voli
tion. The Yedantin accepts the successive states of cognition, 
desire and volition. We have a clear reference to this in 
the OhhandOfJ!Ja and in the Taittiri!J(l. In the Taittiri!Ja 
these stages are indicated in the doctrine of Kosaa. Intelli
gence or Ruddhi has the right apperception. Manas deli
berates and wills. Pra'f}a sets organs to action. That 
in every action there is an end is laid down in the 
Ohhando;!Ja, and this is chiefly happiness and delight 
consequent upon the knowledge of the limitless and the 
great. This indeed is the ethical end. The knowledge is 
due to constant reflection intensified by a fond faith and 
unconquerable belief in the precepts of the teac~er followed 
by a firm resolution leading on to action conducive to the 
attainment of happiness. To put it in different terms, we 
have cognition followed by belief and consequent action. 2 

When the Antahkarana reflects things truly, it is called 
Buddlti, the faculty of discriminating knowledge. The Manas 
weighs reasons for and against, the Buddhi apprehends 
rightly, and perceives clearly. It is the faculty of clear 
discrimination and right apperception. 

The antahkarnna has another 11ritti or modification in 
the form of 'I,' the sense of individuality. It is the 

' {Vide Brihadaraf]yaka, Ch. II, I, 1-15. 
• Vide Ohhandogya, VII, 17-21 
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asmita, the asmi-1 exist. The ~ltitta is the spirit of 
searching. 1 It has also been defined as the faculty of 
retention. 2 

These functions 

The Localisation of 
functions. 

of mental consciousness are localised 
in the different parts of the body. 
Manas has been located in the throat, 
Burlrllti in the mouth, Chitta in the 

navel region, Altankara in the heart-cave. 8 The author 
of the Pancarlasi localises Jlanns in the heart-cave. 
Here the word 'ma1tas ' has been used in the sense of 
antaltkarana. (Cb. II, 12.) ~T ~~ ntR~~~ I 

The ma11as has a limited or measurable magnitude. • It 
is not of infinite magnitude. It can sot be so. If it were infi
nite in magnitude, it would have been simultaneously related 
to every sense. And, consequently, the possibility of 
simultaneously knowing everything would arise. Indeed, 
in that case it would be quite useless, for, .Atman would 
experience all things at once. But Manas is necessary to 
enable Atm!ln to have experience in succession. The 
Naiyailcas contend that mattas is eternal, and, being eternal, 

1 We have this division on the authority of the Vartik (vide 
Slokas 33, 34). 

ifoTI~f~~<liRf~'tf· ~ ~Vllf I 

~~~ f!~l:i gf~foi~~'lll 

"'lfiHilillil'fi~~~~<m: 11itilflffl: I 
'II"!)~~ ~ffl~ft{,fi~ II 

• Vide Vi<lwat Monoraniini, p. 13. ~'(fi ~: R~~:, f'l'f!~ 

\~1"!:1~.'<1':1 
• Vide p. 10, Bankara's .Atma-ana.tmaviveka. 

• "-rrsf.l~ ~""~" ~<itf<l 'if mmfl 
"'IT1111 ~: ~lllfil1(: ~lllfiv!J ~iii: 

Vide Viva.rannpa.nyasa. 
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it is without magnitude. An eternal being must be either_ 
of infinite magnitude or without any magnitude. But it 
cannot be of infinite magnitude, for, as pointed above, in that 
case it would be quite useless. Hence it should have no 
magnitude whatsoever. 

To the Vedantist nothing is eternal, save Atman. That 
which is eternal can only be of infinite magnitude or be 
without any magnitude. Manas is not eternal. It must 
necessarily be of limited magnitude. 

But in the earlier texts Manas, Yak and Frana are 
affirmed to possess infinite magnitude. ( ~ ~ ~~IR ~: 
lf"~if"'l:). 1' ale is the P.ik, Manas is the Yajur, Prana is the 
Sama. "Yak is the Devas, Ma1zas, the fathers, P1·ana, the 
men." 
prana. 

Prajapali is represented to be vak, manas and 
Here we are to take Manas in the sense of 

collective mental consciousness which is all pervasive and is 
the upailhi of Hirattyagarva or Pratta. Sureswara_ also 
affirms that Manas in the sense of cosmic .A1ztahkarana has 
an infinite magnitude. 1 

The later Yeilantism holds .t~at, apart from the cosmic 
manaa, there are 1nanaa-units, appropriated to individuals. 
Here, again, the Yeilantists differ amongs~ themselves 
about its location and magnitude. Some think that 
Manas is pervasive of the whole body and has -a magnitude 
equal to that of the body. Others hold it to be centred 
in the heart possessing a lesser magnitude, which, although, 
is not atomic.ll Curiously enough, Yacaspati seems to 

1 Vide Manasa.ullasa, p. 150, 11. 5-7 : 

"ij-~ ~~ ~R ~1: ~ if«fr: " 'Ifrr '!fl'e,1fif:m~~ f~~-
'iq~illfif~ 61.1ttl~i<fl'l:_• em lfif:lllfiilfillfllWf: ~~~~ 

m<fil~1lffl: 61.1~'l il"ml61.if'l!'ftl~~~'ilf ~~l~lll 
1 Vide Sidhantabindhu and Pancadasi. 

~lilfula4:1&ti!(l~61.1ttllli: ~llfl!Nt;iffl li.'iilll~'ij~{ai: 'lll"ii!<~R~ll'il!l: t 
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have lent a support to the atomicity of ma1ta8 in his 
ramati, which, subsequently, has been explained away by 
the author of Kalpatar1e-Parimal. He holds that "f'acaa~ 

pati puts forth the Naiyayilta's assertion in that passage. 
He does not set forth his view as a Yedantist. 1 

The Yedantists agree in holding that manaa or antah
karana has the capacity of expansion and contraction. · No 
doubt, it is of limited magnitude, but, it has no limit 
in this direction. It can take the form of anything 
large or small (vide Prameya Samgraha and Parimal). 

The fivefold. sheath. 

The upadhia, above noticed, which 
condition the individualisation of the 
soul, may be classified in the follow-
ing way:-

1. The coarse body, the fleshy covering which the 
soul casts off at death. 

II. The body which accompanies the soul beyond 
grave, and which includes :-

(A) The subtle-bod!J or the finer body consist
ing of 

( i) The life organs-Prana-the vital currents 
supporting and preserving the organic 
existence. 

(ii) The jive organa of action including the 
tongue, the hands, the feet, the organs of 
generation and evacuation. 

1 See Bham~ti and Kalpatarn-Parimal, p. 2, 3 29 : 

~fq • i'l:'fi~lllii1!1:, il'-llftl iiW l<l"'l ~Cffiifl~, l<l"''ll' ~~"ttO!ilftll<ll· 

~~S"q{N'Blilll<l11N~~l1ft aft":~ ~qj ~~·1 

'lilTs~: ~' ~~'ll wrro~~r~rilfu ~~~~~. 

~ r~~~~~ qt'ij~fu'lf ""': ~"qJ!ilml'f -ijcfifqfcliijl1!tit.! ilil· 

-ij~~"~~l 
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(iii) the jive organs of sense including the organs 
of hearing, seeing, touching, smelling and 
testing. 

(iv) the central organ of conscious life directing 
the organs of p~rception and the organs of 
action, called antahkaranarn, which, again, is 
chiefly taken as (l) rnanas, and (2J bu,ddhi. 

The coarse body is purely fle~h. It is the dense cover, 
Annarna§ lcosa. · 

The subtle body is divided into three-fold sheath of Pra'(La, 
Manas and Yij1za1f.a. The organs of vitalityand the organs 
of action combine to form the PTa'(Lrnaya Ko!Ja, the. vital 
cover. Manas with five senses forms the Mmwmaya Ko~Ja, the 
mental cover. Buddhi with the senses forms the still deeper 
covering, the YiJnanamaya-lco!Ja, the Intelligence-cover. 

Authorities differ on this point. The authors of the 
Yedantasara and the Tattwa-anusandhan hold that Manas 

. with the five organs of action forms the mental-sheath, 

while the author of the Pancadasi opines that Manas 
with five organs of sense form the mental-sheath. This 
difference is due to. different meaning put on manas. The 
Pancadasi regar.ds Manas as the faculty of reflection, and 
it is only natural that it should connect manas with the 
sense-organs, for, they give it a direct report. The Yedanta
sara interprets rnanas as the faculty of willing, and it is 
quite proper that it should connect manas with the organs 
of action, for, action follows decision and will. 1 

1 Vide Panckadasi, Chap. I, 34. Vide Vedantasara, p. 9, Jivananda 
Edition. 

f{~ '!lf'ii~~: ~<t wn~~r" 1 

We read in the Vedantasara. 

We read in the Tattwanusandhan.-cn;;:f'l::~; ~Nciffift 
~!:!enTEr: 1 Q~'l ilfl~l]lM fq'lJlifil~·f{iftf{~_ ll'l~lil~t ililtlll 

'11lit~filim11f'iliR~if !{l'tl'""qrfifi~~"' ~~fc! I .. 
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(B) The cauaat-~ody. The inmost sheath of 
avidy which is called the sheath of bliss 
owing to the predominance of aatttwa, for, 
this body is composed purely of the aattwic 
aspect of avidya. 

{Apart from these two bodies forming the inner cover
ing of the soul, there is another element which accompanies 
the soul to the nextbirth, his karma, which has not yet 
attained complete fruition, but, which, no doubt, is destroy
ed as soon as it works itself out. But, so long as one has 
not attained the knowledge of Identity, one cannot get rid 
of the vehicles of individual existence, viz., the fourfold 
sheath). 

When the atman has the totality of subtle bodies as 
1epadhi, it is called Hira?)yagarva (full of splendour and 
effulgence,-one who has the effulgence of knowledge 
within). It is also s~metimes called Pl'a?)a, because 

it is immanent in everything and 
Hira'l}yagarva-Taijas. possesses knowledge, will and 

power. Pra?)a is the dream-conscious
ness. When consciousness or attnat& has the individual 
subtle body for its upadlzi, it is called Taijas. Taijas 
enjoys the subtle desires (so called be<'ause of its 
possessing the beaming anta.Uara'{&am as its upadhJ). 
The former has the knowledge of the entire existence 
because of the expansiveness of its being. The latter 
is limited in its vision, for, it is possessed of one unit 
of antahkara7Jam and cannot see all things through this 
finite organ. 

When the .J.tman has for its upa.dhi the bliss-body, it 
is called Iazoara. It is the sleep-

lswara-Prajna. 
consciousness. When it is determined 

by the individual bliss-body, or the individual Ignorance 
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it is called Pragna. 1 It enjoys bliss. Behind the bliss
body, and, as the in~ost of all beings, ex'iste the Brahman 
of complete integrity, the spirit of infinite peace and 
joy. Beyond the golden ve~l : is the serene light of 
knowledge.t This inmost existen~e is through mistake or 
ignorance apparently identified with the sheaths or its o\lter 
coverings and appears to us as the seat of knowledge; will 
and power. The soul within is pure consciousness of 
existence, but, so long as ignorance lasts, :if appears as the 
energising consciou~ principle integrating and organising 
the manifold of existence .. It knows.· It wills. 1t acts. 
The doctrine of Ko~aa is an old one, and we find it in the 
Taittiri!Ja Sruti. Sankara says ' we have to go behind the 
five ko~ru to find out our true self-beyond the physical 
body, beyond the vital principle, beyond the mind and 
intellect and beyond our beatific consciousness. 8 

We can put tlte above in the following scheme 4:-

1. Individual gross body ~ · ( Cosmic s:ross body 
determinant of Visva, I d~termmant '?f 
the individual waking Sheath of food ~ Vwa_t, the co~mtc 
consciousness. · I . wakmg consciOus-

l ness. -

2. Individual subtle body ~ 1, Sheath of 
determinant of Taijas, vitality. 
the individual dream 2. Sheath of 
consciousness. mind. 

3. Sheath of 
intelligence. f 

Cosmic subtle body, 
determinant of Hira· 
l].yagarva, or Ptii.l].a 
or Su.tratma-the 
cosmic dream con
sciousness. 

3, Individual causal body~ ~ 
dete~in~n.t of Pragna, Sheath of Bliss. 
the mdtvtdual sleep 
consciousness. • 

Cosmic causal body 
determinant of Js. 
wara-the cosmic 
sleep consciousness. 

1 Vide Upadesa Bii.hasri. (~11lN~ilffl~·). 

f.m~ ~ ... r-ro~'lll: ~"~": J!ij!Ttlfu: , ~Y<t ij ~~r~, IIOOOQTiill· 

~~I 
• m~ q~ it~ ~· if'llr f~ t--:-Manduka II, 9, 
1 The scheme is taken from the Brahman-Knowledge. 
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The soul seems to be embedded in: the five-fold sheath. 

The author of the Pancadaii has established the distinc,;, 
tion of the soul from the body in all its ko~a&-the physical, 

The Pancadasi on the 
distinction of the soul 
from the tive.fold 
sheath. 

the vital and the p!ental by the 
Anva!Ja-v!latireka method of Logic, 
a. method somewhat similar to Mill's 

. method of difference. Ordinarily, the 
soul and its coverings are manifested together. But there 
are circumstances where the 1tpadlti& ape not, but, the soul 
·is, manifested. The soul is, then, different from the sheaths. 
In dream-consciousness the self freely creates a. world of 
representation, but the sense-activity is kept in abeyance. 
In dreamless sleep the creative activity is hushed. up in the 
silence of deep sleep. But the self-luminous ego still shines 
through the thin cover of Nescience. This discrimination 
becomes clear in meditative self-absorption when the veil 
of ignorance is lifted up, and the individual soul realises 
its identity with the Absolute. In this state the conscious 
antagonism of the knower and the knowable which 

·characterises e:npirica.l knowledge vanishes.· This is a. sure 
proof of the transcendence of consciousness. 

There is another line of argument by which we can 

Arguments to estab. 
lish the difference of 
the soul from the 
body and the mind. 

differentiate the self from the body 
. and the mind-by setting forth (1) 
the difference between subject and 
object, and (2) the difference between 

the subject and its instrum~nts. 
Cit&uMacl&ar!la obsP.rves that the common distinction 

of the subject and the object would disappear if the object 
of cognition is supposed to be identical with the cognition 

·itself. t 
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Applying this axiomatit:l truth Yedanta seeks to 
differentiate the self from body and mind-from the five
fold covering. Sankara makes an elaborate use of this · 
form of argument in the beginning of the Upadesh, 

Sahasri to establish the clear isolation of Alman from 
everr object of perception, the organism, manas, and 
lmddhi or intelligence. The body, the functions of niind, 
desires, determination and so forth appear before the self 
as objects of knowledge and, therefore, imply an existence 
different from it. 1 Even in the height of instrospective 
analysis the self can clearly discriminate between its 
nature as a pet·sun and as a witness (~) and by a supreme 
effort of withdrawal can understand its transcendent 
oneness. 

The word saksin is indicative of direct perception and 
permanent unmodified existence. 2 ** The Jit:a can pass 
into a transcendent abstraction and can notice or 
witness its 11padki (manas or avid!Ja) as distinct from it. 

The manas, then, appears more as an object than as an 
adjunct. It is an accident. But in each case it is the 
differentiating mark inasmuch as it gives an individuality 
to consciousness. This difference between consciousness 
as jiva and consciousness as saksin is due to the occasion
al predominance of Rajanc or Sattwic elements of Antah
karana • . When the Sattwa prevails over the Rajas, the 
vision of the self as transcending mental affections looms 
before. the view. But when the rajas predominates over 
the sattwa, the consciousness seems to be identified with 
the Antahkarana, andfappearslas the energising principle; 
hardly having any chance of distinguishing itself from the 

1 iloft~fq '11111111 if "ern, ~l't ~•<•mr 1 

~ 'llll1llt " ~f~ -rqri4l't ~'llliil~ 1-Vide .Ajnanabodhitti, 
1 lft'llll't_ t'fqtfli~llm:~N I 
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Antaltka.rana. The witness is the seer. It remains 
untouched and unmoved by affections of any kind because 
of its being only a silent observer. 

The existence of Avid!Ja is a fact to the witness. 
Nescience can keep away everything from view, but not 
the witnessing consciousness. Nescience, the consciousness 
of self and the inner organ are in constant relation with 
the unobscured light of intelligence. They are never 
subject to our ignorance, error or doubt. The state of 
Salsin or witnessing consciousness is a state of bliss. 
" Bliss as the object of highest love is certainly present 
in consciousness ".....-so says Fivaran. 

Vedantists are sharply divided among themselves upon 
the conception of Salcsin. The study of the different 
theories is helpful to the understanding of the Vedantic 
the01·ies of dream. 'l'he theories are:-

1. Jiva is witness. 
2. Brahman is witness. 

The former, again, may be conceived in two ways:
(a) The witness is jiva, ji·va being a reflection of 

(1) Jivaas Witnesa. 
consciousness cast on .4vid!Ja. It has 
avid!Jfl as its upadhi (Pralcasatman). 

The }iva lS the all-pervasive consciousness. It is 
itself the direct seer, the witness. It is indifferent 

(a) Jiva as the re
flection of conscious. 
ness upon .Avidya. 

to all but falsely regards itself as an 
active agent after erroneously identify
ing itself with the AntaA!carana.1 

Y acaspati also regards the .4vid!Ja• 
units to be limiting conditions of consciousness. Conscious
ness thus limited is }iva; consciousness when witnessing 
this limiting condition is salcsi. . According to Yi~·arana 

the witness is one, for the }iva is one. Yacaspati makes 
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witness appropriated to each individual 
consciousness, for, each has a distinct adjunct. 
to Yacaspati jiva is the witness. 

unit of 
According 

(:l) The witness isjiva-jit~a regarded as having the 
inner organ of .Antaklcarana as its limiting adjunct. The 
witness is ji1:a but not jiva in the form of the all

(b) Jiva as the reflec
tion of consciousness 
upon Antahkarana. 

pervading intelligence which has 
.Avidya as its limiting adjunct. Jiva 
by its intimate association with the 
inner organ is the witness. Through 

this a!!sociation with the inner organ, the witness is appro
priated to distinct individuals. It may be objected that 

. since jit'a which is associated with the inner organ is the 
percipient, it cannot be identified with the witness. For 
it is generally accepted that the percipient ceases to exist 
in deep sleep, whereas the witness continues to exist. But 
this argument is not effective, for the Yedantin accepts 
the distinction between a predicate that is essential and 
a predicate that is a mere adjunct or non-essential. This 
distinction is applied to the case under consideration to 
distinguish between the perceiving subject and the witness. 
Consciousness in intimate relation to the inner organ is the 
perceiving subject and in relation to. the organs as an 
accidental adjunct is the witness. In deep sleep the 
former may diaappear, but not the latter, i.e., the witness, 1 

Brahman as witness. 
Braltman as the witness ' may be 
conceived also in two ways ;-

(1) The witness is Iswara or Braltman immanent in all 
-'" beings. "This witness is the inmost 

(1) Iswara (as in- being and is immanent in jiva, It is 
nerscient) is the wit-
neas. one that illumines ;Nescience in deep 

sleep. The individual soul in the 
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embrace of · universal self in deep-sleep knows nothing 
without and nothing within." 1 

(~) The witness is absolute consciousness. The author 
of the Pancadaai describes the witness as unchanging 
intelligence underlying the finer and the gross bodies, and 

(2) Absolute con
sciousness is the wit
ness. 

it is called Bak~i because of its being 
immediately conscious of them, with
out in any way being affected by 
them. The witness illuminates }"iva 

and the objects of knowledge. The witness is, again, not 
lswara, for, as described in the Kutastha Dipika, it is 
consciousness untouched by the distinction of Jiva and 
Jawa1·a. 2 

In this connexion we cannot leave out of consideration 

Special states of the 
personal consciousness 
-j•va. · 

t.he normal states of conscious exis
tence: waking, dream sleep, and deep 
sleep. - These three chief states of 
individual consciousness (as well as 

the cor1·esponding states in cosmic consciousness-indicated 
by Yai11oanara, -.Taija1a and Pragna) occupy an important 
place in the Yedantic literature. We proceed with the 
psychologi.cal analysis of these states. 

On the subject of sleep we have interesting theories 
advanced by the sages of the Upa

, The Vedantio theory niaada. Saurorayani, the seer of the 
of deep sleep. · 

· . Praana-11panisatl says " as the rays of 

the sun become collected into the bright disc at the sun
'set1 and, again, emanate from it at the sun-rise, .SO do all 
the senses become collected in the man~J.t~--the sensorium, 
and that is why men cannot heat·, cannot see, cannot smell, 

• Vide Sidhantalesa, . 
. 't Vide Pancadaai; K'utasthadeepa, Natakdeep11. 

'll;of:~.-c~uf;t~~lfll~it~ I 
~~ ~ ~aim ~f~filf1ll~: n-25-K'utcaslladseptJ. 
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cannot taste, cannot touch, cannot give, etc; It is. said 
to have bee.n quite a~leep. 1 A few lines after we· are 
again told that "when in deep sleep, he is overpow~red 

by light, he dreams not and great 
The Upaniaa.ds on happiness arises in the body. Just as 

deep sleep. 
• Qrows live in ·the tree, similariy 'he 

exists in the supreme self.' Again, we have in the Ckhan~ 
dogya Upani&ad "when one is asleep, one is quite happy, 
when one sees no dreams, then one's' prana moves in 
the arteries, then one is not touched by · sin, one is 
possessed of light. a The Brih.ataranyaka says thaf in 
sleep the soul takes rest in the heart-ether. 4· Ajaliatru is 
heard to instruct Garga " when this man is asleep, then 
the person with intelligence (i.e., the soul) lies deep 'within 
the heart-ether." Again, we have· in the .same' Sruti 
(Chapter IV. 3.21) "so this puruaka (soul) being embrac
ed by the Prajnatman does not know anything either 
internal or external." Another 'passage in the Praana 
Upaniaad tells us that in deep sleep "the mind. is' carried 
every day to Brahman, a statement confirmed by the 
Chltandog!la in which we read " when a man sleeps, m~ 
son, then he becomes identified with the Truth, .. he. gets 
to his own self; therefore, they call it Swapiti for he is 
gone (apita) to his own self (swaJ." 

From these quotations it will be evident that the' sages 
of the U panisads regard deep sleep as the suspension of 
psychoses ( fclii11!fc1Wf ;Jq1Jit ). It is a state of calmness 
of existence. Authorities seem to differ regarding the 
situation of the soul in deep sleep :-(1} some hold it to 
be existing in the veins (Chand. 8.6.3), (2) some, again, 

1 Pra. Up. 4, 2. 
• Ibid: 

• Chhan, Up. VIII, 6,"3. • Br. Bu. IV. 4. 22, 

lllnri'll ~ sMr~ jl('lff• "' l!lfq~~~~ ~'~": .. 
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think it to be attaining unity with the Pran (Kauskitaki, 
14.19), (3) others consider it to be resting in the heart cave 
(Bri!adaranyaka 4.4.22), (4) others in light-apparently 
identified with Brahman (Prasna and Ckka11dogya), (5) 
some think it to be embraced by the light of knowledge 
{Bri!arlaranyaka 1!.3.21) Of these explanations the first 
and the second may be regarded as physiological, the 
third as psycho-physical, the fourth and the fifth as purely 
~piritual. Indeed these theories look apparently contradic
tory. for once the soul is thought to be taking its rest in 
Prana, once in the arteries and at another time in the 
supreme light of consciousness. 

8anlcara himself has o:liered a solution to the apparent
ly contradictory theories of the soul in deep sleep. 
(3.2,7). He reconciles them by showing that in sU8upti 

these processes take place in gradual succession. 
H~ .says "not at choice into one or into the other, 

SaAkara'• interpre
tation of the passages 
quoted above-recon
ciliation of the appa
rently contradictory 
theories regarding 
deep sleep. 

but simultaneously does the soul 
enter in deep sleep into the places 
n;tentioned~ otherwise we have to 
accept the partial denial of the 
Srutia quoted above." But this 
should not lead us to think that all 

of them fulfil the same purpose j they, according to 
Sanlcara, fulfil different ends which are to be combined. 
Where (Chand. 8.6.3) the soul is said to be resting in 
the veins, we must suppose that an entrance into 
Bra!man is sought through the veins. The soul goes 

. into ~he lzeflrt cawe or into BraAman. through the veins. 
The meaning is not in contradiction with the use 
of the locative case ( ~ ) for such a use is common 
e.g., one who journeys to the octlan by the Ganges is said 
to be journeying in the Ganges '" Moreover the nuts 
might have sought to bring to prominance the veins 
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through which one goes into . .1J1·a!tman. It is said that no 
evil touches him· who has entered by thein into the he~~t 
because o~ bis being _po~sessed_ of light (teja). ~y t"e,;as·".we 
are to mean . Brahman, for, the conf~ss'i"on t'b~t it cannot 
be tou~hed b,r -evil in 8u8upti confrir~s ·t~· the theor,Y'· ~f 
passing into ·Brahman through 'the ;nerves. We have also 
" Brahman is teja." The concl~sion is th~t the soul in 

• - ' •. ! ' . ~. ~ : 

deep sleep passes into Brahman and is not touched by 
evil. The heart-cave is in close relation, with the plaqe 
of deep sleep; The puritat is the envelope of the· heart . 

. One who sleeps in the ether of th(l p~ritat truly· lies 
within the pu~itat, f~r~ ~hat is in the he~~t is ~Is~ in the 

!nerit"at.' Of the three places of th~ deep ~Jeep~ veins, heart
. ether, and Brah~;n-th~ first two ;,.;~e eD.t;ances, the last is 
the ~nly ~ter~al abode of undisturbed quietus of deep 
'sleep~ 'The so11l in its ~on~difference frooi Brahman reposes 
in its o·w~ · majesty and. the release of ·the soul from· the 
uparlhi (of m~nu;_l ~onscio~sness) in deep· sleep is regarded 
as an entrance of the s~ui into its owti·~elf. . 

trhe same ·self . wakes. ·up ag~in.' The _recognition of 
the identity in waking proves the continuity of consciousness 
through these states. This psychological evidence of 
continuity has been sought to ·be confirmed by t.he Sruti. 
" All these creatures go day by day· into Brahman and yet 
.do not discover it. When they come out;· again, they know 
·it not ; ·whether they are· tigers he~e, ·or lions; wolves or 

bears, that they become again.'', : . . . .. 
But the entrance of the soul into Brahman 1n _Su~tepti 

does not connote its liberation. Had it been the case, nque 
would return from the silence of. deep sleep, . The indivi
duality creat~d by, Karma, and E:rperience, for the D:IO~ent, 
may be hushed up i_n Nescience and the . soul 'enjoys 
the expanse and :~deiigh.t · ·of"' bliss-~ody: The subtle 
'or fin~r body.,· with ~he impress of individualis~ic· '!Carma 

' '' . . .. ·-- . 

21 
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still persists in rising up again in waking and dream:· 
consciousness. 

The later Yedantism makes a searching analysis of the 
psychological experience of deep sleep : " I was in sweet 

sleep, I did not know anything." The 
Analysis of wsupti experience of deep sleep resolves itself 

in the light of ]at er 
Yedantism. into following elements. i/.nandam or 

bliss is actually felt. The self in bliss 
body feels it. The finer and the coarse bodies disappear 
in IUf}Upti. I 

Su..rzt,pti, therefore, is the consciousness of blissful 
. ignorance. Sutjupti is not merely the negation of pain, for 
we ha-ve the clear remembrance of an actually felt pleasure. 
Padmapada says truly " if actually pleasure is felt, then 
alone ca(it be remembered, and because it is remembered, 

.it must have been actually felt."• The experience is so deep 
that it forces itself upon consciousness even in waking 
and repeatedly comes in clear remembrance. Moreover, 
the consciousness of bliss is a positive consciousness. It 
implies the absence and negation of pain. If it is still 
insisted that BU!fltpti does involve this negation rather than 
positive bliss, this negation is not felt but afterwards 
inferred. 8 Again, the negation of pain would indicate the 
actual presence of painful consciousness in BliiJUpti, for, the 
negf~tirm i_s universaUy understood in reference to its object. 

1 Yi!W Yi11arana, Panchapadika, pp. 55, 19. 

Ifill~"' ~,~sm~: ~l91i'fif~l'UfRfu ~~ (!nqutSt!J· 

~q'U'I~~'i!111 ifllS!ilTS~l ll"fl:f'l'lf! ~lilllfu I 

Vide Vi11aTana 'll'illil'titd!f<ill'~ 11~: N ~fir: 1 

· Prameya Sangr~ if ~lJ!ft 'll'f<liro~ 1 p. 61, I. 15 (Benare1 
Edition). · · 

• ~l{fl ~~lif ~Qil(, if ~il f<!!i-1£ Jlmstif~ I 
a "~~'lit ~!llJl~ 11~~ f<li'll ~~~ 1 Vide Vi11a1'a11aprameya fl' 

.... ri ~'!11~~~: J:~mro"l!T1100~: -'ll~fu "":' 
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This requires the actual. presence of painful consciousness 
in deep sleep. But this is in direct contradiction to Imme
diate experience and subsequent remembrance. 

Bliss, though enveloped in AvidJa, is manifest in 
deep sleep, for, it is rev~aled by the naked witness 
("'fifli<mf'iliifiti~lSiS!~l ll'film~:) The constantly vibrating 
antaltlcaranam . has disappeared. The witneaa now can 
express the three-fold modification of Avidya in tlte form 
of consciousness, bliss and ignorance. 1 The mental con• 
sciousness lapses here altogether. 

In su~upti then the self is neither non-existent nor un
conscious. The soul is consciousness. It exists independ
ently of the relativity of empiric consciousness. The 
difficulty of understanding the semi-transcendent conscious
ness in 8u~upti is perhaps due to the common sense view 
that salf-consciousness is relative to not-self-consciousness, 
so that in stt~upti, the self, dissociated from the empirical 
mind, must be unconscious. 

But at the same time su~upti should be clearly di.s
tinguished from ecstasy or Samadhi. In S1t~upti the con
scious self is wholly dissociated from the mind. Szu;upti 
is a normal state of existence, a state of natural isolation. 
Samadhi, on the contrary, is a state of self-isolation brought 
about by effort. It is not normal, but, at the same time 

·not artificial in the sense of being produced by some 
foreign objective causes. It is also a state of native but 

actualised existence. . . 
This actualised existence may be either determinate 

or indeterminate. The determinate self-isolation differs 
' 

' Vide Vivat•ana p. 55-56 (Bena.res Edition). Vide Prameya 

Bamgraha '.11'IIT'I~W' 'lfl<Rlll{llll~lffl'ill~fif 'If~ 'if~ V(lllli{ff' 

Vide ,Ratnabali, p. 16, I. 4, "lll~~ W~@l~q; 'll'llil@l~llfil~l 

filf~lfilltll: f"l~~~~; '.11'!1'\ Slllfifl I 
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f~o~ ·. Suau!ti: iri Its concentration into and ab~orpfio~ il_l 

a concrete existence. . The indeterminate · self-isolation 
~i.t'fers from Suaupti in its concentr~tio~ into and absorpti~n 
iii tr~nscendent ·consciousness. This actualiB"ed existence 
implies a high sta.te of mental tension which succeeds 
~~ d~ivi~g out all conscious determinates . and "'is .. it.self 

the absoiute indeterminate consciousness. "Sus~pti · is 
lihe greatest diffusion of attention, Samadhi thentmost 
c~ncentration," The duality of sense "is non-existent in 
both. of them. But in Suatepti the self has a·cognition· 
()f blank negation, ·a.nd in Samad!i, of the· object
ln. h~tb. case~ the self not knowing itself · as what 
knows. . 

The ignorance of all concrete things and the cog
nition of a blank negation constitute the second element 

in Suaupti. 
There are differences of opinion among the J'eclmztisls 

regllrding the cognition in dt>ep sleep. Some (Pralaatman, 
the author of Yir:arap.) hold that the cognition. of Ne

. science implies an indeterminate modification of Ne~cience 
indicative of its own existence (~~f.l1(lf<liTf~ JJftl). · The 
three-fold Yritti of .A.vitl!Ja in form of consciousness, bliss and 

. Nescience o~igin.ates in sus11pti. Perhaps Prakastman has 
in his meutal vision Patanjali'a definition of sleep q as a 
particular modification · informing of non-existence." 
:JJanaa or .J.ntaltkarrma does not function in susrepti • .J.vid!Ja 
is operative ther~in. He seems to think that in S1t811pti 
the . self . actually perceives .A.rid!Jti. And as perception 
without a vritti is thought impossible, the actual presence 
~£ iG in. deep sleep is, thought. necessary. Susupti di:lit!rs 
from tDalei11g in the non~specialised and indeterminate 

modification of .J.virl!Ja, as distinguished from the 
specialised and determinate modification of .J.vit.l!Ja in 

waking. 
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· Memory · impli~s 'S~maliara: · due: -to'- impression 
·. · or~· ·perCeption of· the.1 object.:..~ This 

tai?sr:!~~~':~:Oid ~;;~~ involves vi-itti of- avicljii in -8ua1tpti:. 
in susupti to explain And this- ·indeterminate ' vritti · is 
the consciousness of 
ignorance. ·revealed ·in · the ever-shini'ng' light of 

, .. ·' Witness.· ~ ._, -- . . ·.c- .. • 

-- · ~umwar; the author of Brihaclaranyak-P'artik, does 'not 
accept- the modification· of .tividya in Suatepti informing 6f 
its own existence.· He accepts the possibility of an imme-

diate cognition ·of ignorance without 
Bu,·e,~ar dilfers'and vritti. Ignorance is always an object 

thinks the. conscious, · 
ness of ignorance is 
direct and immediate. 
It does not require 
vrifti. 

of direct cognition-of the witnessing 
consciousne~s; be it- in deep 'sleep, 
or . m waking.· And there ·is ·rio 
necessity of~ modification 'or vritti, 

to explain the possibility of memory~ Sure8W0.1'fi., -therefore, 
refuses to acc' pt Pmlcaatman'a theory of the cognition of 
Nescience through a r:rittz. We are told by Brahmananilo 

· -that only one vrifti of Nescience is existing throughout 
aufJupti and other states of exist~n'ce·. · There is· no special 
vritfi for 8UfJrtpfi alone, and, therefore, no. SUCh necessity 
arises to explain the remembrance: of unspecialised 
ignorance in Waking. 1 · · -- · 

The real difference lies in a s'ingl~ · ~~nt.' .. Pra!ca8tmatl 
thinks that in 8iu;upti, the individuating and' creative 
function _ (the vilrf!epa) is inoperative~ .. but·, still the 
epistemological functioning· (dharana) -is operative. ·And 
this implies a vritti indicative of (a) the blank and:unspbcia
lised Nescience and (b) the knowledge of the Nescience. 
Sure8wara, on the other . hand, thinks that in · Suf}upti 

• Vide .Adwaitasidhi and Brahmanat~di (pp. 558-559, Jivaji's 
eilitior.). . ' . ' 

~11 'll~llf~ ~f~lllt~, ~!J ~1Jf'll -lwl""'Hr,ftl: 1W1~1f· 
vm:, Ql1llif. ·~· , 
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Nescience exists in itself, devoid of functioning, Abara!l-a 
or. Yilc~epa. If the one function ceases, the other 
must necessarily cease. In it exists Nescience in its in
tegrity and a cognition of it is thought possible without 
any vritti by the witnessing consciousness. 

We may reconcile these positions. What Pralcaatman 
and Surellwart.l really mean is that there is no memory of 
Avid§a in waking, for Avid!Ja is immediately revealed by 
. · consciousness. Pralcastma11 hoHs 
Differences explained, that in waking as well as in deep 

sleep we have the clear cognition of 
Ignorance-in none of them we have remembrance of 
it. The difference is that in susupfi we have the per
ception of unspecialised igno1·ance, and in waking we have 
the perception of determinate ignorance. These presenta
tions are, the1·efore, different. In waking we have, then, the 
perception of ignorance in the form of determinate modes 
and the remembrance of ignorance characterising Suf}upti. 
We cannot be directly cognising this unapet:ialised modifica- _ 
tion of Su.,11pti in waking, though we are immt'diately 
conscious of At,id!Ja. "I did not know anything" there
fore, refers to the memory of the unspecialised modification 
-the Nirvilcalpa Ar,iil!Ja characterising 8U81tpti. 
,, · Sureswara.holds that Avid!Ja is directly perceived in deep 
sleep as well as in waking. The remembrance 'I did not 
know anything ' does not concern the unmodified ignorance 
·of 8118lpti, but the modifications of waking. In waking 
.and dream we have the perception of primal ignorance 
as well as concrete modes by the witness. In deep sleep 
we have not the latter. This ignorance of concrete objects 
is subsequently revived in the form of memory. 1 

' Vide .Adwaita Biddh i, p. 558. 

.. ~ ~llll~'§ ~il'§ ijltQ~ 'l!~«f,.'t~:. 'f!~ '"~~' 
~mns11~ m ~."'a ~'~'~• m, ·~; ~~l~li!\111 
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Yedallti&m accepts the absolute distinction of truth 
. and untruth in transcendent sense and 

The interpretation of the gradations of truth in empirlcal 
•usu.pti differs in refer- sense. The trnth of waking is denied 
ence to the theories of 
dream consciousness. in dream-sleep, the truth of dream is 

denied in deep-sleep. And in it a 
duality of existence--consciousness and avidya obtains. 
But it 1s no duality of absolutes, for; in the transcendent 
height of Being Ignorance vanishes leaving aside the 
Identity of Consciousness. 

Suf!upti is more directly the denial of dream-sleep 
than of waking. In this sense the ignorance of BUI}upti 

keeps from the view the presentations of dream-sleep and 
not· of waking. The object of ignorance in deep-sleep 
will be these presentations. These presentations may be 
either Ji11a with its manaa or Brahman with manoa or 
Brahman in itself. Some explain the consciousness 
of a blank negation in 8Uf!7tpti as the perception of 
secondary ignorance,' and others regard it as the 
perception of primary ignorance. Those who maintain 
that Jiva or B1·ahma1t in association with manaa is the 
immanent consciousness in dl'eam sleep (the percipient of 
dreams) will naturaiJy hold that the memory of not know
ing anything in particular in auf!upti refers to the non
cognisance of consciousness as associated with manaa. 
Suf!upti is the non-perception of the subject of dream and 
its objects. ' . : 

Those who, on the other hand, maintain that Braltma~ 
in association with avidya is the_ basic support of dream as 

'II"SSli!iil11iit anl.lftr <lNI1m'i!ti!~~tf'ill'lllSif~fit;r.<~mt~i! ~~~~ 
~ ~'!fiifllfll'el"SSli!lllifl~ -.ro~Jsi<•itm:, ~ifiit ~ ~~w.~t 
ilft'iiH!rolllN"<urit~ ; 'll<lll:~ 'lft1!1J"fq'!Nflliltll~~<111l!liffll'5rit~ ~Iii~· 
qJi ~!fil'f1""1f~~~ 'IITfi~qt~: ~!'lft'il1if{ff~~~~Uii{ I .· .

1 
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~~II as of w~~;king-the consciousness revealing every form 
of movement in Maya in view-will ~aturally hold that 
the ·m~mo;y of not perceiving anything refers to the percep~ 
tion of the primal ignorance and conscio;ts~ess as hidden
by. it. At,idya, here, has Brahman as its obje_ct. The 
former:_,two .alternatives can be supp01·ted fr~m the stand
point «?f the multiplicity of conscions existence and the last 
fromthe standpoint of Ekajivavada. Ste&upti in the first 
hyo cases as well as in the last is the perc~ptiou 'of A.vidya 
forming. the upadlzi of jiva. Otherwise no .remembrance 
of ignorance in .sleep would be possible. There is no 
difference ~f opinion in this. But divergence' arises regard
ipg. the other element-'· i did· not know anything." 
From the standpoint of the first two alternatives it refers 
to those _objects ~hich appear in dream and in waking and 
1_10t to those ~hich appear merely in waking, for they dis
appear in dream. T~ese objects are Ji,,a, ·zs-wariJ, Con
sciousness, Nescience, their relations and difference·. They 
obtain in· waking as well as in dream-sleep but not in 
&rtlfltpti. Sltlfllpti is the consciou~ness of their ignorance. 

The last alternative does not accept these ·elements and 
their differences. It accepts the existence of truth and 
untruth; Brahma11 and .A1:idya in empirical sense ; .Art'dya 
~s located in Rralzmatt makt>s Brahma11 its object, 
hiding it from view and at the sametime holding the 
~anifold by its inherent power-the power of individuation. 
In -luaupti there has been a tempora1·y ~uspe~sion of the 
function of individuation. " I did not know anything" 
therefore, implies the ignorance of the manifold of the 
waking and the dreani. In . Suaupti the ·epistemological 
functioning of .A.vidga persists, the individuating func
tio~iiig ceases." In this sense it 1s the ··perception of the 
primary Nesciehce _and non-perception ·of conc1·ete appear-
ances, the e~pirici.l manifold. ' 

. ' . ... . . ' 
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Dream sleep is the intermediate stage of existence 

The Veclantic theory 
of dream sleep and 
analysis of dream 
conscicnsnesll. 

between waking and deep sleep. It 
has been figuratively described as the 
"twilight of consciousness.-" We 
are told in the Brihadara'T)yaka that the 

soul in dream resembles a fish moving from bank to bank..,..: 
" as a large fish moves along the bank, the nearer and the 
further, so does this pe1·son move along the states of sleep
ing and waking." 

Dream-psychology has an important place in Y.edantism 
for in it the idea of a self freely constructing its universe 
comes more directly in view. ·The self becomes totally 
unconscious of the surroundings-including the physical 
covering . and moves in a universe freely constituted in 
which it has width of vision, freedom of eonstruction and 
liberty of movement. It. transcends the obstructive an~ 

misleading operation of the senses in waking. In this 
operation· the self has the sense of a dependence and a 
limitation. It feels that the senses sometimes deceive. It 
feels a stirring impulse . in itself to transcend them and 
attain knowledge immediately. 'fhe attempt ;to get this 
immediate or intuitive cognition is an approach to 
consummation. The free movement of the self is normally 
appreciable in dream-sleep, where the self perceives without· 
the aid of the senses. It has perception without sensation. 
But dream is no truer than waking. Each is .true within 

itself. 
Dream, then, is a spontaneous grouping of presenta

tions which originate independently of objective causes. It 
is, in fact, the working out of the creative activity of the 
soul. Tbe dream-world is wider in possibility than 
waking. The dependence of waking on sense-contact 
limits its capacity and possibility. In dream the self .is 
free to build up a universe of its .own. 

22 
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The question arises, where does the soul get its mate
rials? On this point the "f'eilantiata are sharply divided. 
Some maintain that the dream-world is a new construction. 
This gives us the presentative theory of dreama. Others 

hold that it is an automatic grouping 
Two theories of f · 

dreams. o representatiOns in a state of 
passivity in sleep. It is a free inte

gration holding up apparently new universes. This is 
the repreaentative theory. 

The presentative theory is put most distinctly in the 
Brihailara7J.yaka. We are told "there are no chariots, no 
horses, nor any road, but he himself creates the roads, the 
chariots, the horses; there are no joys, no pleasures, nor 
any blessings, but he creates the joys and blessings, there 

are no ponds nor rivers but he creates 
The presentative them because be is indeed the maker." 

theory. 
The objects that appear in dream-

sleep are new constructions, put in new .. groupings, 
They are new presentations, new creations. Those who 
()annot accept the distinction between Jiva and lswara 
and do not insist upon the common distinction 
between Maya and .Avzilya (i. e., those who hold the 
doctrine of Ekajiva) put a literal construction upon 
the passage and hold that in dt·eam,-sleep new things 
are put in new universes newly constructed. .Avidya 
transforms itself into objects of perception and there is n<> 
such difference among these objects as can lend a logical 
support to any distinction between the~ either as objects 
1;1een in waking or as objects see~:\ in dream. They regard 
all experiences as subjectively illusory. They have their 
origin in .Avidya, They are determinate modifications of it. 
The distinction pf waking and dream is more conventional 
than philosophic. 'fhere is no criterion by which the one. 
can be distinguished from the other. It regards waking 
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as well as dream as transformations of Nescience, known 
by another modification of. itself. The entire existence i~ 
subjective, it is useless. to regard one portion of it as 
objective, the other as illusory. There is no basis for this 
distinction. Waking and dream sleep are mere states of 
the soul-the soul as enveloped in Avirlya. The one 1s 
as much an illusion as the other. 

The representative theory of dream is enunciated m 
the Prafma-upanisarl. It holds that 

The Representalive dreams, even: though they are usually 
theory. 

mere replica of actual!!waking ex· 
perience, occasionally involve new construction. ·This 
new construction is no new creation (as implied in the 
former theory) but a new grouping spontaneously woven 
out. ".What is seen over and over again, he sees once more 
in dream," "what is heard over and over again, he hears 
once again ........ what is seen and not seen, what is 
heard and not heard, what is enjoyed and not enjoyed, he 
experiences all." This suggests that dreams are sub
jective and representative rsynthesis. 

S:mkara seems t.> be in the main following the represen• 
tative theory and regards the dream c•·eation as not in: any 
sense objectively real and distinguishes it from waking 
percepts by calling it maya-maya (illusory). Sankara at 
the end of his commentary on the sixth aphorism (3, 2, 6) 
holds that the dream world is not the creation of the 
soul, but a reproduction (in new combination) of the 
residnum of waking-presentation left in consciousne~s. In 
this sense he seems to have urged the distinction between 
the spontaneous grouping of representations in dreams 
and the creation of the phenomenal but extra-mental 
existence. Padmaparla says "This dream-world is false 
and illusory originated out of the &amskaras quickened 
to activity by the destiny of soul · (jiva) overtaken· 
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by sleep. The dream is defined to be a vivartha of 
consciousness as associated with .J.virlya and the particular 
destiny. It is purely subjective and appears within ns and 
not without. 1 By the fact of· its being sublated by the 
experience of waking, the dream-sleep is regarded as more 
individually subjective and is distinguished from waking 
which is more permanent in its nature. 

· The former has its basis in consciousness modified by 
.J.vidya, the latter in consciousness informing Maya. The 
one is reproduction, the other is production. Madlu~.auclltan 

almost accepts the same view of dream which he defines 
as the perception of objects due to the desires inherent 
in mental consciousness when the senses are inactive. 
Here the world ' desire ' is significant, it introduces a 
volitional elemen~ in dream. It seems to hold that desires 
get freedom in a state of passivity and acquire strength, 
finally appearing in the form of dream construction. Tbat 
desire or volition has a bearing on dream consciousness 
has been recognised by Sankara also,. 9 

This reproductive theory is naturally accepted by 
those who hold a distinction between Jiva and ]81J)ara. 
Dream is the creation of Jiva. It is prativaaika. 
Waking is the perception of objective realities ( 1'yava!a
rika) suppor~ed in existence by Maya. Maya or Ar:id!Ja 
is the causa-materia of the empirical order, mnna11 
is the catMa-miJteria of the dream-illusion. The objective 
illusion is due to the primal ignorance, the subjective 
illusion is due to the secondary ignorance. 

a Pancapa<lika, p. 10, 11. 16-20. 

t, Viae Siahantabinahu, p. 189. 

'fl'lf~:1fi'~~~~~~;nf.ff~t'llf~~ltl ~iftS'-I~:~nr: 1 

Vide Sankar Bhasya. 

~lllt"1Niflfiffillf"! ~'If~ il'~fimr~!inn~· il'i!_l il'~l' 
~qqw· 1!in:f flllm!llrtil'{ r 
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To complete our analysis of dream consciousness we 
cannot help noticing the theories propounded in: later 
veclantism regarding the support of dream-existence.! . 

There arc chiefly two theories :-

(a) 1'he witnessing consciousness may be regarded as 
the percipient of dream and at the same time the back
ground on which the dream makes its appearance and 
gets its hold. 

(b) 1'he Jiva-consciouaness may be regarded as the 
percipient and the support of dream existence. 

Each one of them can be considered from two stand
points according as we do or do not accept the threefold 
division of existence: (l) transcendental, (2) empiri~al, 

as l'yavaltaril·, and (3) empirical as Prativasik. Under 
(a) we have the following subdivisions :-

(i) From the standpoint of those who do not discri
minate between the two-fold mode of empirical existence 
there can be no difference between waking and dream-sleep. 
The entire manifold is an illusory show, supported in 
witnessing consciousness. 

(ii) From the standpoint of those accepting the above 
three divisions of existence. 

(1) Some maintain that the primal ignorance is the 
material cause of waking a~ well as of dream ·sleep. Both 
of them are states of the same ignorance. Even the 
illusory percept of rope-snake is held to be. due to the 
primal ignorance. The difference between them is made 
out by -the way and manner in which they are negatived. 
The illusory percept is negatived by a knowledge contra
dictory to itself, dream sleep by waking. But this negation 

1 Vide Bidhantaleisar Sangraha, pp. 451-466, Jivananda edition. 

\il~~iiliwl"f f.!I\Q'IIJlt . 
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must not be taken in absolute sense. They can, again, 
secure a hold on consciousness. The ground or cause of 
their existence still persists. 

{2) Some maintain that the primal ignorance is the 
cause of both waking and dream-sleep, but the illusory 
percept of rope-snake has its origin in secondary igno- . 
ranee. Still they insist upon a difference between waking 
and dream sleep. This difference consists in the f-act 
that the one is sublated by the knowledge of identity, 
the other is sublated by the-waking experience. It may be 
nrged how is it that both having origin in primal ignorance 
can be sublated in two different ways ? 'l'his difference 
is due to sleep being the instrumental cause of dream, 
though ignorance is asserted to be the material cause. 

Under (b) we may have the followiiJ.g interpretations 

of dream:-
(i) Consciousness possessed of Avirl!Ja as its tepadhi 

is the support of dream existence. This would admit the 
common distinction of waking and dream and explain 
the dream existence as due to secondary ignorance. 
This view would be also consistent with the distinction of 
Ma!Ja and Av·id!Ja. Ma!Ja is the material cause of 
objective existence; .AIJid!Ja, of illusory existence in 
dream sleep. The appearances of dream are modifications 
of Avid;ya known also by another modification. 

(ii) Some think that consciousness as covered by 
:Manas (i.e., jiva) is the support of dream-appearances. 
When the mind is free, when the senses do not actively 
work, the antaklcarana• with its permanent res-idua or 
retenta gives rise to appearances. :\lore properly, it is 
itself transformed into appearances of which the jiva 
becomes conscious. The author of the Kalpatar" admits 
the possibiiity of the modification of mental consciousness 

in dream. 
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We now pass on to the sources of knowledge. Yedatttism 

recognises six sources of knowledge 
'l'he sources of which can be divided into two 

knowledge: 
classes in respect of their subject 

matter, e.g., 

( 1) Source of the k~owledge of transcendent reality. 
(2) Source of the knowledge of empirical existence. 

The former is the Sruti. The latter is of five kinds:~ 
(1) Perception, (2) Inference, (3) Upamana (knowledge 
based on similarity), ( 4) Arthapatti (argument from effect 
to cause), and (5) Anupalabdhi (non-perception). Of these, 
again, perception is generally regarded as the most impor-

. tant SOUl ce in as much as others are dependent upon it in 
some way or other for their premises. Yedantism holds 
the importance of the authority of the 'Sruti over 
perception. It asserts that the knowledge attained 

Tho grounds of 
the alleged superiority 
of perception as a 
source of knowledge 
examineq. 

through perception is of doubtful 
character and cannot pass for truth. 
It examines the grounds of the alleged 
superiority of perception. These 

grounds are :-

( 1) Perception, because it is pet·ception, is superior to 

all other processes of knowledge. 1 

This is not true. The validity of knowledge does not 
depend upon the character of the source. Perception 
"'ives us somethin"' but its validitv is not warranted unless o oJ J 

reasons are advanced to establish the correspondence be-
tween the percept and the thing. We are to lay down 
conditions to ensure that we have no false percept. 
Perception in itself, therefore, cannot claim the high place 

which is not infrequently given to it. 
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(2) Perception is superior because it feeds other forms 
of knowledge. 

But the inference " the world is illusory because it 
is an appearance, like rope-serpent " is opposed to the 
perception of the reality of the world. The inference 
must be fallacious. If it were true, it would deny its 
very ground and justification. 

This argument is true on the surface. The inference 
in question is not refuting its own ground, for the position 
is taken in empirical sense, the denial in metaphysical 
sense. 1 

Similarly authority is dependent upon perception and . 
is actually fed by it. But when it goes against perception 
and its affirmation, it denies its validity as a source of 
transcendent truth, but not of knowledge empirical. 

(3) Perception is superior to all other forms of know
ledge because of its priority. 

The mere priority of perception is no sufficient proof of 
it:> superiority. Really the superiority consists in furnish
ing the grounds of other modes of knowledge. But it 
has been .shown just now that inference or authority in 
denying the manifold does not really contradict the 
premises or knowledge acquired from perception. This 
a.part, none in its special province is dependent upon the 

other. 9 

1 <aqi\~firo'fftl 1 ~m~ ~, ~~q~q>ft~'t c:r:r<~~ff, lfl~~ "' "'f~ 
. ' 

~:I ~"f if <aqoft~~ I 'liRIII~ (l~ll~f<! I 

• Vide Biclhanta Siclhanjan~~m ~<t 1l:<IN ~~~~~~t ll"!ill~ il 

f.f~lUfilfu, In this sense priority is nD test of superiority. 

On the other hand perception is denied by authority which as a source 

of knowledge, is quite independeut.of it. 
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Perception is denied by inference. Inference, though 

The evidence of per
ception is also denied 
by inference and 
authority. 

based upon perception, sometimes 
helps us in getting over the mistakes 
of perception. Hence it is said·, 
perception when not put under safe

guards is inferior to inference based upon logical grounds.• 
.Perception should be held as the source . of valid· 

·knowledge when it is not contradicted by subsequent' 
experience. But as soon as the . facts of perception are 
challenged, perception loses all value as a mode of knowing. 
And it is a common experience that knowledge acquired 
through perception is later 0[\ denied by autho~ity, e.g., 
the illusory percept of rope-serpent. 2 

The value of perception lies in recording the manifold 
and not in proving its . reality. Indeed perception can 
reveal to us existence but its validity or invalidity is not 
involved in itself as perception. But, are we to believe 
one, who on the authority of the Sntti · but in direct. 
opposition to experience asserts that· " fire is coQl," that 
the "priest is a stone"? Surely not. Yedantiam accf!pts 
the validity of perception in empirical knowledge. Ap.d 
when the Sruti goes against the evidence of perl)eption 
in calling, e.g., 'a stone a priest' Yedantia'(l does. not accept 
the authority of the Sruti against perception. On the other 
hand it brings to bear upon the Sruti the evidence of ex
perience and construes the Sruti in the light of experience 
and reason. But concerning facts transcending experience 
Yetantiam claims the superiority of the _S~uti, .o\'er. 

l 'lftl~f'ill'fi' . q;q,; f'f . q~~ifltl'iii!H ~<if'! I .Adwa.~tasidh~ •. 
p. 869. 

1 Vide Adwaitasidhi :-

~lli!llll~~~'it~ ~fq~iflf.rf'l<i~ l(iq;;J~ ~om!tlll<'{.l . 

~ " '1~ (~Cl"filf<f ~i!T~N "~li 'Jfi!!"Rf<t "'lllU~'it'ill~ ~~~i!i ~ I 
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perception for here the Sruti reveals to us a fact which 

Authority and per. 
caption-their respec
tive province. 

otherwise cannot be known. When 
the Sruti denies empirical facts and . 
establish the oneness of Being, its 
finding should be accepted, though it 

is quite opposed to perception in its denial of the manifold. 
The transcendent is knowable only through the Sruti and 
herein the verdict of the Sruti must be accepted even 
when it is contrary to perception. In this sense, between 
the authority (of the Sruti) and perception there is no 
contradiction, as each of them has a special province of 
its own in which its verdict is final. Hence it is said in 
the .A.clwaita Sidhi, 1 " the Sruti as proving the transcen
dental oneness of being is not opposed to perception which 
proves the empirical existence of being. The evidence 
of perception in empirical existence is final, just as the 
evidence of the Sruti in transcendental being is final. We 
accept their authority in their respective provinces.9 

Since the oneness of being can only be established on the 
denial of the manifold, the Sruti seeks to establish the 
oneness by refusing to accept or by showing the illusoriness 
of the empirical facts in the transcendent sense. So far 
as the transcendent reality is concerned perception is of no 
avail as a source of knowledge, because the senses can 
give no evidence regarding the reality which lies beyond 
their province. .A.nanclaboclhacar;j'ya truly says, " The 
authority of the Sruti really denies the evidence of percep
tion in making Brahman its object, of which perception 
can convey no meaning or sense; neither can it affirm nor 
deny its existence because of its being transcendent." 3 

1 Vias Adwaita Sidhi, p. 29, ll. 15-22. 
s Vida Sidhantaaidhanjna.m, p. 85, Vol. S, last 5 or 61ines. 

f. ;if .. F.r.=. • • • • 1 ~1«! ~i';.tro'IN"I .. l<ll%1 1:1, ... ,.,"1.1 ~\11 liN<ti ifl~ ~ 

t~tf41(~1 
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Yacaapati holds that the Sruti constitutes an independent 
source of knowledge, because it has a special province of its 
own, of which any other source is not competent to give 
any information. But this does not refute the value of 
perception as a source of empiric knowledge. 

Sarbajnatmuni points out that perception is not calcu
lated to give us the knowledge of Being. It gives us the 
knowledge of concrete things and in that capacity it 
cannot be truly regarded as a source of knowledge, for the 
ideal of knowledge requires that a particular source should 
·give us knowledge of things covered up by ignorance. 
Brahman is the object of Ignorance, and not concrete 
objects which are originated in Ignorance. Perception in 
failing to give this knowledge of Identity does not really 
acquaint us with the knotoleilge that is hidden by 
Ignorance.! 

We conclude in the words of the .A.ilwaita Siithi, " Per
ception is accept~d as a source of knowledge of the manifold 
when it is carefully regulated and lo~ically controlled. 
And this evidence of perception is not contradicted by the 
Sruti (in empirical sense). But perception as a source of 
knowledge of the transcendent reality is never to be 
accepted, for it is by its nature inherently incapable of 
transcending experience and giving us the knowledge of 
ontological reality. The facts which can be established in 
other ways do not require the authority of the Sntti to 
prove them. ifN 'll!ifi'CI: fri~ ~IH.f'!mqcldi~ "'lciT if <li!JifWii 1 

Here a"'ain Yivarana and Yacas..,ati differ. Jlaca8jJati I I:) I :r 

. maintains that the Sruti is a. source of knowledge because 
of its directly indicating and establishing the oneness 

1 Vide Sidhantalesa, p. 382, Jiva.nanda Edition : 

f<m~i~~ llf<1111~ if rm1~1~•r~if ~~: 11~~tct ~ ...... 
-~fcr •n~~ afr.li!WI~IlfcrqWot '((l({q~sftf ti'iq~ <F ,1:!~<!1'!1ll· 
~: ~~ tfcr ~~ltl' f.i"lifi~~il'i ~~ .. I:Pl~ l 
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of existence. · · Yivaraneltarj?Ja thinks that the objective 
intention of the Sruti is, no doubt, the oneness of 
existence, but this oneness of existence is not directly 
established, but only indirectly, so as not to allow a conflict 
between the evidence of perception and the authority of the 
Sruti~ ·According to the Vivarana School the authority of 
the Sruti is superior to perception because of its being 
posterior, and free from all defects to which perception is 
liable. (Vamati, p. 8-10, Sidhantalesa.) . - · 

· But·we must not accept the evidence or the authority 
of the Sruti simply because it is revealed.· ·The validity of 
authority does not depend merely upon the character of its 
source, but on its adducing facts that. cannot be contra
dicted.. The infallibility of the Sruti does not lie in its 
being revealed, but in its revealing . truth ·which cannot 
be contradicted ("1cttf1ifm~f~~ ~ Jlli(l1QI') ·something 
which reason in accepting does not involve itself in self
·contradiction. 

Even if perception is regarded as the highest source 
of knowledge still it cannot explain the difference of 
percepts from ~ne another and from the perceptual process 
without involving a fallacy.. 'On the analysis of a per
ceptual synthesis, e.g., • This is a pot' we get (I) the 
existence of a pot, (2) the knowledge of this existence, 
and (8) the difference between these two elements. The 

perception -of the pot may be said to 
The net value of involve in it the knowledge of its 

perception. 
own difference from its object. 

Now this element of difference may be conceived either 
·as existing before the actual perception or as simultaneously 
coming into existence with the perception. The former 
alternative is quite impossible, for difference implies relation 

. -~~d in the absence of any one of the related terms, the 
dit!erence cannot be conceived existing by itself. The 
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second commits a circle. The · cognition of ·difference is 
necessary to perception, and perceptiori becomes equally 
necessary to the knowledge of difference. 

Perception indicates (Bheda) difference with the object 
(Yi~a!la). · But this is not always the case, for; there is 
no clear consciousness or c~gnitiori of it. The me~o~y'of 
Bluda or difference may work in-. perception, but memory 
implies Samakara and previous perception. ; ' · ' 
. · The perception of Bheda requires the actual presence of 

it. The knowledge of pot requires the knowledge ·ofBheda, 

which implies the co-existence of the object di~erent froiD 
the pot. And this leads to an infinite regress. Pralcaaananda 

truly says perception can give tis knowledge of iealit~ ·b~t 
'it fails· to explain the · differenc~. · Some think' (vide 
Sidharitaiesha, II, 1) percepti~n only reports the ~ere 
e:X:istence, the being in abstract. The knowledge of difference 
and concreteness is due to the operation of the senses. 

. . ·• .· , ·r • •i 

The Yedantic theory then accepts the cognitive elemen~ 
of perception, but not the ordinarily accepted recognitive 

·element. Praka.~ananda's assertion ~hat perception is 
only informant of existence and not· difference makes 
perception a process of cognition but not of recognition,· 
for it implies difference, temporary forgetfulness ·and 
assimilation. Vedanta uses th~ word perception in two 
senses-( 1) perception as the transcendental apperception, 
(~11!), and (2) perception as a psychological process (~). 
The immediate fact of perception is consciousness. In 
transcendent apperception, there is no recognition, for, as 
Yivaranachar.f!Ja points. out, · Atman cannot be the object 
to anything. else and as such the question of recognition 
cannot arise at all. t 

• Vide Vi,arana, p. 75, H. 22-27, p. 76, 11. 1 to. 4 · (Benares 

Edition). 
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Moreover, perception, as a psychological process, is 
the expression of an object by consciousness. An 
object is perceived when it becomes a fact in or of 
consciousness. Consciousness is expressive of every fact 
and every existence ; perception as a ]'rocess helps 
to bring in the object in some form of relation to 
consciousness. The self-conscious existences, because of 
their limitation of being, cannot have immediate cognition 
of everything, hence they require the help of certain 
processes to acquire knowledge, chiefly of perception. 

Perception, according to the Vedantists, is not merely 
the recording of events of facts through the senses. 
Such a definition would be incomplete inasmuchas it 
includes only external perception but excludes introspective 
or internal perception. 1 Again, the senses by themselves 
are not competent to give us knowledge. They help 

to bring the facts in relation to 
Perception-the consciousness. Perception is the 

analysis of the process. 
immediate identity of the known and 

the unknown. It implies the establishing of the identity of 
consciousness underlying the percipient and the perceived 
object, because every fact or phenomenon is a phenomenon 
in consciousness. Nothing can exist out of touch with 
consciousness for it is immanent in all existence. But 
this immanent consciousness appears as divided and fixed 
to concrete centres. Now the absolute consciousness 
alone is c:;ompetent to express the manifold. Perception 
would mean, therefore, the identity of the percipient-cons
ciousness with the objective-consciousness which is directly 
expressive of the manifold (as it has its existence "in the 
ignorance resting upon it). This identity can be established 

1 To the Vedantists mana.t is not the inner sense as held by the 
Naiyayikas. This is based npon the authority of the Katha Brv.ti 

< m~: qt 1f"l:). 
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-by the flowing out of the manoa or antaUaran through the 
sense orifices of the body and taking the form of the object, 
i.e., it gets determined into a mode like the· object, 
occupying the same position in space and time as the object,
provided that the object is fit to be cognized by the 
senses. An analogy to the point is given in the T'edanta
parivaaa. As the water of a tank issuing through an 
aperture enters fields by small canals and assumes the 
shape of the field, so the inner organ (the .tf.nta1tlcaran) 
leaves the body through the eye or other sense organs, 
moves to the external objects and takes their forms. 

The external perception involves the following ele-
ments:-

(1) The manaa comes in contact with the senses, and 
(2) The sense with object. 
(3) The manaa with consciousness immanent in it 

gets out. 
(4) And is modified in the form of the object. 
(5) The identity takes place between the percipient

consciousness (including vritti-consciousness) 
and the object-consciousness. 

(6) Ignorance is destroyed by the vritti-consciousness, 
(7) The object is revealed by the Pramatri:conscious

ness. 
Perception is the conformity of the mental order to a 

given objective order. The Vedantic doctrine of perception 
thus inverts the ordinary theory. This theory makes the 
activity of manaa a more important element and recognises 
in this going out of the mind the priority of the knower 

The perception of an 
object and of the 
self knowing the 
object, 

to the object known. Vedantism 
recognises a sort of realism in the 
empirical order in which the mental 
element Is given more importance 

and freedom than the objects. 
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The external perception is distinguished by the antali, .. 
lcara1t going out through the senses and transforming itself 
into the form of the object. This transformation is called 
a ·vritti which removes the ignorance of the object
consciousness and, establishes an identity of vritti
consciousness and object-consciousness. This vritti is 
necessary to destroy the ignorance as well as to establisn 
the identity of consciousness. It is customary to hold 
that the perception of an object requires only the coinci
dence of Yritti-caitan!Ja and YiE}a!Ja-caitanya. But the 
perception of the subject as possessing the knowledge of 
object requires the coincidence and identity of triple con
sciousness: Pramatri-caitan!Ja, YiE}aya-caitanya and 1'ritti
caitan!Ja. It gives us the perception of self not as a mere 
logical presupposition but as a clear determinate existence 
distinguished from the object or object-consciousness. 

To be more logically accurate, it would be more ·correct 
to say that there is no such .distinc

Distinotion hardly 
tenable. tion between perception of facts and 

perception of the subject as know
ing the factS, a distinction which is generally borne out 
~y the elimination of Pramatri-caitan!Ja in the former 
case and by urging its introduction in the latter. 
Perception, .strictly speaking, is to put objects to the 
witness or the percipient-consciouness. 1 Whatever is 
brought before the witness is revealed, for it is identical 
with the object-consciousness. In the perception of an 
object as mere object, the object is put before the witness
ing intelligence which it reveals. The element of Pramatri
caitan!la is all along present, bot it may not come into 
prqminence and may escape the vision of the witnessing 
intelligence for the moment. But it must uot be supposed 

a Vide Sidhanta Sidhanjanam, Part I, p. 139, para. 2. 
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to be non-existing on that account. In the perception of 
the llelf as knowing the fact, the. two elements are brought 
into clear light bef~re the witnessing consciousness. 

In every perception, the elements are all present, though 
all of them may not come to the clear notice of the 
witness. To insist upon the coincidence of the vittaya
caitanya and the vritti-caitanya can hardly explain the 
perception of the object, for perception is revelation 
of a fact to the subject. And the coincidence of the 
above two. elements fails to reveal it and make it an 
object to the subject. The Pramatri-caitanya always 
accompanies vritti-caitanya though it may not be fully 
cognised. 

The vritti is the detet·mina.te consciousness which 
stands between the consciousness as subject and the con
sciousness as object. It has two angles o£ existence, the 
self and the object. 11fadhnsuda1£ Saraswati in his commen
tary on the Dasasloki makes this point clear by reference 
to the analogy of the sun expressing the objects hidden in 
darkness by its own rays. 1'he A~ttahkaran gives out 
a part of its own being, and consciousness underlying 
antahkaran is called the subject. That part of antahkaran 
which goes out aud stands between the subject and the 
object is called vritti and the immanent consciousness is 
called the ''ritti-caitanya. Of this, again, the part which 
is modified int> the form of the object and is capable of 
giving us knowledge of it is called Abltibyaktiyogya (t.e., 
capable of expt·essing or manifesting). Consciousness 
involved therein is called knowledge. The object is the 
object-consciousness hidden by ignorance. An empirical 
existence is supposed to be the object of perception, 

. Strictly speaking, this is not true. That which is covered 
from view by ignorance forms the true object of 
knowledge, and that is not an object in itself but the 

241 
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object-consciousness. It has been already shown that the 
object of ignorance is consciousness. 1 

In internal perception of the states of consciousness, 

Internal perception. 
the Pramatri CIJitanya does not go out 
and rest upon Pisaya-caitanya but 

rests upon the Yritti-caitanya. It implies the modification 
of .A.ntaklcarana (vritti) revealed by the witnessing 
consciousness. In any form of perception the AntaUara1t 
is never free from a vritti. 

Authorities differ he1·e. Some think that introspection 
implies a subjective state and a consciousness of this state. 
It resolves itself into two vrittis--one indicative of a state, 

e.g., pleasure, and the other expressive of it .• 
Others think that introspection means the clear con

sciousness of a mental modification. This modification is 
itself the state, revealed by the consciousness, the witness. 
It does not require another f!ritti to be conscious of the 

transformation. 
In internal perception we have, therefore, either two 

or three elements. But in any case a. modification or 
vritti is necessary. 

A question arises: why does not a- jiva illuminate its 

own objects by the essence of its being without the aid 
of a vritti like lswara. ? 

Three answers are possible : ( l) From the standpoint of 
the Yivara!'-a the absolute or Brahman 

The necessity of 
, Vritti. is the material cause of, and imma-

nent in, all things. It illumines them. 

The jiva-intelligenee cannot illuminate them though it is 
of infinite magnitude. Consciousness as jiva is under the 
.influence 'of Avitlya. It therefore requires a vritti-a 
determinate consciousness to express or illumine them. 

Vide Ratu.a.bali, pp. 133, 134. 
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{2} From the standpoint of those who hold that jiva is 
of limited magnitude, having antalzlcaran for its upadhi : 
Jiva, being definite in nature, cannot illumine all objects, 
for it is kept from them by its limiting condition. It is 
not immanent in objects and cannot reveal them without 
the intervention of a fritti which establishes its non
difference from Brahman or Absolute consciousnes.s express
ive of the concrete objects (in being their material cause}. 
(3) From the standpoint of Ekajivavada where jiva is all
pervasive and infinite in magnitude, the universe has no 
independent existence, for everything is subjective and forms 
the state or process of mental consciousness of the perci
pient. It does not stand in need of going out through 
the senses and revealing the external objects . hidden 
in ignorance, for nothing external or objective exists. The 
existence is purely empirical and is revealed to the subject. 
It is supported in the ignorance of the subject and requires 
a modification or vritti revealed by the underlying con
sciousness, a modification of avidya showing forth the 
different forms of existence inherent in it with the help of 
the self-luminous subject. Perception in this case means 
the revelation of modes of existence by a modification of 
Avid!Ja, technically called 11ritti. This theory would reduce 
all perception to introspection. It does not do away with 
the vritti. It accepts it as the transformation of Avidya, 
but not the transformation of antaltkarana, for, ultimately, 
this antaltkarana is also an appearance and a modification of 
Avid!Ja. This theory would reduce all existence to the 
modification of Avid!Ja revealed by the locus-consciousness. 

Perception, again, is of two kinds . inasmuchas it 
is the perception of jiva or of 

Perception (1) of ( h' d' t' t' ill b · ' jiva, (2 ) of l81.0Ara. lawara t IS IS me wn w e· m' 
conformity ~ith the first and second 

theories noticed above). The jiva, because of its limitatiol:l 
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of vision, has not the immediate cognition of all objects. 
It stands in need of a relation to these objec~s, a relation 
which is established by vritti, whereas Iswara has nothing 
beyond its vision and does not require any vritti to 
know things. They are immediately perceived. It is called 
in Vedantic terminology, Swarupata prat!lalef!a; whereas 
the perception of jiva through a vritti is called Falata
prat!lakana, i.e., perception through a vritti. t 

Citauleacarj!la says, " Brahman is omniscient and it 
knows everything by its immediate vision. It does not 
require the mediation of a 1Jritti " (~'il'fl ;qfl_~oci'i!l<i 

if~~). But. a jiva (though, according to the 
Yivarana, it is in essence all-pervasive) because of its being 
covered by .dvid!la, or of its possessing .d1~taUaran as 11padhi 

stands in need of a vritti to remove the veil of ign01·ance. 
Some may contend : how is it that consciousness which is 
expressive of .dvid!la requires a vritti to perceive things ? 
This contention makes confusion between consciousness as 
expressive of Avid!la and consciousness as standing in 
need of a t•ritti for the knowledge of things. The 
formet• is consciousness viewed in its integrity, the 
latter is consciousness made definite by the upadhi of 
antdlearana. 

Consciousness expressive of .dviit!la is Salt~. Con
sciousness with antaUaran isjiva. This may be made clear 
by an analogy. The sun expressive of darkness which covers 
things may be compared to the witnessing consciousness. 
But still one does require candle light to see things 
hidden in darkness. Similarly, though consciousness may 
be expressive of ignorance, still, as jiva, it requires 
a process to see concrete things, and this process is the 
vritti. 

1 Vide CommeQta.q on the Gita, Chapter 91 Sloka 2, Gv.tJa.rtl&tJ DipilctJ, 
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What, then, is a Yritti? . The word vritti is an import
ant word in the philosophy of 

What is vritti P Yedanta and a clear understanding of 
it is necessary to follow the account 

of Vedantic epistemology. The word has two senses, (1) 
objective, and (2) subjective. Objectively, it is either 
a mode.of becoming (the transformation of 1l1aya into the 
form of particular things) or a mode of knowledge 

(of the process of becoming). Strictly 
Vritti as objectively speaking,· in Vedantism the two can 

understood, 
be hardly separated. Everything 

comes out of Nescience and is reported by the vritti 
of Nescience. But if anyone insists upon Ma!Ja as the 
material cause and the first glance of Brahman as inceptive 
of creation, then the vritti should be regarded as Eomething 
informing of the cosmic existence different from the first 
glauce ( Pmth,.,mabiskf!arta) necessary to start the process 
and different from the manifold beings evolved out of 
Nescience. 

Subjectively vritti is the determinate modification of 
mental co~sciousness helping the 

Vritti as subjective- acquisition of knowledge by the 
ly understood. 

removal of ignorance. In perception 
vrilti means nearly the same thing with this difference that 
in it the Antahkaran goes out and takes the form of the 
object. 

The perceptual vritti may be of two kinds ; the one 
leadin!! to correct perception, the Vritti in perception. ~ 

other leading to false perception with 
reference to its objects, true or illusory. · 
• The former, again, is of two kinds according as the 
objects of perception are transcendental or empirical. In 
the former case it will have a transcendent use, in the latter 
an empirical use. The former gives us the consciousness 
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of identity by destroying the primal ignorarce; the latter 
gives us the knowledge of the concrete objects by remov
ing the special forms of ignorance hiding them from 
vtew. 

The latter, again, is of two kinds according as it gives 
us either knowledge of external or internal objects. The 
external perception is of five kinds. The internal percep
tion is of two kinds according as (1) it gives us the 
knowledge of the self, and (2) the knowledge of states and 
processes of consciousness. The former, again, is of two 
kinds in so far as it is a. knowledge of consciousness with 
its upadhi of .Antahkaran or without any upadhi. 

There is difference of opinion among the Vedantists 
regarding the exact function of vritti 

The function of 
Vritti. in perception. There are chiefly two 

theories bearing upon it. 
(1) Some contend that a vritti removes the ignorance 

which hide a particular object from view. 
(2) Others hold that the mitti establishes a relation 

between the subject and the object, the identity of con
sciousness underlying them.' 

This difference in the conception of function of vritli 
is due to the difference in the notion of jiva. 9 

(1) Those who hold thatjiva is all-pervasive and the 
material cause of the manifold, being the support of 
Nescience, . will naturally regard that the function of 
vtitti consists in the removal of ignorance and not in 
establishing any reiation, for, there is no second term of the 
relation. Everything exists in the all-pervasive jiva, though, 

1 Vide Sidhantalesa., Ra.tna.ba.li, Paribha.sa.. 

' 'fll1llltll~tqmiffilfu qiJ ~~n ~1 " m: 1 
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for the moment, it is bidden in ignorance. A vritti 
is required to set aside this ignorance. 

(2) Those .who hold jiva to be manifold, each having 
a unit of .Avirl!Ja as its uparlhi, will naturally regard the 
function of vritti, as consisting in the removal of ignorance, 
for, in this case also there is nothing externa:I and objective. 
Each unit of consciousness has a universe of its own 
constituted by its own ignorance, and, besides the manifold 
held up in view by ignorance, nothing objective exists with 
which it can be said to be entering into relation. 

(3) rr:hose who hold tbatjiva is consciousness limited 
by or reflected upon .Jnta!tkwrana and believe in the existence 
of an extra~mental order' supported by Maya will naturally 
regard a vritti to be the means of setting up a relation 
between the subjective consciousness and the objective fact 
by establishing an identity of consciousness underlying 
them and by removing the veil of ignorance cov ing the 
object from view. 

(4) Those that maintain Braltman or the Absolute to 
be the material cause of the manifold and the jiva to be the 
conditioned intelligence think a vritti to be necessary 
to remove Ignorance by setting up a relation be~ween the 
subject and the object. 

Yaca8pati and the author of Kalpataru do not accept 
the theory of perception indicated as above. They have 
retained the account of perception, given by the Nai?/a§ikas, 
as the knowledge of things through the senses. Yacas~ 

pati regards manas as the eleventh sense; so that the 
definition can be well extended to internal perception. It 

• covers both the forms-internal and external. t 

1 Vide Vamati Ka!pataru on Ch. IV, i, i. 
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Next to perception comes Inference. Inference is the 
process of acquiring knowledge of a thing through the 

· medium of a mark the thing possesses, 
Inference. when there is no way of directly 

perceiving it. Vedantism bas no parti
cular doctrine of inference. It follows in the main the 
Nyaya doctrine differing from it in some points. The 
V edantic theory can, therefore, be best studied in relation 
to the Nyaya and the Buddhistic theories of inference. It 
must be noticed here that the Hindu theory of inference is a 
formal-material process. It has a greatet· range of applica
tion than Aristotle's formal syllogism and Mill's material 
induction. "It combines and harmonises Mill's view of the 
major premises as a brief memorandum of like instances 
already observed, fortified by a recommendation to extend 
its application to unobserved cases, with the Aristotelian 
view of it as a universal proposition which is the formal 
ground of inference." 1 

The process of inference bas two aspects :-
(1) Inference as the process of acquiring knowledge 

for one's own sel£-Svartha. 
(2) Inference as the process of exhibiting the truth to 

others. 
'fhis process of inference involves 

As to the Svt~rlha 1 Th N · "k anuman: chiefly three e emeuts. e- atyayt as 
analyse the process thus :-1 

· (1) The Yyapti-the invariable concomitance between 
the lzetu and the Sadhya (the middle and the major terms) 
established by frequent experience (e.g., the concomitance 
of fire and smoke from their existing together in kitchens). 

(2) The Aetu. or the middle term (i.e., the smoke) must 
be related to the minor tern,, i.e., must have been perceived 

1 Vide the Positive Science of the Hindus. 

• Vid• Iarkaaanwalul. 
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in the mountain. This quality of being associated with the 
minor term is called Pakshad!tarmata. 

(3) This relation calls up in memory the Yyapti and 
gets mixed with it. It gives us the knowledge of the 
mountain in possession of smoke associated with fire. This 
is no remembrance. It is the cognition of the invariable 
association of fire and smoke and of such a smoke existing 
in the mountain, This is called the third element of 
the process. It leads on to the conclusion direct-" the 
mountain has fire." Just before the conclusion we have a 
perception of the invariable connexion between the major, 
the middle and the minor terms, i.e., the middle term is 
related to the major term, the minor to the middle term. 
And then the relations are related to one another. The 
first forms the major premise, the second the minor, the third 
the conclusion. 

Of these the most important element is the Yyapti. 
The whole problem of inference from the known to the 
unknown turns upon this point. 

The question arises : bow are we to establish this invari
able concomitance? Under what conditions are we 

lnva.riable 
mita.nce-How 
esta.blished. 

justified in establishing the universal 
conco- major premise, from the observation 

is it 
of particular cases ? The compara-
tive study may be most helpful to the 

clear understanding of the problem. 
The carvakas deny the validity and usefulness of infer

ence as a source of knowledge. They hold that the basis 
of inference-the invariable concomi

Ciirvllka. tance (the vyapti) cannot be obtained 
from direct perception, for perception 

gives us knowledge of things presented to the[senses. It 
is not competent to give us the knowledge of things 
escaping sense-perception. Nor can inference give us the 

25 
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knowledge of universal proposition or 1'!Japti, for, in this 
case, we should also require another inference to establish 
it, which in its turn would imply another and this would 
lead us to an infinite regress.t 

The Buddhist systems seek to establish the invariable 
concomitance implied in the major premise on the 

relation of cause and effect between 
Buddhist. the hetu and the &adh!Ja and on the 

identity of the nature of the lutu 
and the &adh_ra,ll 

The Buddhists hold the invariability of relation between 
cause and effect so that when the cause is absent, the effect 
is absent, when the cause is present, the effect is also 
present. A specific effect is invariably preceded by a specific 
cause. The invariable concomitance between the hetu 
and the sadlt,ra is sought to be established upon causal nexus, 
for the causal bond is an intimate one and cannot be broken. 

Besides this, the Buddhists have shown that invariable 
concomitance is determined by the identity of the nature 
of hetu and sadh_ra. A mere superficial mark of similarity 
is not enough. The identity of essence is another ground 
of inference. 

The Naiyayikas do not accept the above views of 
Buddhism and seek to establish in-

Na.iyayika.. 
variable concomitance between Aetu 

and aadh,ra by positive instances supported by the absence 
of contrary instances. The author of the Sidhanta 
Mu!.:tabali in the commentary adds:-" Invariable con
comitance should be based upon and is actually due to 
the agreement both in presence and absence of the Aetu 
and the 1adh_ra." Even if it is contended that invariable 

1 Sa.rbada.rsan Sa.ngraha. : Ciirvikdarsa.na.m . 

• .,~~~~~~ ~'Ill 
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.concomitance is based upon causal nexus the causal 
relation is nothing more than an invariability, uncon
ditionalness and immediacy of succession (e.g., the definition 
of cause 'lfitl"'TI~~ ~~ f.l<i<l'l!~'~"f'tim). And this invariability 
and immediacy of succession, again, is established ,by 
the method referred to above. There is no implicate 
of a power in the cause to produce the effect. The caqsal 
nexus is thus reduced by the Naiyayikas ultimately to 
invariable concomitance. The Naiyayikas see no necessity 
to make an additional hypothesis of a nexus between cause 
and effect. 

They, again, set aside the Buddhist conception of the 
identity of essence. They, no doubt, accept the reality .of 
the genus, but they point out that the inseparableness .in 
such cases can only be established by the experience of 
unbroken uniformity. To this end the mysterious identity 
of essence is not required. Y'yapti is an inference arrived at 
by observation of instances where we have uniform agree
ment in presence and in absence of hetu and sadhya 

According to the Vedantin the major premise .or 

Vedanta.. 
the Vyapti is not an inference. It . is 
only a samslcara generated by the 

observation of concomitance between het1e and sadhya : it 
is a permanent impression left upon consciousness and not 
an inference consciously drawn by the examination . of 
the positive and the negative instances. The positive 
evidences alone are thought sufficient to produce the belief 
of invariable concomitance. The negative ones furnish a 
justification or v~rification of it. It is said in the Pari

Masa "the vyapti is established by the observation of 
the concomitance supported by the non-observation of 
non-concomitance." It should be noted here that the 
Vedantists do not make the confirmation depend upon 
the agreement in absence between hetu and sadhya. The 
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non-observation of non-concomitance proves the rule by the 
exclusion of contradictory instances, but not by the observa
tion of the agreement in absence of ketu and aarlhya. 
Vedanta further holds that the number 'of instances 
observed is not essential or absolutely necessary to the 
Yyapti. The only element that can be rightly: considered 
essential is the observation of concomitance between lutu 
and &adhya-it matters not if we observe it once or many 
times. 1 Vedanta in laying no stress upon the number 
of instances as essential to the induction or the formula
tion of the major premise differs from the empirical view 
of logic (the enumerative view of induction). The major 
premise, according to Mill, is a general proposition which is 
a register of inferences already made and a short formula 
for making more,-" the real logical a~tecedent or premise 
being the particular facts from which the general proposi
tion was collected by induction." The value of such a 
general proposition will be greatly increased if the range of 
experience is wide and the number of instances actually 
observed is large. The major premise sets forth the objec
tive connexion between the hetu and the aarlhya. The 
multiplication of instances is quite immaterial for the 
purpose. Indeed, psychologically the enumeration of 
instances might be important for belief in the proposition, 
but logically the objective connexion is all that is needed 
to lend a support to the conclusion. The ground and 
origin of our belief in this objective connexion is a 
question more psychological than logical. The Vedantist 
is more careful about the impression of concomitance than 

i!ilf~f{' . 
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about the ground of our belief in it. The particular 
instances observed do not work separately in mind; they 
leave a. general tendency, a consolidated impression to 
think of the one with the other, and this becomes the 
ground of inference. So much 'about the formation of 
Yyapti. 

Now we are to consider ita OjJeratiOit in inference. "\V e 
have already pointed out that every form of inference is an 
extension of our knowledge from the observed to the un
observed through the application of the major premise 
indicating the concomitance between the middle and the 
major terms. This vyapti is remembered when one observes 
the middle term (the ketu) by the law of association (for 
the one is always experienced with the other). The Naiya
ikas go a step further in holding that this remembrance 
of the major premise soon gives rise to t~e knowledge 

" this mountain is covered by smoke 

Vya~~ti~~~~:~~:ce. of intimately associated with fire" before 
actual inference, viz., " the mountain 

is possessed of fire." The Naiyaikas thus maintain" the 
actual presence of the major premise as related to the 
minor in the form of T1·itiya Lhzga Pa1·ama1'8a and 
our direct cognisance of it. The Vedantin demurs to 
accept it and holds that in actual inference the major 
premise is neither remembered 1 nor the Linga Parama1·aa 
(as representing the relation of relations) is. presented 
before consciousness as the main support of inference. 
The major premise is only a conscious functioning, and 

1 Vedantists differ on this point. We have in the main followed the 
Paribll.asa. Madhnsudhan seems to hold that vyapti is actually 

remembered. 
Viele Adwaita Sidhi, page 23, lines 1-10. Knmbhokonam Edition, 

......... ~11J.i1olfl~: 0 ........ 
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not the abstract universal of the Naiyaikas. Vedantism 
thinks that in inference the abstract reason embodied in 
the universal is not directly presented to consciousness, 
though it is operative as a conscious tendency (samskara). 

from within. When Mill affirms that in Syllogism we 
reason not from the major premise, but according to it, 
Mill seems to agree with Vedanta in disbelieving the 
abstract universal as consciously operating in inference. 
The Vedantin, as already indicated, regards the Vyapti as 
a tendency left in consciousness to think in a certain way, 
but it does not believe in its being co-substantial with 
things and eternally connected with them. We do not 
then reason from the universal to the particular, but 
reason according to it, in which case the universal is the 
sum of particular cases observed and is the permanent 
tendency (Samskara) to infer accordingly. Vedantism 
differs from Nyaya in emphasizing the psychological 
character of inference, rather than its logical aspect. It 
makes inference a psychological process and, therefore, 
does not see the necessity of the abstract universal present
ing itself before consciousness to secure the validity of 
inference. The process of thought as formulated in the 
N) aya is, to Vedantists, irreconcilable with the process 
of the reasoning as normally conducted. The real point 
of contention lies in the presentation directly of the 
relation of relations embodied in the Li11ga paramarsa. 

The Naiyaikas maintain that to secure the validity of 
the conclusion it is necessary to perceive the absolutely 
indissoluble connexion between the Jlel11 and the SadhJa 

and also their concomitance with the minor term, and to 
this end they assert that on the perception of smoke in a, 

particular place we have the indirect cognition of smokiness 
as its inherent property. This property is co-extensive 
with smoke of all times and places. And this causes the 
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simultaneous cognition of them. 1 This, again, leads on 
to the perception of fire, for they are concomitant. Then 
we have the infHrence regarding t.he fire on the mountain. 
The point of inference consists in establishing a relation 
between the mountain and the fire, because of smoke. 
In this process we have three steps: (l) the perception of 
the hetu, the middle term which leads on to the knowledge 
of all smoke, (:l) the remembrance of the major premise, 
the invariable concomitance between the hetu and the major 
tP.rm, and (3) the actual cognition of the relation of the 
minor with 1:yapti leading to the inference-this mountain 
has fire. 2 The Vedantin does not see the necessity of 
Linga paramarsa and knowledge by implication in Infer

Vedanta on Linga 
Pariimarsa. 

ence. It is enough for inference to 
have the samskara of the vyapti 
which works on the presentation 

of the middle term and this directly is the cause of 
the inference. Nothing more is necessary. Just as on 
the presentation of a scented sandal, we directly perceive 
the sandal, but do not get its scent which is revived in 
memory by the law of association, similarly it is enough 
for inference to remember the V!Japti on the presentation 
of the middle term in association with the minor, without 
a direct cognition of it in the form of an abstract logical 
universal. The Naiyaikas bold that the knowledge of the 

1 ._~if ~fJ'Ii~• '!:ffl ~~ci~ ft'llWiif<rli!!:!'!i 'ijfi'i 511!:1~-~~ill~ 
.... 0 "' 
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sandal as sweet-scented is a cognition by implication 
(~l"fJI<flfflf't1); similarly the abstract universal-the cognition 
of smoke as invariably associated with fire-requires 
the perception by implication of the co-existence of all 
' smokes ' and all fires. 

The Vedantin does not accept this. In other words 
the Vedantic treatment of inference is psychological, the 
Naiyayik treatment is logical. Vedantism analyses the 
conditions generally involved in inference, Nyaya puts 
down the safeguards necessary for logical cogency. 

To exhibit the validity of reasoning to others, we re
quire a. form of inference composed 

As to Pariirtha ann- of five members : (1) The mountain 
mana. 

has fire, (2) Because of the smoke, 
(3) 'Vherever there is smoke, there is fire, as in the kitchen, 
(4) This mountain has smoke. (5) Therefore it has fire. 
The first is the conclusion to be proved. The second 
gives the reason-the hetu, the third the major premise 
and a concrete illustration of the concomitance of the 
hetu and the sarlh!Ja, the fourth the concomitance ot the 
middle and the major term, the fifth is the conclusion. 
The Vedantin, here again, differs from the Naiyayikas 
in holding that of the above the first tluee or the last 
three are sufficient to e3tablish any conclusion. We do 
not require the full five members. The first three represent 
reasoning in progressive or synthetic form. The third 
member is essentially necessary. It is the major premise 
with a concrete illustration of the concomitance other 
than the minor term. The second and foud:h represent 
the minor premises, the first and fifth conclusion. Two 
mem hers are not necessary. 

Vedanta does not acc<3pt the three divisions of 
inference of the Nyaya school, t•i::., A1waya f!Jatirelci, 
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Kevala-A11va:vi, Kevala-Y!Iatireld. All inlerence is of the 
kind, Anvayi, i.e., the inference 

Forma of infllrence. on the ground of agreement in 
presence, i.e., positive concomitance. 

The Keoala anvayi form of inference rests upon invariable 
and und~niable concomitance of !t.et1e and saa!tya-a con
comitance the negation of which cannot be conceived,~ 

e.g., the pot is lmowable, because it is namr..ble. we get 
here an Anvaya Yyapti-whatever is namable, is knowable, 
but we can have no Yyatirelci P!!apti-whatever is not 
knowable, is not namable, for thet·e is no concrete illustra
tion to the point. Vedanta rejects this form of inference, 
for, according to it, nothing is eternal except Brahman. 
The negation of all things is thought possible and actually 
sought. According to the Nyaya system there are 
absolutely positive concepts. Their corresponding nega
tive forms are non-existent. From the Vedantic stand
point nothing is fully positive, except Brahman, and, 
therefore, everything in the immanent order including the 
most positive of concepts is actually denied, so that there 
can be no fixed, unalterable and indestructible relation in 
the phenomenal order. 

Kevala- Y!!atire!ci (negative form of inference) is infer" 
ence founded upon negative non-concomitance, e.g., the 
earth differs from others because of ~mel!. The argument 
analysed may be put thus : if earth is not different from: 
other things then it is not possessed of smell. But it is 
posijessed of smell. It is, therefore, different from others. 
This fo.rm of inference corresponds to Destructive hypo
thetical-categorical syllogism where we infer the negation 

• Vide Ta.ttwachintama.ni·Anumankhar;tda.m t~l~~

~,~~1 

26 
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·of the lzetu fro~ the negation of aadnya, the negation of 
the cause from the negation of the e:liect. Such inference 
is treated by the V edantin under .Artllapatti where we infer 
from effect to cause.i -

Now as the V edantin rejects both the forms of inference 
-Kebala .Anvayi and Kebala Yyaiirelci-he cannot also 
accept the third one which is inference based upon agree
ment of concomitance and agreement of non-concomitance, 
e.9., where is smoke, there is fire ; where is no fire, there 
is no smoke. One who cannot conceive a mark in complete 
agreement with anything in presence and absence musi · 
refuse to accept any form of inference based upon them. 
Hence the Yedantin accepts only the inference known as 
.4nvayi-agreement on concomitancP., invariable but not 
undeniable. 

This process of inference has been extended to the 
phenomenal existence to establish its unreality and the 
corresponding reality of Brahman. We can put it in 
inferential form. The moments of the inference will 
be: "The manifold existence is false, because of. its 
being di:lierent from Brahman; all that is not Brahman 
is false, like the silver in the mother-of-pearl.'1 This 
inference stands on the accepted distinction of YyavaAarilt 

and Pratibllaaik existences. We understand the unreality 
of the-latter in reference to the reality of the former. But 
for this distinction between illusion and phenomenon, the 
unreality of the phenomenon would be unintelligible and 
inconceivable, as being absolutely without a concrete illus
tration. The negative r.onclusion about the phenomenal 
order is in a way positing the Absolute Existence as it i11 

1 Vide Adwaitachandrika, p. :!Q. 
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non-different from the complete negat16n of the ' given ' 
of experience. 

Next ·to inference comes Upamana. It is the source 

UJlamana. 
of the knowledge of similarity.· It. 
constitutes a pram_ana by itself, for it: 

gives us knowledge which - is not covered by perception 
or inference. A particular thing ( B-Gaboya) which is 
presented is felt to be lik.e another thing (A-the cow) 
which is not presented but might have been seen before 
and remembered; as a result of it A is felt to be like B. 
B suggests its similar A. Then we have the knowledge A 
is like B. The functional activity of the consciousness of 
similarity (upamana) is the cause. The effective ,conscious
ness of similarity (8adri8ya) is the result. 

The upamana is not perception, as the element of 
comparison is not presented to the senses. But this 
dpes not make the knowledge indirect. The knowledge cif 
similarity is direct, for it i;; immediately felt to be so. 
The knowledge of similarity is not remembrance, for 
we are conscious here not of an -object seen before, but 
of the similarity of the particular object with the one 
seen or perceived -before. At the time when one per
ceives ·'the cow,' ' the gabaya ' may not have been 
perce!ved, and their similarity may not have been simul .. 
taneously presented. So that to speak of this cognition of 
similarity as a memory-idea is to misunderstand the whole 
thing. This identity is felt or perceived and is not the 
object of comparison. It is no recognition, for recognition 
implies a temporary forgetfulness-and subsequent assimila
tion. But in the case before us we have the perception of 
a relation (of an identity) completely new. It is, again, 
not inference, for the likeness of things is felt to be 
cognised (~lfffl\lltll) but not inferred through the func
tion of vyapti. 
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Next comes artkapatti. Presumption is the supposition 
or more properly the implication of 

Arthipatti. cause or premise fl'Om effect or con-
clusion. It is inference through a 

negativ!l mark, Yyatireki Linga, which, according to 
Vedantists, is no i'nference at all. The stock example is 
earth, because of its- smell, differs from other elements. And 
this cannot be established unless it is possessed of smell. 
Hence to explain its difference, it is:suppossd to possess 
smell. It is no inference: It is an implication, a hypothesis. 
The Vedantin in recognising .Arthapatti accepts the .impor
tance of hypothesis as a separate source of knowledge . 
.Artlzapatti is the supposition· of the cause. When a well
ascertained fact cannot he explained. without a presumption 
of another thing as causing it, then this supposition is called 
artllapatti. Tho process is inductive. The effect is given, 
the cause is suggested. 

By Artlzapatti the Yetlantin draws out the implication 
of the falsity of the manifold of existence. We are told 
in the Sn1ti that "the wise gets over misery." The 
knowledge of identity is regarded as the cause of the 
removal or destruction of misery due to ignorance. This 
effect (misery) is, therefore, regarded as having its 
cause in ignorance and this implication is brought out by 
the capacity of knowledge to destroy ignorance. This also 
implies the falsity of the empirical existence as it is 
denied by the removal of ignorance. Similarly when one 
is told, IJevadatta is not in the house, one naturally 
presumes that he must be out and this presumption 
is also based upon Artlzapatti. It is a presumption of 
one event or a thing on the production of negative 

data. 
The Pra·val&ar school of Mim~n&a philosophy seems to 

have a different view of Arthapatti. It holds that when 
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a man is not in the house, the presumption of his staying 

Pravakar on 
Arthapatti. 

outside does not immediately follow. 
It is dependent upon another condition, 
viz., our knowledge of the man as still 

alive. This view cannot be accepted. If the man being 
alive be at all doubtful, the presumption of his going out 
cannot rise at all. This presumption can rise when the 
fact of his living is certain. This condition is a foregone 
conclusion. It is a remote condition and has no immediate 
bearing upon the supposition. Really Arthapatti owes its 
origin to the mutual incompatibility of two well ascertained 
facts (e.g., a man getting fat and his abstinence from meal 
during day). This incompatibility is removed by the sup
position of a third element, viz., his taking food at night. 

Agama :-A part from the above sources of knowledge, 

.!gam a. 
Yedantiam acknowledges the authority 
of Sabda as an independent source of 
knowledge. It may be of two kinds, 

(1) inasmuch as the source is personal, when the informa
tion is conveyed in the speech of a certain person, and (2) 
i~asmuch as it is impersonal, when the information is
conveyed on the authority of the Yedaa. 

But both of them are independent sources when they 
· do not repeat the information already 

Sabd~-(1) as personal known through other sources. Their 
(2) as \IDpersonal. 

claims as distinctly independent 
sources of knowledge lie in conveying such information 
as is not possible to get otherwise. Whenever Sabda gives 
us such knowledge regarding anything-duty or reality
it is accepted as a real and a positive source of knowledge. 
There is a difference in the weight of authority between 
Sabda as personal, and Sabda as impersonal. 

The former cannot be accepted unconditionally, for there 
is the possibility that the author may know the truth and 
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y~t deliberately misrepresent it. On the other hand he 
may in all good faith present a tiss~e of truth and falsity 
which he believes to be solely true. In such cases we · 
are to be careful until we are convinced of the sincerity 
of the man and the accuracy of his statement. The Sabda 
as personal may be of two kinds in as much as it conTeys 
or not conveys true information. i 

The latter may be accepted unconditionally. It is 
impersonal in the sense of not being dependent upon 
any source which can· wilfully change it. ~~ 11fa 
'1'/ft ~iflfl: ifliil1~ ~i!iil 1 It is eternal. The right appre
ciation of this pramana is bound up with the right under
standing of the relation between word and its meaning. 
Sablla and Artha are eternal existences. Their relation is 
also eternal. Artha is not to be thought as an independent 
existence fixed to certain names by convention. The word 
is indissolubly bound up with things. It directly refers to
the thing, it expresses the thing (vide Jaitnini Sutra, 5). 
The Nai,!Jaika1 fix down the denotation of te1·ms by 
eonvention. The relation is not eternal. It is fixed by 
iswara. They infer the existence of convention in each 
and every case. "All words have their denotation fixed 
by convention, because they are denotative-like the 
proper names-Devatatta and the like." 

The Yedantists and the Mimansdaa do not accept 
the artificial method of fixing down 

Fiution of names. 
names. So far as the proper names 

are concerned they accept the system of artificial conven
tion to denote one thing separately from the other. The 
thing is .finite, and the symbol or name is given by some 

' Vide Sabarbhasya-Ch. I, Pada I, Sutra 5, <iftfcti<lilf.r liT<Iillf.r 
;:r~tf.J ~qT:I1(Jiffiif 'II 'g2iJ~ I 
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person after it has e_ntered into existence. So far they 
accept the subjective process or naming. The- individ~al 
is finite and to be destroyed in time, the particular conven-
tion is also to be destroyed in time. - -

As regards the common names (incl~ding all things) 
denotativeness can be accounted for otherwise than by co~
vention. Their meanings are fixed fr9m eterJ;~ity. The 

_denotative potency of the word is co-eternal with -the 
word itself. The thing it denotes is etern~l. So _ that 
every word has fixed denotation, and every object (except
ing individuals) has a fixed name. They are indissolu~ly 

connected from eternity which can never be destroyed 
even in the Malzaprataya. The system of names is not 
created but only manifested. This manifestatioq is i9-
time, but the sound-form is eternal. Iswara cannot create 
it or destroy it wilfully. It is eternally present wi'th him_. 
The word which is manifested in one cycle of exif?tenc!)i~ 
to be regarded as existent i~ previous cyclee, _ They are 
impersonal in the sense of possessing an indepe~dent 
existence and of their subsisting in the sam~ ~rd.\l:r and 
nature throughout cycles of existences. 

"The Mimansa!caa lay great stress upon the denc;>~
tiveness of words being independent of any agency," as 
it belongs to the words by their very nature, '.fhe. 
validity of the verbal cognition is inherent in the word 
itself and has no reference to the character of the source. 
The Mimanaalcaa as well as the Yedantin deny any personal 
agency in the matter c;>f the composition of the Vedas, 
which, if accepted, would make it non-eternal and a 
transitory concern. The Minzanaalcaa and the Yedantin_, 
therefore, cannot accept the fixation·_ of meanings to words 
by_ use and custom as held by _the Naiyailcaa. _ The 
Naiyailca'a conception of artificial and temporary fixation 
re<luires the hypothesis of' God' as the creator or originator 
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of a1l words and of the Yerlas. This goes directly 
against the Mimansa theory of the self-sufficient, authorita
tive and infallible nature of the Yedas which as such and 
as a sure mode of knowledge must not be a matter of 
personal construction. All words are endowed with an 
inherent denotative potency from eternity, and the relation 
between language and thought, words and things is 
intimate and natural and not acquired through practi'Je. 
It is an a priori synthesis. Thus far, the Yedantin agrees 
with the Mimansakas. While th~. Mima11sakas accept 
the permanence of Sabd11 and of the Yeda.s, the Yedantists 
regard that the Yedas appear with cycles of existence and 
disappear at the end of each cycle but the denotative 
potency remains the same without being in any way 
altered. The word is co-eternal with lswara. It is, 
no doubt, supposed to have uo independent existence or 
reality; it is the infinite determination of Brahman. But 
JJra'Aman cannot change or alter it. Yacaspati says in his 
Yamati I "though the supreme self possessed of .J.vid!Ja 
as its upad'Ai is conceived as the originator and the 
author of the Yedas, still it has no free choice or power in 
the matter of their alteration or change. It expresses them 
just in the form which they possessed in previous cycles of 
existence. 

Every sentence (~<Ji) is . syntactical combination of 
worils, the words, again~ of letters. 

Construction of a 
Sentence. The letter is expressed by (sensuous 

form, called) illtwani. Teohnically the 
letter is called Yarna. According to the Naiyaikas the 
letters are not eternal. They are created. These letters 

1 Vide Oha.pter 1, Pada I, Sutra 3, ~f% 'lfq<ilqttllillil~~ 
"'JTimtN q~'llfflil: f.f"'v.t ~lift ~r.R!T{ i1 ll! ~1Cfiii1 'l~ ~~~~ijllou 
Clif;i((116t(l~'1_"'11~~ I 
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are identified with sounds. JJhwani is outer exrression. 
But the Panini School emphasises th~ distinction of letter 
aud sound. The latter is expression. The mental forms 
of letters are called r;fotas. Before any letter can be 
expressed in sound, it appears in mental forms which are 
permanent and bodiless. The letters, the original sounds, 
the r;{otaa are names for the same thing ; they have no 
physical forms and are the original realities of existence. 
The Mimansakas differ from the Panini School in not hold
ing with . them the mental existence of r;fota. But still 
they maintain that letters are real and eternally objective 
existences expressed by sensuous forms of sounds. These 
letters are directly felt by the ear. Whereas, according to 
the former school, letters "re not felt by the ear but by the 
mind, the dhwani is perceived by the ear. 

A word is a combinatilm of two or more letters. It is 
impermanent from the .Naiyayika standpoint. The Pa'llini 
School regard the word as a r;fota originated in combination 
with letter-EJ{otas but different from them. It is called 
pada-r;fota. It is also permanent. 

A sentence is made up of words. It has its origin in 
time.· It is destroyed in time. The Mimansakas and the 
.Naiyayika11 agree in this point. The Panini School consider 
this to be also a r;foto-combination of ljf'ota-words. 

There are some Mimansakas who hold that letters in 
succ:ession form words alia words in their turn sentences. 
'l'he letters are real and permanent, but the order of succes
sion is transitory, hence the combination of letters and 
of words is only temporarily real and ceases to exist 
after a short time. The f'edantin keeps to this view. 1 

• Vide Bhamati, p. 98, Nirnayasagar Kalpatarn·Parimal Edition : 

~S~ <!111'11 'illllli!T fot~'iiffl'l~<l' ~fq q~?.lffill~iflil,. "ll~'t<li{ij\Ta~i! I 
~~'l.~~~CI"f: N'lit: q~l{. dil'<l "11~'l_~"t~<lf'itl' <lmif. I 

27 
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According to the Naiyayikaa the relation between words and 
their connotation or objects is not fixed and permanent; 

such is also the relation between sent-
Terms and tbeit· d b · 

connotation. ences an t eu meanings. But while 
the words have the capacity of indicat

ing their meaning, i.e., they have by custom an acquired 
sense, the sentence bas none to indicate its own meaning. 
The meaning is found _out by syntactical connexion, i.e., the 
mutual demand of the essential parts of a sentence. 

According to Pravakar every word bas twofold capa
city or sakti, the one revives in memory the images 
of the objects which it denotes, the other makeso the 
relation between them intelligible. The first is called 
Smaralca-Sakti. This Sakti is a matter of clear cognition. 
The second establishes th~ relation spontaneously without 
coming before clear consciousness. According to Bltatta 
every word has the denotative capacity by which the 
object is placed or presented before us, whereas these 
objects have the capacity of indicating the meaning of 
the sentence. 

Now every combination of words does not constitute a 
true sentence but only such 11s has the conditions of 
.Akan.Ua, Yog!lota, .Aaatti and 1'afparya. Alcankha is 
the syntactical connexion. It is in the terms of the 
Parihltaaa "the mutual demand of the different parts of a 
sentence for one another, e.g., th~ demand of a verb for its 
subject, of the subject for the verb. f ogyata is the com
patibility of meaning of words composing a sentence, 
e.g., when one spe11ks of watering through fire, the sentence 
has no meaning as there is no compatibility or hRrmony. 
They are quite inconsistent and cannot be thought together. 
Whenever a sentence is to give us some clear meaning, this 
condition of compatibility must be fulfilled. 

Asatti is the proximity and immediacy of the parts of 
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a sentence indicative of things. This proximity has a 
reference to the form of a sentence which is the expression 

of a thought-unit. It demands the presentation of omitted 
words to make us understand the meaning of elliptical 
sentences. . 

Tatparya is the inherent capacity of a sentence to 
indicate some objective sense. It is not the intention of 
the subject uttering it, otherwise no uniformity of meaning 
can be secured. It is the objective intention. It is in
herent in the sentence. It cannot be wilfully changed. 
A real or true sentence, even when uttered by one not 
understanding its import, has a real significance or 
tatparya, for it possesses the capacity of conveying the 
particular knowledge of the thing. It has an objective 
intention. 

The ascertainment of the objective meaning of a sen
tence possessing a secular reference may be helped by the 
knowledge drawn from other sources. In fact, the sen• 
tence repeats what is known from other sources. But in 
the case of the iJruti the objective intention is understood 
by the critical reflection of the authoritative texts. The 
knowledge drawn from other sources has no bearing upon 
it. It refers to things, of which the other sources are 
incompetent to give us any information. The Sruti can
not be thought to be conveying or repeating experiences 
already acquired through other sources. It constitutes 
a prama1za by itself. 

The meaning of a word may be (l) direct or primary 
and {'!) implied or secondary. This capacity of a word 
of indicating a thing directly or indirectly is known as 
Sakti which, by itself, is something different from word. 
It is a separate existence. Vedantism, as already pointed 
out, accepts the capacity of words to denote classes and 
not individuals. The reference to the individual is not 
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independent of the reference to the universal or we may 
as well say the 8aldi in the JTyakti has a non-connotative 
reference (@~~)) but in the Jati it has a connotative 
reference. 

The topic has a close bearing on the theories indica
tive of the significance of words 

(I) Anvita-Avtdhana. and their relation to one another. 
(2) Avihita-anvaya. 

These theories are ( l) anvita-avid!tanr.t 
and (2) avihita-anvaya. 

The former holds that every word possesses the inherent 
capacity of calling up in memory the object it denotes. 1 

It has another capacity of presenting the relation 
between the objects (meanings) thus recalled in memory. 
The latter is necessary to understand the meanings of 
words in syntactical combination. But for this capacity 
we would not have understood clearly the meaning of 
words in a sentence. But we must not think that the 
capacity of a word to call up in memory the object it 
denotes is of itself enough to give us a consistent meaning : 
it can do so only when it is placed in syntactical relation 
and when this relation is called up. 

The latter holds that words themselve>' can express or 
convey separate meanings by the function-Avida or deno
tation; they are subsequently combined i·n to a sentence 
expressing a connected idea.. Every word composing a 
sentence has a clear, distinct sense apart from and inde
pendent of the sentence of which it forms a. part. 

This theory differs from the previous one in holding 
that every word has a.n inner capacity of indicating its 
meaning or the object it denotes, not by the help of 
memory nor by intention but by a. power distinct from 

t qqfll s~: ~~tilrcftit ~if'!ll't_ ~.fu !j'ffft'f \~~-Samk~epa 
Sa.riraka, Ch. I, Sl. 384. 
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both, called Abhitlhana-something .akin to memory but 
not memory. 1 

When the inherent capacity• of words has presented 
the corresponding objects before us, the objects have the 
capacity of presenting the meaning of the words in relation 
to one another. 

These theories are of no special importance to the 
Vedantists. 

The Vedantists would naturally fight shy of the first 
theory, for it can give us only knowledge in relation, 
but cannot convey the sense of Identity. The Vedan
tists generally agree in this point. But Brahmananda 
thinks differently. According to him every word has two 
capacities {1) the capacity of recalling in memory the 
object it denotes and (2) the capacity of indicating the 
objective intention, (instead of presenting the relation 
between objects). 2 Thus interpreted, the Anvita-Avitl
hanabatla can be safely applied to explain the axiom of 
Identity .. It will put forth an explanation naturally 
akin to the one given by the Avihita-Anvayabatla. The 
only point of difference will be that the one will hold the 
Sakti to be inherent in words, the other, in meaning or 
artha. 

Differences; no doubt, would arise in the interpretation 
of the axiom of Identity from the above two standpoints. 
From the standpoint of Anvita-Avitlhana theory the 

1 'lllf~ffq'<Wfl ~<::l <~<::tift li!flf~~f'il'~ii ~ fqli'l'!; I Samk~epa 
Sariraka, Chapter 1, Sl. .384. 

• Vide Ratnabali, page 37 : 

if1j (l~lfi:! i\'i<{il~i)rfll~lif~tf'~f'l'l: ; '!!(~~ .. ~ ij;~l~~lifif
fi;ffliflJI~tn'l'li"''~<ll'! -::fn "~~ 1 'lllf.<laifl{ll' ~"'~"t~m~N<ti
i'illi'!. 1 t1~t " <Hn q~(ll ~oqfalf'l't'lilml'[q~fcl!il<it ~irm~f.<l<itsiff.:rmon 
~~ ({~ ~ttl~CIH"ilf!. I 
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interpretation of the axiom would require the memory of 
undi11ided consciousness as implied in twam and tat, other
wise we cannot seek to establish ide1dity by reference to 
consciousness appearing with modifications. Such a memory 
would require the previous knowledge of Identity in some 

form and this we have in deep sleep and 10 Aaamprajnata 
sa•nadhi. The impressions or experiences of such states 
would mpply us with the necessary elements of establishing 
and interpreting Identity. 

According to the Avihita-anvayabada, the words 'tat' 
and 'twam' have the capacity of presenting consciousness 
modified either as lswara or Jiva and the axiom of Iden
tity is meant to point out the integrity of consciousness 
behind the apparent divisions. And this integrity is held 
up before view by the capacity of the objects. This 
integrity is the objective intention. 

Besides the foregoing pramanaa Vedanta regards non
apprehension as a source of the know

.Anupalabdhi-nnn. ledge of AbAa.va. Abhava is non-exis
apprehtmsion. 

tence or negation. In N yay a and 
Vedanta, NegatiM or Abhat•a is something cognised by a 
separate source of knowledge. 

Before considet·ing the question how Abhar:a is known, 
we should determine its nature, for this will help us to 
understand the c.'ourse of its knowledge. 

The Naiyayikas regard Abhava as a separate existence. 
But its knowledge is not possible by itself. It is relative 
to a particular thing or object which, technically, is called 
its Prati!Jog·i, e.g., when one says there is no cow in the 
room, what one means to say is that one has the perception 
of the non-ex:i&tence or (the .Abhava) of a cow. Apart 
from this implication of its object, Abhara has a constant 
reference to its locus (Adhikara11a). The absenctl of a cow 
is not only perceived, but it is perceived in some place. 
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There is no clear meanin~ · in the saying that the cow 
is non-existent, the speaker must relate some point in 
space or time where or when he does not see the cow. 
This implies an undeniable reference of Abltava to its 
loeus. 

To consider next the nature of this relation. The 
1Vai!Ja!Jilcas opine differently. The more ancient logicians 
think Abltava to be non-different from its locus or support. 
This they express by saying that the relation is swrzrup, 
identical. The nco-logicians break with this affirmation. 
They think that non-existence is related to its locus. 
And thi!> relation is one of the supported and the support. 
This relation is an existence by itself (it is called 
vai8itttlta) different from the non-existence as well as 
the locus. 1 

The Vedantin follows the ancient Naiyayikas and consi
ders the non-existence to be non-different from its locus. 
But he insists upon conceiving negation or Abltava to be an 
existence different from positive existences though it may 
be identical with its locus. Although Abltava is sup
posed to be identical with its locus, still it is not locus 
itself. Had that been the case it would have been perceived 
or cognised, when the locus is perceived. It requires a 
direct and explicit perception, for it is related permanently 
to another term. It is not so much the perception of its 
locus as the non-apprehension of its object. It has a double 
reference-reference to the object, and reference to' the 
support. The clear apprehension of this nature of Ablta!Ja 
requires a form of knowledge which wot1'd give us know
ledge not only of the locus, but of the absence. The percep
tion of the locus, minus the object, gives us complete 
knowled~e of Ab~ava. Perception is not potentially 
competent to give us this CClnsciousness. It can give us 

1 Vide Muktabali on Kariki 12 (Bhit~11pariocheda). 
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the knowledge of the locus or support in which the know
ledge of the absence or Abha~>a may be implicit. But to 
bring it out we require a separate mode of knowing. And 
this source is Anupalabdhi. It gives us knowledge of 
absence directly. 

It should be noticed here that the object of .J.bhava or 
what is absent, must be capable of being perceived. It, 
like merit or demerit, should not escape our observation. 
In other words Abhava must belong to the same order 
of reality as locus, otherwise there is no meaning in 
the saying, it would have been seen if it were present. 
(~~~ ... 1!'"tfo'il<!Hf), i.e., otherwise the perception of the non
existence or absence cannot be held to be involved in the 
cognizance of its locus. 

The affirmation of the V edantists that Abhava or 
negation is non-different from its locus leads them to 
identify the negation of empirical existence with the 
ttanscendental oneness. The preception of ideutity, the 
cocsciousness of transcendence can be negatively described 
as the negation of .J.z,icl.!/a and of the empirical mode of life, 
for negation as held aboYe is non-different from its lor:us. 
And this does away with the charge that can be possibly 
laid against V~dantism that in liberation it has to eonceive 
the existence of consciousness in transcendence side by side 
with a blank negation (vide Chapter V). 

Curiously enough, among some of the N eo-V edantists 
e.g., ·Sriharf}a, Citaulca, Prakiisananda, a tendency is noticed 
to set aside the values of perception, inference, 11pama·11a, 

etc., as sources of knowledge. They seem to accept the one 
undeniable fact of consciousness as the ultimate reality 
which is self-luminous, and which, as such, does not require 
any other proof of its own exi~tence. It is the datum of 
experience and is revealed in self-consciousness. Besides 
this direct implication and positive evidence of consciousness 
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these authors do not extend their acceptance to the ordinary 
sources of knowledge. They have pointed out nice in
accuracies in all of them. · 

But this is going too far. To deny the validity of 
the sources of knowledge is almost to court scepticism, 
which, but for the ever-accomplished positive fact of eon
sciousness, would have been the consistent goal of those that 
pursue the course. 

This tendency has, later on, a check from the author of 
the .dtlwaitasitllzi who has accepted the more ancient division 
of existences, as transcendental, empirical and illusory and 
has shown that ordinary sources of knowledge have reference 
to the empirical order. We cannot make ~ny transcendent 
use of them. But this does not necessarily indicate 
that they are quite useless. In fact, they are useful 
and necessary so long as empirical consciousness has a hold 
upon us. The protest introduced by the aforesaid authors 
has a meaning in that way. It removes the false notion 
that the absolute truth is open to the ordinary sources of 

· knowledge. Sanlcar has the same thing in mind when he 
says " that authoritative texts, etc., make the empirical 
existences their objects" (..n~lil~fct~ '!Ril~WlJ). 

28 



CHAPTER IV. 

CULTURE. 

This .Atman is not attained by sweet speech, nor by 
intelligence, nor by wisdom : to one who accepts it 
in life is revealed its real nature. 

This .Atman is within the heart-cave of every creature. 
One who has forsaken all earthly desires can see the 
great .Atman by its grace. 

He alone who is pnre by wisdom can see in meditation 
the one without parts. 

Katha-Upa;nitad. 

Vedantism establishes the oneness of Being, a.nd if all 
is, in truth, Sacciilanandam, the world of appearance can be 

the effect, positive m practical 
A general outlook. sense, negative in essence, of a per-

verted consciousness, which, for the time being, appears 
to have forgotten the transcendent oneness of its being and 
fallen into the error of division and partial experience. 
This divided consciousness brings in its train the dualities 
of the empirical order-the dualities of life and death, of 
good and evi!, of pleasure and pain. The soul with the 
limitation of consciousness feels at every stage an oppos
ing force in nature, in society, in all that meets its ob
scure v1s1on. It suffers and suffers through ages, until as 
a result thereof an expansive force begins to assert itself 
to destroy the false individuality. The theoretical under
standing of the oneness of existence is not sufficient to put 
off the sense of individuality ar.d limitation. One should 
have illuminating consciousness of identity before one 

can hope to transcend the dualities of empirical order. 
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The V edantism of the Sankar School recognises a dualism 
of pure and practical reason, of . reason and will. 
The main ethical ideal will be to set aside this dualism by 

establishing the superior claim of 
Direct and indirect h Id · C · h 

ways of Realisation. t e entity- onscmusness overt e 
solicitations of sense and the readi

ness of will to satisfy them. Vedantism does not accept 
the transformation of will as the ideal in moral life. .It 
looks for a will-less bliss. This consummation may come 
in two ways:- {l) direct, and (2) indirect. 

The direct way supposes a deep understanding of the 
illusoriness of appearance and of the reality of Being-in
Identity and a discriminative consciousness which can 

(1) Direct. 
·penetrate through the appearance 
and apprehend the underlying essence 

or Reality. This is the life of pure reason, where the 
sense and the will cannot demand any satisfaction, for, 
in the unobscure vision of pure reason, the Sacciilanandam 
extended in all beings and things is felt in widest com
monalty, impartial universality and transcendent Identity. 
The limitation of a perverted consciousness with all its 
practical effects disappears.l This may be called the 
Sa1£klzyamarga. 

But everyone may not possess such a discriminating 
intellect, and in that case the search after liberation can 
only be indirect, for, the lower nature requires a satisfaction 

I 

I ~finn~: JI11T~~illilMill~qqi1: 1"-Sanka•·· 

m"} ~ <11~ Q:Cf AT'if"lof~CI~Tmf;rqf.R<ny~: Jl1!lttil<!l~q~•ll~"'

~~ ii'S!Mil~~~ I 

"""~: lJiRI't~~~ll'ftqycnqmrr ~.,M~ Q:Cf f<l~<wT~

~ f<R~~T f.!:~~li~Q11'f.q,.fu-Sidhanta Sidhanjanam. 

Part I, pp. 6-6. 
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before it can give way to the higher. Hence we find 
the meaning of progressive expansion as the right method 
of life and its evolution, because the satisfaction accom-

(2) Indirect. 
panying every step in its course 
is fully felt and makes the succeed

ing stage in the order of development easy of reach and 
realisation. The step which falls behind in the course of 
expansive life possesses no real meaning for us and 
can actually be called illusory when we have passed 
through it. 

No doubt, to start with, we explain away all manifold
ness, all difference as not pertaining to the nature of the 
Absolute. We compare the world-process with a rope
serpent, and this is true when we speak of the Absolute 
and the relative side by side with a view to indicate 
transcendence. This is the demand of logic. But 
when we speak of the psychological revelation, the 
logic of Vedantism can hardly be useful. Our 
practical vision is far off from the Vedantic Ideal 
of Identity and the Vedantic teaching of · the 
illusoriness of the world. The V edantic teaching can
not be effective in calling forth that high form 
of renunciation which invari&.bly precedes the life of 
complete giving up in the thought of Identity, unless we 
have already felt by experience the inadequacy of every 
other form of enthusiasm in sacrifice and love to bring 
in complete satisfaction. The para or superior vairag!Ja 
which leads on immediately to the perception of Identity 
is a state that does not appear at our command and 
free will. Even after a sustained course of Yicara, we 
feel attracted to the manifold. And, after we have gone 
through all possible courses of development gradually, 
the lower instincts of service and love cannot attract 
us away from the life of wisdom. The life of real 
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renunciation, forsooth, comes only. when we feel deep 
within us a resolve to go away from and transcend 
the empiric life in order to realise the Identity of Being. 
When such a state is actually attained, we can 
under111tand what we practically mean by the asser
tion that the world is illusory, and that not a moment too 
soon. This is the inner meaning of 8ankara's system, and 
this is involved in his conception of 8aguna Bralmtan. 
In retaining (even empirically) it as a part of his system 
8ankara admits the possibility of a life o,f love in 
service and service in love for the souls yearning for spiri
tual evolution. If we do not agree to this conclusion we 
cease to find any necessity of retaining the conception of 
8aguna Brahman as something real to one starting with 
egoistic consciousness. One may choose to call it a 
pragmatic necessity, but still the element is there. And 
8ankara clearly sees that the esoteric teachings of V edan
tism cannot be revealed unto one who bas not the 
sufficiency of· this pragmatic satisfaction. 

There are three stages in the course of progressive 
realisation. We ba~e the egoistic outlook to begin with. 

We have the dualities of life and 
Three stages in the · . 

course of progressive death, pleasure and pam, good and 
evolution. evil, as the first formations of egoistic 

consciousness. In the second stage we have the dissolu
tion of this egoistic construction by the gradual self-open
ing of the individual to the universal life as the means of 
supreme fulfilment. Freedom lies in identifying oneself 
with the expansive life. The second step is a very impor
tant one, and none can at once transcend it. 

The first indication of the new birth of the soul within 
the heart-cave is the appearance of a loving heart and a 
willing surrender of its energy to the life of service. 'I'o 
sa\e the energy thus spent and to make it useful to 
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the higher forms of evolution and growth, the Gita urges 
upon us the necessity of working not for the realisation of 
sordid and selfish motives and intentions at the behest of 
animal instincts, but, for the sake of duty and service to 
the cosmic life expressive of a divine will and purpose. 
The life of sacrifice, Karma in love and faith, is the 
indication of the heart open to the expansive life. It is 
also a way and a path to make possible the inrush of such 
a life within us. We feel within that the life of sacrifice 
is an outlet of the Divine flow received in us, and again, 
this sacrifice makes the capacity of receiving and retaining 
within us such a life all the more possible. This may be 
called the Ni~kama Karma Yo!Ja. 

A step higher, such an '"expansive movement originates 
in us the newer forms of heart-beats due to the life-cur
rent expressing itself in the form of love and glory and 
prepares us for mystic visions of sweetness and bliss. 
Here we are conscious of the finite life-current enjoying 
the stream of Delight which ca.rries it up further and 
further, granting to us the possibility of enjoying the 
manifestation in a thousand ways. Every one of these 
gratifications, every experience of sweetness makes it 
possible for us to enjoy the still higher ones. 

This is the path of Devotion. Devotion may have 
two forms :-(1) A.Meda-upaaana in which the identity of 
Being is kept in view, where the seeker gradually los.es 
himself in the object of ·Jove and worship. {!) Bheda
upaaana in which a difference-in-identity is kept in view, 
where the seeker embraces the Delight-current, enjoys its 
soothing touch, and still keeps himself separate. In the 
former there is the possibility of attaining the Identity
consciousness. In the latter no such possibility can arise. 
Even in the first case devotion is a practice in deep concen
tration, and it cannot forego the necessity of reflective 
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criticism and discriminating consciousness to destroy 
ignorance. Ignorance is destroyed byknowledge alone.1 

It should be absolutely clear that .devotion implies 
in the beginning the consciousness of duality. It neces
sarily refers to the Saguna Bra'hman. The transcendent 
eannot be the object of thought, far less of devotion. 
But some one, among the Vedantists, known as the 
vritti-kar, lends his support to the view that the transcen
dent can be the object of devotion. This view is not 
tenable, for, as pointed out above~ devotion implies a 
duality and a relation-a conception hardly in keeping 
with the transcendent Identity.! 

A transformation of antahkarana takes place in devo
tion. This transformation is wrought gradually. The life 
of devotion has an inner history and development o£ 

its own. 'l'he finite throbbing 
Two forms of trans- 1 · · If b formation. pu se gives Itse up to t e sur-

rounding expression of the Delight
current and realises a greater and more expansive being 
in this course. As the effect of st;tch a complete surrender, 
a psychological transformation takes place. 'fhe outer 
life no longer appears as something quite extra-mental. 

1 Vide Brahmananda Giri Commentary on the Gita, p. 442. (By 
Venkatanatha, Vani Bilas Press, Srirangam.) 

~3( ~~~ ~~~of li~~ 'll~<f. Ofli!l'm; 
"i"~f.lf%b'lll~ifnm 'illif~-Chap. XIII, SI. 1. 

• Vide Apyaya Dikshit's Nyaya-Rakshamani-

'lfir "'"~*'4aflq 'r" ~ 01;ifu r~ ~m~ ~t ~ 
~~"iff11f<f, 

VidB Anandamaya Adhikaran, where Sankar refutes the oppo
nent's plea of the possibility of worshipping the transcendent. And 
this opponent, according to Vamati, is some one among the Vedantists, 

the Vritti-Kar. 
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The little self of ours in wise passiveness feels itself placed 
in an enveloping and all-pervasive 

(1) The process of . F 1. h . 
sinking. consciOusness. ee mg t e Immanence 

of bliss the seeker gives up himself 
totally and completely. Every modification of mental 
being then acquires a new colour and meaning. Really with 
the intuitive vision of a life playing all round, everything 
is looked upon in its relation to and from its place in, 
the infinite. Everything appears delightful. We have a 
beautiful description of this beatitude in Sankar's Bodha1ar. 1 

As a result of this opening the adept begins to feel 
the ever-presence of Divine Grace. With the fullness of 
heart, with the deep satisfaction that ensues as the result of 
iuch a complete surrender, the seeker gradually forgets his 
finite self. With the intensity of devotion in love the sense 
of distance and difference absolves itself into one of nearness 
and affinity paving the way for the final consummation. 
The finite self-conscious centre gives itself up, in the first 
stage, followed by the perception of an immanent expansive 
life in the second. Our consciousness becomes absorbed in 
the immanent expansiveness of conscious existence. 

1 Vide Bodhasar-Layaprakarana.. 

fililmi1Riil ~ ~~· 00fctsl1g\!i I 
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\<i"91ij tro~l "l.;jj' tR:ii ~qqm: 1 

~fu tR:ifl ~ ~~ ~m.rt N ~ II 
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Apart from this, there is another form of culture 
leading on to the consciousness of Identity. This consists 
in the gradual opening of the sense of expansion, in think
ing oneself to he the immanent principle of the cosmos. 
Here the finite life is not given up (as above indicated) 
to a wider hut outer seH but to the truer nature of its 

own being. It constantly keeps in 
(2) The process of view its nature a_s an expansive conexpansion. 

sciousness in which appear the myriads 
. of. phenomenal existence-the sun, the moon, the stars 
above, the creatures below. The sense of a finite existence 
is sought to be lost in the deeper and the truer· self of 
Expansive Being. The self soon begins to realise the 
oneness of its being and its immanence throughout. It 
no longer feels itself placed in the vastness of existence. 
On the other hand it begins to feel within itself the 
entire existence-the one life, the one joy, through heavens 
and the earth. The seeker no longet· feels helplessness 
and depravity. A calm and expansive existence of itself 
is felt to he permeating the mysteries of creation. The 
seeker gets over the deceptive knowledge that things have 
an independent objective existence. He soon finds the 
entire existence to he reflection of his own being, a picture 
held up in space, time and causality hut possessing 
no independent being of · its own. The sense of finite 
personality dissolves itself into an impersonal expansive 
existence. 

Of these two forms of devotion, the first will be 
naturaily adopted by those that maintain the multiplicity 
of finite existence, the second by those that believe in the 
Eka-jiva. 

We conclude: The path of wisdom hegins when the 
satisfaction of will and heart has been consummated. It 
leads on to the realisation of the absolute behind the 

29 
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relative, the unconditional behind the conditioned. It 

Conclusion. 
proceeds from intellectual reflection 
to right discrimination (from vicara 

to viveka). In this stage the heart-beats are silent, the 
intellect with keen penetration sees through the appearance, 
through the flow of life. Though Vedantism in the later 
stages of its development has accentuated the importance 
of discriminative search, still the Upanisaas have (e.g., 
discourse of sweetness) laid stress on the gradual progress 
from the life of love and delight to the bliss of 
Identity. 

Sankara bas also recognised the usefulness of devotion 
The usefulness of in knowledge. 1 Yiayaranya has laid 

devotion recognised emphasis upon devotional pursuit as 
by 8ankara and Yidya. 
ranya. leading on to and helping .the realisa-
tion of the final bliss. He recognises two paths of search
the one aided by the devotional practices, the other purely 
independent of such a culture chiefly resting upon sustained 
reflection and discrimination. He accepts the validity 
and usefulness of each of them, but prefers the former one. 
The neo-Vedantists; have stuck to the latter one and some 
of them have laid emphasis upon the latter as the direct 
way to bliss and ·knowledge.' In fact our experiences 
clearly teach \lS that the attempt to reach immediately the 
life of wisdom without the progressive evolution through 
successive stages may end in failure and premature decay. 

1 tttoiltttifiQitiiltf"'l "ti''\<I"Vf-G"ifi~if lllijcti<llcttllt!Cfit<lt~'«"CI"DtoflqCfit(ifil· 
"' 'IIM~if~tcrn( I 

• Vide Jiva.nmuktiviveka, p. 3-lt.-(Poona. Ananda.sram Edition) 

'l.m'f fct~Tf'{1(1~ Nfct1:f:-~f\11(1Jici\QtfidUcr I ~ "ij'l'li!TCI,<m: 

q.qiftlijQtf.n i!icql ~~ "ii"f.t 11'1~~ ~ ct~i!iifinl!'it ~ '111~· 
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When one has attained the last stage of development in 
conscious life, one no longer perceives the manifold. The 
meaning of life becomes totally changed. One then is 
fixed in the stillness of bliss. These-the life of will, the 
life of love, the life of wisl'lom.,.-are the successive stages 
of growth of our empirical being preparing us for the 
final liberation by dispensing with the error of division. 
Love and devotion can only be useful in opening the 
spiritual consciousness, but liberation cannot be attained 
unless one has in the last stage .of spiritual growth the 
vision of the Oneness. 

But this tendency to go deep within and realise the 
Vedantic eonception undivided bliss is often counteracted 
by the contrary tendency (due to the perversion of our 
view by A vidya) of thinking the manifold ness as real and 
the bliss and delight of existence as illusory. 'fhe vision of 

man has been obscured by innate 
The chief obstacles ignorance. The direct result of this 

to knowledge. 
is two-fold: (1) the tendency of 

thinking that Brakman does not exist : that Life has no 
source in Delight (<l!~ii'IT<!ort), and (2) the false identifica
tion of body with soul, the psychical with the physical 
(f~t), the effect of materialistic cast of thought. 
The Vedantin points to the above as the chief obstacles in 
the way of realising the Identity. 

Apart from these, some minor forms of obstacles are 
mentioned in the later works flo Vedantism. 1 These 
can be regarded as the practical effects of the two main 
obstaeles :-

(L) Actualobstacle-(~11~) due to the conception of 
the world as real. It is the enduring effect of the realistic · 
bent of mind and the materialistic moae of thinking. 

• Vide Mahadeonanda. Saraswati's Tattva-Anusandhan. 
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{2) Possible obstacles (~lc{lllfct'l"f) due to:-
(a) The effects of ac~ions done in pre-natal exia

tences in a state of fruition. They are sup
posed to retard our attempt to get at truth. So 
long as one has not the retribution of one's 
own deeds, one cannot get complete liberation ; 
inspite of one's attempt to get freedom, 
one will he drawn away by these tendencies 
on the point of fruition. Even one who has 
occasional glimpses of transcendent vision can
not get rid of these obstacles. One must pay 
his full dues before one can pass into the silence. 

(6) The desire of progressive evolution ("li"GG<ffi~l}· 

This t:tands in the way of our directly realising 
the Truth of Identity and of attaining final 
liberation. Vedantism can accept the life of 
spiritual evolution only as a further advance 
in the life of wisdom. If one seeks it without 
having the final end of transcendental existence 
in view and gets attached to this course of 
evolution, one will miss the possibility of 
attaining the freedom of existence. The 
'Vedantin (especially the neo-Vedantist) does 
not attach importance to any· other form 
of life but the life of intellectual discrimina
tion, for, with a penetrating understanding, 
the best way to feel truth is to see through 
the appearances. The desire of a gradual 
fulfilment comtitutes a positive bar to the 
immediate realisation of the transcendent 

oneness. 1 

"li"GG~il~SM~wf ~ ~t ~((ll{ I 

~ ll~li!Tif' ~ ~ ;Rt~~ II 
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Ordinarily the Vedantin insists .upon a course of train
ing mainly moral and religious which prepares the mind 
for understanding the highly abstract teachings of 

Vedanta and paves the way for realis
The course of preli- ing the Delight of Identity. Between 

minar~ discipline. 
the highly developed culture of 

Vedantism where the soul delights in the soarings of 
spiritualism and the mutilated life of Egoism where 
relative verities and errors of practical reason pre
dominate, Vedantism urges upon the life of moral 
and religious discipline, tbe life of service and love, 
·the transfot·mation of egoistic will as the intermediate 
stages helping the soul perplexed with false and distorted 
vision to attain the· Vedantic ideal of the oneness of 
existence behind the manifold. 

The high intellectual penetration persupposes a con
quest over the solicitations of the 

A course of training sense and the nervous being.· The 
to fit our physical be-
ing for higher intellec- food sheath and t.he vital vehicle 
tual and spiritual 
culture-known as . constitute the gross body. The stable 
Hath-yoga. equilibrium of the gross body is the 

foundation of nature's working in the human being. 
The equilibrium established by nature is sufficient for 
the normal vocations of life, hut not for· the higher 
form of intellectual and spiritual trainin~. Hence 
one who has in view the realisation of self .seeks to get 
at one's command a larger amount (,f vital force. For this 
purpose a course of physical discipline is thought useful 
and often adopted, especially by those that are weak 
and incompetent in physique. This system of train
ing is called Hathayof!a. It increases vitality. It gives 
us vigorous health. The Hatha Yoga helps us to 
preserve within us a great quantity of energy. Our 
life or vital force is related to and is, in fact, the 
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individt1alisation of the cosmic or universal Pran11. 
Bathayoga is an art to open the valve that separates for 
the time being the individual and universal life-forces of 
Prana and to establish an equilibrium by which the physical 
body will be able to sustain the How or in-rush of an 
increasing vital force. 

The chief processes of H athayoga are aaana (posture) 
and pranayama : Aaana consists in putting the physical 

Chief processes of 
Ha.tbayoga., Asana and 
Prana.ya.m. 

body in numerous postures ; its im
mediate effect is to cure the body of 
that restlessness which obstructs deep 

thinking. It helps us to get an uncomm~n power of 
fortitude and control over the different musc!es of the body. 
(ride Brahma Sutt·a, Ch. IV. l, 7 Sankar Bhasya.) It 
brings the entire physical system under the control of 
will to a great extent. These postures and practices are not 
to be compared with any other kind of physical training; 
they are adapted in such a way as to give a control over 
the physique and make the body best-fitted for the highest 
courses of discipline. Indeed they are never looked upon 
as possessing any value of their own. They are useful only 
because a. keen meditative penetration can be undertaken 
in a well-regulated and self-controlled system. By elabo
rate processes (e.g., mudra, etc.) the Hat!ayogin continues 
to keep the body free from all impurities, the nervous 
system unclogged for the free exercise of expiration and 
inspiration. 

Prar}.ayama is the method which helps one to control 
the vital power. It is a systematic art tv bring under our 
control the Prana or Vital-current which is the main basis 
of our organic life. Prar&ayama keeps under check the 
automatic and spontaneous life-current. It helps us to 
get a command over the functions of the organism and 
leads to the complete assertion of the will power over 
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the life-force, of the spiritual force . over the physical. 
Indeed a stage may arrive when by a simple effort of 
volition the entire vital-process may be restrained in its 
activity. 

Pra'(l>ayama serves a double purpose : (1) it completes 
the perfection of body, and (2) it helps to awaken the 
coiled-up serpent of the Pranic dynamism (generally called 
Kundalini-the base of the vast stored-up energy) which 
when fully stirred up and kept under the direction of 
will-power opens fields of extraordinary consciousness and 
ranges of wonderful experience denied to ordinary men. 
Nay it goes so far as to awaken the dormant moral and 
spiritual possibilities as the dynamic-current makes its 
way gradually through the higher centres of nervous 
energy generally called Lotuses, and through· the cerebro
spinal axis. It helps us to control the instincts, passions 
and impulses that often disturb the wise passiveness of 
mind. It is a discipline to bring under partial control 
the entire subjective mind and the forces playing therein. 
Pranayama can be practised in two ways : (I) purely 
physical, to keep the heart beats under control without 
any ulterior aim of the control of mind, and (2) psycho
physical to control the lower passions and to open up the 
higher sentiments, helping mental and spiritual culture. 
The latter is more useful than the former. 

In the course of self-discipline next comes the ethico
religious training. This will include 

(2) A course of ( h I . f 'II d. . . 
mental and moral dis. a) t e regu atwn o WI an activity, 
cipline' (b) the system of self-control, (c) 
the practice of concentration. The first purifies or 
chastens the mental consciousness, the second keeps it 
under check and prevents an active touch with the 
distracting surrounding, the third makes it penetrating and 
keen. 
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(a) The regulation of will a11il activity :-
Human life is essentially energising. Three-fourths of 

life is conduct. The realisation of the V edantic ideal 
requires a systematic regulation of our activities to bring 
them to bear upon knowledge. · 'l'his requires a deep consi
deration of the law of duty. 

The Gita puts forth the two-fold path-(1) the path 
of knowledge, (2) the path of Karma or· action. The 
former is meant for those that have the purity and the 
ti·ar.quillity of mental consciousness. The latter is meant 
for those that are just on the way. They need to submit 
themselves to a course of discipline to acquire mental 
calmness necessary to clear vision and reflective analysis. 
The latter is not strictly a distinct path, but is only a 
step to the former. t The guiding principle in the life of 
action should be to do duty for its own sake. The thought 
of an end -and an end useful to one's self-is to be deliber
ately set aside. The Vedantin accepts this law, for it 
helps to bring in unruffled consciousness. Indeed, when 
one works in this way, one really works according to 
reason. To work according to reason is not working for 
a selfish end, for, reason transcends subjective intentions. 
In Vedantic terminology actions done under the dictates of 
reason are Nitya, actions done ior the gratification of 
subjective desires are Samya. The Nitya Karma does not 
satisfy any definite purpose, but one is bound to do it, 
otherwise one acquires demerit. Besides this, there is 

1 Vide Brahmanandagiri, Gita-Bhasye., Sl. 3, Ch. 3 (by Venkat&natb&). 
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a.not~er kind of Karma, called Nqimittik, which is : a.lso t.o 
be done, if one is not .to acquire demerit. The p~int 9~ 
difference between the Nitya and the Naimittik is that the 
former is to l>e done every · day, the latter on pa1·ticular 
occasions. It should be pointed out that there is no. suc4 
categorical divisions of Karma into the Nitya and the 
Kamya.. The !!&me action may be Nitya or /(amya, if it is 
not or is done for some purpose. 1 · ·· 

'The Nitya and the Naimittik K(lrmaa have a bearing 
upon knowledge indirectly. Ttey are necessary to make 
the heart transparent and the mind penJ)trative. . · · 

The Kamya Karma is of two kin~s. it may be virtiio~s . 
or vicious. The one ·gives us merit, the other denierit. 
But none of them has any bearing . upol:) knowledge. 
Actions done with bad intentions . corrupt the heart·and 
obscure .the vision. ·Actions 'done with good intentions 
have likewise no place . in the life .of knowledge, for, the· 
ideal of knowledge requires one to be desireless. . The 
state of will-less bliss ·must be positively hazarded by a 
willing pursuit of a desh'a.ble end. The thought of a 
particular end naturally_ disturbs the mentlt.l ca.lmne~s and 
equanimity. The Chhandopya has it " nothing can cross 
the bridge and enter into the Brahman_-loka; not . even 
merit" (Ch. VIII, 4.1). 

Knowledge can destroy Kamya-karma, for, knowledge 
is opposed to it. · Nitya and Naimi#ik ka1·maa prepare 
tis for knowledge, -and when we are m possession of it, 
they are no longer necessary. 2 

This Kamya k~rma is of three kinds :-Sa11cita, 

Prarabrlha and Kr~yamana. · Penance and expiation can 

• Vide commentary on the Gita by :Madhusudhan, Ch. 2, 4.0. 

11i\!11M~·~~9-~ f.l~~ ~q~: I 

• Vide Vamati, 69. Jiajiv's~Editio'Q. 
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destroy the Sancita karma. Hence they have also a place 
in the life striving after the Ideal. 

The direct effect of the moral discipline of Karma is 
to prepare one for the esot~ric teachings of V edantism by 
making oneself composed, tranquil and free fr.om impulses. 
Karma has no direct and immediate effect upon knowledge. 
It indirectly. helps us in acquiring Vedantic wisdom. 

Some argue that karma gives us knowledge. There 
is no further necessity of reflecting and meditating 

Difference of opinion 
on the elfect of sacri

. fices, penance, on the 
life of knowledge. 

upon the teachings of V edantism. 
Some are of opinion that the know
ledge can be acquired by practical 
discipline without intellectual pene

tration, or it is a component element in the life con
ducive to knowledge. It is not knowledge alone, but 
knowledge as helped by action which is the true source 
of wisdom. I The Vedantin holds that Karma can 
have no direct bearing upon knowledge. It prepares 
us for the stiU higlJ.er course of life revealing the truth 
before view. It helps us onward. The same thing is said 
in the Sruti-" 'l'he Rraltmin wills to know Him through 
sacrifices, peuance, charity, austerities and fastingst etc.11 

The direct effect of these practices is the origin of a 
desire to know, but not knowledge. Yacaspati holds that 
they indirectly help us to know Braltman by purifying 
us and creating in us a strong desire to know. Though, in 
fact, we are in Braltman, yet the long acquired realistic 
tendencies stand in the way of our apprehending it, and so 
long as they have a hold upon us, it is very difficult to pursue 
steadfastly the cnurse of life leading on to the attaintment 
of knowledge. The performance of sacrifices, the observance 

1 ~~'l!lif· ~4\;U'ai J!~ijit I 

mnm: -n<ilfuci ~ 'll'rn mt ~' 
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o£ austerities, the regulated course o£ moral and· spiritual 
life-all help us in dispensing with the materialistic cast o£ 
mind and in opening the door to knowledge by clearing ·and 
purifying the heart and removing obstacles from the way. 
Nobody can seriously maintain that these have any direct 
bearing upon knowledge. For in .their very nature they 
are so far removed ·from it that any direct connection 
cannot be thought to· exist between them. Knowledge 
can remove ignorance,· Karma is internally incapable o£ 
removing ignorance, for, that which is opposed to ignorance 
can destroy it .. But Karma is not opposed to it. Moreover, 
it is pointed out in. ihe Prameya Sangralta, i£ the life 
o£ action had been conducive to knowledge;· one could not 
have been asked to renounce it. 1 

The Mimanaa philosophy has two parts: (l) the one 
enquires into ·Dharma-the right regulation o£ conduct, 
and (2) the other into Braltman. The former is ethics. 
It lays down the course o£ action leading on to progressive 
evolution (<~~~~· mr-t). The latter enquires into the 
ultimate metaphysical truth,. It gives freedom and salva
tion {fir:;g.~· g qfcr'ftfit). There are schools o£ thought 
who seem to think that they are successive forms o£ 
culture-the one paves the way for the other and is an 
invariable antecedent to wisdom. The true foundation 
and e~lana.tion o£ Qur ethical life is to be found in the life 

o£ wisdom, so that both £orin parts 
Refutation of Jnana. . o£ a life in which knowledge or 

Karma SJ.muccaya. WIS. dom has a place side by side 
bada. 

with service. Hence it is supposed 
that the performances o£ sacrifices and the right regulation 

• 
• """1'-ll"dliiii'MI ~li!~?mrf.Nlit' if '{'e11:1~:. P· 166. 
Vide Sidhanta Sidhanjan-( vide p. 2, foot.note. 
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of conduct have a direct connexion with the life of 
wisdom and lead on to the same as the explanation and 
fulfilment of themselves. The Vedantism of &nkara 

accepts all these with a qualification. It accepts all these 
as preliminaries preparing one for enquiry into Brahman 
by furnishing one with intelligence, purity and tranquillity 
necessary to the attainment of wisdom, but of wisdom 
itself they form no direct foundation or basis, and are not 
conditions absolutely necessary, for, one is seen to have 
acquired knowledge of Brahman, even when one has no 
culture of and practice il:l, pel'formance of sacrifices, etc . 
. . And, moreover, the life of action and the life of wisdom 

according to Sanlcara, are distinctively different. One is 
the transformation of will, the other is eradication of 
will in the ·sense of attaining will-less bliss. .Their 
natures are inherently different. The distinctive nature 
of. knowledge and duty is drawn out beautifully by 
S~nAara in a line in the Upadeac. Saluuti "Knowledge 
simply reveals the nature.of things hut cannot freely deter
mine it. It can stat~ only what it is, but cannot change 
'its nature. Action or injunetion to any fo.rm of action is 
purely dependent upon us. We can do it or not do it, choose1 

it ~r not choose it, we have the power of free choice." 
Action originates something not existing bef<>re or helps to 
evolve something potentially existing. Knowledgs does 
not. create ·anything new. The ori& is guided by the idea 

· o~ re~lisatiott of the good, the- other of Truth.' But any 

•. 1 Vide.N~iska,rwasid,hi, 53. 

'dtqliUflllQ ~ ~m ~ fMI"'i'!lf\ I 

·~ ftri~ lfioif 'lRQ11t ~ II .. 
1 Vide Vivarao& Prameya Saagraha, p. 169. 
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form of enthusiasm, besides knowledge, has not an endur
ing effect since it is empirical; and all forms of culture
the training of will and the transformation of our· moral 
nature help us onward to the perception of truth by cul
tivating purity of soul and serenity of heart and thereby 
realising jn the ultimate course of its evolution that the 
tr~;~th is the good, for no~!1ing can permanently attract 
us and awaken our enthusiasm which is not true.. The 
truth is, therefore, the good. In the .onward evolution of 
moral life, we come to identify the good with the truth, 
and the -Jife of morality gradually transforms itself to the 
search after truth, for, it soon diseovers that· truth is our 
being. In tbe evolution of will, Will ultimately transcends 
its ordinary vocation in the search· after· wisdom where 
it finds its fullness of realisation-not in the sense of 
widening its range of activity, but; in the sense of 
surrendering of itself through the ·course of expansive 
dtvelopment. Moreover, the seeker soon discovers the 
transito~ine•s of the life of active pursuits and the fruits 
thereof ; · he feels within himself the constant yearning 
after one that is of enduring interest and val'ue. He 
wants to transcend the search after things that can 
satisfy the senses, delight the impulsive cravings and 
devotes himself to the course that can lead him to 
the realisation of permanent bliss. We may conclude that 
the performances of sacrifices, etc., purify the me[)tal 
consciousness and help concentration and meditation by 
making the mind calm. and quiet. 1 . Not only is this 
true of the Vedic sacrifices, but it is also true of the 

1 Upadesha Saha.sri-Samyakamati Prakarana.. 
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Yogic training-both of them having indirect bearing 
upon the life of knowledge-the former by cleansing and 
purifying the heart, the other by the course of training, 
promoting the keenness of penetration of the intellect. 
Sureswaracltar!J!Ja in his Naiskarma 8id!ti has pointed out 
successive stages in Vedantic culture. The right regula
tion of conduct in the way as laid down in the sastras-the 

observance of sastric injunctions and prohibitions-vidhi 
and nis!ted!ta-the performance of religious. sacrifices, 

· penances and daily oblations lead on to the purification 
of mental consciousness by the destruction of sin. This 
purification begets clearness of vision. This brings in 
renunciation which originates a keen desire to attain 
liberation. f'acaspati has almost the same thing in his 
1' amati. One attains merit by the performance of duties 
(f01· its own sake).· This merit destroys sin which obscures 
the vision causing misinterpretation of the unreal as real, 
the impure as pure; this clear vision sees the unreality 
of the phenomen~~ol order. It brings in consequence a 
keen desire to transcend this, and a way is soon found out. 
The seeker takes to the method of realisation. In this way 
a bearing of Karma on knowledge is traced out. 

But there · is a difference of opinion regarding the 
bearing of sacrifices, penance, etc., on the life of knowledge. 

J'"acaspati thinks that the performance 
Va\)&spati'a affirma· only creates a desire in us to know. 

tion. 
It gives rise to an unseen possibility 

which originates in us a will to acquire knowledge. It 
has no t'.lonnexion with knowledge directly : it serves its 
purpose in creating in us a desire to ~now and that 
is all. 1 

• f4fll~ r~for!llifq~ N Jfill~~-il~fil'~li ""~<:! ~~~m~oti 

fllfllf~ ~tt llNul\qllQ" if~~ lli~~l'l ~ t 
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Prakaalaman Yati, the author of Yedanta Prame?Ja 
Sangralta, on the other hand, thinks tha~ the effect 
of sacrifices is primarily to beget a desire to know and 
through it, a desire to hear and reflect upon the Vedantic 
discourse without obstruction until the final stage of 

knowledge is reached. They not only 
Vivaranaoharyya's create a desire· but help us by· renlov

affirmation. 
·ing obstacles from the path of know-

ledge. Theynot only give rise to an unseen possibility which 
di!!S away on the awakening of a desire, but also to some
thing which is persistent in its effect so long as knowledge 
is not obtained. This of course happens not directly :but 
indirectly through the removal of possible bars to the attain
ment of wisdom, e.g., by secm·ing the unobstructed devotion 
to the discourse on Vedanta, the company of good teachers, 
etc. The author makes the point clear by au analogy: just 
as it is not suffiCient to create an intense desire in. taking 
food and medicine_ for the complet.e recovery of a patient 
but an easy access to them is really conducive to it, 
similarly a mere·creation of thirst after knowledge is not 
sufficient, but we must have an easy access and a safe course 
to it. The saCl·ifices through ·the purification of mental 
consciousness originate an intense desire after knowledge 
and bring in the fruit, just as the clouds do at the end of 

the rains. 1 

• JTide Prameya Sangraha and Naiskarmasidhi 
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The V edaritin insists npon a course of rigorous dis
cipline to control the innate tendency 

(b) The system of of the internal and external senses to 
self-control. 

go out and record a world of sensuous 
experience and to enjoy it, which disturbs the equanimity 
of mind necessary to right understanding and discrimina
tion. This discipline aims at the perfection not of the bodily 
-but of the mental being, the control and purification of the 
emotions, the mastery onr the still higher life of thought 
a.nd consciousness. It fixes its attention upon chitta, the 
·stuff of mental consciout!ness in which all activities and 
desires have their origin. It wants to purify our emo• 
tiona.l and volitional nature. It is most important for 
anybody aspiring after a high ~piritual development. 
The normal state of man is a state of disorder, a state 
where the supremacy of the soul is transferred to the 
senses, where it is subjected to the senses existing in 
a state of freedom. In such a confused and disordered 
.state the self gradually begins to assert itslf, and the 
powers of order must he helped to overcome the instincts 
of disorder. This implies self-discipline which institutes 
good habits of mind in place of lawless tendencies exciting 
the lower nervous being. This indicates the gradual 
elimination of impulses and desires stimulating the animal 
instincts and sordid fleshly motives,-if not a complete 
destruction of them (for sometimes they become nece~sary 
for self and race preservation), at least a complete surrender 
of them to the will of the self. But in some cases,. e.g., 

those that have entered into the life of renunciation 
(ParamaAansa) a complete elimination is thought desirable 
and actually sought. 

The life of renunciation offtJrs the best opportunity of 
pursuing the uninterrupted search after Truth. In fact, 
one who is looking forward to absolute ft·eedom cannot 
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possibly find a~y serious meaning in the earthly ties and 
relations and will not hesitate to transcend them and 
begin to live a life of complete indifference to the environ
ment. Hence we find instructions to cultivate silence and 
to meditate constantly upon .tltman. 

There are two forms of Renunciation. ( l) Renu_ncia:
tion for the acquisition of knowledge, generally called 

l'ibidiE}a Sann?Jasa. It is the renun-
Two forms of ciation of the seeker. This is not 

Renunciation. 
merely giving up of worldly desires, 

but it implies a systematic· pursuit of and search after 
wisdom;t Those who enter upon such a course of life are 
constantly absorbed in hearing and discoursing about 
11tman and concentrating upon it. 

(2) Renunciation after the acquisition of knowledge, 
generally called l'idwat Sann?JaSa. It is the renunciation of 
the adept. When the adept ente~s upon a life of inaction 
consequent upon the attainment of wisdom, his is a life of 

· complete renunciation marked by freedom from desires.!! 
This is a desireless existence. The former is marked by the 
keen and central desire of acquiring knowledge, the latter 
is characterised by the absence of this desire. It is a state 
of knowledge. If the former is a state of r aimg?Ja, 
the latter is a state of f7airag?Ja as well as of knowledge. 

1'id?Jara1l?Ja has drawn an effective distinction between 
the two forms of renunciation. 8 The seeker should 

1 iflfi~qjl i1'1131l:ll"'~t1Ti!~~lJ: 
• The Sruti says : ~<i ~ <!lllli!lif f.lf~«<l smlf11!1: Sillilqll:lr~f.l.fJiil

'lJ'I!;Il'f <!IT<tli!qjl!WJ ~l1!11!;1 f~l~ ~f.q-
1 Vide Jivanmuktiviveka-~l!ll f<~Miilt lfo'.ltfuin <fli!l'~li!W 'lfqqJt~"tf.l 

~q]~il"tmf.t', ctl!ll m•r~if!lfui!lsftr ~~~ ~<11~~ ~qt~
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hear about and reflect upon Atman. The seeker who 
intends to get complete freedom in life should go through 
a system of discipline helping the eradication of desires 
and the destruction of the mental being. 

But nobody should think renunciation to be an 
indispensable condition which under no circumstances 

Renunciation is not 
absolutely necessary 
for Enlightenment. 

can be set aside. Any one who has . 
his heart pure and mind unswayed 
by earthly motives can feel the truth 
of identity of existence. Knowledge 

does not depend upon any ·injunction or upon any conve
nient and auspicious moment of life. Wisdom does not 
depend directly upon any condition but solely upon 
the calmness and tranquillity of mental-consciousness 
admitting of sustained course of reflection. But this 
calmness, cannot be commanded in distracting surround
ings; hence arises the necessity of renunciation of the 
common form of life and of seeking to live in isolation 
from obstructive social environment. 

Here, again, there is divergence of views among the 
teachers of Vedanta. Some think that 1·enunciation 

like the performance of eacrifices 
Differences of opini. 

on regarding the bear. 
ing of renunciation on 
the life of knowleC:ge. 

creates an unseen possibility which 
produces a destiny, as it were, for 
us clearing away the difficulties that 

may appear on the path of enlightenment. 

The author of the Vartik thinks that renunciation be~?ets 
a fitness and a. destiny and this in combination with study 
and reflection is the cause of liberation. The Vivarana 
school thinks it to be a condition only helping the seeker 
to follow his own course uninterruptedly without creating 
any unseen possibility. We conclude in the terms of 
the 'Yivarana Prame:ya San!Jralia "The life of active duties is 
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conducive to knowledge by the purification of mental being, 
the life of renunciation is conducive to knowledge by 
making it possible. for the seeker to hear the discourse upon 
Atman and reflect upon it without any obstruction." 

A course of training in concentration is important. 
It focuses the mental-consciousness 

(c) The practice of and reveals the nature of anything 
concentration. 

however fine or minute it may be. 
It is a. powerful instrument of knowledge. 

By concentration the .mind acquires the capacity of 
withdrawing from its limited waking activities. The 
power of concentration gives us a. double power of isolating 
ourselves from the distracting mental surrounding and 
of _ calling forth the higher capacities associated with 
perceptions of higher truths on supra-mental planes of 
existence. The energising towards self-realisation is always . 
accompanied by a. mastery over the subjective as well as 
the objective mind, and by a. complete control of the course 
of thoughts in any plane of conscious existence-exoteric 
or esoteric. And this power of concentration yields us 
knowledge of all grades of existences-gross or fine, physical 
or spiritual, material or mental. This power of concen
tration has an indirect effect upon the mind. It increases 
the capacity of withdrawnness as a preparation for the· 
higher mental efforts in meditation. Concentration is 
at once a negative and a. positive effect; negatively it is a. 
drawing away of the mind from its objects of natural and 
habitual occupation, and positively it is the convArgence 
of attention {mind) upon particular thing of its own 
choice. 

Pataujali speaks chiefly of two kinds of Samadhi :
(1) Concentration upon objects of experience, (2) concen
tration upon self. The former, again, may be of four kinds 
according as the object is (a) gross or (b) fine matter, (c) the 
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senses, and (d) the-I, the sense of personality.~ These four 
kinds give us clear knowledge of all things excepting 
Puruska. We, then, pass on to the next stage of concen
tration upon Puruslza, the transcendent existence through 

Patanjali's division 
of the forms of con
centration. 

the intermediate stage of discri
minating consciousness (f'l~CI:) 

the self as reflected in Buddki 

and Buddhi itself and their 
difference. A step forward and we have the knowledge 
of self. 

This account of Samadki as given by Patanjali has been 
accepted in its entirety by the author of the Adwaita Brahma-
8idhi in his classification of Samad!z; as (1) concentration 
upon things knowable (1l"ttl~illt!M:), (2) concentration upon 
the sense-organs (~~~~~illtlftf), (3) concentration upon the 
subject or the "I" (~~"l<t~f114f'll:), ( 4) concentration upon 
Indeterminate truth (filf~~qft!:). But Vedantists 

This division accept
ed in the .A.dvaita 
Bruhmasidhi. 

generally accept only two divisions 
or kinds of concentration known as 
Savikalpa and Ni1'vikalpa. The former 
is accompanied by a modification, 

of mind-stuff, the latter, not. Really the first four 
forms of concentration as laid down in the Patanjali 

system come under the category of Savikalpa Samadlzi, 

for, in them the chitta or mind-stuff is made to 
concentrate upon the objects besides self or Purusha, 
and the impressions of these concentrated. !ltates and 
knowledge obtained therefrom are left in form of 
Samskaras (permanent residues) too deep to be effaced. 
The effect of these forms of concentration is the acquisi
tion of knowledge of all things and beings, even of the 
clear discrimination between the Purusha and the Pt·a!rriti. 
Up to this point there is still some effort of chitta. When 
one clearly understands the transcendent indifference of 
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the Puruaha, the nature of its non-relational being, and 
its complete dissociation from the evolving Prakriti (or 
Buddhi) by one . supreme effort of withdrawnness and 
renunciation, one attains freedom. The chitta with the 
impressions of the state of Nirodlta is dissolved in its 
originative cause-Prakriti. 

The Vedantin wants to control his thought-process in 
a way lit,tle ·different from this and this difference is due 

The generally ac
cepted forms of con
centration. 

to the general trend of. his thinking: 
and the completely distinctive form of 
his thought-culture. He centres his 
thought-consciousness on the truth of 

Identity immediately when he becomes practised in the 
art of concentration. The author of Laghuchandrika 
defines 8ampraj1iat or Savikalpa Samadlti thus: 1 it is 
the continuity of the knowledge of one's ·own self as 
consciousness differing from body and mind. It can 
be best described as a stream of conscious flow in the 
form of Atman. .The result is the understanding of 
the self as distinguished from its upadhis and as witnessing 
the mental consciousness. To this form of concentration 
one devotes himself after a course of intellectual training 
in Vedantism. But before one can clearly· understand the 
teachings of Vedanta Philosophy and meditate upon them 
one must develop in oneself the habit of discrimination 
of the true from the false, or reality from appearance. 

The importance of 
discrimination in 
knowledge. 

This faculty of discrimination is a 
great power, for, right knowledge 
leads on to right conduct. Hence 

it has been said u without a clear discrimination of the 
reality from the appearance, there cannot originate· a will 
to give up all desires (pertaining to life here or hereafter), 

• ~fll"'l<l' ~~nf~·l!'ifllij iloiT~~~<I<Il ~nf'ill~l'illif·ll'l~~q:,-
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and, again, wihhouh such a will the control of nature 
within and withouh is a veritable impossibility." 1 This, 
in fact, is the supreme culture which brings about the direct 
realisation of the supreme self. It proceeds by the method· 
of intellectual reflection (vicara) to right discrimination 
(viveka). 

When one is possessed of the high moral and intellec
tual adaptation, just noticed, one is thought fit to receive 

the esoteric teachings of Vedantism 
The direct method and can discourse about and reflect 

of Realisation. 
upon Atman. This is the direct 

method. This direct method is hinted at by Yajnaballca in 
the memorable saying. 

Srabrrn displaces the crudest form of ignorance, viz.,
that Brahman does not exist. Manan fights out and 
logically establishes the truth of Identity. This is the 
stage of critic ,1 discourse and reflection. }l iitidlzyasan 
strikes deep the Vedantic wisdom into our heart. It 
eradicates the innate confusion of the body with the 
soul. 

The direct method of meditation bas two forms: (l) the 
one in which we are the witness of the modification 
set up in consciousness by the axiom of Identity leading 
on to,. (2) the other where the consciousness is not 
characterised by any such modification. 

(1) Samprajiiat· The former is called Samprajiiat, 
Samapatti. This again may be of two kind:! :-

(1) In as much as it is characterised by some local 
mat·k due to the clear knowledge of the modifi~ation of 
mental consciousness originated by the saying ' thou 
art that.' This may be called the initial stage of media
tion where the adept is conscious of himself, of himself 

' Vide Vivarana Prameya Sangraha, p. 170, Benares Edition. 
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as a witness and of the modific1.tion set up at a particular 
moment by the axiom. 

(2) In as much as it is free from any thought ~egarding 
the origin of the modification of mental consciousness. 
This implies a great intensity of meditation in which 
the temporal and the spatial marks of modification are 
lost sight of. The two elements, the witnes~ing subject 
and the modifications, are alone left aside. 

The former is. not frtJe from the verbal suggestion. 
The latter is free from it. 

Next is t~e higher stage of .Asamprajfiat Samadhi. It is 

{2) Asa.mpra.jiiat 
Sa.ma.pa.tti. 

the concentration whereiu conscious
ness is free from all sense of duality. 
It is indicative of the integrity of 

consciousness. Negatively it is the state in which mental 
consciousness with the modific~tion has ceased to exist. 

The author of the Vedantasara holds that in such 
a state, a modification ·is set up in mental conscious
ness iu the form of .Atman, making Atman its own object. 
The ordinary stage of meditation implying the division of 
subject and object "is passed over. The concentration 
is deep. This state differs from the Susupti. Samadhi 
is mental-concentration. Susupti is absorption in Avidya. 
In Susupti there is no modification of mind, for mind 
does not then exist ; a modifiration, no doubt, is set up 
in Avidya. Samadhi (according to the author of Vedanta
sara) is transformation of mental consciousness in the 
form of Atman, a transformation which is set up by 
constant meditation upon the Identity implying the 
removal of the ordinary forms of thought currents 
and heart-beats. 1 In such a state of high abstraction 
(in the thought of .Atma1t as undivided bliss), the adept 
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quite forgets the surrounding, his concrete being and the 
ordinary conditions of thinking activity. In this state no 
duality can exist in any form and the mind gets a complete 
transformation in the form of A.tman. Outwardly the 
seeker is lost within thought process in the meditation 
of the absolute, but inwardly still the transformation 
lingers. 

The description of A.sampragnat 8amadhi as given by 
the author of the Vedantasara cannot be accepted cate
gorically. It is at best an advance in the acquisition of 
knowledge, but is not knowledge or· liberation. The 
definition needs modification. The inherent defect of 
the definition is perceived by the commentat1r who con
ceives two stages in Nirvikalpc Samadhi: (I) the stage 
where nothing exists' but the transformation of mental 
consciousness in the form of A.tman, (2) the stage where 
nothing but the self, the undivided consciousness and bliss, 
exists. 1 

The foregoing division of the Nirvikalpa Samapatti is 
hardly consistent with the general import of the term. 
Even· if we accept that there exists nothing but the 
transformation of· mental consciousness in the form of Atman 
still it cannot be called Nirvikalpa, for some modification 

Our Conclusion. 
still exists, it matters not, if it be in 
the form of A.tman or otherwise. Such 

a state of transformation one actually crosses throu~h to 
attain the final stage, but this should not persuade one 
to make a. division of successive stages of the Nirvilcalpic 

1 Vide Subodhini f'q(~li!M1ii~'<R:~fif~fll~W'!'31fifq~~ 

~n.<~~: ~~: 'i!lift~f-:fg~~~~"- "~~~~ ~f.r ~~ifi: 
lllffl: 1 ~t<~i'l: fiff~ifi~ifi ~\i!M~" ~r~~~~~Wn 'i!lilt~-f'Efgit
i!l~ll.ooiifiil: -.r~ifir(ifitftmq~: _ m~: fqiflfq -!!1JiM ~q~f~tif;;:t'Wll
~~i!"'ifi: ~: I 
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existence. Really in the way of reachin"" the final sta.te 
. b 

of quiescence, a transformation of mental-consciousness 
in the form of Atman actually takes place and is, as we 
shall see later on, the immediate cause of the cessation or 
destruction of Ignorance; but still we should not make a 
confusion between the operative cause and the static 
effect, t.he Ni1·vikalpic state of existence. 1 

Three stages in the We meet three stages in the growth 
evolution of Identity- of the consciousness of Identt"ty ·.
consciousness. 

(I) The first time one hears that Brahman as an undi
vided consciousness exists (~m), the crudest form 
of ignorance is removed, viz., the thought of its non-exis
tence no-longer gets a hold upon the mind._ In Vedantic 
terms it removes the Asambhava-bhabana. So far know
ledge is only indirect. 

1 Authorities differ here. Some think the Nilrvikal;pie Existence to 
be the state of knowledge. Others suppose it to be a state of profound 
meditation in which the mind is still; being free from all modi
fications (1lide the Subodhini and the Ro.tnabali) ("'I~'SITCI 

~l'illN~ ·~r<ti<l!~f~qr trRIII<Ii!l§cf ~-Ratnabali). ~he 
author of the Vidwatmanoranjini distinguishes it from Susupti and 
from both the forms of liberation-Jivan mukti or Videhmukti 

~qm !fir: "I{Cf "''r~. ri': Cfil~lllliilill<l"l!!lli!n;i)Cfiroi1 fl"!f-: i!~it: 1 

illfq ~ 'l!lfucqtf!!: <1<r "llR<m<ICCfit~ ~~ "'l«<itf ~~~'! ;;:fu -gil: 
«1~ cq~ ~if 'a1i!t ~: ~'1!1<1 1 These differences owe 

their origin to the careless use of the ter~ Nir1Jikalpa. It connotes 
·a highly concentrated state of mental · consciousness in which 
it is free fro~ all modifications. It is perfect stillness of existence. 
This may be produced in many ways and as such should not be 
confused with Identity-consciousness, which supposes the destruction 
of Ignorance, including the mental-being. Knowledge may pre
suppose a deep culture in concentration, but this culture itself is not 

knowledge. 
But it must be conceded that the Ni?·vikt&lpic existence actuated by 

the thought of Identity is destructiTe of Ignorance. 

32 
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(2) With the discriminative capacity more advanced 
one penetrates through the appearance to get to the essence. 
This process is called ])risyamarjana, the purification or 
more properly the distillation of the appearances. This 
removes the realistic effect of Avidya-that everything is 
material. 

(3) In the third stage we pass on to the inner being 
of consciousness, where by the effort of analytic attention 
we come to realise Identity with Brahman. "This 
.Atman is Brahman." This removes the ignorance that 
.Atman is different from Brahman. In the second stage 
we become clearly conscious of an immutable being, 
in the third stage, of the identity of being. The result is 
the sinking of the illusory difference in the consciousness 
of identity. This gives us the direct knowledge.• 

Besides this direct way of realising identity there are 
other forms of devotion leading on to the realisation of the 

same truth. The Gita urges Yoga 
The indirect method in addition to dialectic or analytic 

of realisation. 
thinking as a method of realisation. 

We have it also on the authority of the Kalpataru 
that those who cannot at once realise the undivided and 
transcendent consciousness of existence can acquire an 
aptitude and a fitness in that direction by a sustained 
reflection upon the immanent existence, the Saguna 

Brahman.' No doubt we are required to meditate upon 
the Identity at once in the direct method, upon some 
form of symbol or some aspect of Brahman-qualita
tive or quantitative in the indirect one. This indirect 

• Yide Pancadasi. 

~~~ ~ll' ~~'ll I 
"'IOiit1lf.ref'tf: ~~'Iron 11 Chapter VII 56. 

• Yide Brahm& Sntra, page 192, Bhamati Kalpataru Edition. 
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form of worship 1s of three kinds: (l) Pratik-Worsltip, 

(2) Sampat- Worship, (a) Ahamgraha
Three forms of Wor- Worship . . The first two are akin in 

ship. 
nature, the third is somewhat different. 

The underlying psychological operation in .Ahamgraha form 
is unique and it forms by itself a different method of 
worship. 

In the most crude form of worship we require a 
medium, which, for the moment, is the object of worship. 
When, for example, one meditates upon Brahman as identi

(1) Pratik. 
cal with the sun (which is regarded 
as the locu~) and when the sun as 

the locus is predominant in conscious meditation one is 
eaid to be perfor.ming or engaged in the form of worship 
called Pt·atik or Adhyasa. The devotee. is more clearly 
conscious of the medium o£ worship than of the object 
meditated upon or the process of meditation. This forms· 
the initial stage m the opening up of · spiritual 
consciousness. 

The next stage is reached when the mind, with an 
advance in its capacity of meditation, can think upon and 

(9) Sampat. 
is directly conscious of the object of 
worship with the medium left in the 

background of consciousness (for the medium may be 
magnified and be thought identical with the object of 
worship). The mind with the intensity and depth of· 
con~entration has got the power of meditating upon 
abstract things or qualities. 'rhe sense of littleness of 
the form is removed, some abstract quality or the magni
tude of the object of worship is in mental vision. The 
logical basis of such worship is analogy or similarity in 
some point between the object and the medium. The 
former dominates in co~tcrete consciousness, the latter, 
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in abstract consciousness. This, again, may be Gf two 
kinds according as one reflects upon ·Brahman in its 
quantitative or qr1alitative aspect. We may meditate 
either npon its magnitude {or Vastness) or upon some power 
or quality inherent in its nature. This latter form of 
worship is called-Sa;nbarga Yid!Ja.t 

Besides these, there is a third form of worship, 
Ahamgraha, wherein the attention is not focused upon 

(3) Abamgraha. any external object, but upon the self. 
It magnifies the self as Brahman. 

This meditation is self-imposed and subject to the free 
will of the adept. It is not knowledge but a form of 
training and culture of Will. It should be distinguished 
from the direct method of realisation by re~ective criticism 
and disCl·iminative consciousness. It makes it possible to 
acquire a greater effectiveness of will, for it is no longer 
the will of the individual self, but of the cosmic self. In 
this form of worship.....;..Hrahman in its saguna aspect is 
thought to be identical with 'I'. The' I' is prominently 
before consciousness with the magnitude of Brahman's 
Being, whereas in the direct method the sense of 'I ' is 
gradually lost in the immanent consciousness.' 

' Vide Parimal and Kalpata.rn, p.l22. ~ ~~Nwfif 

~tiftS~l~:-~! ~! il~ ~ lt<~ll{ !'rn ~ ~ ... 
••• Vide Ratnaprava ~~if~llln,'e'll~l<l~~if· ~~ l{'!l ilif: 

~!J~l~ofl (t(t ~t fll$ ~ f~lil"'l<l~" ~ 
q<t ilil:'' 'lf.t ~~~Sif"'~"l!flt "il!ll <iffl"''i<HJt"lt5:;1''l~ n~: 
~~fcf if -it~~: I 'IIF!ItifiRII ~if l:i!ITif, ltcflqj'jqtflil~: I 

• ~ ~il41~ilttl.~f.11.1· ~ ~f<Nli ... Rq ~Pt<~mr~m~~~ 
~~: 11101~ lt~:(i( lt'l .. lf ~·~~~~iflil_l f.TlJ'llll~
~~~~(ll~'ill~~lf<l\mf'R'fimii ~.r. ~~TQ'tlil~ll "ilf{ 

q~ ~"il<lll11 l!ilS"Qf ~~ft!: I . 

Jivan Muktiviveka 231-33. 
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1'he medium of worship generally is the symbol Om. 

Medium of Worship. 
It is described as the best and highest 
object to concentrate the mind upon 

to obtain spiritual benefit. In all the upanisails without 
any exception, the importance of meditating upon Om has 
been clearly brought out. 

" The truth which the entire Yeilas teach, the truth for 
which Braltmacar!Ja is practised, I speak out that to you 
in brief, it is Om.'' "This support is the best, this 
support is the greatest." 

But there are differences in the form and method of 
meditation of Om. We may notice them. 

(1) The meditation of Om-as the symbol of being, 
immanent in and transcending, the manifoldness of exis
tence. This form of meditation is laid down in the Man
ilulc!fa Upanisail. It represents the word Om as indicative 
, of the four stages of conscious existence, waking, dream, 
deep-sleep and Turi!Ja. In the first three the attention is 
directed to the immanent consciousness and not to the 
contents of these conscious states. In the last, conscious
ne;s in Hs self-effulgent essence and shining ptirity re
mains. 

(2) The meditation of Om as the cosmic sound; here 
we have a kind of meditation whicl: proceeds in a. different 
path. Concentration of mind upon such a symbol 
establishes a tranquillity, a calmness in the mental plane 
by producing the sense of vastness and bjr controlling the 
restlessness of mind. It opens to the seeker the grades 
of consciousness-buddhic, beatific and . finally the Nir
vanic. 1 In this connection we may also mention the 
form of worship of Brahman through the Ga!Jatri. 

• Vide Sankar's.Yoga Tarabali. 
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·Sanleara writes in his commentary of the CMandOfJ!Ja 
that to those who cannot follow the direct method of 
understanding Brahman as 'not this' ' not this,' is recom
mended the forms of worship of Brahman through Ga;yatri 
which is most effective in bringing out the deep harmony 
within us. This Ga;yatri is all pervasive, it supports 
everything in existence. One is asked to think upon the 
Identity of being-'-when one reflects upon the Ga;yatri. 

The Ga;yatri has three parts :-(1) Pranab is the symbol 
of Brahman. (t) The 1'!Jaltriti is Brahman manifested 
in the cosmic being, It places before the devotee the 
universal manifestation of Brahman. (3) This vision is 
presented with limitation in the Ga;yatri where Brahman 
has been represented as the Lord of the effulgent Sun, 
the Lord who is within us and who is more intimate to 
us in our inner consciousness. It is the conscious principle 
behind nature and man. The Ga;yatri is the symbol of 
the infinite life in immanence. It presents before us the 
oneness of life in God, man and nature. 

Another form of devotion is the concentration 
on the heart-ether. This is technically called ])alzar-Yidya. 
Io the CltltaniofJ!Ja Upanisad we are told that one who 
is not able to think upon oneself as Identical with Brah
man should fix attention upon the heart-cave which is 
caUed Bralttnapure, the inner ethereal expansion. Wherein 
appears the lightning, the stars, the suns and the moons. 

These forms ·of meditations are recommended for those 
that do not possess the keenness of intellectual penetration 
to understand directly and immediately the axiom of 
identity and feel its truth. The attempt here is to give 
oneself up tl) devotional meditation and the immediate 

Vida Gayatri by T. Tarkabacaspati and Maitri-upaniaad.) 
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result thereof is the expansion of one's vision, the dawn 
of a superior consciousness undisturbed by the over-ruling 
impulses. They cannot give us direct knowledge of· 
Brahman, but pave the way for its realisation by waken
ing up the sense of a vastness-the sense of an infinite 

, presence giving way to the sublimity of silence as it 
crosses the borderland of immanent existence. 

The forms of devotion, noticed above, are not to 
the same purpose. We have it on the authority of Sankar 

that (1) some of them are conducive to progress in life, 
(2) some lead on to the gradual realisation of freedom, 
and (3) some to the attainment of particular end 
or purpose. The author of the Kalpataru thinks that 
Pratik form of devotion meets the demand of the 

Conclusion, 

We hav'? seen 

The comparative im
portance and value of 
Sraban, Manan, Nidi
dhyasan, 

first, Daizara-upasana of the second, 
utgeetha upasana of the third. 1 

already that the direct method of reali
sation consists m hearing about 
Identity, in reflecting and in meditat
ing upon it. Which of these three 
is the most important a11d useful ? 

Pacaspati and his followers hold that the last one 
(meditation) is the most important and useful in as much 
as it creates a different mentality conducive to the 
better understanding and immediate perception of Brahman. 

( 1) Y acaspati School. 
The author of the Kalpata1·u says that 
the knowledge of Identity is acquired 

through consta.nt meditation upon Atman. The intellectual 
culture in V edantism changes the direction and character 

' Vide Sanka.r Bhasya, p. 176, Jivaji's Edition. Br. Su. 

u.n-cr.r mf«oll~tn~~~~. Clillii'Nl'f iliil~, 
'ilitfif~l'( ri~f.r 1-Kalpata.rn-~!Jl'rlfor ll<l"tcfi"nm:l•nfif, 
iliil~f.r ~;tlf.r, 'iliofi~i!!lf.r 'Oift'ltf.r I 
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of thought-process. It produces a quite different 
universe of thought. Indeed a course of discipline 
(hearing and discoursing) helps the mind to assimilate 
the teachings of Vedantism, but continued meditation 
alone can set aside the long-acquired realistic adaptation 
or habit of thinking. Yacaapati writes: 'the mind 
after it has assimilated the Vedantic teaching directly 
feels and immediately apprehends the identity of 
consciousness in 'tat~ and ' twam ' by setting aside the 
limitations of upadhia. 1 

The author of the Kalpataru says that the mind having 
a culture and an adaptation due to constant hearing and 
discoursing about the truth of Identity acquires a compe
tency to feel and apprehend the truth of Identity. The 
direct or immediate cause of knowledge is reflection and 
meditation. Hearing and the discoursing are conditions or 
remote causes. Nidid!t;yaaan is the chief cause. 8raban 
and Manari check the tendency of thinking that Brahman 
does not exist. It promotes mental fitness for sustained 
meditation and final knowledge. Nididh;ynaan strikes deep 
the truth of identity into mind which ultimately succeeds 
in setting aside the innate error of mistaking body for 
soul and vice vera£1. 

Padmapada and the author of the Yivarana hold that 
Sraban (or respectful hearing) is the most important of 
the three in as much as it is the direct and immediate 

cau3e of the perception of Identity. 
(2) Viva.ra.na. School. The other two help only by setting 

up a peculiar subjectivity and by 
removing the realistic bent of mind. In the case of an 

, ~~i!iff:m cci q~1~~q~'ilj~ ifil, aij 

~li;!Wlil<f<lii~ iltl tr~l?.{~if!if.<r I 
• Vide Ka.lpa.ta.ru, p. 55, 56. Bombay . Va.ma.ti Kalpata.ru 

Edition. 
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adept o£ a high order o£ capacity and intelligence £ree £rom 
the natural doubts of' ordinary people, the instruction in 
Identity on a single occasion is thought sufficient £or the 
acquisition 'o£ knowledge. It is said by the author o£ the 
Tattwameaandhan (Mahadeonanda Saraswati) that persons· 
pure in heart, f'ree £rom natural doubts-persons highly 
competent £or instruction in Jnanakanda can see .and 
understand the truth of' Identity and £eel it immediately 
when they are told o£ it, it . matters not i£ they 
have a course o£ intellectual training in Vedantism. 1 

Those, who are not highly competent by their moral 
adaptation, who possessing the naturalistic cast of' 
mind yet seek the light to put a stop to the 
painf'ulneEs o£ divided and partial existence, and in whom 
still the innate tendencies are effective, are in need of' 
constant discourse and ceaseless meditation. The £ormer 
is necessary to deepen the notion o£ Identity, the latter to 
create a different cast o£ mind-a new subjectivity. 9 

These two processes prepare the soil for the reception o£ 
instruction in Identity and £or holding the message firmly 
within. When the ~ental soil is thus fully prepared,· the 
seeker is given the final lesson. He is directly told 'that 
thou art. ' This is the immediate cause of the disappearance 
of Ignorance. To put more logically Sraban is the direct 
cause, the other two are conditions or remote causes of' 

knowledge. 8 

1 q~q~ 11'il~'il~ ij~~111t ~i'j~1'"1t 'l;~'i\.'f!~1'"1t "'~iif,ij 

~mi'if 'ill ~'(({'fiR ~ • 
• Vide Vivarana. Prameya. Sangraha, p. 102, para. 2, lines 8, 4, 5, 

Benares Edition. 
• Vide Vivarana, Prameya. Sangraha, p. 103 and 104, 

~. 111i1CU~ mrorii ll«iO!l'N1i11<!. 'flililf.l~li!fl~il~ R'il~ ll«iCfi11ii'· 

ll'ilctrt'~l'( qf(f"l"l'lltt~'tll'lilftt ~l'(cu q~'t\t llfuQ~ill 
33 
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The authors of the Panclzapaililca and the rivarna 
think that the direct means of attaining knowledge is 
study of the Upanisads and constant instruction in 
the axiom of Identity. Brahman is sometimes called 
('e11fot~ '!Jli~) "the Purtealza of the Upaniaaaa." Of 
everything besides Brahman there are other sources of 
knowledge. The fruitful source of the knowledge of 
the illusoriness of the empirical and the oneness of the 
transcendental es:istence is the Sruti or the Vedanta.' 
Of the transcendent being we can postulate nothing 
more than its existence from experience. It is 
presupposed in all forms of thinking, but its being 
cannot be determined by the ordinary sources of 
knowledge, for these sources can have no transcen
dent use. The Sruti claims itself to be the only 
source which can give us right knowldge regarding 
the transcendent reaJity and the authority of the 
Bruti is beyond question in this respect. Reflective 
criticism and meditation are methods of preparing the 
mind _for perception of truth and as such are important 
conditions helping to acquire knowledge, but not the 
direct cause thereof. II 

These different theories lead us to the consideration 
of the direct and indirect bearing of 

ThebearingofiSabda Sabda upon knowled!!'e-the doctrine 
on knowledge. ~ 

of immediate and mediate knowledge 
by Sabda: Yacaspati maintains that Sabda can give us 

1 Jmtflu ;;:rqf.rctf{ l!:~t<l :o;{q~ ,.fiqf~ i!mr<iiiit<l if~<!,.

~R'II'I 
1 ~~mfu'!~gtltl<!,. '!!~~ ~~iflfl't<(l{-Citsukhi 

1{ifi{f.r~ f;{~~f«t~~ f.rmfit . ~-lli'i(-~ 

11111~ 1fiomq'4illi!t<4filfu "'fw.:zl~ 1 



only an indirect knowledge of things. Babita is inherently 

(1) Vacunati-Bab- . incapable of giving us direct 
da has an· indirect knowlege. 1 The axian 'thou art 
bearing on knowledge. 

that' gives indirect understanding of 
identity but no direct perception. The effect of Avidya 
still persists, though our possibility of thinking the 
nonexistence of A.tman is lost due to instruction in 
Identity. -But mere respectful hearing and reflective 
analysis are not enough to give us knowledge unless 
they are accompanied by sustained contemplation of 
Identity which removes Ignorance completely and reveals 
the Identity of Existence, We have it on the authority 
of the Kalpataru : " there is no inherent capacity in 
Babita to give us direct knowledge. If Sabita gives direct 
knowledge where the object is immediate, then inference 
should give us direct knowledge of. the distinction of the 
soul from the body, for it has also subject matter within 
the direct cognisance of everybody. It does not. folloW' 
necessarily that the directness of a source of knowledge 
consists in the immediacy of its object. This will set 
aside the distinction of direct and indir'ect sources of 
knowledge. The common -analogy 'thou art the tenth' 
does not prove the contention, for, the understanding of 
self as the tenth in the company requires the clear 
perception of one's self by one's own eyes (in addition 
to one's being reminded of it)." If ij is maintained that 
knowledge as originated by Babita is immediate,-and 
this is specially true in the case where the object of 
knowledge by its nature is fit to be immediately perceived,-

1 lllliill'fllffti~ ~ ~·~<\ i{oj 'llm!'{itit CfiWI!fiffu 1-
Parimal, pp. 99. "' . 

• 
8 Vide Bhamati, pp. 55, 56,57-Brahmasutra, 1. 1. 4, Kalpataru 

Parimal Edition, Bombay. · 
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then we, to be consistent, are to hold that wherever know
ledge is possible through Sabda, it will be direct and imme
diate. And if · knowledge is attained through Sabda, 
there is no future, possibility of mistaken cognition 
after instruction in Identity (Parimal). 1 But cases are 
not rare of persons instructed in the Identity still 
not free from the innate tendency of mistaking the false 
for the true. Hence it is maintained that the means 
of direct knowledge is to be sought elsewhere. The 
instrument is mind or .Antaltltaran which by gradual 
adaptation and culture may be fit to directly perceive and 
feel the truth of identity. And it is pointed out that 
final knowledge is dependent upon the transformation 
of mental consciousness, so that to hold, again, the 
instrumentality of Sabda at the time of direct perception 
in addition to the modification is an unnecessary 
hypothesis. 

Pralcastman Yati, on the other hand, maintains the 
possibility of Sabda giving rise to the immediate and 

(2) Prakastman
Sabda has a direct 
bearing on knowledge. 

direct cognition of Identity. Every 
form of knowledge implies some 
objsct which it reveals to us. The 
truth or falsity of knowledge is 

determined not by any inherent quality in itself but by 
the nature of the object it expresses before our view
if the object is false, the knowledge, though informing us, 
for the moment, of yonder existence is subsequently 
denied and is said to be false. If the object is real, the 
knowledge is true. And not only this character but also 
the form of cognition as direct or indirect depends upon the 

1 VidB Kalpataru,-Parimal 'Edition (Bombay), pp. 55, 56, Kalpa-

ta.ru; 1!~~~-~-~g: ~l!: ......... ~~'tor 1 Parimal, p. 
65, lines 14-19, Bombay Edition. 
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nature of the object-immediate or mediate. If the 
obj!lct is present before us, the knowledge or the knowing 
process cannot be mediate. Where there is possibility 
of knowing one thing directly because of its proximity 
of existence there can arise no necessity of proving its 
existence through .inference. The immediacy of knowledge 
consists in the immediacy of its object. ('ll~f.mit<i 

'iffi!~~t<f). If this law of direct perception is true, then 
· Sabda inust give us dit·ect knowledge of Identity as the 
object thereof is immediately present. And Brahman 

is immediate and direct existence (~<f. ~F•tr<, ~~ lf'A!). 

The knowledge given by the axiom of Identity must 
necessarily be immediate. And this doctrine of immediate 
perception is supported by common experience. That 
we after some culture and instruction in Vedantism, 
remain quite ignorant of the truth of Identity is simply 
due to the fact that the innate tendencies are still effective. 
They must be uprooted by the two other processes before 
we can realise the truth of Identity. Nowhere do 
Pmkaatmanyati and others that hold the direct 
bearing of Sabda upon knowledge (e.!J., Oitauki, the 
author of .Adwaita B1·a"hmaaidhi, Madhuaudan Saraavati, 

Kriahnananda Saraavati, etc.) dispense with the usefulness 
of reflective criticism and meditation, they being instru
mental to uproot the realistic tendencies of mental 
consciousness, and when the mind is free, it immediately 
realises the truth of Identity. 

The charge of Pacaspati and his c:ml.mentator in 
the Kalpataru (and of the author of Kalpataru-Parimal) 
that many persons even on hearing about the Identity 
do not seem to realise its truth is not to the point for 
it is never contended that Sabda by itself can give 
immediate cognition. It may be the direct cause but 
it is effective only when accompanied and helped by 
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the other two. These remove the obstacles and SaUa 

gives us the knowledge immediately.t 
We come across an opinion in the Yivarana and 

in the Siddhantaleaa that Sabda (araban) for the first 
time cannot give us immediate knowledge. It can 
give us only indirect knowledge and lead us to think 
of and meditate upon it constantly. When the mind has 
a course of discipline and culture, then, again, it stands 
in need of being instructed 1 thou art that ':-to get 
direct knowledge. 

Nobody can assert that we are committing a circle in 
reasoniog-that knowledge is direct because the object is 
immediate, and, again, the immediate cognition of the 
object consists in the directness of its knowledge, for, to 
the V edantin diroct cognition of any object consists in 
establishing an identity between consciousness underlyin2 
the subject and the object, i.e·., the direct cognition of an 
object consists not merely in the presentation of the object 
before view but in its being the object of identity-con
sciousness or· itself being identical with Pramatri-conscious

ness. It indicates polarisation of mind-stuff to a fixed 
object establishing the identity of consciousness. The 
perception of a thing does not consist in Its being the object 
of immediate direct cogl).ition but in its entering into a defi
nite relation with the consciousness underlying the subject. 
The fallacy of begging the question does not arise in this 
case. Similarly when one is reminded of his being the 
tenth, one becomes conscious of it immediately. The 
additional hypothesis about the instrumentality of eyes is 
not clear logic, for, as Kriananimda points out in his Siclhanta 

' Vida Vivarana, p. 103, Ben!U'es Lazarus & Co. Edition. 

ll'l~'lllotijf~2:.q ~'II~ 1ffll~ ...... ~~ f.lfirtr ~ 
~'(Hiiitt 1\~~~f.lffl;.i~t'l ~I 
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Sid'hanjan the real understanding and · direct cognition of 
oneselfl as the tenth do require only a definite revelation 
of the object, by its being the immediate ·object of 
Pramatri-consciousness. 1 

None can maintain that this wise Sa!Jda (as a source 
of knowledge) will be identical with perception, for 
it is contended that Sabda, save the case where the object 
of cognition is self-consciousness or subject-consciousness, 
cannot give us direct knowledge of things even if they 
are immediate. In these cases we· require. the interven~ 
tion of the senses inner or outer. 2 

Moreover, if it is held that the knowledge which one 
acquires on one's being reminded of Identity is only 
indirect we shall be bound to accept a somewhat curious 
position that a directly false idea or perception can be 
set aside by indirect knowledge. Even when a man is 
told that yonder ·object is not a serpent, but a tope, he.'is 
not freed from the illusory conception• unless be has directly 
perceived it, for a false perception can be set aside by a 
true one. No doubt the keenness of intellect due to the 
reflective. contemplation is helpful in the way of preparing 
the mentality and fostering discriminating consciousness: 
When the mental consciousness is thus thoroughly 
disciplined 1t can immediately feel the truth of Identity.· 
No one can reason with accuracy that the senses external 
as well as internal are instruments of perception, 8obda 

• Vide p. 140, Part I, Sidhanta. Sidha.njan. if'iiiTiilf.r g '~ilftr
'illi1ijill<:lf!li' m!iro:i!ilt~~ tfcr lli!la:~mO!I<~~.,T!!mra~.n i{lf«i-

~cr' . 
' 

•. Jl'ide Adwa.ita. Siddhi, p. 877,. Jivaji's Edition, 

i!'f-q~ ~~~..ii!Tll: 1l~~ 'ijlt~ <~l"'l'i. ; cijl;!( ll:l~ tt <ii 1l~tfu
~~~fcr Jl«i'ijl{if1Ciroq~~itl~~ 'flif.iiQli I 
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is a mere condition-the mental consciousnetiS is the 
direct cause of the cognition of Identity, the instruc
tion-' thou art that '-is at best a condition-for it 
is often noticed that the blind man even in darkness 
acqu_ires direct knowledge of himself as the tenth on 
merely being reminded " thou art the tenth." Prakasta
man and others conclude that when one has a 
cultured mind free from the inborn tendencies due to 
constant reflective criticism and contemplation, one can 
feel the truth of Identity. This difference of opinion 
on the indirect and the direl.lt bearing of Sahda on 
cognition owes its inception to the theories of percep
tion, as held by r acaspati and "fivaranacharjya (vide 

Chapter 8). 
Vedantism as a philosophy has its origin in ana

lysis of experience and a. deep
Vedantism is not seated pessimism-a pessimism based 

pessimism. 
upon searching question into the 

meaning of the fleeting course of existence and 
failure to get a satisfactory solution in other directions. 
The human consciousness not being satisfied with 
the seen thinks deep to find out the meaning of 
existence. So long as it has not its mission fulfilled, it 
cannot rest, the wailing within goads it on to _find rest,
rest which it gets nowhere in empirical life. Such a. 
pessimism is not a night-mare upon the human breast. 
It is a constant inducement to go deep within to find a 
solution. It leads on t<? a blessed optimism-an optimism 
not of the child, but of the seer, in whom the question has 
its answer, the doubt has its solution. The soul finds rest 
and peace in the beatitude of Identity. It becomes self
possessed, self-contained and felf-delighted. Its mental
consciousness is no longer disturbed ; it feels a harmony 
everywhere-harmony within, harmony without. It is 



just the stream of 
felicitous existence 
influence. 
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bliss. It is a silent flow of 
unperturbed by any external 

We .cannot close this chapter without considering for 
a moment the important question of Free Will from the 
Vedantic standpoint. It is clear from the Vedantic 
doctrine of transcendence and quiescence of Being that· 

Freedom of will 
from the Vedantio 
standpoint. 

will does not belong to the self as 
an integral part of its being. The 
soul in itself as an identity of exis

tence is above all categories that can be applied to the 
phenomenal order. It transcends causal law and is 
free existence. Therefore, if the controversy between 
freedom and determinism is ultimately the question as 
to self-activity being free from causal determina
tion or not, it may , be answered that the question 
does not arise at all. The self in its essence is free from 
·willing. Any conception of determination or freedom 
cannot be ascribed to it. In so far as the will is an 
empirical fact it must be determined by the law of 
causation. Will is what we know and everything we 
know is within the empirical order and is rigidly deter
mined by the conditions of space, time, causality. The 
Vedantin, of course, maintains that there can be no action 
without motive ('l-.1); in so far every action is determined. 
But this determination is an act of rational choice and 
in this sense somewhat free. r acaapati says that a person 
has the capacity of freely identifying himself with any 
course of action. The 8aatric injunctions or prohibitions 
present before us lines of actions. But they cannot influence 
our choice which is free. 1 The Kalpataru makes the same 
affirmation. Everyone has the capacity of freely acting; 

1 Vide Bhamati, p. 90, Jivaji's Editio11. 
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the vidhis and the m'mlhas only hold up before us the 
lines of action sanctioned or not sanctioned by the 
Saatra. t 

The Vedantin maintains the predominance of reason 
(hudclhi) over will or impulse and reason wants to assert 
itself in every action to see its conformity or harmony 
with the world of relations. Right conduct depends on 
right knowledge. The entire universe is a net
work of relations. Reason alone can understand the 
harmony of the universal order and can prescribe the 
right regulation of our conduct. To the Vedantists real 
freedom consists in the rational determination of our 
conduct. The Vedanta asserts the supremacy of reason 
over will. And in this constitutes real freedom, 
.for reason belongs to our higher nature and is something 
more intimate to us and can regulate us in cosmic 
sense. Whenever we do anything which reason perceives 
as the right thing for us to do in the system of relations 
we, though strictly and logically determined, still feel to 
be free, for our individualistic and egoistic standpoint has 
been lost"sight of and we feel an expansive movement of 
our being in such actions and, therefore, more free. In 
this sense, a child is more free than the tree, the tree more 
than the stone, the man more than the child, the saint 
.more than anybody. We really feel ourselves determined 
when, in spite of the clear indication of reason, we go in a 
way contrary to it. The more we feel the impersonal 
indications of reason, the more we escape from:the eonceit of 
~gency, the mot·e we are rele~tsed from the fetters of ignorance 

1 fi{fq-11~"~ ~ ~ll ~lli~Sillmitl',q~q ~a:, itif '!N~ 
t'i!Nfilll~~ of"'f.r~fq ~laiit' \l~fcl 1 (Bhama.ti.) 

~llfiif"'• "i' ·~i1f1iMT{ N'mf~ ~~~l'~"l'.• 'fl'iN<fi ~flt~
~~.-=• 

s ~~ ~. Nirba.n Upa.nisa.d, 
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and consequent action. In witness-consciousness we feel 
the transcendent isolation of the self, the freedom of 
indifference (as the self becomes clearly conscious of its 
transcendence over the phenomenal changes). Ignorance 
is the cause of our bondage and determination, and the 
more we realise the nature of our self as consciousness, the 
more we are withdrawn from the conflict of impulses, the 
more we feel ourselves free. Yedarztism thus maintains the 
freedom of being, though, for the moment, the soul seems 
to be chained up in the bondage of phenomenal order, 
If the freedom of action is denied, the greater freedom 
of Being is retained. To be free one must know oneself, 
for one is essentially free, and that which is conducive to 
such knowledge helps one on towards freedom. When Will 
comes under the guidance and control of reason our 
conduct becomes somewhat free : Vedantism proclaims. 
in no uncertain voice "Virtue is knowledge, Ignorance 
is vice." 

It will thus appear that essential freedom lies in the 
attainment of knowledge and it is a question of degree
the more we get to ourselves, to our inner essence, the 
more we feel free. The more we get away from 
the centre of spiritual existence, the greater we feel 
the force of necessity and determination. :Freedom is 
the possession of spirit. The more spiritual we are, 
the greater is our freedom. The world of effects is 
governed by necessity. The productive Being is free. 
Brahman has free move in the cosmic evolution ; the 
finite person, the reflection of Brahman, must be thougbt 
of as freely willing, if not freely creating. We must 
nut suppose the uniformity of order immanent in COISmos 
to Le a sign of determination, for order is not opposed to 
rational free choice and guidance. It is the nature of a 
being essentially rational to move freely, though uniformly 
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or orderly. The argument from uniformity does not lend 
support to rigid determination. It is not inconsistent 
with the hypothesis of a. rational choiee. Brahman creates 
or evolves freely, and this freedom is not opposed to 
uniform order of becoming in cycle;;. The finite person 
has no doubt the upadhi of Avidya. ; still because of his 
transcendence in essence over Avidya., he must be thought 
of as a. centre of power controlling himsdf and his desires 
and motives. If Brahman is absolutely free, finite units 
are relativtlly free in the sense of being somewhat deter
mined by Aoid!Ja and his freedom is greater when he 
attains to the stage of saks!ti (witness) for there he 
perceives Avidya as upadhi, of which he can make use 
in any way he likes. The Sruti also promises that a 
spiritual entity as it grows in spiritual well-being gets 
freedom of movement. The self-conscious existence is an 
intermediary between the.state of absolute determination 
and complete freedom. The Vedantin thus accepts the 
possibility of a relative freedom. But it must be conceded 
that Vedantism thpugh it begins with and admits in some 
sense the freedom of will in its acceptance of the personality 
of finite units of conscious existence soon discovers that 
man's freedom is not essentially the freedom of will, far less 
of action, but it is the freedom of Being, for, ultimately 
the Vedantin seeks to give up the sense of personality 
to realise the identity of Being. And he feels this kind of 
freedom can be attained more by giving up himself than by 
asserting his own. When the vision of tra.nscendeut 
existence appears, he feels clearly the quiescence of 
existence and feels the soul neither free not determined. 
To attain such a state he wants to give up all forms of 
willing, perceiving it to be no longer a part of self, but a 
fact in the empirical order. The Vedantic ideal of real free
dom consists in the extinction of desires, the de.c;;truction of 
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ignorance. Be£ore this state can be reached we try to 
identify our will with the cosmic force, which has capacity 
to carry us upward through the forsaking of individuality 
and t,he assertion of personality. 

We cannot ignore here the Vedantic divisions of Karma 

(more strictly-kamya karma) into sancita, prarobdlta and· 
kriyamana. The aancita or the accumttlated is ka1·ma done 
in previous births-. It has not yet begun to bear fruits or 
operate upon the soul. The prarabdlta, the " commenr.ed" 
is karma done in former births, It has begun to produce 
results. The kriyamana is the present activity of the agent, 
destined to affect the soul in future births. The Yedantin 
recognises the free self-determination and holds every one · 
responsible for his action. The law of karma is stern 
and no one can escape the law, for every one is an 
active agent, and is creating a destiny well or ill 
for him by his actions and thoughts. The Vedantin 
accepts the conception of self ·as active agent (empiriQally) 
endowed with the power of discrimination between right 
and wrong and the capacity of freely i~entifying 

itself with the one or the other. " The belief in the effect of 
self-discipline on karma is not merely a neceEsary postulate 
of theory of retributi~m but as well a chief condition of 
escape from the endless round of transmigration and all 
that go to make up the illusive phantasmagoria of life." 
V edantism throws all responsibility upon the agent for his 
deeds. It no doubt accepts a destiny for the individual 
but this destiny is the self-creation. Life IS 

perpetual activity· and our thoughts and deeds are 
forces that create for us an unseen possibility which 
bears fruit sooner or later. The Vedantin holds that these 
become, later on, forces that we cannot in any way transcend. 
We cannot escape them fo1· they are our own creation. 
In this sense, man is the creator of his own destiny: In 
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this light aancita and prarabdha lcarma can be regarded as 
the effect (visibly inoperative or operative) of the 
Kri!lamana destined to bear fruits. 

God is the regulator of karmic effects, we, the creator. 
When different seeds produce crops in variety, the 
clouds ca.anot be held responsible for the difference, though 
without the shower they cannot grow and be fructified. 
The seeds explain the differences, the shower, the 
fructification. God disposes of and distributes impartially 
the results of actions to their agents. He cannot be 
held resfonsible for the inequalities of capacities and 
conveniences, pleasures and pains. The stream of lcarma 
is eternal. 1 

The karmic law to the Vedantists is one that cannot be 
broken. Even if the knowledge of identity is attained, 
the d~eds already done must have their full effect. The 
intellectual illumination (identity) can put a stop to the 
further course of life by destroying the germs of future 
xistence, but it ca.nnot burn up the deeds which have 
commenced to bear fruit. Knowledge can destroy 
'accumulated ' lcarma, which has not begun to bear fruit. 
It can also destroy the future karma, The course 
of the present existence must fully run out before one can 
attain Yidclla Kaibal!Ja. According to some knowledge 
can mitigate the effect of Karma ill or well, but it cannot 
immediately bring complete independence and liberation, by 
destroying the commenced Karma.' 

The author of the Yogavasistha, no doubt, agrees with 
our general conclusion that destiny is self-created-a 
possibility reared up by our 01vn thoughts and actions in 
the past. But if this destiny is a created pcssibility, 3 this 

1 fide Brahma Sutra 2. 1. 34. and Bhasya, 
s Yids Brahma Sutra IV, 1, 19. 
• fide Yogabasistha, Book Chap. 9, Slokas 17-20. 
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can be according to the author, set aside if one only tries. 
-He c;;eems to hold that the definite ~ourse of life (as deter
mined for it by his past actions) can be changed freely by 
self-determination and constant endeavour. Tbe mould
ing of life's course depends entirely upon. our free will 
which is strong enough to upset the course destined by the 
previous karma. 

This conclusion upsets the general conclusion that the 
commenced karma cannot be destroyed. One is to reap 
its full consequence. To consider this point in detail we 
might divide Karma into two classes : 

(1) Karma for the sake of attaining the knowledge of 
Identity, and 

(2) Karma for the sa.~e of progressive evolution. 
(1) One can put forth one's complete energies to attain 

knowledge, and one may be successful, but the seer 
is to reap the fruits of his own deeds done in the past 
life. Upon this point the Veda?ttists from Sanlcar down to 
Madleusudhan agree. 1 But still the knower, Jiv~nmukta, 
does not feel the sting of pleasure Ol' pain so strongly as 
the ignorant feel, for he is within himself no longer a 
person, but a seer, a witness- to him the facts of life 
are illusory. He feels them and feels not. This shows 
knowledge brings in a change in our life-it Hlakes ka1·ma 
ineffective practically though not literally. 

(2) The previous ka1·ma creates a tendency in us 
and this tendency may be subsequently changed and 
life's course may flow in another direction. · Even if it 
is thought possible this cannot be achieved at once ; some 
time must pa~s before one can eradicate the present 
tendency and replace it by a new one. It means . .'the 
transformation of will. In some cases it is· achieved 

1 Vide Gita Bhashya,-Chap. 4, Sloka 37. 
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only after a strong effort. Life's course to some extent 
must be run before one can think of a change in 
the course of life. The law of karma in forming a 
destiny is effective, though the possibility of our creating 
further destiny is not precluded. But this possibility 
can be not realised all at once. It indicates that the 
law of Karma holds true in our mora llife. Man creates 
his own destiny and in fact is creating it every day. 
This does not make the previous Karma inoperative. 

'fhe 8anlcara School does not accept the theory of grace. 
No doubt we come across expressions The theory of grace 

not accepted by the m the Upanisads 1 which indie:ate 
Vedantists. 

the existence of the th~:ory in 
them and which has received its full development 
in r aif!nabiam. ( "~'19·'11'~ i!fumifl£ "'llifil"f!J· Vedantism 

cannot lend its support to such a doctrine, for it sees 
clearly that the bondage is self-creation, to be destroyed 
by the seeker himself by a clear, penett·ative and 
discriminating consciousness. The well known passage 
in the Upanisatl-.Atman can be attained by on 
whom the .Atman specially selects for its grace,- does not 
imply any theory of grace, for it means that one who 
accepts .Atman in life can ultimately know it, one 
who forsakes everything and passes into the life of 
renuneiation and deep meditation can ultimately 
realise the Identity of Being. The Absolute monism of 
Ferlanta cannot accept Grace as causing liberation, for, 
it is logically incoherent with the central principle of 
the system of Identity. Salvation by grace presupposes 
the doctrine of eternal sin and the person~tlities of the 
finite and the infinite existences. But in the system in 
which the ultimate existence is will-less static consciousness 

l fide Setaswetara, Chap. I, i, xii, Cb. III, iv, v, Ch. VI, 10, IS, 23. 
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where the bondage is held to be not due to eternal sin but 
to ignorance, the only possible way to get a release is to 
put aside the error of division and partial experience. 
There is no way of escape from the bondage save and 
except through knowledge. The central teaching of 
Vedanta is "know thyself." Man is not a sinner from· 
birth, requiring the intervention of grace directly through 
the Person of God Himself or indirectly through the 
person of inspired agents for salvation. 

While Vedantism dispenses with the necessity of special 
grace for redemption directly, it (more specially in its 
anciem form) lays e~phasis upon the usefulneslil and 
importance of grace as helping us onward by purifying 
us and making us fit for the consummation. Really 
it is more prominent in the ancient Vedantic teachers, e.g., 

in Sankar, in Yidyaranya, etc., who insist upon the 
usefulness of devotion in the life of knowledge. 1 But 
enn in this case the Vedantists do not believe in the 
theory of grace as the direct cause of liberation. It only 
indirectly helps us to acquire knowledge by promoting 
the habit of concentration and by purifying our mental 
being. It has even been pointed ·out Ly Sankara that 
1 he capacity of our receiving the grace of God is relative 
to our merit. 2 Man is to work out his own freedom 
and nothing can help him so much as his own intelligence 
and penetrative insight. 8 

' ~~~'491!1~ a-r ~:. 
• In Book II, Chap. I. 36. 
• Vide Book III, 2,4,1,Sankar's commentary and Bhamai thereupon, 

35 



CHAPTER V. 

REAJ.ISATION AND FREEDOM. 

I have known the great elfulgent Soul beyond 
darkness. Knowing it one crosses Death
there is no other way to proceed. 

( ~vetalvetara) 

By knowledge they enjoy immortality. 

(Ua Upamiad) 

We have at length come to the last part of our enquiry. 
We have seen what is the severe course of training which 
an adept has to go through to attain final liberation, and 
how again, in Vedantism the moral discipline bas been 
subjected to an intellectual purpose. The moral and 
religious training prepares us for the transcendental teach

Recapitulation. 
ings which in their way fashion the 
intellect to perceive Brahman imme

diately. We should now see what the Vedantin means by 
the knowledge of .Brahman and how he describes the state 
of freedom. Brahman can never appear in its fullness of 
being in empirical consciousness as an object. 

The possibility of knowing Bra!man as the object of 
knowledge is thus for ever excluded. Yet we cannot say 
that Bra'Aman is completely unknown and unknowable. 
Bra'Aman is immanent in experience. It is expressive 
of Nescience which scree!ls it from our view. If we have 
ignorance regarding it, this ignorance cannot bide it 
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completely from our view but only its Identity and its 
Bliss. 

Of such a transcendental self we can speak only 
in negative terms. Our description of liberation ~ill be 
naturally in empirical terms which cannot express it better 
than as the negation of concrete experiences. But no
body can describe the net result of such a process of denial 
and negation in concrete .terms. Sanlcara himself has felt 

· the difficulty of depicting the transcendental state of 
existence. t 

" Brahman cannot be said to be one, for where is the 
second different from it ; not to be alone, nor to be not 
alone ; not to be nothing, . nor to be being, since it is 
oneness ; how cau I describe such an existence which is 
established by the Vedanta." Really any description 
of a transcendental existence in empirical terms will fall 
far short, for our mind in any stage cannot form 
a right conception of it and language fails to describe 
it. Such an existence can only be hinted at as the 
object of the undivided mental consciousness modified in 
the form of Identity. Madhusudltan Saraswati says,' 
" Though .Atman is not an object of knowledge, still 
the ignorance regarding .Atman is set aside by the 

undivided but indeterminate mental 
In what sense Atman. transformation. We may conveniently 

is said to be known. • notice here the three stages m the 
·process of modification of mental consciousness. The 
process is started. This is the first stage. Before it can 

1 Dasa Sloki 20th Bloke. 

i( ~lli· ~- f~cfu{' Si(l~l i( ~· i( ~· 'lf~citill«<l<{ 
~ ~ ~<!ll<l· i( CO ~<i<!ll<l' I fl' ~if~fuf' il'l'lfif H 

s 'If~ ''llll'lifil ~~frlill~~ ~~f.R·<hli~, Chap. IV, 

Adwaita. Sidhi. 
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take a firm hold upon mental consciousness, it must destroy 
the contrary modification of Anta!tkarana in the form of 
the Samsara. This takes place some time after the process 
has begun. This is the second stage. The more the 
modification gains ground in us, the more we become 
self-introspective until ·at last the modification of mental 
consciousness itself dies out, and the self in its integrity 
reveals itsel£. 1 This is the third stage. The third stage 
is proceeded by the negation of the manifold existence 
including the Yritti itself. The first stage marks out the 
origin and the continuity of the vritti, the second, its 
final disappearance, the third is the stage of knowledge. 

Between the second stage and the expression of Atma.n 

in the third, if we can speak in such a way, there is no 
sequence in time. They are simultaneous. Even if .J.tman 

cannot be said to be known, its knowledge (in the sense 
of being indicated) may be furnished by the last stage of 
the transformation of mind-stuff. Atman is known only 
by implication as one invaribly associated with the denial 
of illusory forms of A vidya and of A vidya itself. And 
we have this denial in concrete form in the last (i.e., 
the second stage above indicated) stage of the vritti 
which, after destroying the empiric concepts, is itself 
lost or destroyed. Strictly speaking, freedom or bondage 
cannot be attributed to AtmaM which by itself is eternally 
fretl. Nothing can restrict the freedom of self, for beyond 
it nothing exists. It is calmness and quiescence of exis
tence. The conception of freedom is relative to the con
ception of bondage. Freedom like restraint is an empirical 
conception and can be spoken of existences that were 

1 Viae Laghuuhandrika -~~ l!lil~l l~m'liliii~OO<ff.t1{1; 

~till ~lf<l~6', P· 4, Jivaji'a Edition. 
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previously in bondage. The bondage is indicated by our 
deep anxiety for fleshly existence, our anxious ·solicitude 
for earthly progress; freedom Is indicated by utter 

Bondage or freedom 
attributed to Jiva and 
not to .A.tman. 

indifference for the body and the 
progressive evolution of self. 1t 
implies a clear vision of ourselves 

as distinct from the fivefold sheath. Indeed, the 
conception of bondage and freedom is understood and 
felt by the intellect (lmddhi). 1 When the mind-stuff is 
controlled by operations of a not-self, the finite ego feels 
itself determined by circumstances and. reaps the fruits 
thereof in the form of pleasme or pain. And when the 
mental consciousness is modified in form of Atman, it 

· understands the nature of relative freedom as compared 
with its former state of bondage. 2 The habit of frequent 
meditation on the Identity brings it down from its nature 
as an abstract concept to a fact of direct and immediate 
cognition. We conclude : Realisation of freedom means 
the cessation of Avidya. Atman is itself free, bondage is 
only apparent. The knowledge of Atman as indicated by 
the last vritti implies the destruction of ignorance, or 
knowledge connotes the destruction of ignorance. 

V edantism draws a distinction between the perception 
of Atman. and the perception of concrete facts. In the 
perception of concrete things the mind-stuff goes out, 
takes on itself the determinate form of the object. The 

1 Vide Upadesh Sahasri, 59. Parthib Prakarana,

Q:<i aN. if ~sre <~"ffl1l<mt Cli!l~if 1 

11Hiilil~ ~Hi!~~~ffifl~ 
ll"lT ~ ~: ~ ~mili) if "'liff~T 

s ll"l'!!l ~'!!;! il~ll ~ gi~~ ll~ <ti~ {573} "'CI~l i!~~ 
iilll Vivekacudamani. 

"~~ if ~if {575). 
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object is technically said to be Falavap!fa. In the percep

Knowledge of A tman 
as different from the 
knowledge of other 
things: the distinction 
borne ont : Falavya- · 
pyatwa and Vritti 
.vyapyatwa. 

tion of Brahman, the mind-stuff does 
not take any concrete form, for Brah

. man has none; Brahman is said to be 
P' ritt~vap!Ja. In the former case the 
process set up is definite and ex
pressive of a. concrete existence imply

ing the removal of the concrete ignorance, in the latter 
case the process set up is indeterminate and expressive of 
an abstract existence implying the complete destruction 
of ignorance. 

A pot is the object of consciousness qualified by the 
destruction of ignorance due to the modification of mind
stuff in the form of the pot. We should note the elements 
of the process : 

(1) the mental consciousness goes out through the 
senses and takes on itself the form of a pot , 

(2) this modification Temoves the ignorance of the pot, 
(3) the invariable associate of the mental stuff, i.e., 

consciousness expresses the object. 
The process is somewhat different in the perception of 

Brahman. Brahman is the permanent hold (~~) 
of the destruction of Nescience. Here the mind does not 
o-o out throue:h the senses, but is transformed in the 
0 ~ I 

form of .J.tman.t · 

This modification .puts an end t.o Ignorance or Ne
science and the consciousness accompanying the process 

1 Vide Panoadasi, Chap. VII, Slokas, 90, 91, 92. 

'i;ilflli11itiN ~~~~I 
~OI.llcqt<lfl<lt~ ~ fof<~tf~ II 

1(1Q<Qii'Jiililit!lq ~tfit<qf..;qd( I 

~~ ~ ~iilltHI 'a"lfg~ U 
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is identical with the one expressed by the annihilation of 
Nescience, so that the modification is also destroyed with 
the removal of ignorance. Thus what exactly we mean by 
freedom cannot be made definite in the sense of knowing 
Atman, but can be indirectly hinted at as a state of exis
tence indicated by the destruction of Ignorance. 

A doubt may be entertained that as soon as the trans
formation of mind-stuff in the form of Atman is lost, the 
knowledge of Atma1t also comes to an end. 'rhis is not 
true. False ideas are set aside by true perceptions. 
And these perceptions cannot be replaced by false ideas. 

No doubt, even after the perception 
A doubt-set aside. , . . 

of 1denbty the previous notion of 
the manifold existence usually retains a hold on the 
mind. But it makes no effect upon Atma1t. Change 
may take place io the modification of mind, but 
it cannot touch Atman, even remotely. Mo1·eover, the 
impression that one gets in Nirvikalpic existence is too 
deep to be effaced, and though the empiric consciousness 
may return, it cannot make any· change in the vision which 
one gets. The empiric consciousness does not then possesil 
any serious meaning and the wise work unaffected by 
circumstances agreeable or disagreeable. It may be more 
in fitness to describe them as watching or witnessing the 
changes and movements of mind-stuff without being 
affected well or ill by them. Oitsuki truly says, 1 "The 
false idea of silver, which is dest1·oyed by the process set up 
in consciousness in the form-' this is not silver,'-has no 
possibility of coming back upon it even after the process 

1 Citsuki, p. 383, ~fi!fSl~i 'i!Wflitil' ~m«itq<!l"'lllifri!sfil 
fimf~l11l~ i!Tilf{<!fl~~ <ll ~~ifl~<l ...... • .. ~~tu!'fl<m
~1<!,.1 
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is destroyed. If, again, we mistake another thing for 
silver, this can again be set aside. But when the entire 
Nescience has been set aside by the modification of 
consciousness in the form of Atman there is no possibility 
of false ideas again getting hold over us." 

We read in almost all books of Vedanta : Atman is. 
the cessation of Ignorance, indicated as if known. When 
the indication is lost, it .is still free. 1 

We are now to consider how Nescience or Avidya is 
destroyed. .Atman is expressive of the exir.tence of A vidya, 
it cannot by itself destroy Avidya~ Indeed it is expressive 

The destruction of 
Ignorance: the factors 
conducive to it. 

of everything and does not contain in 
its transcendental nature anything to 
destroy ignorance, for, in so far it is 

transcendental, it has no relation with it, and in so 
far as it is immanent, it is expressive of the manifold 
including Nescience. Consequently Atman m itself 
canaot be destructive of it. But it can destroy 
ignorance through the undivided and continuous 
modification of mental consciousness in its own form. 
Just as the Sun, which is expressive of pieces of paper, 
can burn them up when its rays are focussed upon them 
through a glass, similarly Atman, which is expressive of 
a show of manifold being, can destroy it and its cause 
Avidya when it is helped by the contint1ous undivided 
modification. The Samsara or becoming is destroyed 

by the contrary tendency of the 
thought of identity. And this 

contrary tendency checks the habitual way of think
inoo the world as real and independent of consciousness. 

" 

An Analogy. 

This with the reflection of Atman is thought sufficient to 

~Wilt ~'ij} 'iltcl~il~: I 

eq<!l'iii<ll•nitsfi{ ~...1~: 'CI'R'fit~" 
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put a stop to the "flow " of Becoming. Hence it i~> 

said 1 that consciousness as 1·eflected in the modification, 
or modification holding in it the reflection is the cause 
of the removal of Avirlya . . The Vedantist does not argue 
from an empirical fact to a transcendental reality but 

. more properly from concrete existences to their nega
tion. The negation of becoming is non-distinct from the 
affirmation of Being. 

Some may co~tend that tbe modification of mind in 
the form of A.tman is enough for the purpose. What _is 
the necessity of introducing the other· element; the reflec
tion of Atman upon the modification ? In what way does 
it help us ? Consciousness in itself is transcendental. A 
modification by itself is purely inel't. Each of them 
separately cannot remove or destroy ignorance. The modi
fication of mind in the form of Atman and a reflection 
of consciousness upon that transform~tion . expressing 
the different stages of the process are necessary for the 
removal and final destruction of Ignorance, 

No one should think that concrete transformation of 
mental consciousness is adequate to reveal Atman for 
it is not warranted to dispel Ignorance in totality. 
Nescience has two forms: (1) primal, and (2) secondary. · 

Why the transforma. 
tion in the form of 
a concrete object 
thought inadequate in 
removing ignorance in 
totality P 

Brahman is the object of the for
mer and its knowledge would imply 
the removal of primal ignorance or 
Nirvilcalpic Nescience. A concrete 
modification.iQ no way can CQntribute 

to the removal of primal ignorance. To this end the 

1 eft!~i!l~ fif'iil '" fifrtlfctfciliilo;nR:~e;i'ifl fil<l'<f<ii<<nif 
'l!!fcrimfif<l~<i ~fq if ~ll'lilmlil!~qmifi!l<f, Cl~ Cl'i( ~NCfi<qt<t_, 

~tfq '!l'fqrt~~t~lq~~ill~· $ 1 Advaita Sidhi, Chap. IV. 

36 
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indeterminate modification of consciousness is necessary. 
Brahman is the object of this undivided transformation 
of consciousness ("'l91!'§m~'tl')· No doubt in every percep
tion we have some knowledge of Being. Such knowledge 
is indirect. .But the ideal of knowledge requires us to 
be knowing Brahman not in the manifestation, but in 
itself. And this requires a. Yritti in the form of Atman. 
Indeed, the V edantists never deny that some knowledge 
of Brahman is implied in all knowledge and as such we 
are really living, moving and thinking in it ; still the 
kn-owledge of Brahman as Ananrlam. or Bliss requires the 
perception of identity. 

What then do we mean by the removal of Ignorance ? 

Wha.t is mea.nt by What is the exact significance ? 
the destruction of igno. 
ranee P 

Avirlya is empirically real. We can conceive it (the 

Different views , denial) in three ways :-

(l) The denial of empirical order \Vitb its root cause is 

(1) Th t
. different from Atman. ~ "'~~mn. 

e nega. 1on 
co.existing with con· f.f9fij:. 
sciousness. · 

The negation of Avidya like its position is empirical 
and does not touch the transcendent reality of Brahman. 
But this negation cannot be real, for it admits of two real 
existences-Brahman and the negation of empirical 
existence-not unreal or purely imaginary or illusory, 
for an iiJ,l.aginary being ~annot be conceived to be really 
existing and being destroyed, nor both real and unreal, 
fQ.L .they_ are mutually contradictory and exclude each 
other; not purely mysterious_ (B.g., rope-serpent) for 
everything mysterious has its existence in Avid!Ja, and if 
liberation iq the sense of destrllction of Ignorance be 
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conceived as mysterious it will presuppose the continuity 
of Avidya in liberation. Hence Anandabodhacltaryya con
ceives and describes the destruction of Avidya as some
thing different from all these and yet not identical with 
Atma:n,-something implying the denial of concrete 
modes of existence, itself a blank or a barren negation of 
existence unable any longer to hold up a show of 
existence. 1 

{2) Some say that the negation of Avidya i; different 
from Atma n, though the negation in itself like A vidya is 
a mysterious existence. The negation of Avidya is to 
be conceived just like its position as a mysterious entity 
considered empirically. 

The negation of Nescience-another form of existence':"""" 
is inherently incapable of producing an illusory existence.· 
The state of liberation would imply the simultaneous 
existence of Atman in its integrity and a negation which 
is mysterious in nature. 2 

{3) Yet another description is possible. The destruc
tion of A11idya is identical with the attainment of know
leuge.8 When Ignorance is dispelled by the knowledge of 

1 Vide Nyaya Makaranda, pp. 353 to 355-~l!ll 19~ ~'li\il~l 
~li;tr 11Rli 11<ti1W<Rlf"l~llll'V qfU!lil<fl\f.l'f\'ilfflT <I'll 'lllfq~:llC!llef'tRf1:1 
11f~fil' tlftitliiMt 11'1ili!I,11TI<i!<l't~'ifi~ I "' ~cf ~C!. "l(~({OlfNfcl: "llf<iiil'ii!T 

~ I ~1: Utl«<lSil'f'tclil'li'l 'llfil"ill'tl<I"OO'Il'V if fq;uT~ifi<fl(f I "' ' . 
• Vide Sidhantalesa :-1:1:-ci "l(f.{Clll filllftl'ttl i!~~li:!l<l'lil"{t~~liliil'· 

'lii1Q<Illf i!iRiq mel~ 'l:fcl ({~1 'ij'ifil "ll~l!~l'mill~ <I~Cil'tl~ 
i~iRI~ m <~~c<~f<~<ulilla~T: 1 

a Vide Adwaita Cinta.Kaustav, p. 10, "lllli'll'i!l~if: I 

'llfil<ulf.leftl~ ~i:l:, ~ illNwlor 'if'iil@~: I 'ili~JI~~ 
"llNI~illll!'t'q '!fii~"'ll~lq I 

Vide Chapter III, the Vedantic Theory of Abahava. 
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Identity wb&.t remains is the purity of being without any · 

form of modification. The destruction 
(2) The negation of Avidya is the negative description 

identioal with con· 
sciouaneaa. of the attainment of knowledge, It 

is . not. different from Atman, even 
empiricaUy. This theory would maintain that since, besides 
Atman, nothing truly exists except the empirical forms 
due to the ignorance of Atman and since ignorance in its 
nature is an empirical existence, the negation of ignorance is 
not an entity-it is indict~.tive of the transcendent existence 
of Atman and the knowledge thereof. The position of an 
empil'ical . mode of existence may imply some positive 
conception of Avidya, without which this very mode con not 
be_ conceived as an object in experience, for none can 
think of even an apparent existence issuing out of nothing. 
But when any such illusory existence is denied, we 
have not merely the impression of a negation left upon 
consciousness, but of something positively existing as 
its backgt·ound: The negation of Avid!la is not by itself, 
a reality apart from Atman_:it is Alman itself for the 
position of A vidya is taken in empirical sense; its 
negation, in transcendent sense. To understand the import 
of this conception we should bear in mind the Veda.ntic 
conception of Abhava or non-ex:istence as identical with 
the support and not in any way related to it. Applying 
this law, we get, the negation of empirical existence 
as identical with its locus, Brahman. 

Of these three forms of description of the state of 
liberation the first two may be taken as of one kind, the 
latter of a different kind. The first type may be regarded · 
as conceivin~ the negation of Avidya in empirical sense, 
the second type may be regarded aa Co)nceiving the negation 
of Avillya in transcemlental sense. The first admits of 
some form of duality in the conception of a blank negation 
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co-existing side by side with the transcendental existence 
of Atman. The second does not admit of any such duality. 
It also conforms to our ordi~ary experience. When the 
false appearance of a serpent is set aside by the removal of 
ignorance we no longer perceive the serpent but the rope. 
It will no doubt be a circumlocution to say that we do 
not see the rope, but the negation of serpent. The· 
negation of serpe~t is nothing different from the rope, · 
for, the serpent, strictly speaking, has no existence, hut is 
only an appearance of existence and as an appearance it, 
is nothing real, and its negation cannot be taken to be 
real. Similarly when the totality of experience is denied, 
the negation or the denial bas no existence beside the 
permanent back;ground-tbe self or .Atman. The reality· 
that is noticed in appearances is not the reality of 
appearance, but in so far as it is real, it is the reality of 
Being; the appearance is only illusory. The appearance 
seems to be real, for it stands apparently identified with 
the background, viz.-Reality. Avidya as the material 
cause of the universe is real in the sense of causing the 
appearance of manifoldness. In fact standing on the 
empirical level of consciousness we cannot call it a pure 
negation, for pure negation cannot be instrumental in 
the bringing out of manifold modes and forms. The first · 
two alternatives keep up the somewhat positive character. 
of Avidya and regard its negation as something empirically 
different from Atman (~~~~ 'IIRl<'['ll'l~lil f.fcrn:: if 

'IIMl'!~:) •. The negation in the sense of destruction is a 
positive existence, having a definite beginning but no end 
(o;q'-et'IT't). It originates in time, but preserves its con
tinuity through eternity, as if the negation of a thing is 
as much real as the thing itself. The second alternative 
emphasises the fact that between the empirical and the 
transcendental existences there is no intermediate stage of 
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being, so that the denial of the empirical necessarily implies 
the position of the transcendental, for what is this empirical 
mode of existence but the ignorance of the transcendental? 
When we acquire the knowledge of the transcendental 
existence, the empirical or phenomenal dies a natural 
death. We may require Nescience to explain the course 
of the fleeting existence and empi_rically we do conceive 
it as a positive fact of experience. :aut when we are 
engaged in the contrary process of seeing through appear
ances-we reach a finality in the process when we fail 
to see anything but Being and Blessedness. We have 
seen already that according to Vedantism we think of 
manifoldness only to deny it subsequently to understand 
the complete integrity of existence. Position has, therefore, 
less value in Vedantism than negation and if the former 
is taken in empirical sense, the latter must be understood 
in transcendental sense. And in the transcendental 
sense the last denial is identical with the first affirmation. 
Ignorance may seem to us as something positive, but 

Conclusion. 
with advance in knowledge it appears 
as mysterious-and with complete 

enlightenment it vanishes. 'l'o retain the denial and 
negation of Avidya as a mode of existence side Ly side 
with the most positive of beings is to violate the law of 
parsimony and to make a simple conception complex. 
We conclude that freedom implies negatively the 
destruction of ignorance, positively the attainment of 

light. 
When the adept has attained freedom, we expect to 

find him in a state of transcendental consciousness purely 
unconscious of the empirical order, for to him the empirical 
order has neither value nor any existence. His vision is no 
longer obscured by Ignorance and the empirical order with 
its variety of phenomena cau have no meaning for him. 
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Such a state of consciousness can hardly be described 
in positive terms, for it surpasses all 

The description of · description. In the Atma'l'lrobodh-
the state of Freedom. :r 

opanisat a beautiful picture of such a 

state has been outlined, a free translation of which is 
given below :-

My Nescience is dissolved, I am now consciousness 
itself stripped of all fickleness. 

My sense of personality is eclipsed, the sense of the 
distinction between the iQdividual arid the uni
versal self has been lost to me. 

I am not distinct from the absolute self, Sast1·ic 
injunctions and prohibitions are inapplicable to 
me. 

The perception of the different stages of empirical 
existence is extinguished in me-l am now 
consciousness of bliss in widest commonaltY. 
spread. 

I ~m distinct from a witnessing consciou~ness, I am 
fixed and established in my own glory. 

I am devoid of old age, and decay, I am above the 
strife of contending parties. 

I am alone, and constant, I am the very image of 
' purity ' and 'Nirvan.' 

I am without a body, or birth, I am only the essence 
of being, I am pure, I am one without a 
second, I have lost the threefold sheath, I 
am enlightened and free, I am a wonder of 
existence. 

I am pure, the inmost essence of myself, I am 
eternal consciousness, I am the ultimate truth, 
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I am the very image of consciousness an<l 
bliss. 1 

Sombtimes _an adept is seen to reach such a. transcen
dental summit of being and to continue existing therein. 
To him the empirical order of existence is lost for good. 
He is said to be awakened from the illusory vision. With 

T f l
.b t d the perception of Identity is promised 

ypes o 1 era e 
Souls. the freedom from the fetters of 

(1) Videhmukta.. . A 'd 'th II 't Jij! t tgnora.nce. VI ya. w1 a. 1 s elleC s 
is completely destroyed and the possibility of the dream of 
p.ersona.l existence is altogether lost. Such an adept is 
said to have attained Vidahkaibalya freedom of aloneness 
accompanied by the forsaking of flesh and of future life. 
Some . define ride7tX·aiba!ya as the denial of all possibility 
of a. future birth. Such a state is simultaneous with the 
perception of Identity. In order that one should attain 
Videhamul&ti one should forsake the fleshly covering the 
moment when one has the clear vision of Identity. The 
Karmic seeds leading to future birth have been destroyed 
by knowledge and the past deeds have had their full 
fruition, and there remains nothing in the individual to 
cause the continuity of personal existence. 9 The l"ideha-

' Vide Atmaprobodha Upanisat-Sloka.s, 1-1'•, Chapter 2. 

Jlilfim'l fifiili!l<ITS'e' fil~f211l~lfffli'"'' I 
"'llilfil~<n~<C J~il~<l'ij[1l~m, 11 

J~NI1lfmll:£(t'i'\i ~li!fciN~S"ii, I 
~'ij~lill'!{fil<itS'e' llfllll:<l~~fcl~<rrfff, II 
~~fl~s"' f~NN ~fuf<ft~fl'f<ii'ts~,l 
"~~~~lits'f· tl'illmt~l'lmyu~ ,II 

I ~ f(q(l'( "'qfliNjl ~~~-'iJiififfilf.t fif~ ~f·<llfiti<ii'IJ_i ifl11lt( 

"'lmtfillli<il'lllfl~~itif l!R«i~~~'~i'1ij'li~ "'IRJ'If'ml mf<l~
~ ~~~ -g~ 1-Tattwanusadha.n, p. 3R 
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mttktaa pass into the calm and are lost for the empirical 
order. I He shakes off his artificial personality. (~cfi~J 

An adept attains the knowledge of Identity. He does 
not feel the existence of manifold beings. Still does the 

(2) Jivanmnkta. 
sense of manifoldne!ls come upon him 
implying a loss of and a break in 

the continuity of his transcendent existence. Such souls 
are· said to have attained liberation-in-life. The constant 
meditation on the identity of existence pursued with 
vigorous devotion produces a flow of thinking in a 
direction contrary to the habitual one causing the revelation 
of .Atman in its transcendent glory. The sense of perso
nality, no doubt, vanishes ; but from such a stillness of 
transcendent consciousness sometimes the adept is seen to 
return to the consciousness of the empiric manifold. The· 
stream of personal existence is still kept in-flowing by the 
acquired tendency due to the course of life and adaptation 
in previous existences. When the soul, liberated in life, 
has run the entire course of the present earthly existence and 
reaped the fruits of Praravdha or "commenced" Karma, 

it passes into the freedom of aloneness after death. The 
difference between the Ignorant and the Wise is that the 
former regard the manifoldness as real and is attached 
to it, the latter know it to be false or illusory. It is to 
the knower an appearance, a dreamlike existence-the false 
notion of its being a reality has been denied, but the 
remembrance thereof lasts for sometime (q'(~). Even 
to a Jt1:anmukta nothing is real but .Atman, for to him is 
lost the sense of an independent reality beyond self. Truly 

37 

~~q·~n~sfifCiilfu•n~~· ~ fclllilf1"~ 1 

~ i!ll'lil: fqjf~'!f flrcTl<i' @Iff~ II 
(Vide Naiekramasidbi) 
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it is said, 1 " This knowledge is non-different from its 
object. The object of knowledge is knowledge. Hence the 
knower is free from any pulse of desire or aversion." To 
the seer, nothing is acceptable, nothing unacceptable, 
for to him nothing really exists but an undivided bliss 
and consciousness. To him the construction of concepts 
and the world of values are meaningless. Ignorance 
in its totality is des.troyed by the attainment of knowledge. 
There is no possibility of thinking that it is being lost by 
degrees. 2 

The form of. renunciation known as Yidvat Bannyasa 
should not be confounded with the state of liberation in 

The distinction be. 
tween Vidvat San. 
nyasa and Jivanmukti 
drawn out. 

life. This kind of renunciation is 
conducive to the fixity of existence 
in the consciousness of Identity. It 
becomes necessary to eradicate all 

desires and to destroy the mental being. Renunciation 
is thought desirable and actually sought to bring in 
complete rest and tranquillity. s Both of them, the 

Jivanmulcta and the Yidvat Sammyasi, have attained the 
consciousness of Identity, but the ·navat BannyMin 

~~ ~lfl m~~~ 1 

if Qfit film~~~~~ u 
I "!~: ~ <1ita1\qOQ(Iq~ I ~ \l!J<il\llt ~~f.{· 

~· (!~f«<qctlifit'!i'lifli~~~~:.~'llffif ~ 
~~"Gifil\!l"il ~I ~ ... 'ifiifit<if!if(!4 'ill<li<i)qNctiii~Q ~ ~111~ 
'iiiCI~q'!lf-<1(((14 ~ ~11't1i~(f~~ ~"f.ta~ I 

Lagucandrika, p. S, linea 1·3v. 

~ "ililllrll.~~ ~fl ~ 'lll1!_ I 

a ~· 1Rf!"~ ij(lil1tfq f"f,fcl'll~oomNij'lit nrflv if fa"wf<f 1 

llffl ~·\l!JPil~I ~·~~q<q(<ij-;4ifm Mlr ijfu ~ fij-p 
~~ f<fcfi't.tfCII-page 10 4, Jivanmuktiviveka. 
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stands in need of some culture to attain Jivanm1~kti. The 
former is a stage leading on to the latter, wherein 
knowledge is attained with the killing of desires and of 
the mental being. 

Indeed in any form of liberation nothing remains but 3 

positive consciousness of Bliss. The life of knowledae is 
b 

contrary to the life of action which implies a sense of 
duality and a constant adaptation to the environment. 
The knowledge of identity, if it is once attained, . does 
not fail to put a check upon .the course of active life. 
But still in some cases where the life-current is .strong 
involving fruition of some pre-natal deeds in the immediate 
future, the knowl~dge of Atman cannot permanently 
destroy the usual tendency to active adaptation. 1 

The fact of a liberated soul coming down to the level 
of empiric consciousness requires the hypothesis of the 
existence of Avidya as a residual phenomenon. An objec
tion may be put forward: how can we speak of the destruc
tion of .il.vidya when the empirical order seems to have a 
meaning to, and a hold upon, the liberated soul? How, 
again, if we once grant the actuality of attaining know
ledge, can we speak consistently of Avidya superimposing 
the illusory show of manifold existence upon the liberated 

The objection put 
forth by Sa.rbajnat
muni, 

soul ? The author of the Sankshepa 
Sarirak, Sarbajnatmuni, denies the 
state of existence called liberation-in-

life. He asks, how one can consistently assert that Avidya 

1 This is generally expressed by saying that the consciousness of 
Identity can destroy the possibility of a. future birth by burning up 
ignorance, the Sancita. and the Kriyamana Karma-the inner poten. 
cies, the desires, but not the prarabdha (vide the Gita-llhasya 

(Sanker) chap. IV, 37. 
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is destroyed when its effects still persist. If the cause is 
destroyed, the effect should simultaneously cease to exist. 
How again, does there arise the possibility of A vidya 
getting a hold upon the liberated soul ? To put the thing 
more clearly how can we speak of liberation in life, since 
liberation implies the perception of identity and the for
saking of flesh-the threefold sheath of the soul. The 
author thinks that wi~h liberation ends the continuity of 
personal existence, and to be consistent, the possibility 
of personal existence again reappearing must also be 
denied. 1 

To this it. may be replied that the conception of 
liberation-in-life is not altogether improbable. We have 
seen already that Avid!Ja has two effects : (1) obscuration, 
and (2) distention. Liberation in life connotes that the 
effect of Avidya ceases permanently. Really the 

Its refutation, 
adept has felt the transcendence of soul 
and a clear discriminative knowledge 

still persists. The clear vision of the soul as reality 
is never lost in a liberated soul though it seems to be 
conscious of an empirical existence. 2 It is, therefore, 
more correct to say that Avidya. no longer persists, 

i>~"tililf ftfi JI'<Q~ ~~~<{ 
~i'lif~~· 
ill'lilf;~qq~: 
~~'ifi:~~T:I 

Sankshepa Sariraka. 4, 39. 

• Prakastman says that a Jivanmukta is generally aware of and 
directly feels the Identity. · He occasionally feels it not, when the 
empirical sense gets a hold upon him as the efiect of long-acquired 

adaptation. 

m"''l 'lll~'ll''iltm;Rmii 'li~Rit 'llll~illii!N\!!ltN<Icil•ilfitfi!li· 
~~.; ~lffit- Vivaran. 
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but its effects in the form of tendencies still continue in 
operation. The Jivanmukta after the preception of identity 
continues to feel the apparent existence of concrete 
things. Once the truth is perceived, a tendenay is 
set up which retards the natural and common habit of 
thought. But it requires some time to put a complete 
stop to the process of thinking and living to which 
we are usually accustomed. The capacity of .AvidJa to 
keep away truth is destroyed. We cannot, therefore, 
say that .Avid?!a has still an existence. What really works 
upon us is the effect of previous adaptation which after 
some time is spontaneously lost. 1 

This conclusion about liberation in life is a. matter of 
technical dispute among the Vedantic thinkers. Whether 
even after the destruction of .Avid?/a in one capacity, the 
other capacity exists is a matter of nice theoretical 
analysis. But as the effect of constant culture, it is 

Conclusion. 
not impossible to reach a. state of 
existence whence the panorama of 

cosmic existence seems to be a shadowy and unsubstantial 
appearance vanishing in the glory and the freshness of 
perpetual light. The mind within gets an altogether 
different colouring and never sets a value upon the mani
fold of experience. The .whole existence appears ai illu
sory and the soul comes within the direct vision of the 
adept. Such a. state is highly delightful. It is. a source 
of unbounded joy in comparison with which .other forms 
of pleasure dwindle into insignificance. The experiences 
of such a·state are too deep for words, they are feelings 
too sublime to find any expression. Call it liberation or 

1 Vide Advaitasidhi :-'ilf"ifiil il~ an~ qfu~nq I!R«Hii<!!~ 
'li'ii~s~~ ~" ~"ifli{fq JIR«<~'~mtt ~~ Jlfci'ffil~ 1 
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anything. But there is no question that in such occasional 
visitation of the living soul "thought is not, it expires in 
blessedness and love." And these visitations are inform
ant of the existence of a. transcendental bliss and con
sciousness. 

But we must be careful not to make any dilference 
in the conception of freedom, be it liberation complete 
or liberation in life. The conception of freedom is 
identically one. It does not matter whether it is imme
diately followed by the forsaking of flesh or by the 
continuity of it, as it makes no difference in the quality 

No essential differ
ence exists between a 
Jivanmnkta and a Vi
dehamnkta. They are 
equally free. The dis
tinction between a 
Jivanmukta and a Vi
dehamukta as drawn 
out by V asistha. 

of water being water, be it calm 
or wavy. Freedom is one and 
identical implying the transcendence 
of .Atman over flesh, whether .Atman 
is conceived to be existing in or 
out of flesh. Once one attains the 
spiritual vision the possibility of 

confusion of .Atman with body, of reality with appearance, 
dies for ever and whether the empirical facts enter into 
.knowledge or not, ~he vision of truth is never lost. 
Had there been any possibility of enjoying the concrete 
joys of life in a state of ·liberation in life there would 
have been a chance of difference in the conception of 
freedom. One who is liberated in life has no cause of 
either enjoyment or depression for pleasures or pains of 
flesh (just like one who forsakes the body in 
liberation). So far as liberation is concerned both are 
equally free, fol' both have rea.liiled the conception of 
self as one undivided bliss. 

An effective distinction has been brought out in the 
Y oga.basistha. between Jivanmukta and Yidehamukta. Both 
are free from earthly desires and are not affected b!J 
the mental being which is completely destroyed in 'the 
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fTiaelzamuleta, destroyed in reality as well as in form, but 
partially destroyed in the Jivanmuleta,-destroyed in 
reality (i.e., in its practical effect) but not in form. 1 I~ 

the former case the mind with its effect is completely 
destroyed, in the latter case, the mind exists, but its effect 
is lost upon consciousness. 

We conclude : A Jivanmukta has no desire, no action 
in any real sense. He is really conscious of the trans-. 
cendence though the life and the thinking process continue 
to work in the usual way. It cannot make any difference 
in the clear knowledge of identity. The course or dir~c~ 
tion of his life and activity is determined by the latent 

tendencies. No definite law can be 
Conclusion. stated down as to how a Jivanmuleta 

should behave himself. Madhusuahan Saraswati in his 
exposition of the Gita says-" There is no definite law as to 
how a person should act when he comes down from the 
state of transcendental existence for his condu!)t is directed, 
by the natural bent of mind and the forces of 
environment." Examples are given of Jagnavalleya 

who forsakes the active life and enters into fourth 
stage of life, and of Janaka who leads a life of useful 
activity. 1'he vision of identity makes them utterly 
indifferent to the environment. They remain unaffected 

1 Hlli_<f: Jlfllitll if sil"'fu if ~f<f,-Bh. Gita. 

c;ftq"lf.. 'ili1 if ti'I!Jf.q ~~:l9Wmcft I 

~~~~~~~~ f~ ~f.tf ~'I' <IT II 

~larovfcffif~!" 'ifi' G[t<l"ll ~ il"lrif: 1 

~lftm 1fiilimit G(t'ifill.'ili~ mtct u 

~'ij i!;f\'imTI ~ ~~: I 

~~mfct~'ifi':ll 
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by the force of circumstances good or evil, the aaatric 
or ethical injunctions and prohibitions have no 
meaning for them. 'l'hey love but love not, they 
kill but kill not. " A knower if he kills does not really 
kill." 

But this is what we can infer deductively from the 
general train of thought of V edantism. The rule that 
every one who has seen the light of identity should be 

. indifferent to every worldly concern 
Types of Jtvanmnlrta. 

does not find its application in every 
concrete case. We have two types of liberated soul: (1) A 
class mostly indifferent to all concerns of life and hidden 
in the mood of thought of Atman. They are really lost 
to the world and centered in the bliss of an awakening 
existence. Indeed they h•we a. course of empirical 
existence, but in it they are mostly unconcerned. (2) A 
class actuated by a universal sympathy due to the 
perception of the all-pervasiveness of Being. With 
such liberated souls the will and tendency of being helpful 
to others are natural. In some cases we can notice that 
they have a natural bent of mind in this direction 
if we only trace their life-history. The perception of 
truth has a direct effect in widening the scope of 
practical sympathy. It has a. force of expansion. The lives 
that have attained the consummation are actuated by no 
mean selfish desire, but always by a cosmic sense to do 
good to others. In fact they feel the vastness of existence 
and their action is stimulated by the "one desire of 
serving others. They live for others, because others are a. 

part and parcel of the cosmic existence. They love others, 
for in them they find the identity of Being. In this 
way they work and move frealy without any sense of 
restraint until the occasion arises when they enter 
into the :Jeep and forsake the flesh and the acquired 
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pet·sonality. The Jiz,anmuktivivelca and the Tatwanusandlzan 

.The duties of 
.Jivaumukta. • 

have laid down certain duties for 
the Jivanmukta : 

(1) duty to his own self: (l) to preserve the know
ledge of Identity, to leave no room for doubt by 
the constant meditation upon .Atman known as 
Tapa. 

(2) duty to others: (1) to teach those that are fit for 
instruction, 

(2) and thus help to preserve 
knowledge for the good of 
humanity. 

These duties are meant for the second type of the Jibe
rated souls who are_ still active and have not fully .passed 
into the life of silence and complete indifference like the 
first type. 

A question arises how men who are going through ihe 
same course of discipline to attain the same kind of know· 
ledge differ among themselves even after the illumination. 
The only possible answer is that the Jivanmukta can :impose 
a task freely upon himself (e.g., to uplift humanity,, 1to 
·preach the gospel of truth), but he can give it up whenevet· 
he desires it and enter into the Nirvanic calm. The 
author of the Jogahasisth.a has set aside this apparent 
difference between the two types by introducing three 
progressive stages in the life of complete fulfilment. 

1 ii'Sf'lt(~il'ill~"'lt<fiR~ g~; '9"1": ~31~~~~ ~ I 

'iltfilift aftci"W ~ 11lf€1<!ti!'tfliltff~~'fl~ W f~~l~I ~~ $ qq; I 
~ ·~ -

·;jtfi~fif ~~ Cfi'!!0 i\'J•ft:r 1 (Tatwanusandhan.) 

88 
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The life of Enlightenment has been divided into seven 
stages, of which the first three are 

Vasisth'ssevenstages t f It d · 
of knowledge. s ages o cu ure an pre_paratwn, 

the rest are progressive stages of 
knowledge. The following are the stages :-

The first one is an intense desire to realise the con
sciousness of Identity. 

The second one is the stage of discrimination of the 
reality from the appearance-the truth from the 
illusion. 

As the effect of the above two, we have the third stage 
called Tanumanasa-the tendency of mental consciousness 
to go away from its natural occupation. The mind be
comes keenly introspective and introspection ·becomes 
easier owing to the intense thirst after knowledge and to the 
power of discr_imination which has the direct effect of pro
ducing a general aversion to the natural accommodation 
and habit of life. 

In the fourth stage the adept attains the complete 
knowledge of Identity or Being. It is called Sattvapatti. 
The stages that follow are stages of Jivanmulti where 
the intensity of tranquillity and peace varies dir~tly 
with amount of absorption in and concentration upon 
Atm .. a.n. 

In the fifth stage, the adept, as the result of the t.ran
scendent vision, becomes free from all attachment to the flesh 
and desires pertaining to it. It is called .tfsansatti. He is 
always clearly conscious of his isolation though some
times he appears as engaged in outward or external 
activities. 

In the sixth stage the adept is full of the consciousness 
of Identity and hardly perceives the existence of anything, 
besides Brahman. It is called PadartAa Yabini. 
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In the seventh stage he is absorbed in the consciousness 
of Identity and is completely lost to the empirical order. 
It is called Thryyaga-the stage of final consummation. 

The seeker feels and clearly apprehends the truth of 
Identity in the fourth stage. Up to the fifth stage the 
liberated soul can freely impose any task upon itself. 
There is still the possibility of active initiation. The 
second type of liberated souls belong to this class. 

In the sixth stage the seer forgets his personality and 
remains in the state of transcendent isolation if he is not 
disturbed from without. ·The posaibility of a break in the 
continuity of transcendent consciousness due to any active 
initiation from within is completely destroyed, though the 
possibility of such a break from without still exists. 

In the seventh stage the seer passes into the calm and 
there remains no cause, inner or outer, of returning to 
empiric consciousness. He has attained the quiet of 
Nirval}a completely. 1 

Logic apart, if we look to life we can readily under
stand that the fourth stage cannot be the final stage in 
the life of knowledge. One may pass into the silence 

1 For reference, vide Jivanmnkti Viveka, pages 90-95, Vicar. 
candradoya, the last Chapter, Jogaba.sistha, the Book VI, 120:-

I!T'"'~~: 1!'ill1fl~ ~ I 
'llll1fl ~cmm ~\~r" "' mfilir: 11 

fll~ Na~([ lWl!l ~ifll_ 
~ltlift '<IQ'l~i'{ ~ f'l<!llltfc'flifilll 

~ ~f'l"lllllif~\qt ~ ~I 
"11~00 ~ .... 'ill S'f fcrwfCf II 

~~ -dt ~ftl ~ffl'fill 
'll~'fiflil1"1fi1U ~PJfurftl: II 

· g~~qartitltet u~ ~"i!i • 
~<11 ~-.m ~ ~ ~ ~<'{II {Jogabasistha.) 
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but one cannot remain long therein. The Jivanmukta 
is to go through a course of discipline to bring in the 
ultimate consummation and this becomes possible only 
when he has the immediate vision of this oneness in 
everything of the empiric order. He actually feels within 
himself the truth of Identity. He still requires to feel 
the oneness of Being through the· cosmic existence. The 
cosmic life is- to be understood and directly felt as identical 
witlt Delight, every mode of existence· ae a part and 
parcel of his own self, for the self is Delight. The 
mere intellectual understanding of the oneness has to 
be assimilated in life to secure the permanent fixity of 
Existence· in Bliss by completely doing away with the 
realistic bent of mental being. In the fifth stage the 
adept by an intellectual sympathy feels the all-pervasive
ness of Bliss. He enters into the • bliss-mine." There is 
no• longer the keen intellectual discrimination. Intuition 
displaces discrimination. In this stage the adept acquireg 
the· power of directly comparing the Bliss t>f Nirvikalpic 
existence with the Bliss of Sabikalpic existence-of 
the bliss of Identity with the bliss as manifested in 
variety. In the sixth stage he apprehends the Identity 
of Bliss co-existent with the variety of Bliss. He 
has an existence purely meditative. In the height· of 
meditation he understands himself to be the stream of 
Bliss-Existence in which the ripples of Delight appear and 
disappear. This is the stage. where one understands the 
deep-significance of life as lila in. Bliss. When one has 
made the most of such a life, when the inner being has its 
deep satisfaction in the fullneset of life iD variety, the vision 
of the immanent onenessdawnlif more dearly upon conscious
ness paving the way for passing· intOi the silence of tran
scendence in the seventh stage. The adept in the fourth 
stage is called Brdma6t't, in the fifth stage is called 
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Braltmabit bara, in the sixth, Brahmabitbariyan, m the 
seventh Brahmabitbaristha. 1 

The. Neo-Vedantists would naturally fight shy of the 
above conclusion. Let by the rigid logic of absolute· 
monism they cannot naturally accept the possibility of 
enjoying Bliss in. variety in the fifth stage.. Krisnananda 
Saraswati in his Sidhanta Sidhanjanam has put different 
meaning& on the terms . Brahmabit, Brahmabitbaro, 
Brakmabit-bariyan and Brakmabit-baristka. 

These words according to him indicate the intensity of 
1levotion in the. stage of culture but do not denote any 
difference in the life of knowledge. One who has finished 
hearing discourses on Identity is callad Bralimabit: One 

1 ~: ~~fij;fejf{l ~~~11 

f.rm~1 fil<filll ~~ ~~111 

~'l<ltqfq~~1'f!tTI~~iflllf'lill 

~lil~fclil" 1ii'B" ~ ~ ~ II 

~sd ~~ 111~ i!~~'ilf<ll qo;a~lf~ ~ 

~"~~~1 1 ~ f.tf~ ~11:lllli!T6m m1f.tt<~m~~if ~-· 

<:!~ I q~'!l filf~~lllffi "!!ftnrn I ~Tsd ~ i!iil~! I 

~ ~Nm ~mrn 1 ~sd i!iil~ 1 "~f~ll· 

~ft!~fl'!ft!Rfcr<~lfll~:~"t<la 1 

• Vide Mandnka Srnti, 3. 1. 4. Taitiriya-Brahmanandaballi 7, 8, 
Virapakshapanchasika-Chapter IV, Slokas 42, 43; 44. 

~fli!Cfil~il'll<il~flircfil""'qt "'f I 
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....... ~~" ~ "til 'rll .... 11'1ilit ~~f'll:l'' firfflmr~or 
'6~fl«i' if "'f f(~· lltfi~ I lfel1ft" ~~ (RT~ f.m!~~ 'f'lfcf, 
~·~" ~ <i!i!!M<rnfl.i\~ M<~lf~f<~'ll' ti~t~t~ifi~' ~Pir1i!f<t, 
~~'iT i!ill" f.tfil1ilq"tfu 1 {Page 23, Virapakshapaaohuika.) 
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who is engaged :iu critical reflection and free from the 
natural doubt about the existence of· Atman is Brahmabit
bara. One deep in meditative penetration is called 
Branmabit-bariyan. One who is conscio.us directly of the 
truth of Identity is Brahmabit-bari8tha.1 

It may be doubted whether a liberated soul when he 
has forsaken the fleshy existence still continues to work in 
cosmic sense. This hypothesis -is denied by the affirmation 
of Vedantism that in the transcendental purity of being 
nothing eYists but consciousness and blessedness. 

It should be noticed here that those who adhere to the 
doctrine of the empiric-soul (exclusive of separate souls) 
can also maintain the possibility of liberation in life. 

The possibility of 
jivanmnkti recognised: 

(1) From the stand· 
point of eka-jivabada. 

Here, again, the world-soul through 
Vedautic culture may attain a state 
of existence where the world seems 
to it an illusory show. It is also 

an attempt to get liberation complete but the liberation 
of such a soul would mean the disappearance of the world 
process once for all. But since the world process is still 
in existence, we cannot ascribe complete liberation to 
such a soul, for this would suggest the co-existence 
of the transcendental consciousness and the empirical 
consciousness even in the state of liberation. But 
this existence of the empirical self is no obstacle 
to the transcendental nature of Atman. · It cannot 
be any bar to its being transcendentally free. The 

I Vida Sidhanta Sidhanjanam, Part I, page sa. 
~~ fifil'fl' 'lfllrot 1 'fil'il' Jlfum~tt 'if'illoo:, m" ~ 

f.li"ll f~~ijill'l!Tilt'ITI!: I fif\Zilif ~ 'I ~ ~ ... ~-
~ ............ i{lll~ ~~I fifi>;jOOf.lfu lli~IQ(flgQIIill~if· 

'llllili!Nlnfli' ~till ~ liRitrliN't~-'l!li'iftit: f~ I 
• Vida Sidhanta Sidhanjana. Part I, page 83. 
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possibility of the world soul attaining liberation is not 
denied. Otherwise the axiom of identity will be com
ple~ely ·useless and meaningless. But it is assertPd that 
when such a self, in which is contained the world of 
existence, attains liberation by constant meditation upon 
the principle of identity the whole order of complete 
existence comes to an end. Nobody can strictly 
maintain that any particular body has attained freedom 
for in this conception there is no particular " any " body 
but only one body. This conclusion is forced upon us by 
the theory that Nescience is an existence having no definite 
beginning though an end of it is sought and.thought 
possible. At least from the V edantic standpoint it is not 
improbable.l . "Brahman envolves the cosmic process by 
its own ignorance and gets liberation by its own knowledge. 
This does not seem impossible from the standpoint of the 

doctrine of oneself." 
The other theories of finite units of existence as 

·reflected or divided consciousness ascribe some distinct 

(2) From the stand
point of Vahn-jiva· 
bada. 

reality to finite selves. We can think 
of them as attaining freedom in life'. 
And their freedom does not conflict 
with or retard the course of the world 

process which remains real to those that have not attained 

knowledge. 
But we must be careful enough not to consider such.· a 

state of realisation as something obtained which was not 
previously in sight, as something newly wrought in the 
course of evolution. It is not an effect produced by any 

• Vide Citsuki :-
~~ @~ il'~" ~~fu 1 l!f~ -q '6"'1i't d"cr ll'li!f'f~n ~if 

~11:, page 3'5. 
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cause which has been long at a distance .from us. This 

The conception of 
the gradaa.l realisation 
of Perfection denied. 

freedom if acc!lpted would make it 
an object of transitory concern. For 
whatever is accepted as having an 
origin in time must be conceived as 

dying in time. Such a conception would shear away all 
the charm of the promise of an eternal life. In the g-rowth 
of being our vision may be drawn towards a perfect state of 
manifestation as the ideal. But can we think consistently 
of any state where we get per:fection in manifestation? 
Perfection is infinite, Manifestation implies limit; they are 
contradictory and mutually exclusive in their import. 
Manifestation implies an expression of being in space and 
time. The V edantic perfection is not a state that can be 
attained progressively. It is not something which grows 
every day. It is from the nature of the case one, of which 
we are already in complete possession. It is a permanent 
existence, though for the moment, it seems to be out of 
sight. we come to realise it and its permanence by 
destroying ignorance. It is no p~rfection, but emancipation. 

A question arises :-how are we to characterise this 
state of liberation? Is it to be described in negative or 
in positive terms? There seems to be a eomplete diver

Liberation-a posi
tive or a negative con
ception. 

gence of views on this point among 
the Indian thinkers. The one point 
in which the six systems of Philo
sophy agree is that freedom is obtain

ed by the knowledge of Atman though they offer different 
descriptions of it. And their ideas of liberation differ 
accordingly. There are chiefly two conceptions : (1) the 

conception of liberation as freedom 
The Historical study from pain, and (2) the conception of 

of the question. 
liberation as realisation of blessedness. 

The former is a negative conception, the latter a positive 
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one. The first alternative is accepted by. the Naiyayikaa and 
the Mimanaakaa generally, the latter by the Yedantin. 

The Mimansakas hold that liberation is the absolute 
cessation of the body caused by the 

(I) Mimanasa.ka. disappearance of 1Jhatma and Adharma. 

It is a negative conception. Other
wise, they assert; it (liberation) cannot be eternal. It is 
not a mere escape from ·pain but also an escape from 
pleasure. It is, no doubt, the ~xistence of Atman in itself ; 
but since in such a state the Atman is devoid of the mind 

. and senses, it cannot have any knowledge of itself or of 
others. Bliss or Anandam is an experience requiring the 
functioning of mind and senses. And since it is accepted 
that in liberation none of them can exist with Atman, 
Atman has no possibility of knowing itself in a state of 
blissful existence. t 

Sankkya and Patanjala hold that liberation is existence 
in one's own self effected by a clear 

(2) Sa.nkhya. discriminating consciousness between 
Purusha and Prak1·iti. A clear dis

crimination of the self from the non-self is invariably 
followed by the destru.:~tion of Kleaas and Karmas which 
are sources of ignorance and suffering. 2 From this 
standpoint too, the ideal in life is to put an end to all 
miseries and sufferings by obtaini~g a discriminat~ng 
knowledae leadina on to transcendent existence. The self 

"' "' is consciousness, (~fir ) but not bliss. Emancipatiou is 
a state of no positive delight . 

• ~ ~"rc:lil"fttR ;r~~r~··nfq i('il m ij"iii~ ~lltl'ifli'i. 
1<nfufuti' 'iJTi'i if ~<~ftt ·• oilq~Y ~:~iii if ~~q: t 

• We have in the fourth chapter of the Patanjali. 

n~litStr¥~~ ~~ f~<li~~~-.fli!'il': ~tN": ' ((if: it~ 
film!: I 
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The Naiyayikas maintain that liberation is the complete 
destruction of pains due to the knowledge of .A.tman-in
itself. It is not so much the attainment of anything posi

tive as the complete destruction of the 
(3) Na.iyayikas. sufferings due to the ignorance of the 

real nature of self. Self is existence 
without any inherent properties of knowledge, will or 
bliss. These ~re accidental qualities which are set aside by 
the knowledge of self. To them the state of liberation is 
one of pure existence of self without implying blessedness 
or consCiousness. 

Apart from these negative conceptions of liberation 
we have a positive idea of it in the Slokavartik of 
Kumarila. The mind is supposed to be co-existing with 
.Atman or self in the state of liberation. It thus grant 
the possibility of knowing the inherent nature of Atmats 

(4.) Kumarila on 
liberation. 

as posse10sing bliss. For to thn 
.lfimansakas all knowledge is possible 
by the contact of things (self or noth 

self) with the mind. But this conception of enjoying bliss 
in liberation is set aside in the Sastrailipilca &.'1 belonger. 
not to the author (Kumarila.) himself but to othise
Liberation has been understood in a negative sense as net 
existence of self without the knowledge of its own nature 
as possessing bliss. For the organ of perception, manas, 

does not exist in the state of liberation. 

The Yeilantin like other thinkers hold that liberation 
is the existence in one's own intimate 

(6) Vedanta. being or essence. But such an exist-
. ence is identical with bliss, for, to the 

Vedantists bliss like consciousness is identical with Being. 
"A.nanilam Braltma." .Atman is bliss, for it is the object 
of love and care to every body. We have already shown 
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that everything has an acquired attractiveness due to its 
being associated with .Jtman, and that an object which by 
itself is of indifferent concern to us acquires a new mean
ing and an attractiveness as soon as it enters into some 
relation with self. No doubt the Yedant£n agrees with 
the Jfimamalca in holding that in liberation one trans
cends both pleasure and pain, but this does not necessarily 
imply that such a state is a mere negation of them. It is, 
no doubt, a negation of pleasures and pains that we feel 
in the course of empirical life, for they are mere transfor
mations of antaft.aranam. But even a state of pleasurable 
consciousness is due to the withdrawal of the veil of 
ignorance for the moment. It implies the expression of 
our inmost being for the time. ·A mere transformation of 
mind-stuff by itself is inert and colourless. Its appearance 
as pleasure is due to the momentary expression of Being. 
When it is mixed up and gets confused with the transfor
mation, we mistake that the transformation is cau<>ing 
pleasure, whereas, in fact, pleasure is only grafted upon 
it. The delight of transcendental existence does not bear 
any comparison with the ordinary joys of life. 

There is no meaning in the assertion that even if 
Atman is bliss none can feel it as it is beyond our percep
tion. The philosophy of F'edanta looks upon Atman as 
not merely bliss of existence but consciousness as well ; 
so that to say "Atman cannot know itself " as bliss is to 
fail to understand the true import of Vedantism. We 
have already made references to the states of consciousness 
where we transcend the duality of subject and object. 

Atman is Blis11. Liberation ·is the forsaking of an 

Conclusion. 

accidental personality caused by ignor
ance. When this ignorance is !let aside, 
we attain apparently lost identity 

with Bliss. When sqch a state is attained we are free 
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from the illusory conception of the -world . as real and 
of ourselves as workers therein reaping the fruits of 
our own deeds. Such a knowledge of identity of exist
ence alone brings to us rest-a rest which we are in 
eager search of as the necessity of our being. The world 
of becoming present;:, no doubt, a panoroma of · scenic 
beauties but the heart within cannot get satisfaction with 
them. It enjoys them, but it still hears the cry of bitter 
agony within itself, for its nature for the moment has 
been limited and restrained. It aspires eagerly after an 
infinite expanse which it cannot get unless it feels and 
perceives the Identity of Being behind the surface show 

of appearance. 



CONCLUSION 

_It ia one next to which nothing -exists-nothing less or 
nothing greater. It ia still like a tree. It i1 on-~be 
entire cosmos ia full of it. 

So long we were concerned with the exposition- of 
the development of thought in Vedantism. We have 
seen how· it has two sides of_enquiry in the solution of the 
_two chief problems of life :-the problem . of knowledge 
and the problem of duty. It establishes abso~ute monism 
a;nd inspires us to the realisation of bliss consequent upon 
transcending the empirical show of existence and feeling
the truth of .identity. Of the cosmic life expressing itself 
in differences and innumerable forms, of the vastness of 
existence in all grades of being, V edantism as a theoretical 
attempt has accentuated the oneness exclusive of difference; 
the identity exclusive of manifoldness. It connrges all 
its attempts to combat any opinion which affirms the 
duality or the plurality of existences. In this-aspect it is 
a search after the transcendental aloneness and it lays 
down forms of conduct leading to the high visitation of 
the soul where thought is not, and everything dissolves in· 
blessedness and joy. This vision of spiritual oneness 
through all beings and things and the last intuitive vision 
of this oneness in completeness and by itself are the soul 
of the: Vedanta. Philosophy. Every form of serious think-
ing ha.s a touch of transcendence in it. 
- The San:khya preached a sort of metaphysical dualism· 
and spiritualistic pluralism. The soul or more properly
furuaha is defined as a conscious existence transcendent 
m nature having no relation. with Pralmti which evolveli! 

40 
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the cosmic system when the reflection of Puru&lt,a is 
set upon it, and through the want of discrimination 
P~<ru.,lza appears as united with .Praltriti. The Sankhya 

maintains the exist~nce of two ultimate realities-a posi
tion irreconcihtble. with the deep-Stl<ited tendency in mau to 
sl:!e1C for a uuita1·y being or substance. Buddhism preached 
the Philosophy of Void in the serise of constant succes
sion of the states of consciousness without any permanent 
back~roqnd · under! yin~ them and . the co~ception of 
fre~Jom from the show of life due to A vidya. in Niro•l/f. 

Buddh1~m is sil,mt about any positive description of Niroalf 

whicll is defined as tile neg~tioq. of all for.ll1s of ~xistence 
ioclqding the ruyth of an existence pf sel£.1 

Sa.nka.ra.. 'i seems to. have drawn a novel conception 
out of the partia.l truths involved in them. He sees clearly 
th<~.t experience speaks of an existence directly felt by \lS 

and l!uch an existence cannot be conceive~ of as having 

its b-lckgr<>und and origin. in the nothingness of Buddhism. 
He therefore does not accept the Buddhistic conception 
o.f evel'ything comin~ into being from nothing. He sees 
cl~a.rly in the Sa.nkhya Philosophy the conception of 

.• WfJ ba.ve here the commonly accepted theory of Bnddhiam. In a 

~oent publicatitJn of tbe c .. l<)Utta Univeraity-,.the Sys•em of Buddhiatio 
Thoughts by y,.m .. karni, Buddhism baa been presented in a compleGely 

diff.,,·eO:t form-a presentation which hardly leaves any diffe~nce 
betwe"n Buddhism and Vedantism. 

:· • N'tJ do11bt tb" cuo.oept of onenflsa of self is very old in ita origin. 

li m .. kea. its first appe ""nee in the Upanisada. It noua& han gone 

do1fn, to the tim9 of B11ddha, 1Vh() apparently ae•nas to have offered a 

new theory of life, but hia ia uotbio~ new but au old theory p&4e4 
upon paycbolo~ioal aualyaia and ethical conaideration. The picture of 

Nirvl\na RB drawn in Bnddhism is substantially non·different from the 

couc .. ptlon of libel'atiou as depicted in the Upanishads. The conception 

of absolnte moni•m first; Rppeare in philosophic garb in GouapRda'a 

ltr.ri~. Stllkara nc•ived his inspiration from it. He gue the a;raeem 
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Purullza as a transcendent reality. Here, again, he· does· 
not see any meaning in the multiplicity of beings in their 
nature tran~;cendent and with the clear force of logic 
establishes that Being, if it is transcendent, must be one 
and not u.any. Besides this logical acumen· he has the 
Upanisad,; to support him and to lead him to the concPp
tion of oneness of being. His conception of being as 
transcendental and cne without many is the logical goal 
of the Sankhya conception. ·And; mor~over, he dues not' 
fail to perceive the profundity of the conception o:lr · 
Buddhistic .Nirvan as the denial of concrete forms of t>xis~ 
tence. He combines in him the ·positive and negative 
conception of the ultimate existence of Sankhp and Bud~ 

dhism reF>pectively in the conception of Brahman which 
positively is immanent irl all form11 of conc1·ete existence 
and negatively implies the denial of these very concrete-· 
modes of existPncff. If we look ta Brahman from thff 
positive aspect it is the Being of all heingl'l, the Modt' of aU 
mod~$; if \\<e look to it from the negative standpoint, it is 
the blank negation of concrete forms of existt'l•Ces. And 
that which remains aftEr the negation does not enter inta 
the conditions of positive thinking and may be equally said 
to be identical with negation, so far al positive kuowledge 
is concerned. In fact both Buddhism and V edantism have . 

of aboolute monism an ex~raordinary impetus a~d based it upon logical· 
coooideration. He is therefore rej!'arded as the chief n;lwesentative' 

ef the System. The later Vedantists · followad him closely. Jn 

tracing out the ·history of thought, we do not mean for a moment th01t 

Sankara offers nothing new; what we want to impress is that the 
conrae of Upaniebndic tloought wus the n•ain bHsis of Sankara to work· 

upon, though the BuddhiBtie and f'ankhya systems helped him philo.: 
eopbically to work out a systet::atie philosophy upon the S1·ud in 

which the truths of these systen•s hava been reconciled and caat intG 

& new mGnld. 
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described this transcendental existence in similar terms as 
the. solemn, sublime state of existence, but when they 
attempt to conceive it logically they come to di:fferent des
criptions-one calling it the most positive of all beings
in fact, the underlying essence of Being; the other calling 
it the transcendental negation of concrete existences. But 
does not this negation of concrete forms lead to the affir
mation of Being as an underlying existence, presupposed 
in all forms of being? · And so far as Being in :its integ
rity is concerned,. is it not equal to non-being from the. 
empirical level of knowledge? Empirically that which is 
above limit and contrast passes beyond our comprehension 
and to us such a notion of Being is tantamount to non
being. We do not say that non-being means the absence 
of all conception of being but only of the forms and modes. 
And when these modes and forms are denied, what remains 
is something beyond the common understanding. Sankara 
is here most eloquent in saying that even after the denial 
of concrete modes, what remains must be conceived qf as 
the concept of substance, a concept which above 11.Il others 
is presupposed in all forms of thinking. It is no doubt 
sound logic that underlying concrete forms' of being· and 
consciousness there must exi8t one which should be con
ceived of as the permanent background of existences and 
the permanent background of all beings cannot pass for a 
non-being. But so far as the understanding in concrete
~erms is attempted cf this Being, it is nothing more than 
the negation of concrete forms of modes and in this sense 
it is identical with the non-being of forms of e.\istence. 
The state of Nirvana in Buddhism bas been described in 
negative terms as the denial of self- the illusory substra
tum of the states of consciotAsness.- Vedanta t:eeks to 
describe it in positive terms. as understanding of the iden· 
tity, and an identity that does not admit of any difference 
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is one that transcends ·all conceptions of reality i1,1 the 
empirical sense. 

Again the same synthetic insight of Sankara leads 
him to abolish the duality of Sankhya and interpret the 
world-process as due to the will to becoming. Sankhya 
after maintaining a Purusha which by its own affirmation 
is non-relational cannot but accept the hypothesis of 

Prakriti as the material cause of the universe. The 
system where the souls are devoid. of· :all willing and 
in nature absolutely transcendent cannot seek to explain 
the evolution of the world-process without a material 
which is offered in the theory of. an additional exist
ence-Pra/criti. Vedanta sees the difficulty of Dualism 
as a metaphysical hypothesis and seeks to find its 
own conception upon a monistic principle. And led by 
this instinct, it at once interprets Ma!Ja and Prakriti 
not· as a second. suhstance . co-existing with Atman or 
Purusha, but as, a principle of becoming, . the will of 
Brahman to ~become many. Vedanta thus holds the 
empirical order . to be ail ·objectification of will, which, 
in cycle after cycle of existence, brings forth the 
manifoldness of concrete beings, just as the ·spider ema
nates out of it threads and constructs a web with them. 
So long as the empirical order holds upon us, Sankara. 
thinks we cannot offer a better explanation than this. 
Vedanta accepts the hypothesis of Maya to explain the 
cosmic order and ascribes to it 
constantly changing, but not 
where do we find the attempt 

I 

an existence which is 
purely illusory. No

to deny the world of 
experience and so long as it holds upon us, we cannot 
but aceept it as a fact of existence. To avoid any misin
terflretation upon this point Vedantism characterises the 
empirical order as relatively non-real and relatively real. 
And if the empirical order has its origin in any other thing 
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beeides Brahman, it would necessitate the hypothesis of 
two substances,-a. hypothesis which puts difficulties in 
the way of explaining the origin and order of the world 
system and the final liberation; for, if Prakriti exists 
along with Puntslta the erroneous identification of Purusha 
and Prakrtti will not cease. This duality will negative 
the possibility of liberation. Pralcriti as a substance 
if it continues teo exist side by side with P1erusluz will not 

. cease to cast reflections upon Puruda which would always 
be entrapped in the whirlwind of manifold existence. The 
empirical order with all its wealth of existence has got a 
place and meaning, perhaps a value in Sankara's system, 
and Sankara and other Vedantists lay down a clear line of 
evolution and progress in this way until one has reached 
liberation and freedom. The joys of life, the onward 
strivings of the soul in the course of evolution are set at 
nought iu Buddhistic philosophy, but in Veda.ntism 
they have a distinct value, for they are not completely 
unreal. In the estimation of values, they are agreeable to 
us as they embody in them an emblem of Being, a repro
duction of it. In this way nothing to the Vedantists is 
insignificant, as all existence points to the ultimate reality 
of Brahman as its basis. Herein a . meaning ig found for 
love, devotion and active service as distinctly helping us 
onward to the understanding of the truth. They some
times open up in us the thousand avenues through which 
the infinite existence is revealing itself-a grade . and 
hierarchy of existences in a harmonious setting all enjoying 
the infinite expanse of existence surrounding them. The 
Vedantists accept them all. Not being satisfied with 
the manifestation he still pursues the search and ultimately 
seeks to lose himself in the vastness of existence. Tbe 
intellectual lilympathy with the immanent life leads on to 
the intuitive appreht'nsion of the transcendental Identity 
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of. B~in~.· So loQg as. the )!eeker .was only. feeling ~he 
pul~e of an immanent existence, be had still a feeling of 
limitation, . a painful cpns~quence due to his inability tq 

g~sp the entirety of being. And in the process of thu11 
taking. in. the entire e~ist~oce, the. adept forget~ him~elf. 
and loses his personality in the ever-permanent impersonal 
qackground: Vedantjsm does not shrfnk; from: giving a 
value t9_ the ~mpirical order an~ interp~ets it as the J,~ila 
of Br~,~ohman. In fact, the joy;; of. love, the purifying jn_- . 
fl.u;mce of grief and the inspiration. of service are .P.H 
accepted ~s higher forms of . sentimep.tf1 but Y ~d11-~tjst~ 
take care t\> add that they do not represent the deepest 
fe~ling,. Th11 bJessedJ:!ess it affl.rms whi!)h results. f~QIIl 
the per!)eption of ldentity can have no comparisoq. wit4. 
anything of the !lmpirical orcle1·. Ananaam or bliss i!1l_p~l·
va.sive of all existence~ but ananaa71? i~ itself or 11ndjvided 
bliss can be reached only in a statl.l where the e~I~-piricat 

forms cea.se to have any meaning ancl sense. And. so long 
a.s our consciousness is dominated by the empirical bold, 
th~ possibility of intuitively realising this a'Q§olute blissful 
existence is out of the question. ,4nd i~ is, again, true 
that so Ion&" as we do not get to such an existence, the soq.l_ 
within has not its full satisfaction and rest. In the ever 
expansive form of existence the sot1l can find nQ ab
solute satisfaction UQ.til it reaches the finality ~n expan
sion wherein it becomes identified with bliss itself. 
Vedantism sees clearly the difficulty of . insisting upo~ 
a gradual · expansion and ft1lfilment of our . being as 
the ideal of lif~, for, howevl!r we II~-ay gain jn inwar!l 
being, it remains a finite existence commanding a fjnite 
bliss, fpr it is remQved from the infinite expanse . of life 
and blessedness. This ideal to the Vedantists is the ideal 
of progress. But 11o progress which ie in nature dynamic 
is 11ver becoming, but never. completely is, . and II-$ 
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silcb it is a life expanding t:Very. moment, but never 
attaining complete expansion. It is in this sense a will 
always to' be, but never a complete being, and as such 
it· falls short of attaining to the absolute where alone 
can we get an infinite expanse of existence and blessed
ness; Bliss is existence and so long as we are existences 
in ~oncrete, we; in the forward ' march of. glory' cati 
never realise in us the summit. of existence and shail 
always fall short of bliss in toto. Vedantism · sees this 
inward defect of a system that requires us to be alwayS 
developing our potentialities but is ·very loath to part 
with the stamp of indi"viduality or personality. ·such a 
life in the e1e of Vedantists, is a life of continuous 
development. · It is the silent stream of existence wpich 
can ultimately come into the "Kingdom of Blessedness" 
(the abode of Brahman) partaking in mutual interchange 
of love and blessedness with the centre of existence . 
-the God-head. But so long as it remains finite it 
cannot be in possession of absolute bliss and there 
lies the possibility of a break in such a life of love and 
joy unless and until as result of such a progressive 
evolution it loses its acquired personality and be once 
again identical with Bliss-a state whence we cannot 
c·onceive any separation, for any such separation is 
denied in the conception of Identity. V edantism sees · 
in clear light tha.t the problem of life is not solved 
unless oue sees the truth of Identity and pursues a 
course of discipline for the assimilation of this identity 
in ··life. . we may extend the field of our practical use
fulness implying a love unto all creatures and beings; 
the vision of an immanent principle in all gtS:des of 
existence may come to us, · but still we cannot 
have the perpetual enjoyment of bliss for our 
conception though high, still represents · an attitude 
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of consciousness more in communion with the Im
mensity of existence as revealing itself through the 
universe than as representing the transcendental essence. 
The mind as it reflects upon and comes to the undei'
standing of the true nature of empirical existence, 
gradually acquires an aptitude to penetrate the appear
ance in order to find the underlying truth. Vedantism 
does not stop untiJ the eternal backgro\lnd is reached. 
Clearly apprehending the utter futility of appearances 
in totality to give any permanent satisfaction; it seeks 
to transcend the empirical order and the empirical mode 
of life. The value of such a. transcendental height of 
existence cannot be overrated. It surpasses all other 
values of life. Hence it is the Summum-bonum to the 
V edantists. 

Vedantism is a. form of noble enthusiasm to feel the 
all-pervasiveness of peace, so that we may get peace in 
life and peace in death, finally passing into peace 
itself-the Nirvanic calm of existence. 

" Peace be unto the heavens, Peace be unto the upper 
ether, Peace be unto the earth, Peace be unto water, 
Peace be unto herbs, Peace be unto large trees, Peace 
be unto the Gods of the Universe, Peace be unto Brahman, 
Peace be unto all, Peace be unto Peace itself." . 

Rilc-Yeda. 

PEACE. 
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Grace, !72, 273. 
Hatayoga., 230. 
Hiral}yaga.rva, 152. 
I<ja, 142. 
Ignorance, its description, 280, .282, 28S, 2U, 285. 
Inferen<:e, 192-202. 
---Swartha, 192. 
---Pariirtha, 200. 
Iswara., 152. 
Jiva.nmukta, 289-291, ~9S-297. 
J lia.naka.rmasamuccaya.biida, 235-!S7 
Jliana.-~akti, 52. 
Karma, 269-271. 
Khyitibiida, 60. . 
-Akhyiti, 60, 61 
-Alaukikakhyiti, 70 
~Anirbaoa.niya.khyiti, 56-59. 
--Anya.tha-khyiti, 62-66. 
-Asat-khyiti, 60. 
--A.tma-khyiti, 12, 63. 
-Sat-khyiti, 68, 69. 
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Knowledge, Vasi~tha's seven stages, 298-800. 
Kriya..sakti, 52. 

Liberation, ~04-308. 
Lila, ~5, 46. 
Linga.-paramarsa, 199. 
Localisation of functions, 148. 
Mahabhutas, 130, 131. 
Manamayako~a, 151. 
Manan, 2.46. 
Manas, 111,_145-14.9, 151. 
Miya, 47, 52, 108-108 1lli, 118. 
Nidhidhyasa.na, 246, 258. 

Nirvikalpa, 248, 249. 
Om, 253. 

Organs of senlile, 151. 
Pancatanmitra, 181. 
Pancikarai}a, 131-18S. 
Parameswara, 128. 
Parii]im, · 90. 

Parii}am-sri~ti, 124. 
Peace, 317. 
Perception, 175~184, 186-189. 
Pessimism, 161, 164. 
Planes of existence, 134. 
PriiJ}a, 136, 137, 139. 
---.Adhibhuta, 1S6. 
---.Adhidaiva, 186. 
---Adhyatma, 187. 
---Mukhya, 139. 
Pral}ab, 254. 
Prii}amayako~a, 151. 
Pranayima, 280. 
Pratika, 251, 255. 
Renunciation, 2~1. 
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Renunciation, Vividi~, 241. 
---Vidwat, 241. 

Sabda, 205. 
Sak~i, 155-158. 
Saman, 189. 
Sambarga-vidya, 252. 
Samprajiiata-samapatti, 246. 
Satkiryabada, 190. 
Self-control, 240. 
Srabai}, 246. 
Su~umnii, 142. 
Sutratma, 153. 
Taijas, 153. 
Tanmatrii, 131. 
Terms and their connotation, 210, 211. 
Transformation, its two forms, (s) sinking and (ii) expan-

sion, 223-225. 
Tribitkarai}a, 1St. 
Truth, 2, S. 
Udina, 188. 
Udgeetba, 255. 
Unmani, 18. 
Vairagya, U 1 
Vaiswiinara, 185. 
Vyapti, 192-197. 
Videhamukta, 288, !94, 295. 
Vidwat-sannya.!l, 290. 
Vijnanamayako~, 151. 
Virata, 158. 
Vi§wa, 158. 
Vivartabiida, 92-94. 
Vivarta-sri~ti, 124. 
Vritti, 185, 186, 189-191. 
Vyina, 14.0. 



Worship, its forms, 251. 
---Adhyasa, 251. 
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---Ahamgraha, 251. 
---P.ratika, 251. 
---Sampat, 251. 
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Padmapada-pp. 60, 162, 171. 
Patanjali-pp. 248, 244. 
Prakasinanda-pp. 75, 98, 125, 181. 
Prak~a.tma.n-pp. 17, 81, 99, 104, 109, 111, 156, 16&, 

166, 180, 181, !39, 257' .258, 260. 
Pravikara.-pp. 204, 205. 
Riminuja-pp. 68, 94. 
Sankara-pp. 8, 18, 87, 49, 58, 65, 89, 90, 1S6, 1S8, 13t, 
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Sarbajriita.muni-pp. 39, 97, 108, 119, 291, 
Sureswara (The author of the Vartika)-pp. 55, 79, 110, 

141, 165, 166, 238, 242. 
Udayanacirya-p. 85. 
Vaca.spati-pp. 56, 59, 11, 78, 81, 82, 95, 98, 104, 112, 

113, 145, 150, 156, 157, 191, 234., 238, 255, 259, 
284. 

Vasistha-pp. 270, !98. 
Vattaviiskara-p. 68. 
Vidyira~ya-pp. 82, 99, 158, UR, Ul, !18. 
Yajnivalkya-pp. 22, 23, 246. 
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